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FINDINGS AND RECa1MENDATIONS
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CONTINUING SUPERVISION OF THE DECREE

I.

THE PARrIES' CONSENT

These recanmendations are rooted in the parties' consent. I
recanmend that this Court retain continuing jurisdiction over this
cause for an additional two-year period and that the office of the
Special Master be continued for a like term. Both of these actions
were contemplated by the parties at the time of the entry of this
Court's decree with the parties' consent. The parties agreed in
advance to the Court's giving consideration to both of these actions.
The Court's decree was entered with the consent of the
parties on July 14, 1978. With that act the implementation and
enforcement phase of this litigation canmenced. The Court took two
actions to ensure that the Court's decree would be faithfully carried
out. First, with the consent of the parties, the Court retained
continuing jurisdiction of this cause. Second, by separate order

-2dated July 21, 1978, which was agreed to by the parties, the Court
appointed a Master to oversee implementation of the Court's decree.
Both actions were taken by the Court with the parties' consent.
Both actions conte:rrplated, by consent of the parties, consideration of
renewal by the Court. AB to retention of jurisdiction, this Court
said: "The Court hereby retains jurisdiction over this matter for
two years, at which time the Court shall consider whether to retain
jurisdiction for an additional period of time." Wuori v. Zitnay,
civil no. 75-80-S0, "Consent Judgment~' para. 11 (JUlY 14, 1978). AB
to appoinbnent of a Master, the Court said: "The Court has determined
that a Master should be appointed to monitor implementation of this
decree." Id. at para. 10. "The Master shall act as an officer of
the Court and shall serve solely the Court and the interests of
justice. . . . The Master shall . . . serve for two years from the
date of appoinbnent, unless such tenn shall be extended by the Court."
Wuori v. Zitnay, civil no. 75-80-S0, "Appoinbnent of a Master,"
paras. 2-3 (July 21, 1978). The language suggesting reconsideration
has an element of obligation: "the Court shall consider whether to
retain jurisdiction for an additional period." . The issue presented by
the present recommendations is whether the Court has sufficient cause
to relinquish retained jurisdiction and its oversight of the decree
through the office of the Special Master.*
The procedure by which these recommendations came before the
Court is the procedure to which the parties gave their consent. That
procedure is set out in paragraph 6j of the order of July 21, 1978:
(1) The Master shall have the authority
to make recommendations with regard to implementation of the decree if:
(a) he detennines
defendants are not in canpliance with the decree;
(b) this detennination is accanpanied by written
findings of fact which indicate the source of
the evidence upon which each finding is based;
and (c) the recommendations are consistent with

*These recommendations do not touch upon the question of
That is a question which
should be left in the first instance to the parties and, in the
event that a Master cannot be selected by the parties I mutual
consent, then to the Court. The Court has, in any event, retained
the power to "appoint a replacement after consultation with the
parties" "upon the resignation, termination for cause or inability
of the Master to continue to serve." Order of July 21, 1978,
"Appoinbnent of a Master," para. 4.

who should be selected as Special Master.

-3and can be implemented wi thin the framework
of the decree. Such recomnendations shall
include, where necessary, timetables for implementation of steps or measures necessary to
bring defendants into compliance.
(2) Copies of each recomnendation accompanied
by the findings of fact required by (1) of
this paragraph shall be filed with the Court
and served upon counsel for the parties.
All parties shall be bound by the recam:nendation
unless within 15 business days any party files
an objection with the Master and requests a
hearing. A copy of any such request shall be
filed with the Court and served upon counsel
for all parties. Objections may be made on
the basis that (a) the findings of fact relied
upon by the Master are erroneous, (b) the
Master's determination of noncompliance is
erroneous, or (c) the Master's recam:nendations
are beyond the provisions of or inconsistent
wi th the decree.
(3) The hearing on the objection shall be
held before the Master at the earliest convenient
time. Each party shall have the right to
present evidence of a documentary and testamentary
nature, and to cross-examine adverse witnesses.
The Master shall make a record of all proceedings
and render a written decision within 10 business
days and provide the parties and the Court with
a copy of the decision.
(4) The parties may agree prior to the hearing
to be bound by the Master's written decision.
(5) If an agreement to be bound by the Master's
decision has not been reached, any party may
apply to the Court, with notice to all parties
and the Master, for review of the Master's
decision. An application for review must be
filed within 15 business days after the Master's
written decision is rendered. Upon receipt of
the notice of application for review, the Master
shall certify the record of hearing to the
Court. Review shall be on the record unless
the Court determines that a hearing is necessary.
The Court may adopt the Master's decision or may
reject it in whole or in part or may remand it
with instructions.

-4The foregoing provisions embody part of the structure,
agreed to by the parties, for ensuring that the State defendants
comply with the consent decree. That structure imposes on the
Special Master the duty to make recommendations with regard to
implementation of the decree upon a determination that the defendants are not in compliance. A determination of noncompliance is
presently inescapable. Thus, by agreement of the parties, the
Master must now exercise the authority delegated to him to make an
initial judgment on the steps required to ensure implementation of
this Court's decree.
The consent decree is by its nature complex and on-going.
The recommendation process, established by the Court and agreed
to by the parties, is a mechanism for flexible yet orderly and
effective implementation of the decree. The present recommendations
are especially proper for presentation to the Court inasmuch as they
carry forward judicial actions to which the parties gave their
consent, which included consent to the Court's consideration of
renewal, while the business of compliance remains incomplete. Given
the facts that the parties consented to these actions in the first
instance and consented in advance to the Court's consideration of
their renewal, these recanmendations are consistent with the decree
and within its provisions.
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II.

THE STATE OF CCMPLIANCE

The present state of compliance with the Court I s decree
has been fully documented in reports submitted to the Court by the
Special Master. The Special Master has filed three major reports
with the Court, dated March 19, 1979, November 14, 1979, and April
22, 1980. The first report answered questions which had arisen
frequently regarding the implications of a federal court injunction
and contained an analysis of the principal objectives derivable from
the Court's decree and an initial assessment of the state of compliance. The report of November 14, 1979, filed in two parts, sets out
a comprehensive assessment of compliance with appendix A pertaining
to Pineland Center. The report of April 22, 1980, closely analyzed
455 individual prescriptive program plans for community clients to
determine the extent of compliance with appendix B, community standards. These reports contain the findings of the Master and make
explicit reference to the evidence upon which these findings are
based. Virtually all of the evidence of the State I s failure to comply
with the Court's decree comes from the State itself. In addition to
the reports filed with the Court, the Master has made one set of
formal findings of fact and recc:muendations, pertaining to the establishment of a system of intermediate care facilities for the mentally
retarded under the federal medicaid program.
(The recc:muendation
would require shifting administrative responsibility of the ICF-MR
component of the medicaid program from the Department of Human
Services to the Bureau of Mental Retardation, a division of the
Department of Mental Health and Corrections. The State responded
by proposing to establish an ICF-MR system through a joint, cooperative
effort of the two departments. The Master's recc:muendations are now
being held in abeyance, essentially being continued on a month-toIIDnth basis, by the consent of the parties while the parties and the
Master observe the State's performance pursuant to its counterproposal. Whether the Master can withdraw his recc:muendation depends
entirely upon the quality of the State's product which is at this point
in doubt. *)

*At the March meeting of counsel and state-agency representatives the State presented its proposed regulations to govern homes
to be designated as intermediate care facilities for the mentally
retarded. The proposed regulations were largely identical to the State's
current boarding home regulations (which are contrary to both the terms
and purposes of the Court I s decree) with additions from the consent
decree and federal ICF-MR regulations. Based on the consent decree,
plaintiffs' counsel and the Master made detailed, page-by-page
objections and general objections to the philosophy of the proposed
regulations. At the April meeting the State tendered essentially the
same regulations with some tinkering. At this point the State I s
proposed regulations were rejected by the Master, and the State was
(;footnote continued on next page)
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The Court's decree is a major structural injW1ction. It
calls for thorough-going reform of Maine's principal institution for
persons who are mentally retarded. It establishes their rights as
long as they are confined to the institution; it establishes their
right to leave the institution; and it establishes their right to
be provided with more normal arrangements to live, learn, and work in
the cormlW1ity. Most decree provisions carried a deadline of July 14,
1979. All decree provisions carry an ultimate deadline of July 14,
1980.
The consent decree is notable for its comprehensiveness
and specificity. The decree leaves little room for argument on its
meaning; it is free from significant ambiguity. While the decree
may be ambitious, its standards are sOW1d. The timelines in the
decree (which were consented to by the State) were "realistic" in
the sense that one could have reasonably expected the State to meet
the obligations which the State promised to fulfill well within

(footnote continued from previous page)
given the options of adopting the federal ICF-MR regulations or the
consent decree or having the Master W1dertake to cure the State's
default by preparing regulations consistent with the decree and
relevant federal law. It was agreed that the Master should write
proposed regulations. The Master's office, in cooperation with the
Bureau of Mental Retardation, prepared regulations which are consistent
with the decree and federal ICF-MR regulations and satisfactory to
the Bureau of Mental Retardation. At the May meeting of coW1sel
the Department of Human Services presented its regulations, which had
again been tinkered with, and represented that the Department would
not and could not license homes under the Master's proposed regulations.
The only objections to the Master's proposed regulations were (1) they
would require changing the forms used to license cammW1ity facilities
and (2) they were not in the same sequence as the federal regulations.
(They were in fact organized and written so that a person of ordinary
intelligence could W1derstand them and a group home established
pursuant to the Court's decree could comply with them at reasonable
cost and without requiring urmecessary expenditures.) At the present
time it appears that the State's final position will have to be decided
at the commissioner level or at the level of the Ad Hoc Panel on the
Consent Decree, which was established by the Governor's office in
response to the Master's medicaid recammendations.
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the deadlines established. The State has represented to the Court
that the Master "has acknowledged that the time frames in the decree
are unrealistic." On the contrary, the time frames are "realistic."
But, by the time the Master had obse:r:ved the State I s performance for
the better part of a year, it was clear that the State would not and
could not meet the decree's deadlines given its approach to compliance.
At the time the decree was entered there was every reason
for an outsider, one unfamiliar with the normal processes of state
government, to believe that the decree would be fully implemented by
July 14, 1980. The Pineland consent decree had all the components
of success. Unlike the ordinary structural injunction, the Court IS
entry of the decree in this case did not follow an extended period
of acrimonious litigation. The decree was consented to by the State
uIXln the personal approval of the then-Governor and then-Attorney
General. The persons who participated in writing the decree were the
same ones who had the major responsibility for carrying it out. They
knew the decree intimately after having negotiated it line by line.
They were philosophically committed to the decree. In July 1978 the
Special Master fully expected that the decree would be implemented -that the State would have fully carrplied with the law which it wrote
and promised to carry out -- by July 14, 1980.*

*UIXln being appointed, the Master undertook, as the first
order of business, a three-day tour of Pineland Center. During that
tour, the superintendent of Pineland constantly pointed out, in the
presence of another state officer, places at Pineland and areas of
the decree as to which the State would have to "go back to Judge
Gignoux" or "obtain an exception" from the decree. It thus appears
that, within two weeks of signing the consent decree, the state
official in charge of the institution knew that the State would
not carrply with its tenns and expected that they could be relieved
from the obligations they had so recently voluntarily assumed. The
State has told the Court that "[i]n same instances defendants will
not meet the time frames set forth in the decree, II and the State
defends its failure on the ground that those timelines are "unrealistic."
See Defendants' Objections to the Master's Report, p.7 (Jan. 1980).
I know of no evidence that the superintendent I s views were shared
by the other state signatories to the Court's decree; in fact, all
evidence of which I am aware is to the contrary. I believe, however,
that they entertained an expectation of cooperation by state officials
and agencies not named as defendants, which was not forthcoming and
which is now being only partially and occasionally extended.

It cannot be gainsaid that implementation of the Court's
decree is an adminis·tratively complex undertaking. The institution
alone has 384 residents, virtually all of whom are involuntarily
confined, and 784 employees not counting others who work there as
volunteers or as independent contractors. Aside from the institution,
the Bureau of Mental Retardation has six regional offices and two
resource centers. The Bureau has 223 employees serving approximately
1931 clients of whom 564 are members of the plaintiff class. community
residences, day programs, and many services are not provided directly
by the State but rather by hundreds of private individuals, corporations, and associations under contract with the State. Implementation
of the decree depends in large part on the cooperation of coordinate
state agencies, the officers of which are not named defendants in
this lawsuit, including the Maine Departments of Human Services,
Educational and Cultural Services, Personnel, Finance and Administration, and Transportation.
Speedy compliance with a federal court order of the magnitude
of the Pineland consent decree cannot be achieved if the business of
state government is conducted as usual. Entry of the decree is
an extraordinary event requiring an extraordinary response. The
decree reverses basic tenets of the State's treatment of mentally
retarded citizens. It promises normal living, specially designed
educational and occupational opportunities, new support services. The
State has not responded nearly as well to its decree obligations as
it could have. The decree has been subjected to the normal processes
of state government instead of those processes' responding to the
decree. Administrative complexity of compliance is not a reason for
condoning the State's failure to do what it promised to do; it is a
reason for the Court's continuing its supervision of its decree.
Patience is definitely required but patience accompanied by the Court's
vigilance and continued assistance to the named defendants.
The standard by which the Court should be governed in determining whether to relinquish continuing jurisdiction is whether the
State is in compliance with the Court's order or in such substantial
campliance that full implementation of the decree is assured. The
standard by which the Court should decide whether to permit expiration of the Master's office is whether the engines of compliance are
sufficiently in place that, barring unforeseeable and unlikely obstructions,
they will suffice to carry out the decree's requirements. Neither of these
standards is met. *

* The recommended term of continuing SUpervlslon, two years,
is simply a renewal of the period to which the parties gave their
consent. While there is reason for recorrnnending a longer term, there
is no basis for recommending a shorter one.
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The report of April 22, 1980, shows that sixty per cent of
the members of the plaintiff class who have been discharged from
Pineland live in places which do not comply with the environmental
and programmatic standards of the decree. (This number does not
include persons who, while residing in good homes which meet decree
standards, are ready to live in a less restrictive setting such as
supervised, semi-independent living arrangements but cannot do so
because of the State's failure to provide a full range of less
restrictive alternatives.) Fifteen per cent of the class members
have no program activity at all, and a probable majority have programmatic opportunities unsuited to their needs. Family-support and
crisis-intervention services are virtually nonexistent; advocacy
and other professional services are inadequate.
The report of November 14, 1979, shows that most living
arrangements at Pineland Center do not conform to the Court's decree.
Pineland residents are not being accorded the individually planned
program activities to which the decree entitles them. Staff ratios
are not now and never have been met. Pineland residents are not
being adequately prepared to leave the institution. Part I of that
report raised the question of whether Pineland Center could ever be
expected to comply with the court order. I am not advocating that
Pineland Center be closed. As matters now stand, the State is
essentially confronted with the option of choosing among three
imperatives: Dramatically increase expenditures at Pineland Center
for increased staff, renovations, and staff training.* Give the
Superintendent control over his own budget and personnel in the hope
that he can, without greater expenditures, bring about significant
improvements. Phase out the institution as a place for long-term
confinement by continued periodic reductions in the resident population.**

* The cost of operating Pineland Center last year was approximately $30,000 per resident. The total cost of operating
Pineland Center last year was approximately $12,000,000. Decree
requirements are not being met at this price. In part I of my report
dated November 14, 1979, I stated that I would not recommend that
the Court require the State to choose this option to spend additional
millions at Pineland Center.
** Pineland Center was without a superintendent from October
1978 to October 1979. For several months Pineland Center has been in
the process of reorganizing . Massive relocations of Pineland residents
have occurred. Changes in employees' working hours and assigned
duties have been made. This reorganization was not effected through
the decree mechanisms established for individual planning. The
reorganization is not designed itself to bring Pineland Center into
canpliance with the decree. Rather, it is designed to provide a
foundation for commencing to comply with the decree. Recognizing
that the reorganization of Pineland would, in effect, amount to a
suspension of the decree, the Master invited Pineland Center to sul::rnit
(footnote continued on next page)
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In my judgment, the key and principal engine of canpliance
is what the State terms "resource development, "i. e., the State's
activity in causing to be established new community-based hanes,
programs, and support services for retarded citizens. * Increased
development of such resources would enable providing each member
of the class with the kind of home and educational or occupational
opportuni ty to which he is entitled, would release the State fran
its dependency on home operators who are unwilling or unable to
carry out the decree, and would facilitate improvements at Pineland
by reducing the number of persons who are confined there. One means
by which resource development can be improved is by taking proper
advantage of that aspect of the federal medicaid program known under
the designation of intermediate care facilities for the mentally
retarded. Others include such federal programs as special education
for the handicapped, vocational rehabilitation, vocational education,
title XX of the Social Security Act, and federal programs relating
to transportation and housing. A second engine of compliance is
the establishment of continuing monitoring systems through the
decree-based Consumer Advisory Board, the advocates, and state
licensing and inspecting agencies. Recommendations on these subjects
are currently being prepared by the office of the Special Master.**

(footnote continued fran previous page)
its plans for reorganization to the Court for the Court's approval.
This procedure would have had the effect of giving legitimacy to
what amounts to the State's suspension of the decree. The State did
not take advantage of this opportunity. we cannot now say whether
the Pineland reorganization will provide a foundation for complying
wi th the decree or whether it is simply an institutional response to
criticism which will have few positive results. Massive reorganizations have taken place at Pineland in the past without yielding
beneficial results.

* A new component of resource development must also be
added. The State must establish a sound educational program for
educating persons to become teachers and helpers for the mentally
retarded.
** The Special Master is also involved in several other
matters of current business. First, we will soon know of the
adequacy of the State's response to the Master's recommendations on
establishing a system of intermediate care facilities for the
mentally retarded. If the State's response is inadequate, hearings
will have to be commenced looking ultimately to an appeal to this
Court. Second, the Maine Superior Court has sustained a determination
by a local zoning board that a group home for retarded citizens
(footnote continued on next page)
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A high degree of cooperation among a variety of state
officials and agencies is necessary to allowing these engines to
:run their course once they are in place. Improvements in securing
such cooperation have been made, due largely to the Court's retention
of jurisdiction and the efforts of the Special Master. But the
failure of cooperation is still the major obstruction of the Court's
decree. The problem of noncompliance is not essentially financial.*

(footnote continued from previous page)
cannot be located in a zone for single-family homes. See Penobscot
Area Housing Development Corp. v. Weatherbee, docket no. 79-484
(SUper. ct., April 16, 1980). The Special Master has sought the
consent of all parties, pursuant to rule 75A(f) of the Maine Rules
of Civil Procedure, to appear as amicus curiae in the appeal to the
Supreme Judicial Court of Maine. The Master would participate for
the purpose of providing the Law Court with a discussion, from the
perspective of federalism, of the relevance of this Court's order
to the issues presented on appeal. Third, an arbitrator has decided
that a collective-bargaining agreement prevails over this Court's
decree in a case alleging physical abuse of a Pineland resident by
a state employee. See In re Maine and Council 74, AFSCME, John E.
Sands, arbitrator (tent. award, May 9, 1980). The Master has fully
informed the parties of his analysis of the issues and is awaiting
their comments and advice.
* One of the highest priorities of the Special Master
and a demand made upon the State by the Special Master was to certify
Pineland Center as an intermediate care facility for the mentally
retarded. This measure has now been accomplished, and, if it has
been done properly, between six and seven million dollars in federal
assistance is now flowing into the State's general fund annually.
This money is being collected by the State on the account of mentally
retarded citizens who are involuntarily confined to Pineland and
whose rights under this Court's decree are being denied. Its receipt
by the State is attributable in large part to the Court's decree
and the decree's enforcement authority. In these cirCl..ITflStances, it
would be wholly appropriate for the State to treat these funds as
received in a fiduciary capacity and to devote them exclusively to
cdmpliance with the decree of this Court. If the funds were devoted
to resource development without replacing current State appropriations,
financing of resource development would be adequate in the long :run
to the task of complying with the order of the Court.

-12Obstruction of the decree is not essentially a question of attitude
among persons who work with retarded individuals or among Maine
citizens in general.* The problem of noncompliance (aside from
problems inherent in an institution) is a matter of administrative
law.** state administrative law more than anything else accounts
for the disparity between the promise embodied in the Court's decree
and the actual lives of the members of the plaintiff-class.
Because of the administrative complexity of compliance the
state has asserted that it needs more time to cc:rnply • The State
failed to reach substantial compliance during this Court I s supervision
over its decree. There is no basis for presuming that the State will
attain compliance or substantial cc:rnpliance without the Court's
continuing supervision.

* To the extent that a general attitude adversely affects
compliance, it can be readily addressed by a program of public education implemented by the State.
**

See, e.g., footnote, pages 5-6, supra.
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III.

A.

FINDINGS OF FACI' AND RECOMMENDATION'S

Detennination of Noncompliance.

The defendants are not in compliance with the Court's decree.
This determination is based on the following findings of fact.
B.

Findings of Fact.

1. Residents of Pineland Center are not being provided
with their minimum entitlement to individually planned programs of
habilitation and are not being allowed to live and learn under
condi tions confonning to the decree's standards of normalcy and in
the least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the purposes of
habilitation.
[This finding is based on Pineland Center's
official programming statistics, an examination
of Pineland's interdisciplinary team reports,
personal observation of programs and residences
at Pineland Center, and interviews with Pineland
residents. ]
2. Pineland Center has an insufficient number of staff to
meet minimum decree ratios, to provide safety and care to Pineland
residents, and to fulfill the Obligations imposed upon them by the
State and the Court's decree.
[This finding is based on records of Pineland
Center's personnel and medical departments
and an analysis of Pineland accident reports
and personnel statistics prepared by the
advocate for Pineland Center.]
3. Residents of Pineland Center are being confined to
Pineland because the State has failed to provide suitable community
residences, sui table programs in the conmuni ty, and adequate support
services including crisis-intervention and respite care.
[This finding is based on records of Pineland
Center's department of social services, interdisciplinary team reports, interviews with
social services personnel, corrmuni ty resource
developers, corrmuni ty service workers, and
community service providers, and the records
of the Maine District Court pertaining to
certification of Pineland residents.]
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4. Plaintiffs who are no longer confined to Pineland Center
are living in places which substantially fail to conform to the
purposes and terms of the Court's decree.
[This finding is based on personal observation
of carrnunity residences, interviews with
carrnunity service workers, advocates, and former
Pineland residents, an analysis of prescriptive
program plans for carrnunity clients, and a
survey of community-service workers.]
5. Plaintiffs who live in carrnunity homes are not being
provided with programs sui ted to their needs or support services
adequate to meet actual client needs.
[This finding is based on interviews with carrnunity
service workers, advocates, and former Pineland
residents, an analysis of prescriptive program
plans for carrnunity clients, and a survey of
conmunity service workers.]
6. Plaintiffs who could live with their own families or
who could live under serni-independent conditions are being denied
the right to do so by the State's failure to provide family-support
services and by the State's failure to provide a full range of increasingly less restrictive living arrm1gements.
[This finding is based on interviews with
carrnunity service workers, advocates, attorneys
for Bureau clients, resource developers, and
carrnunity-service providers.]
7. The State does not know the extent to which it is failing
to meet the plaintiffs' actual needs as to residence, program, or
support services.
[This finding is based upon an analysis of
prescriptive program plans for carrnunity
clients and interviews of central-office
personnel of the Bureau of Mental Retardation.]
The foregoing findings of fact apply in each case to a
substantial number of members of the plaintiff class. They are
corroborated and documented in reports of the Special Master previously submitted to the Court. The Special Master believes that
all of the foregoing findings of fact apply in each case to a substantial number of members of the plaintiff class. The Special Master
believes that all of the foregoing findings can be established at
an evidentiary hearing exclusively through the official records of
agencies of this State and the testimony of employees of the State of
Maine.
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Recommendations.

1. The Court should renew its retention of jurisdiction
over this matter for two years, at which time the Court should
consider whether to retain jurisdiction for an additional period
of time.
2.

The Court should renew its aprx>inbuent of a Special Master

to serve for two years unless such tenn shall be extended by theCourt.

3. In the event that proceedings for reaching a final
determination on these recommendations have not concluded by July 14
and July 21, 1980, respectively, the Court should enter an interim
order retaining jurisdiction and renewing its aprx>inbnent of a
Special Master until such time as proceedings have concluded.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing findings of fact and recammendations are
sutnutted to the Court for the reasons explained herein pursuant
to paragraph 6j (2) of the order of July 21, 1978, "Appointment
of a Master."

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID D. GREGORY

Special Master

Dated:

June 2, 1980
Portland, Maine

Professor David D. Gregory
Universi ty of Maine School of Law
246 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102

-17APPENDIX
PRCMISES MADE BY THE STATE
TO THE PlAINTIFFS AND THE COURI':
SELEX:.:TED EXCERPTS FROM THE CONSENT DECREE

[Pineland residents] have a right to habilitation • . . suited to
their needs, regardless of age, degree of retardation or handicapping
condition. Each resident has a right to a habilitation program which
will maximize his human abilities, enhance his ability to cope with
his environment and create a reasonable expectation of progress toward
the goal of independent canmunity living. [Appendix A, § A.L]
Residents shall be provided with the least restrictive and most normal
living conditions possible. • • . Residents shall have a right to the
least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the purposes of
habilitation. [Appendix A, §§ A.2,3.]
Defendants shall provide living facilities which afford residents
privacy, dignity, canfort and sanitation. . . . Living, prograrnning
and v.x:>rking areas shall be quiet • . . . Every building shall be kept
clean. • •• [Appendix A, §§ B.I, 6, 7.]
Living unit staff shall . . . develop and maintain a warm, home-like
environment conducive to the habilitation of each resident and consistent with the normalization principle. . . . [Appendix A, § C.I.]
Each resident shall have an individual plan of care, development and
services . . . . Each program plan shall describe the nature of the
resident's specific needs and capabilities, his program goals, with
short-range and long-range objectives and timetables for the attainment
of these objectives. The prescriptive program plan shall address each
resident's residential needs, medical needs, ADL skill learning needs,
psychological needs, social needs, recreational needs, and other needs
including educational, vocational, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, and speech therapy, as appropriate. The individual program
plan shall include a clear explanation of the daily program needs of
the resident for the guidance of those responsible for daily care. The
recommendations included in each resident's prescriptive program plan,
both as to residential and prograrnning placements, shall in all cases
be the least restrictive placements suited to the resident's needs.
The recommendations of the prescriptive program plan shall be based on
the interdisciplinary team's evaluation of the actual needs of the
resid~t rather than on what programs are currently available. • . .
The prescriptive program plan shall provide . . • for at least six
hours of program activity per weekday for each resident. Each resident shall receive these scheduled hours of prograrrnning. This program

-18activity shall be designed to contribute to the achievement of objectives established for each resident in his prescriptive program plan.
Pineland shall provide the programming recommended by the resident's
prescriptive program plan within 30 days of the preparation of the
plan. [Appendix A, §§ D.l, 4, 8, 11.]
The educational philosophy shall be that all residents are presumed
to be capable of benefitting from education. • . • Educational services at Pineland shall, at a min.imtm1, be equivalent to the special
educational services provided in the community in accordance with
Maine law . . • . Those residents with specialized needs, such as
the blind, deaf and multiply handicapped, shall receive programs of
special education and development specifically designed to meet those
needs. . .• [Appendix A, §§ G.l, 2, 6.]
consistent with their capabilities and handicaps, residents shall be
taught to feed themselves and shall be fed both hot and cold foods and
beverages in a normal fashion, in cheerful dining room surroundings . .
Residents shall be provided with clean, adequate and seasonably appropriate clothing which is comparable in style and quality with clothing
worn by persons of similar age and sex in the corrmuni ty. [Appendix A,
§

F .1, 10.]

[Living unit staff shall] develop and maintain a warm, home-like
environment conducive to the habilitation of each resident and consistent with the normalization principle; • . • facilitate enjoyment
by each resident of a "rhythm of life" consistent with the cultural
norms for the resident's non retarded peers • . •• [Appendix A,
§ C. 1 (a),

(b).]

Individualized physical therapy services on a regular basis shall be
provided to those residents who can benefit therefrom . . • .
[Appendix A, § K. 1]
No person shall be admitted to Pineland unless a prior determination is
made that residence at Pineland is the least restrictive habilitation
setting feasible for that person. No mentally retarded person shall
be admitted to Pineland if services and programs in the community can
afford adequaote habilitation to such person. [Appendix A, § A. 4. ]
[A] 11 steps, standards and procedures contained herein • • • shall be
achieved, and thereafter maintained wi thin 12 months of the signing
of this decree. [Appendix A, § W.l.]
This decree shall be interpreted in a fair and reasonable manner so
as to attain othe object for which it was designed and the purpose to
which it is applied. [Appendix A, § W. 8.]
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Clients have a right to habilitation, including medical treatment,
education, training and care, suited to their needs, regardless of
age, degree of retardation or handicapping condition. Each client has
a right to a habilitation progranl which will maximize his human abilities, enhance his ability to cope with his environment and create a
reasonable expectation of progress toward the goal of independent
cornmmity living. . . . Each client shall be provided with the least
restrictive and most normal living conditions appropriate for that
client. • • . Clients shall be prepared to move from: (1) living
and programming segregated from community to living and programming
integrated with the com:nunity; (2) more structured living to less
structured living; (3) larger living units to smaller living units; (4)
group residences to individual residences; (5) dependent living to
independent living, as appropriate for the individual client.
[Appendix B, § F.l (a), (b), (c).]
Defendants shall ensure that community living facilities afford
clients privacy, dignity, comfort, sanitation and a home-like environment. [Appendix B, § F.2(a).]
Each client shall have . . • an individual plan of care, developnent,
and services . . . • Each program plan shall describe the nature of
the client's specific needs and capabilities, his program goals, with
short-range and long-range objectives and timetables for the attainment
of these objectives. The prescriptive program plan shall address each
client's residential needs, medical needs, ADL skill learning needs,
psychological needs, social needs, recreational needs, transportation
needs, and other needs including educational, vocational, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, and speech therapy, as appropriate.
The prescriptive program plan shall include a clear explanation of the
daily program needs of the client for the guidance of those responsible
for daily care. The recommendations included in each client's prescriptive program plan, both as to residential and programming placements, shall in all cases be the least restrictive placements suited
to the client's needs. The recommendations of the prescriptive program
plan shall be based on the interdisciplinary team's evaluation of the
actual needs of the client rather than on what programs are currently
available in the community. . . . [Appendix B, § B.l, 4.]
Each client's prescriptive program plan shall provide for a minimum
of four scheduled hours of program activi ty per week day, and each
client shall receive this progranlming. This program activity shall
be designed to contribute to the achievement of objectives established
for each client in his prescriptive program plan. . . . In addition
to the four hours of programming required . . . , each client shall
receive training in his residential setting in everyday living
skills . . . . [Appendix B, § B.7(b), (c).]
Community facilities shall be integrated into the community.
dix B, § C. 12 . ]

[Appen-
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The defendants shall provide crlS1S intervention services in emergency
situations which threaten a client's program or residential placement.
Resource center staff with skills in crisis intervention and behavior
programming shall provide intensive intervention at the community
placement. Only if intervention at the community placement fails
or if the crisis intervention team, after seeing the client, determines
that immediate movement is necessary shall the client be moved to a
respite care facility • • . • [Appendix B, § D.3.]
Respite care or temporary residential assistance shall be available to
clients by December 1, 1978. When respite care is reasonably needed,
it shall be provided in community facilities. Pineland may be used for
respite care purposes of a specialized nature only. [Appendix B, § D.4(a).]
The defendants shall ensure that sufficient transportation is available
so that clients can attend all recommended program activities and
professional services, and so that recreation, shopping and other
community activities are reasonably accessible to each client. . . •
[Appendix B, § D. 6.]
Defendants shall provide by October 1, 1978, a full range of support
services for the families of all those clients living with their natural,
adoptive or foster family. . . . All services available to residents
of group homes or other community placements shall be available to
clients living at home. . • • The Bureau shall assist in securing
homemaker services to a client's family when needed to enable the family
to adequately care for the client. .
The Bureau shall make
available training in caring for the retarded for sitters and homemakers.
[Appendix B, § D. 7.]
Unless otherwise specified, steps, standards and procedures contained
herein shall be achieved, and thereafter maintained, within 12 months
from the date of the signing of this decree. [Appendix B, § J. 1. ]
This decree shall be interpreted in a fair and reasonable manner so as
to attain "the object for which it was designed and the purpose to which
it is applied. [Appendix B, § J.8.]
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CQ\1MUNITY PLACEMENT FOR PINELAND RESIDENTS

I.

INTRODUCTION

This report is the fourth in a series of semi-annual informational
reports which the J!.1aster is required to file by order of the Court dated
July 21,1978 (which was extended by order of July 1,1980). Earlier
reports have been sutmitted to the Court on March 19, 1979 (discussing
L~lications of the consent decree and stating preliminary observations on
implementation), November 14, 1979, parts I and II (corrpliance at Pineland
Center, appendix A), and April 22, 1980 (compliance with community standards, appendix B). The present report describes the bridge for Pineland
Center residents between appendices A and B of the consent decree: the
right guaranteed by the decree to move from the institution to the community.
We reported to the Court just one year ago that Pineland Center was
denying the right of Pineland residents to noninstitutional living. See
Report of the Special Master, Nov. 14, 1979 I part I, at 2. Our findings
then indicated that Pineland Center, so far from facilitating community

placements, was obstructing the right of Pineland residents to live in
more normal, less restrictive ccmmuni ty homes, See id. r part II r at
138-46. The present report documents three notable changes. First, Pineland Center is now taking seriously the ccmmunity-placement needs of
Pineland residents. Second, the product of such serious consideration
is that over ninety per cent of the residents of Pineland have been recommended by Pineland Center for ccmmunity placement. Third, the barrier
to placement is not Pineland Center but a severe lack of suitable, often
specialized hanes, programs, and support services in the ccmmunity .
The information contained in this report is critical to assessing
compliance with the decree because it goes straight to the decree's central
objectives. The twin objectives derivable from the decree are to secure
the right to live and learn in the least restrictive environment possible
(measured by an individual's personal needs and capabilities) and to secure
the right to education, training, and a productive occupation designated
in the decree as "progra.rrming." The decree specifically provides that
" [t] his decree shall be interpreted in a fair and reasonable manner so as
to attain the object for which it was designed and the purpose to which
it is applied." Appendix A, § W. 8 i Appendix B, § J. 8. The Master's reports
have thus consistently emphasized the central objectives of education and
normalcy. See Reports of the Special Master, March 19, 1979, at 5 i Nov. 14,
1979, part I, at 6, part II, at 1-3; ide passim; April 22, 1980, at 2-3.
The present report is the most carrplete catalogue yet compiled of the hanes,
programs, and services which the State needs to provide in order to secure
in fact the rights of Pineland residents which the State has consented to
guarantee in law. This report, coupled with the report of April 22nd on
the placement and progra.rrming needs of ccmmunity clients, see id.at 65-66,
75-77, 41-47, provides a carrprehensive guide to planning resource development and formulating budgetary requests sufficient to underwrite resource
development.
Because of the obvious linkage between data on unrnet client needs
and planning for full compliance, the decree requires the State to compile
continually the kind of information contained in this report. See Appendix B,
§ C.14; Appendix A, § D.4; Appendix B, § B.4. Yet this report by the Master's
office is the first such compilation.
(Even so, our access to the information
reported here was not easily obtained.)
Finally, the State cannot tenably claim that it lacks the funds necessary
for providing the new community homes, programs, and services described in this
report. As a result of the efforts of the Special Master, the State is now
qualifying for federal reimbursement for the cost of operating Pineland Center.
See Findings and Reoornmendations of the Special Master, June 2, 1980, footnote
at 11. The State now agrees with our projected estimate of nine million dollars
available annually to the State. This money, which is received by the State on
account of the residents of Pineland Center, could and should be used for their
benefit to establish the new community homes and programs they need. Moreover,
as a result of the Master's efforts, seventy percent of the cost of operating
those community homes and programs would be paid by the federal governrrent. See
Findings and Recorrmendations of the Special Master, Dec. 24, 1979. The State is
receiving sufficient federal funds to enable it to comply with the decree.
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II. DECREE REQUIREMENTS
One of the most important rights guaranteed by the consent decree
is the right of Pineland residents to live outside the institution. This
right is not measured by those alternative living arrangements which are
currently available. Rather individuals possess a personal and present
right to live in the least restrictive environment which can meet their
own individual needs. The State's duty is to provide the alternatives.
Each [Pineland] resident has a right to a habilitation
program which will • . . create a reasonable expectation
of progress toward the goal of independent community living . . . . [Pineland] [r]esidents shall have a right to
the least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the
purposes of habilitation. 'Ib this end, Pineland shall
make every attempt to move residents from (1) more to less
structured living; (2) larger to smaller facilities; (3)
larger to smaller living units; (4) group to individual
residences; (5) segregated to integrated community living;
(6) dependent to independent living. [Append Lx A, §§A.l ,
A. 3.]

The mechanism, established by the decree, by which this right is to
be secured for each individual at Pineland is called the interdisciplinary
team. The team includes professionals with expertise in a variety of disciplines and other persons who are most knowledgeable about individual
plaintiffs. The team meets at least annually to assess an individual's
needs and prepare an individual program plan to address those needs.
Each [Pineland] resident shall have an individual plan of
care, development and services. ••
[Append Lx A, §D .1. ]
Each [Pineland] resident's prescriptive program plan
shall include an analysis of the community placement
best suited for that resident and a projected date for
the resident's progress to a community setting . . . .
[AppendLx A, §A.5.]
The prescriptive program plan shall address each resident's
residential needs . . . . The recommendations included in
each resident'S prescriptive program plan, both as to residential and programming placements, shall in all cases be
the least restrictive placements suited to the resident's
needs. The recommendations of the prescriptive program
plan shall be ba.sed on tile interdisciplinary te<IDl'S evaluation of the actual needs of the resident rather than on
what programs are currently available. . . . [Append Lx A,
§ D. 4.]

part of the individual evaluation required by AppendLx A,
Section D of this decree, each resident's Pineland interdisciplinary team shall determine whether placement in the
community is appropriate, and, if so, shall make a community
placement recommendation. Community placement decisions

As

-4shall be based on a determination that the placement
will offer the individual a better opportunity for
personal development and a more suitable living environment, and will result in placement in the least
restrictive alternative appropriate for the resident.
[Appendix B, §A. 2. (a) . ]
These provisions describe how the right to community placement is
to be secured for any given individual Pineland resident. It is an orderly,
professional, and personal process. It prevents haphazard discharge from
the institution. The interdisciplinary team answers the question of whether
a person is capable of living outside the institutional setting and, if so,
what services the State must provide to support him in a more normal environment. The decree then specifies the duty of the State with respect to implementing the recommendations made by the interdisciplinary team.
Following a determination . . . that placement in the
community is appropriate for a resident, a community service worker shall be assigned to that resident and the
community service worker I s name shall be recorded in the
resident's file. The community service worker shall then
locate and/or develop, in consultation with the resident
and with the resident's correspondent (unless a competent
resident obj ects to the correspondent' s involvement), a
community placement that is in conformance with the recommendations of the interdisciplinary team.
[Appendix B, §A.2 (b) .]
"Community placement" refers to a residence in the ccmnunity in a group home, foster care home, natural home, apartment, boarding home, or similar residential facility coupled
wi th a program element adequate to meet the client's individual needs.
[Appendix B, definition 20.]
In cases where the services needed by a resident are unavailable, the IDT shall so note in the prescriptive program plan and shall reccmnend an interim program based on
available services which meet, as nearly as possible, the
actual needs of the resident. The number of residents in
need of a service which is not currently available and the
type of program each needs shall be c<JITq?iled and these
figures shall be used to plan for the development of new
services and programs. [Appendix A, §D. 4. ]
In sum, individual Pineland residents have a right to live and learn in
the least restrictive environment suited to their needs. The State, by
consenting to the decree, has voluntarily assumed the legal obligation to
provide community homes, programs, and services to meet those needs. The .
reference above to the duty to "develop . . • a community placement" refers
to the process of establishing new homes, programs, and services in the
community. The State calls this process "resource development," which I
have termed, in an earlier report to the Court, "the key and principal
engine of compliance" with the consent decree. Findings and Recommendations of the Special Master, June 2, 1980, at 10.
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In June 1980 we sought from Pineland Center the number of Pineland
residents who had been recommended for community placement by interdisciplinary teams. The information was not available. The number of Pineland
residents in need of a home was not being canpiled. Information on the
kind of homes, programs, and support services called for by interdisciplinary teams ",vas not being collected. The regional offices of the
Bureau of Mental Retardation, vmich have the responsibility for resource developnent, did not know vmat the ccmnunity-placement needs of
Pineland residents were. Ccmnunity service workers were not being
assigned to individuals who had been found to be capable of living outside the institution if the proper programs and services were provided.
In short, no one lmew the dimensions of Pineland residents I current need
for ccmnunity homes. It is essential that this information be known.
It serves both as a guide for planning resource development, including
preparing budget requests, and as a measure of the state of canpliance
with the Court's decree. For these reasons, the decree requires the State
to establish "a data system of client needs and of availability of services in the ccmnunity" including "[t]he needs of residents of Pineland
for community services or placement." Appendix B, §C.12. In the absence of such information, we requested and received a copy of each
Pineland resident I s individual plan and have here compiled the information they contain on community-placement needs of Pineland residents.
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III.

ANALYSIS OF PIACEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Individual prescriptive program plans were received for 338
Pineland residents. Community placement recommendations were not made
in 9 cases, usually because the interdisciplinary teams had been convened
to consider a single, unrelated issue. The remaining 329 plans all addressed the issue of community placement. Of this number 313 Pineland residents have been found by their interdisciplinary teams to be capable of
leaving Pineland for homes and programs in the community as long as the
proper support services are provided for them by the State. In other
words, ninety-three per cent of Pineland residents have been recommended
for placement in community homes. Only 16 residents were recommended to
remain at Pineland for the foreseeable future. ttf a plan were ambiguous on whether an individual had been recommended for placement, the
plan was counted as not recommending placement. Thus, the total of 313
recommendations for placement is, if anything, conservative.)
In the usual case, Pineland interdisciplinary teams give comprehensive and thorough consideration to community placement. Most recommendations for placement describe the characteristics of community homes
best suited to each resident's needs. Nearly all plans describe any
necessary special features of the home. Nearly all describe with particularity the programs and services which the State must provide for the
resident to enable him to move from Pinel~. Some recommendations also
specify a preferred location for placement.
A.

CHARACTERISTICS OF HOJItlES

The following table presents Pineland's 313 placement recommendations
by type of home required.

*

214 Residents need an ICF-M:.J:{ group home or group home of comparable
quality. 2

l"Each resident shall be placed in a placement as close as practicable
to the area in which his correspondent lives." Appendix B, § A. 2. (c) .
Many interdisciplinary -team reports state that the resident may be placed
"statewide" because there is no family involvement. Where the -team failed
to note a preferred location for placement, it was assumed that none was Intended. These were counted as "statewide" recommendations.
2"ICF-MR" is a designation in federal law setting out criteria by which
homes for the retarded may become eligible for federal funds. It stands for
Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded. In order to achieve
ICF-MR licensure, homes must meet federal standards. The State is now in the
process of converting 22 group homes to ICF-MR status as a result of the Master's
recommendations of December 24, 1979. This conversion will not create any new
openings for placement.
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*

49 residents need a nursing lCF-MR.

3

* 28

residents need a group home but could also live in one or
rrore of the following: a nursing ICF-MR, foster home, or
boarding home.

B.

*

2 residents need foster care.

*

2 residents need boarding care.

*

1 resident could return to live with his parents if support

*

16 recommendations failed to specify the type of home needed ..

services were available.
Ll

SPECIAL FEATURES OF NEEDED HOMES

* 224

residents, 72% of those recommended for placement, need a home
which can carry out effective instruction in adult daily living
skills. Such instruction includes basic self-care tasks such as
dressing, toileting, grooming, personal hygiene.

*

196, or 63%, need homes which have consulting therapists. The
list of professional consultants includes nurses, psychologists,
occupational therapists, physical therapists and speech clinicians.

*

103, or 33%, need a home which can carry out behavior-intervention
programs to deal with aggression, self-abuse, abnormal behavior,
and the like.

*

38 need a home where they can be instructed in home-life skills.

* 25

of those recommended for placement need a home where staff and
residents communicate with sign language.

*

18 residents need a home for the blind or the visually linpaired.

3,.
._
.
.~,tatl:.' IC'..F-MR regulations, draw a distl.nction between homes designated. o.s
either "group ICF-MR." or "nurs.ing ICF-MR." The principal distinctions .t;·2~-:ween the two are the medical needs of residents and the staffing requirements .imposed. In reviewing G'1e individual plans, it was not always clear
\"hetJ:'(;~r the te&"11 was recommending a home with nursing staff or only 2'1ursing
-'·>.:.J.-L·;.:.an':-::;. In the latter case a group home placement would suffice. Such
2:E,CC :lln811Ci.ar.ions were cross-checked with the program plan's medical report.
Ii: t.~e medical report indicated a need for close medical rronitoring, it was
:iss\.lmed t~':QJ::: a z-ecorr.mendation for placement in an "lCF" was a recommendation
Eor plac6ne~1t irl a "nursing lCF-MR." Many of these recommendations were made
before the new state regulations created the distinction.

"
-<OccasicLcilly,
one encounters placement recommendations which fail to label the
needed. residence as a "group home," etc., yet provide a good descriptioE of
,!"hat the ho.1.1e shou" j be like. Almost always these descriptions show c::mclusively tt'1at a group home was intended . Only when the team's intent could
no-t fair! y be ascertained was the recommendation counted as a failure to
specify.
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* 3 people clearly need a "dual-diagnosis" home, i.e. a home for
persons who are roth mentally retarded andsmentally ill.
such homes now operate in the Bangor area.

Three

* 1 individual needs a single-sex home.
C.

PROGRAMS

Community placement recommendations are accompanied by recommendations
on the l<inds of program which the State must provid to support home placement. Program recommendations are surrrnarized here. 6

*

112 of the 313 Pineland residents recommended for placement need
a day activities program. This term refers to a variety of developmental activities provided inseguence to adults with relatively short attention spans.

* 106 need communications programs. This term includes roth verbal

and non-verbal forms of communications. Some individuals communicate with pictures, gestures, facial expressions, or electronic
devices. Programs are designed to increase their ability to use
these techniques.

* 116 need therapy conducted by professionals.

*

This does not include programs to be designed by professionals and executed by
paraprofessionals or others.
7
14 need a program for the blind.

* 220, or 70%, need recreation which provides social interaction or
communi ty exposure.

*

68 residents need a pre-vocational program. The purpose of a prevocational program is to maximize individual functions and personal development through regular work experience at an introductory level.

* 20 need sheltered employment. Sheltered employment is continuous
paid employment for individuals not capable of functioning in a
competitive work force. Competitive work pressures are reduced.

SIt seems probable that many of the 103 individuals recommended for behavior
intervention homes really need a dual-diagnosis horne. The teams may have intended the latter while specifying the former. In any case, the behaviors
necessitating the recommendation are always clearly spelled out in the individual plan.
6There is no overlap in the figures reported above and those reported here
under "program." Occasionally, a placement recommendation states the kind of
programs currently being provided as those the resident will need in the community. Such recommendations were cross-referenced to the plan I s program
section in order to tally the programs specifically intended.
7It is not clear why 18 residents need a home for the blind, yet only 14 were
found to need a program for the blind.
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*

89 need fine or gross motor exercises. Fine motor activities inincrease fine hand skills or control of other small muscles. Gross
motor activities improve total body movement.

*

57 need sensory stimulation. These exercises stimulate any of the
five basic senses or the vestibular (inner ear) system.

* 9

need positioning. This involves placing an individual I n a more
functional position, perhaps to prevent scoliosis (curvature of
the spine) or to reduce a tendency of the entire body to extend
involuntarily.

D.

32

*

individuals need to be taught community survival skills. This
instruction includes making purchases y using transportation and
traffic safety.

*

64 need education.

*

21 need a program specifically addressed to behavior modification.
This need is distinct from the need for a home providing behavior
intervent.ion.

*

11 need a geriatric program. This is usually described as lowintensity, recreational activity of reduced duration.

*

2 residents need either day activities or pre-vocational program.

*

1 resident needs day activities or sheltered employment.

*

1 resident needs farm chores as his program.

8

LOCATION PREFERRED

Many Pineland residents have concerned families taking an active interest in their welfare. Location preferences in placement reccmnendations
usually reflect family involvement. Placement recommendations thus attempt
to facilitate continued family contacts by placing a resident in that region of the Bureau of Mental Retardation where his family lives.
The following table shows the preferred locations of the 313 recommended placements by Bureau Region.
BMR REGION
I
(Presque Isle)
II (Bangor)
III (Augus·ta)
IV (Lewiston)
V (Portland)
VI (Thomaston)

NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS

4

19
14
22
61
11

8This is probably a mistake. The skills required for these programs
are diverse, representing very different developmental levels.

-10Some preferences are given in the alternative:
I
III
IV

or II
or IV
or
V
V or VI
Any of 3 BJ.IIIR Regions

1
5

9
4
5

158 of those recarrmended for placement could be placed "statewide"
according to their interdisciplinary team reports.
E.

OBSTACLES TO PLACEMENT

Virtually all community placement recrnmendations contain assessments, made by interdisciplinary teams, of the barriers to placement.
The plans state exactly the obstacles that stand in the way of imnediate
placement into community homes and that prevent Pineland residents from
realizing their right to noninstitutional living. The answer is not
usually anything intrinsic to the person; nor is it usually any failing
on the part of Pineland Center. In the overwhelming number of cases the
sole obstacle to placement is the lack of community alternatives:
"There are no existing homes to meet B I S needs."
"Lack of facilities providing the services and level
of care needed in terms of residence and program."
"Lack of services and facilities."
"CUrrently such a facility does not exist."
"There is no such program currently available."
Thus, we come, once again, to the key and principal engine of compliance
of the Court I s decree: resource developuent. The sole reason why most
Pineland residents are not now living in homes in the community is the
insufficient number of homes which would meet their needs.
Moreover, the information which is necessary to planning resource
developuent and formulating budget requests has been, until now, buried
in the records of Pineland Center. Contrary to decree requirements, that
information has not been previously compiled and has not been disseminated
to those in charge of resource developnent. In short, the State does not
know the extent of the class members I urlmet needs for new homes, new programs, and new services.

-11F.

OBSERVATIONS ON ANALYSIS

1. Pineland Center. An obvious conclusion to be drawn from the
foregoing analysis is that the individual-planning process at Pineland is
working. We reported last year that Pineland was an obstacle to placement.
See Report of the Special Master, Nov. 14, 1978, part II, at 138 et seq.
In contrast, we can now report that interdisciplinary teams are routinely
addressing each Pineland resident's right to move from the institution to
the ccmmunity. Program plans prepared by interdisciplinary teams contain
a COITl,..Dlete inventory of the kind of new homes I programs, and support
services which the state is obligated to provide under the decree. The
results of the foregoing analysis constitute both a mark of Pineland's
progress toward compliance with the decree and a measure of what still
remains to be done by the State.

2. Data Collection. The decree specifically requires the State to
compile information on unmet client needs and, more irrportantly, to
establish a system whereby such information can be continually brought to
light and constructively used.
The defendants shall develop a data system of client needs
and of availability of ~ervices in the community. An
annual report shall be prepared listing . . . the number of
clients currently in need of service and the type of program
each needs . . . [including] [t]he needs of residents of
Pineland for caumunity services or placement. . . .
[Appendix B, § Co 14.]
The number of [Pineland] residents in need of a service
which is not currently available and the type of program
each needs shall be compiled and these figures shall be
used to plan for the development of new services and
programs. [Appendix A, § D. 4.]
The number of clients in need of a service which is not
currently available and the type of program or residential
placement each needs shall be compiled and these figures
shall be used to plan for the development of new programs
and residen"tial placements. See Appendix B, Section C,
paragraph 14 [cited above]. [Appendix B, § B. 4.]
In contrast to decree requirements, the information contained in this
report ha8 not previously been compiled. The State has no system for
collecting data relevant to decree compliance. A data system is
indispensable to reaching full compliance, to maintaining compliance
once achieved, and to enabling the Court to be informed of the State' s
progress toward compliance. 9

9 The State did evaluate prescriptive-program planning in the communi ty and found aspects of the process in need of change. See Report
of the Special Master, April 22, 1980 footnote at 7. A state-wide
(footnote continued on next page)
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3. Planning. In the absence of the kind of infonnation compiled
in this rep:>rt, the State cannot be expected to be accurate either in
planning new resource development or in preparing budget requests
sufficient to finance the community side of the decree. A reasonable
doubt about the accuracy of the State I s fiscal requirements is inescapable. The remedy is to compel compliance with the above-quoted decree
provisions and all other infonmation-gathering and rep:>rting provisions
of the decree and to compare the results with all available budget
documents. Only then can doubts be resolved about whether the State
even has the capacity to cane into compliance with the consent decree.

(footnote continued from previous page)
"unmet needs" survey (not including Pineland Center) conducted fram December
1979 to February 1980, see ide at 5, 75, 77, yielded seriously flawed results
and is not now planned to ~repeated. A state-wide "case record review"
(not including Pineland Center) is now being completed and its results are
expected to corroborate the accuracy of the Master I s April 22nd rep:>rt. The
State is not going to use the case-record review for establishing a datacollection system but plans only annual Updating on the basis of random
sampling. None of these efforts meets, in any event, decree requirements.

-13-

IV.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing report is sul:mitted to the Court in partial fulfillment
of the obligations owed to the Court by the Special Master.

Respectfully sul:mitted,

DAVID D. GREGORY

Special !-1aster

ARI'HUR R. DINGLEY
Assistant to the Special Master

Dated:

November 24, 1980
Portland, Maine

Professor David D. Gregory
Universi ty of Maine School of Law
246 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
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APPENDIX I
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PLACEMENT

'Ib illustrate both recorrmendations for and against placement, we include as
exhibi ts exerpts from a number of Pineland individual plans. Appendix I contains representative reconmendations favorable to placement. Appendix II
contains representative examples of reccmnendations against placement. The
exhibits are simply that page (or, in some cases, two pages) of the individual
plans which contains the section pertaining to corrmuni ty placement. The plans
were prepared by interdisciplinary teams which included professionals from a
variety of disciplines and those direct-care aides who are most closely familiar with the needs and capabilities of individual residents. The exhibits
contain the judgment of interdisciplinary teams on the carmunity-placement
needs of Pineland residents. Taken as a whole, the plans constitute the most
complete catalogue yet compiled of what the State must do to fulfill the
right, guaranteed to Pineland residents by the consent decree, to live and
learn in the least restrictive environment.
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C~~MUN

I ------------ITY PLACEMENT
The foliowinC] components
A.

7)

ClS

pre requisitos for rlac8ment:

The Ideal setting would be one that provides services to the blind
A dai Iy day activity program on a ful I day basis
Continued emphasis on ADL ski I I training
Access to Occupational Therapy consult
Access to Physical Therapy consult
Access to Orthopedic consults
Access to Speech CI inlcian on a consultive ,basis

Barriers
1)

-G

been ld(:ntifiorl

Environment/Services
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

B.

hiJVO

Lack of services and faci I ities

-16-3-
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YEAR NO.
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DOR

8/ltt/58

~ _. ____._. _ _ J~:r.f:BP~CJ£'.L'l!.6B-'Ll~_~YJ:;cQBT

NEEDS

-sociable, enjoyable,
I likes peop I e
i -enjoys her day program
I

-Communication Evaluation

!

-increase program time and pre-vocational
content
-needs mar-e adult home-I ike environment
-needs refined personal care trainin0
-physical and recreational activities

-hea I thy

I

IV

NA!lE

I CO~'MUt:!lTY

r.LACEMHIT

I,

Environment/Services
-small .qroLJp horne I I'lith 24 hour supervision
-aQE") ar>propriate actlvl ries with adult role rrodelinq
-homo! I ko anv i ronmon t
-Communication Sorvlces
-Task Analysis or otherwise concreto and specific teaching
technologies avai lable for ADL training

2.

Location
Region IV or V though not to exceed a 50 mi Ie radius of Pineland Center.

3,

Type of supervision
2,6 staff to cl lent ratio

4,

Program
-6 hours dally,S days per week with ernphasls on pre-vocational ski II
dove loprnent
-Communication Thorapy
-Recreational and social activities evenings and wc~konds
-spoclflc roflnnmont traininq In Ani

') •

Ui1

r' rio r c>

There are no such placements currently avai lable

V

CERTIFICATION
-That R
H
Is Mentally Retarded,
-R
does require servIces of an Intensive nature.
-Pineland Center Is the least restrictive alternative available at this
tIme to our knowledge.
-Services are available at Pineland.
-R
is not able to voluntari Iy participate in the admissions process.

-17-

CASE
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YEAR NO.

ilf,,'.1E

J

D

42

COMMUNITY PLACEHENT
An ideal sitting to address D

's needs was described as follows;

1. A small residential setting,servicing adults
2.
3.
4.
5.

Services of a psychologist(psychiatrist on an on-going basis
Services of a trained communication therapist
Training in pre-vocational/vocational skills
All services provided with a small resident to staff ratio

Due to the complexities of D
's needs, this team felt that such a
tesidential/~ducational setting was reqti1red.
In addition, the
placement needs to provide D
with a highly structured millieu.
Barriers to placement are; the lack of such facilities that will
provide services for individuals functioning at D
's level.
COURT CERTIFICATION
This team felt that D
was innappropriately placed at Pineland. This
setting it was felt, could not provide, to the intensity required, all
the habilitative intervention D
required.
D
's parents expressed strong reservations regarding D
ment outside of Pineland.

's rL1ce-

~
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IV. COHHUNITY PLACEHENT

A. Environment/Services
1. Residence - Should be an ICF/HR structure designed to guarantee
consistancy in - a) program carryover b) providing leisure time
2. Location - Preference would be given to Region IV. Lewiston-Gardiner
area.

3. Supervision - 1:4 ratio.

Intense supervision

4. Programs
a. O.T.: 3~ hour sessions weekly by OTR with goals of sensory
stimulation gross m0tor development, and increasing protective
responses.
b. P.T.: 15 min. sessions by an RPT with goals of heelcord stretching
and improved ambulation.
c. Educational - 6 hr. programming daily H-F partially outside of
residence.
d. Communication, Medical, Psychological and social worker consulting.
e. Leisure/Recreation.

One event of each in community weekly.

B. Barriers
Currently such a facility does not exist.
C. Currently Pineland is meeting E
needs to the best of it's ability
but not entirely. A community resource that could partially meet her
need would be considered per review of the IDT.
D. Time frame:

A target date of Jariuary 1981 set.

The IDT determined that B
is retarded, requires treatment of an intensive,
nature. Pineland is, at present, the most appropriate site and is meeting
her needs to the best of it's ability. 'B
is unahle to voluntarily
participate in the admissions process.
B

was last certified on 5/17/78

for 24 months.

~.

-

.
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IV. COMMUNITY PLACElv!ENT
A. Environment/Services

1. A young adult ICF/lv!R progra~ oriented statewide
2. Daily educational progr,l.m outside the rc~~idence
3. Direct Occupational Therapy bv OTR 3 x weekly for ~ hr. sessions
4. Physical Therapy 4 x weekly for l~ hr. sessioll~:; bv PTA \.lith RPT
consult.
5. Commullicatllln Theclpv tlo/lce ,o/eeklv stressing comll1unicatl.on hoard usc.
6. Daily AUL trainin~
7. RecreatIonal and cOlllmunity -interaction events 0[1('[3 week] v
B. Barriers
There is no such pro,gram currently ilvailable.
C. Target date for placement - 2/20/81.
D. Comments:
If a community placement that 1·lOulct partially meet S
ne~ds were available it would be considered per review of the IDT.
V. DISCUSSION
Discussion focused on S
recent disroition change from happy and
outgoing to withdral,'11 and unhapflY. This was thought to be attributed
to his recent loss of close staff relationship from job changes, to his
becoming less appropriate a~e-wise and developmentally at BH, and to
his receiving less attention as "the babv" and being treated more as
a young adult on the unit.
It was noted that he needed increased
physical ther:1PY intervention, increased O.T. therapy, more comrlunitv/
recreational and leisuro time activities and to continue other CIlrrent
programming.

4
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CQMMUN I TY PLACEMENT CONS I DERAT IONS,

The team has identified the fol lowing components as being necessary in order
to place C
in a community setting:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ICF-MR faci Iity in Region 5
Staff with expertise inhandl ing behavior problems
Adult Day Activities Program
Occupational Therapy on a consultant basis
Recreational opportunities
Consulting Psychologist available
Opportunity for community cxpericnco5

BARRIERS TO PLACEMENT:
1.

Unavailability of ICr-H/\ faci

If

!

il

.~.

-

-."

t'~ l:~ j" ~ ~,._ ~."

2

~

\'

I

,.'
\

:

,
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~~:.)

~~.

tics for adults \'11th behavior problems.

Page 4
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PL\CE~IEl'1T

/,;-\,\L YSIS

RESIDENCE: TYPE, LOCATION, LEVEL OF SUPERVISION: M
would need an ICF-MR facility
which could cope with her smearing behavior. GMR is her guardian, so she could be
placed statewide. She would require a l-to-4 staffing ratio.

/

B.

C

(1) A.D.L., (2)
Social/Recreational.

PROGR:J'IS:

(5)

SUPPOETIVE SERVICES: f~edical

Day

Activities, (3)

follow

UP

Occupational Therapy. (4)

COfTlTlunication.

because of history of seizures (\;lell controlled at

the momen t).
D:

CO:l.'l:STS: Other than her smearing. n
is an easy resident to work with.
has improved recentl~. and she is sleeping better.

E.

B:\.RRIERS:

F.

THrE Fl~J'lE.:

Unavailability of

ICF-~1R

Her behavior

facilities.

REVIHJ, PL\CEHENT: ~~

is cert i fi ed through 10/25/80. It seems un li ke ly
that sufficient ICF-MR facilities will be developed for profoundly retarded adults by
that time. therefore the Team suggests 24 months re-certification.

DISCUSSION:
~'

sometimes hyperactive behavior arrears to be cyclic in nature. Her primary aide sugpested that this might be associated with her menses. Usually she is quiet durin~ menses.
then her behavior starts to huild up just before her next period.

~

is edentulous. and the question of dentures was raised. It was thought that it would
be doubtful if she would keep them in her mouth. then when she took them out she would
prohably play with them and throw them as she does with toys.
Thp question of a transfer to a quieter, slightly higher functionin~ unit was discussed. It
vias felt thJt she might benefit fro!'l heing with [wotS \.'ho I'lerc 311 toilet trainrd (i'orhars
~liminating her smearing)9 but on the whole she seems to fit in with her present peers.

}?RMLEGED AND CONClJt:NTIAL.
.TO BE USED AGAlNST

PATIENTS INTEREST.
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IV. COMMUNITY PLACEMENT
1) Environment/Services
a.
h.
c.
d.
e.

Medical per seizures
Occupational Therapy (3
Recreational Services
Church
Communication Therapy

XIS

weekly)

2) Locntion
Statewide
3) Type of Supervision
2:6 staff to client
4) Program
a. Full day of programming to include:
-

Occupational Therapy
Corrununication therapy
ADL training
Pre-vocational training
Community awareness training

5) Time frame for placement
As soon as an appropriate pL:l(:ement can be fOllnd
6) Barriers
None presently exists.

,
I

V. CERTIFICATION
D
is Mentally Retarded.
He requires services of an intensive nature.
Pineland is the least restrictive environment available at this time.
The
services D
requires are provided here at Pineland.
He is not able to
participate in the admissions process. D
was recertified on q/13/79
for 2/j months.
VI. DISCUSSION
D

M
's mother has volunteered to be D ' s correspondent. vThen
's ne\, curriculum has been developed Carl Scott will share Ivith us
the task anal.ysis he hilS developed for D

n

B
~!.NJTY

W.

- IDT:

PL!~CEMENT

7/15/80

-23-

ANALYSIS

Page 3
',',

TY~E,

RESIDENCE:

LOCATION, Ll;:VET. OF SlJPJ·:I·:VTSHlN:

ICF-MR or a small group home for profoundly retarded adults; Region II
resides there); 1 - 4 staff ratio.

(~,istcr,

guardian,

PROGRAMS: 1.) Continuing ADL (cnting, toileting, dressing);(2.) Day Activity (sensory
stimulation, gross motor), J.) Communication stimulation. (4.) Recreation (walks, pool,
van rides, trips).
(5.) Socialization (small group parallel g~mcs, music).

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:
needed.

O. T. consult on once a month basis; routine medical intervent ion as

CO~jNENTS:
Behaviorally, B
relates somewhat better.

BIIRRIERS:

seems to have improved, i.e. very little self-abuse,

Lack.. of suitable facilities for profoundly ret:nrded adults.

TH1E El'./\}1E ..

REVIEIV, PLACEHENT:

Certified through 2/28/82; quarterly review.

rSCUSSION: Application for admission will be made for the Trea ts Falls residential fac i l ity
. and the multiply handicapped center (day program). The MR Caseworker will prepare these
applications by August 31, 1980.
The RN will ask for review and possible discontinuance of PRNs for insomnia and aggression.
The team felt B
could benefit from full day programming. Her Primary Aide felt
B
should be involved with smaller groups (four or less). The Team felt program
emphasis should be toward D. low stimulus group.
A Baking Soda prog!'ol!!! to eliminate or diminish mouthing behavior to be reinstituted ilnd
be reviewed at B
IS next quarterly.
Bilking soda is to be applied oonsistently after
all meals and snacks; the effectiveness of program to be charted in B
is nursing
notes.

- 1M
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NEEDS

III. STRENGTHS

- has interested and involved parents
- uses toys appropriately
- follows verbal and gestural
directions

-

hearin~ evaluation and direct
communication therapy

- vocalizes pleasure and distress
and smiles

- encourage her helping herself
and others

- she is affectionate: calls for
others and enjoys helping and being
needed

- more ilfJpropriate living unit
peers of like developmrntal
level and training in home and
work ski 11 s

- is well adjusted and has a good
self image
- has a good sense of humor
greatly enjoys community trips
- is semi independent in dressing,
tol1eting, bathing, toothbrushing

continue community trips,
church and recreational activities
- continued ADL training

and eating

- appropriate leisure time activities
- is generally healthy
- a hair permanent
- hankerchiefs to pin on shirt
- new clothing picked out by her
- toilet articles
IV. COMMUNITY PLACEHENT

A. Environment/Services
1. Residence: Group home with six to eight residents structured to
teach household skills, provide leisure, recreational and community
activities.
2. Location:

Region V due to family involvement.

3. Supervision:

1:4

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAl-.
NOT TO BE USED AGAINST
PATIENTS INTEREST.
[First of Two Pages]
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4. Programs:
ADL skills training with O. T. consult
P.T. at least monthly cons\llt for braces
Direct communication therapy weekly
Working and domestic skills development pror,ram
Programs off unit daily
Leisure and recreational events weekly
B. Barriers:

There is no such appropriate residence available at this tim,".

C. Comments:
If il community facility became zIvz1ilable that could parti.ally
meet the above needs i t will be considered per review of the InT.
D. Time Frame:

February 1981.

V. DISCUSSION

I

I

I
I

I

',I

The team focused on B
social interaction skills and her need for
us to encourage her expression of these. We agreed that all staff would
encourage her to help others and provide her with leisure time activities
related to home living skills which she greatly enjoys. She also has a
strong preference for certain clothing items and should be allowed to
choose her own clothes. Her strong individual personality traits were
admired by the group and we agreed to allow her expression of these at
every opportunity.

il

[Second of 'TWo Pages]
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I

STREtJGTHS

tIE[[Y

-personable

-continued participation in outincs
and social activities
-close monitorinCi of seizure activity
Zlnd ['led i c:Jt ions
-psycholagic~1 services on an as
needed
bas i :,
-refincrfl<jnt trclining in Clil of th,"s'''.

-basically healthy

-has made great proqress
In areas of personal hygiene
and eati ng ski II s
-enjoys school
,I

-enjoys, benefits from and
is maki ng progress ina II
his therapy sessions

r3 rei] c;

-I'iarm (;IlJ nutur i ng home like en'! ironment
-to learn to utilize leisure ti,~,e
-dai Iy scheel program providin~ the
same curri:ul um uti I i zing the same
techniques
-continued therapy sessions in all
three areas

IV
CW~'1U~J

ITY PLACEIv'HIT

I.

Envlronmont/Services
-homel Ike nuturing environment
-Occupational Therapy Consult Services
-Physical Therapy Consult Services
-Communication Therapy Consult Services
-Personal Hygiene Pro~ram Services
-Psychological Consult Services
-Seizure Specialist - Sorvices

2.

Location
Region V

3.

Types of Supervision
2:6 staff to cl lent ratio

4.

Programs
Day p rog ram
I) A day progra~ should provide at minl~um what J
receives at Be~~an
School: a) OT, PT and Communic~tion therapy sessions
bl
TriJnsdiscipliniJry curricuilim planni:vJ
c)
Prec I c; i r)n teiKh i [10 rrxdhoc:'d)
Horne c3rr-yovcr ilnd commun; :,yt i on
oj
At ICi)st 30 hours per WC0~

II

il
-i-.
:.1

[First of Two Pages]
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(continued)

Home tralnln<}
I) Refinement training In tho areas of personal hygiene and Rating
2)
Training In use of leisure tiCle
3)
Field trips and outings as rol~t forth in the C:onsent DC!crce
4) Trainln0 In household tasks
Comments
J
was orifJiQ~ally placed at Pineland Center for training in the r:Jre3S
of personal hygiene and eating.
Once he had accompl ished pronr~mClinQ
criterion he was to return home.
Those goals set forth have now been
met and J
is ready to return.
J
's fami Iy is '>'Ii II ing to have him
return home, but there is not ,1 day proGram to accommodate him in the
Kittery area, thus prohibiting placement.
Darriers
The non-existanco of an appropriate ~ay program in the Kittery area.
V

II ClISClJSSION
I

's seizure activity has toon of much concorn to al I involved a~ reileCTed
In the reports.
I lnviteci Dr. Holt to tho IDT to sh,:ro inform,]tlon{lith us.
Since J
's stay in Benda, Or. Holt has changed his medicdion and feels
that his seizure activity has decreased considerably.
f~e wi II return to the
Cottages in a few days and be seen in Seizure Clinic In three weeks.
People
wi I I keep a close watch to see how he 1s progress; ng.

J

's pi acer:Jent was
in the Synthesis that
found.
The P
's do
J
to be with them

J

discussed and the s i tuat ion rerr,a i no; the sarre as out I i nee
he would return home as soon 3S a day program could be
not object at a cornmun i ty home placement but much prefer
if at al I possible.

Mrs, P
also stated that she was ~ulte pleased with the work of the Cottage'
staff and the Berman Schoo I staf f and fe I t that J
had corn,e a long way.
It
;s important to the P
's that any community day program or community home be
equal to or better than the care and training J
is receiving at Pineland,

f'·".

[Second of Two Pages]
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him at the upper end 0 f the Pro found range c:" retarrl:1t ion for social
adaptive functioning.
There are indications of some sligl1t gains in
developmental skill expression over most recent finciin~s.
NEEDS

III. STRENCTHS

- 6 hours programs

has a guardian
- is able to cOITIITI\1nlr;lte his need:

cant [nile

"t

-, enjoy:: C()II111\\lnLty tril";

l'(Hlt:II1II('

(-(1l11i'.llllllty
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[ndcp('nd('Ilt:

1:1

wold 1 it v () f

-

IlIl'd f(-;l!. ["11

AnAe

r('ViCh'

t·rip·
C:Vl:rv

')

;

"11th.';

f,r()llnd s
- cont inllc AnL traLnin.I'.
- relates to peers and staff
- cnmmtlnitv placement or unit at
Pineland (as outlined in
Community Placement Section)

- is in good health
- helps out on the unit
- enjoys recreatIon activities
IV. COH:CillNITY

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAl->
NOT TO BE USED AGAINST
PATIENTS INTEREST.

PLACE~mNT

A. Environment/Services
1. Resl.donu:,

F
npecls i1 strllctur,"!' heni :.'n six bed grOIJP home
witl! npproprlntc p("'.r group. The lJ· ~Il~ ,;t,lff :;]Wlild he ;lhl(' r l l
denl ;Hld rL':;pond l l ) F
l1(,'-;I:-;j'''1;)1 ;q',)'J"(~:;sinll.
;;Cr'lctlll'l'
sholll rl J", el('.c; i to,IlC'd t:o ?ll.l r,lntf't' COIl" i ';tl'nrv tIl fn.c;ter I llrl,~'pC'lld('I1"I'
j

n A I Ii , •

I c I ~~, Ire

outside I.,f the

2. Location:

E

t fm ('

:l , 'l

l. v! t: r (' :.; ; I n d 'I' I' () v f , 1(' . I 11 n,' t i v I t~ v p r () ! 'Y ;HIl

tWllIl>.

could be placed statewide.

3. Frograms:
needs to continue with hair combing, bathing skills,
and neatness in appenrance.
b) Activity Center: E
needs a full day of programs but within
the program only a half day of scheduled classroo~ time and the
other half a day group activities (i.e. gYm, bowling, leisure
act i v:i t Le s)
c) Commllnity Survival:
E
needs tn r;cJlcr;11 i:;:(' hLs I iT't! ted
mobility skills to ;1 c()mrnllnity setting.
[n d,)inl; :-:') Ill' ',-:cHlld
h:lvC to 1.(' ;1\';:11"(- Ill' tr;lffi,', ;,;trlc\v;llks, USII1I' p'lhlic fdt'ilitt"s
('>"lrcl't. h,]Lhro"1!1::) :lIld 11:-;11 of TIl(1!lCV,
to lLITl1(' ;1 i"1"oJ.
a) ADL: E
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d) Socialization/Recreation: ~
n l' l'd s tole <1 r n to 1;1 t t:' r act
appropriately with staf f and peers. Ill' ,dso needs exposure
to variety of dcvelopT:1cnt1.l1y appropriate communit:l Zlctivi.ties.
B. Barriers:

Some of the services E
would need are in tht2 tradi:ional
community setting but he! does present a behavioral problem occa.sionally
and home operators would have to respond and deal with his upsets when
they arise.

C. Time Frame: Statu~ of placement potential should be reviewed at 4/'~
at quarterly review.

E
was certified through District Court on 5/30/78 for a period nuC
to exceed 24 ,110nths. The team recommenus a re~certification of 2/j mOllli1s.
V 1. DISCUS SION

The lOT met today to discuss E
W
a resiuent of Doris Anderson
Hall II.
E
still has, at times behavioral upsets but they are not
as frequent as they have been in the past. lie continues to verh::llize
threats and sometimes goes through with them (1. e. "I'm going to push
you or kick you." The DAI! 2 staff deals with thts behavior by intervening
and sending him to his room for a period of 10-20 minutes to calm down.
This method has been effective with E
At AIJAC the staff state
E
hasn't been a problem but if he does become upset they usually
take him from the situation to a quiec area to ca.lm down also for 10-20
minutes. There was a question of whether E
could tolerate six
hours of classroom schedule time. The team agreed E
cOld.d 'Jenef it
from more programming but in the <;Irea of group activities, at the Leisure
Center or gym. OMf 2 staff to see E
gets involved in these
activities during the afternoon. E
only has to be told to go t- 1
these areas to participate. Or. Monroe added that 2
had made some
sliRht gains in developmental skill expression over most recent findings.
The t("llll '-1l~lo d l~JC\ls';('J at r.n~at 1ength ;\1 t.cr,natc pLlc,'rn('tlt. At: the
present time, tht.~ [onm could not agree on;1 bllilding ilt PincLl!ld that
would b(~ be.tter than DA11 2 for E
ll"wever, community placement was
discussed and the team agreed if a place could be found for E
in the
community as described in Section IV he should be placed or i f a building
at Pineland was developed like Section IV ~
should be placed there.
Jack Marsh, Social Worker, stated he would look into locating a co~munity
placement: if that was what the team wanted. The team all agreed to
placement.

CONFIDENTIAL,
AGAINST

[Second of Two Pages]
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COMMUNITY PLACnlEiH

A.

B.

Environment:
would be a suitable candidate for an ICF-0R

1.

Residence:
fac i 1i ty .

2.

Location:

3.

Type of Supervision: Regular rCF-,':I} (1 to 4 ratio) would be sufpres ents fe',~ L'cha vi or prob 1ems. She sleeps
ficient, for r
very little at nig ht 9 so night time coverage should be at least 1 to
10 ratio.

P

StatevJide.

Programs:
P
needs to refine her eating skills and to learn how
to use a fork. She should be encouraged to be mor~ independent in her
dressing. and maintained on a scheduled toileting program.

1.

A.D.L.:

2.

Oay Activities: r
needs to increase her tolerance to programming. to independently make marks on a paper I'lith a crayon, to independently complete an obstacle course, to independently brush her hair, and
to be able to string a 20 small bead necklace.

3.

Cot;lTllunication: P
needs daily work on awareness and reduction of
self-stimulatory behavior by residence staff under the sUf)ervision of an
O.T. or a qualified speech pathologist.

4.

Occupational Therapy: P
needs to improve her concentration
through body awareness activities, to be provided with a variety of
tactile experiences to satisfy tactile ilnd oral needs, to be involved
in smal'l groups to impl'ove social skills, and to use the har::mock and
swaddling as relaxation techniques for agitated behavior.

5.

Social/Recreational: p
needs regularly scheduled activities to
increase herirteraction i'iith peers/staff, and to help her relax (i.e. a
pool program). She should be involved with daily activities by staff,
with consultant services.

c.

Cor~ment:

D.

Ba
(>r';; rrrs('ntly there <H'C few ICr-rlR facilitil's availablf'; thl' caSL'~"ork('r is 1/1l,ll'/ •. lrt' of dflY vM:ancics rven thougil r
could he pl,\cc~d
s t i.\ t {'iii i d I' .

P
can be very affectionate with staff, putting her ann
around them independently or taking their hands. For the most part she
can be a pleasant person to work with, although her sleeplessness can ca~sc
probler:ls at ni9ht.

[First of Two Pages]
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Time Frilllle: P
is certified throuCjh 9/26/ElJ. The T(~ar:1 is unalt/are
and
of any ICF-~'1R facility vacancy \I!~dch mioht be Civailable to P
ti
[0e
more
I<Jould suggest re-cert,ification for another 24 n:onths, by It/hich
community ICF-fv1Rs should become available.

CERnFI.CATIQ!~ cor~

V.'

p
is certified until September 26. 1980. She is a profoundly retarded
individual. who requires treatment of an intensive nature, see Section IV above.
At present Pinelilnd is the least restrictive and most appropriate treatment site
available for P
The treatment she requires is available at Pineland.
p
is unable to participate voluntarily in the admissions process. The
Team recol1T.lends recertification for 24 months.

01 SCUSS I

I

. II

I
I

Presently the Team's oreatest concern about P
revolved around her sleeplessness. She is on iioctec rRfl for this behavior, since she can get very agitated
and slaps herself when she doesn't sleep. Since October 12th, she was given
Noctec 6 times in October, 7 times in November, and tv/ice in December (11 days).
The L.P.N. suggested that perhaps a medication regil1:2 could be started to rake
he~ go to sleep regularly, and then she could be gradually withdrawn from it,
but the Team was reluctant to take this approach, Rather the sUCJgestion \'ias
made that she could use the hannllock for relaxation or she could have an evenins
pool program. It I'las noted that the harnrlock has not been put back up si nee the
remodel 1 1n9.
p
also indulges in quite a bit of self-stif1ulatory behavior, v-Ihich shoull'
be directed into more approllriate channels. For eXi1liiple, she likes to play with
paper, and thus can be encouraged to r:ake narks on it Ilith uayons, rather than
just rustling it.
Her rrimary aide noted that P
is heing encouraged to pick out her ol-m
clothes in the morninq, and that she does go through them (not just selecting
the article on top) a~d does try to "color coord-inate" her pants and tops.
The Team agreed that P
would be a suitable candidate for comunity place[nent in an ICF-nR facility. Because m,jR is her guardian, and her relatives live
out of state, she could be placed in any Region. She was suggested for the Treats
Falls facility. but one of their lldmissions criteria vias to have an interested
family living in Rcqion II, so she is not being considered there.

[Second of Two Pages]
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IV, COMMUNITY PLACEHENT
A, Envl.ronment/Services

i

1. Residence: A pediatric reF/MR, preferably co-ed.

'I

2, Location:

Ability to provide

carryover of programming.
Region V,

, TJc:~'D AGAINST
r< '
.
INTERE.::,'L

], Supervision: 1:4

BE \-

-.lA..'

4. Programs

D.T. - provided by OTR
P,T. - provided by PTA

~

hr. 3 X weekly.
hr. sessions weekly.
Communication Therapy - provided 3 x weekly
Recreation/Leisure - structured appropriate trips 1-2 times weekly.
Structur~d leisure time activities.
AnL - Consistent program carryover from O.T. and educational
Educational Programs - off the unit and on at least 6 hI'S. daily.
5~

Barriers: There is no facility available at present that could meet these
needs.
C, Comments

8 communi
facility were available that could meet some of
these needs placement would be considered per review of
this lOT,

If

D. Time frame:

1981 or as soon as possible.

V, CERTIFICATION

S

WBS

certified on 3/7/78 for 24 months.

Although Pineland is meeting

her needs to the best of it's ab:Uity, if an appropriate community

ement were available
community,

ribed above) she should be placed in the

'ilL DISCUSSION

or points of discussion were S
need to continue fannal programming
as is. adding consistant carryover in all areas, her need for more
appropriate leisure time activities and her need for new equipment. She
seems to be well liked and content in her environment.

-33-
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11 6 bed group home statevlide. I'lhich
vely and
nue with blind training. or ICF/~~R.
Home training to maintain nd continue hearing aid progr~m.

TYPE, LOCATION, LEVEL OF SUPERVISION:

self abuse problems construe

can

1

ng.

( 1)
(4) Communica
(5)
1a1

PROGRi',)'-fS:

• (2) Continued

ind training. (3) Pre-vocational & pre-academic.
therapy (by speech pathologist or someone under direct supervision).
onal.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:

COHHENTS: 0
5
has been

Psychological intervention for sel

has COrle along way
on a 100% con ngency

abusive behaviors.

rd controlling her sel abusive behaviors since
me out with chair restraint behavior management

ram.
BARR IERS:

Una va il ab il i

TIME ER.l\JiE.:

of suitable community placement.

REVIEI.J, PLACEr-lENT:

D

ce

thru

21/82.'

gs. the procedure is to call the unit and she is
Eastman's class 1t has been two years since she has
noise in general can
sturu her.
the issue of the
The time she

restraint program 9 and means of possibly
ir per episode has been gradually reduced from
now is not
e time to eliminate the use of the
she
d not be dissuaded from banging her head.
r's use will be
by the Rehab. meetings
1e woman.
potential
r more
The problem
artie
over the weekend. If the unit
s might also help to cut down on

D
to a more arproat Pineland had more activiD r , 1'10 S t 0 f the
alTl f e 1t t h iJ. t
ght very we 1 be detrimenta 1 to her
the s
~alth
a 0 • Her behavior
ly better
as it is stabilizing there should
)e: no major changes in 0,
living arrangements.
is latter was apparently pointed out in
. certification hearing by the tes mony of the outsi
psy.chologist (Philip Pierce,
ng.

DI aA
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IV. COMl'fUNITY PLACEMENT

A. Environment/Services
1. Residence: S

"QuId need an ICP/l'ffi for voung adults.

2. Location:

Preference t.Joule! be given to the Portland/Scarburo\lgh
area due to family involvement.

3. Supervision:

1-4. Close monitor of seizures

4. Programs:
1. Full day educational program off unit.
2. Access to P.T. consult as needed
3. Access to O.T. consult as needed
4. ADL training

B. Barriers:

Lack of facilities/services.

C. Comments: If a community placement that would partially meet the
above needs were to become available it would be considered per review
of this IDT.

D. Time Frame:

As soon as an appropriate placement is available.

VI. CERTIFICATION REQUIRFJ1ENTS

S
was certified as eligible for admission to Pineland Center on
5/31/78 for a period not to exceed 2/. months. A renewal of Jike
certification is appropriate.

VI. DISCUSSION
The team discussed S
increased strength and ambulation and agreed
that the removal of the chair restraint was appropriate. She is
sleeping better at night than in November and December of 1979. Concern
was voiced that the skin problem behind her ear may be caused by poor
hygiene or use of the helmet when her hair was not completely dried.
This is being monitored closely by the medical staff. It is the
opinion of the tenm that when Berman School classes change that she
may be more appropriately placed in a classroom with more ambulatory
peers. The team decided that a change to a lfghter weight face guard
on her helmet would be beneficial and that the Occupational Therapv
would pursue this.
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COMMUNITY PLACEMENT
I

I

The following components have been identified as necessary to achieve
community placement.

I

A. Environment/Services

I

I

1. Highly structured group home geared for profoundly retarded adolescents/yo~ng

adults.

This home to have firm limits established.

2. An emphasis on ADL skill training.
3. Access to a daily educational program.
4. Access to Psychological consultation.
5. Access to consultive occupational therapy.
B. Barriers
1. Lack of facilities and services.
2. C

'0

attention getting behaviors.

--

I· ll~ I ~L!U~

LJ l.L' ~ j L fC-----

~------~-~

--

---~-

-~-
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IV.

I

fommuni ty ?lacem.cnl
Environment/Services
nesidence - 1·1
needs an IeF-I-m faciE ty to monitor his seizures,
preferably one floor due to ~!,
seizures and unsteady g ait 9
preferably a single room or roommate who would respect M
truck
collection",

t

'lJ

2.)

Location - Re~ion II due to Mrs.
the ye8,:riS~

3.)

!21'2....of
~

Lto)

'13

consistent involvement over

:"}~!'.vj~.L~ - Close medical nonitorin(: oue to seizures .,j,th

one to four slaff

ratlO.

PT()~r8m[):
-,._--_
.._-L

D

COt:;r.'m1cflij(lD - In-~louse pror:rl)m iF, needed to tee.cft I,:
to
fOiJ~)~,71~)nsic-:- cO~'~'Cand,:; as .:ell as pointinG :0 various ew:ironmental ot~ectiS as they are named.
\' ocr" bonnl - ~i
needs a full day pro [ram consistinG in
;;t:~vi()-;S to promote rclw:a hon rind clecrea.se body ri£idi ty,
conceptual activities in prepar<1tion for prevoc~tional tasks and
t(;'iJchin;- appro}Jriete .fOrk c;kil1s [;0 that he may becor:]C a candic:i!ltc
for D. Pro-1;iOrks!lOp sc t tin)",.
Cor.~ii:.L.Sl2.:r:.'-.'ivEJ]~ - 1,\
neeos to [cneralize current r.,obiJity
[;~; i11£: from hiE; resj den ti al 1:!.re" to proCrar:1 aree]. to 0 thcr areas
(i c~ cD.ntec)1 :pror;rar., ,i/ould everltuaIly include trc:;ffj c alo.'areneS5,
iQc. usini; sidc,la1k5 nn:~ croEs-,..,t;lks, and the use of p,lb1ic
fEicilities.
ADL - ~!
needs intensive traininr in areaB such as sroo~ing,
bath:inc~ nnd G:,8.;:;p00inr;.
§.22j!,}i7e::.~~Rcc~~SJ.ti91l- J:
needs continued o:p0.sc:rc to a
v8riely of clev(:lo~''1leilte.1.1y vPI'ropriate cO:l1~·.mit:v &chvities.
1-:
!Should H160 conU r,l!C to hD.Vc! I:tCCCC;S to an area where his iruck
j 1. 1 bc· ple ced for hi[; perD~;Hll UE;C.

)

ho)

co)

d.)
e.)

.J

v.

B

B8.Irierf::..:" Currently the SCn1CC[; outlined in the com:7,~mjty sectioE ':10 not
exist ill HcC;i on II at tl,ir;. t ir.;E'.~!
f;cizures may 81,,0 be D b~rrier@

c.

Co::"~r';:ts:
r·:
Ls 1m iclCDl ct;',diclute for COf: ';7:urd ty J')bcC~\Cnt.
He can
'erite-;T~J-Yi hi l'.I;;el f ~!h i 1 e tlllE;l,lJ'C' Fvi (:;ecl f;" d it~ EO 'r, C' hay i or pro b 1 err..

D.

.tir:!? }~:J:~)r:le~. ,stl)tub of potentjfll plou·r,·ient c',ould hc
j'iociifi('o Deli.oT! pllln forpll!Ce;;lcnt \tfill l'.'f' developed
t j on F:(:ol1 i rC'::i2Yltn
.....
...
is Gl profoull::Jly reLr'cieci j!,di\'iuUl,J "iho
tCl1sive nnLure. F'inelnIlQ ie, the (l;,ly~ the
nppropriE1tc tr'(,[,tr;1 cnt I3j te ~vt'i]lir;1e t.o I;,
thvt I,;
n:qu:ires is o\'£lilntllc IJt jJjnc-lcl
VOluntarily in the admissions process
tifica tion.

Ger tificD

--~

~

->-.~~~~

---.~--

j";

thE most
tCDt::' ent
participnte
months recer-
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III.

STRENGTHS

Page 3

NEEDS

- has learned partially to eat
on her own

- continu~ feeding program

- could learn correct toileting

- needs toileting program
- needs toilet

- participates in dressing process

- continue gradual participation
on her part
- needs daily medical care and
consult for bowel discomfort
and gyn examination

-

S

enjoys and benefits
from her school program

- continue in her full day program
at Berman

-

also enjoys and benefits
from aT and PT

- continue in PT

S

- continue in OT and 10 minute
stimulation program
-

is a communicative

S

person

- needs and enjoys communication
with people

IV. COMMUNITY PLACEMENT
1. Environment/Services
a) ICF/MR facility
b) O.T. Services
c) P,T. services
d) Psychological services by someone versed in self abusive behavior

planning
Staff trained in above
Medical Services
8) Educational services
h) Recreational Therapy services

2. Location
,.

Region III
;\ r1 )~ \

3.
'''.-,,;-' .

~ype

-I j,~

of Supervision

,1:1.staff /resident

[First of Two Pages]
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a) Intense programming vL., te:l1n effort CUT, PT, l'~~vchologi~t staff)
to deal with and be versed in areas of HeIr abuse.
A program much
like the one S
is currently on but to be more closely
monitored.

b) Occupational Therapy Program to be carried out by an OTR at least
3 XiS weekly
c) Physical Ther,3py progrilm to be carried out by an RPT at least
3 x's weekly.

d) Recreational Program to provide physical activity and outings
S
enjoys.
e) Educational program to involve six hour day coverning the following
areas:
tactile stimulation, music, gym program and program to
decrease reliance on restraints.

5. Comments
An ICF/HR facility dealing in self-abusive people would be best suited
for S
or a place where the above could be provided.

6. Time Frame for Placement
It is difficult to target a date as no facilities are even begun.

12/81 will be a tentative date.

7. Barrters
No such program currently exists in the

st;i:\~~'

V. CERTIFICATION
p

That ::

is Mentally Retarded.

She does require services of an intensive nature.
Some services are available at this time at Pineland
Pineland is the least restrictive environment at this time.
S

cannot voluntarily participate in the admission process

VI. DISCUSSION
Considerable emphasis must be put upon the importance of ~
10
minute stimulation program. In adelttion that ttme "should be spent with
someone with her restraints off in order to be rc~l stimulation not time
spent alone rocking or listening to a radio.
[Second of Two Pages]
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RESIDENCE: TYPE, LOCATION, LEVEL OF SUPERVISION: S~dl I srour hOl9 scrvinc ~r0~JLndly
retarded adults with behavior proLlnns, 1-4 st~ff r~tio with ~4 hour cov~rj~C. tralnin~
in ,:'\8L, behavior, community survival.~!
should hllve op;Jor-tunities for r'e::r f ;uTion31
and lei:;ure 3ctivities, socialization.
F'lacer.,cnt cOIJIJ :'l :;tatc I'lide, rur,~1 s'~'~~in,;.

B.

PROGRAMS: Day activities pr"ogram provlJinC) develop7ental skills trajnin~, Sross r::oto",
fine nntor, pre-voc. The program must be flexible and able to deal with behavior
prollems.

C.

SUPPOHTIVE SERVICES: 11edical services to check Teoretol levols (blood work 8very 3 ['cnth~;);
rovlf]w f1IE)dicatlon every:: i',onths; montClI he,3lth :icrvices to dcvr::lop anu ['onitor bdllvkr
fT~anJCJefliL:~lt programs; P.T. consult to ovaluato r''::m<Jc of rrotion.

D:

COMMENTS:
There ;rc no facll 1ties avai lable or on
or type of training which N

E.

hich offer the dCGree of siJpcrvisicJ(l

BARRIERS:
Lack of facilities servinC) profoundly retarded adults with behavior pr:)~lcT:',:;.
's low tolerance for structured activities and his unacceptable habits.

N
F.

TIME ERlvfE.:
quarterly

REVIEW, PLACEMENT:

Placerr,cnt opportunities wi II be reviewe'j at eacl-)

revie~.

DISCUSSION: ~~
has not changed very much over the last year.
lie sti II presF?nts C',O~'.F;
behavior problems in the form of stubbornness, a9~ression and unaccaptable habits. The tear
agreed that sending N
to his room to calm down is effective In decel leratinG behavior
and should continue to be used. The cause of his outbursts are unknown as the cirtunstancC5
vary. The general Impression of the teum is that n
's nature tends to be moody and he
does not know how to appropriately release tension.
In discussing proC)ramMatic go~ls for the
next year it was notEd that ~
shows no Incl inatlon towards any specific areas (vocation01
vs activity type of ' program),
110 does' have un obvious preference for walks iJnd outdo()r acti'.j-,
tics.
It was decided that thl~ team would mako recommendations to the rehavlor Intervention
Progl-am to improve attending ski lis In fine rrotor and pre-vocational tasks, dfwelop a
Cooperative attitude towards staff in fol lowing directions, and improve social behaviors by
teaching N
to use a handkerchief rather than "snort" on his hands. Active range of
iT'Otion should te provided through gross rrotor activities.
In the area of ADL ski lis ~;.
needs to refine eating skills, slmling down and to learn not to shake his cup or glass after
It Is empty.
He should,continue to receive training in face and hands washing as wei I as
oral hygiene.
He should continue to attend community trips of a recreational
shop or eat in the community.
!

, -- 16/\

S

Pr i rna ry a i de reported that

~I

nature, but is not ready to

does not I ike to be told what to do and that he

-405/19/80
YSIS
RESIDENCE:

TYPE .. LOCATION, LEVEL OF SUPERVISION:

R
needs a small 6-8 bed group home in or around Region 5. Structure should be
designed as to allow consistency and carry-over in A.D.L. skills, home life skills,
as well as offer R.
a variety of recreational leisure time activities and community
exposure.

PROGRAMS: R
could best benefit from a developmentally appropriate day activities
program which could offer him a variety of Fine & Gross Motor activities as well as
recreational activity and community exposure.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:

COMMENTS:

BARRIERS:

TIME BRAME".: REVIEW, PLACEMENT:
Due to the lack of facilities in Region 5. placement is to be reviewed at R
next annual IDT meeting.
lISCUSSION:

's

R
is appropriately placed at Vosburgh Hall I with appropriate peers and programs
offered him. His behavior in the building and program area is described as mischie~ous
and he requires much supervision. which eliminates R
having grounds privileges.
is a very alert individual and responds to his environment. He is partially
ind
at ADt skills and the team. recommends he be involved with home life skills
program training for his structured leisure time.

R.

- 16A

-41_ -2RESIDENCE: TYPE; LOCATION, LEVEL OF SUPERVISION:
A ped1atric ICF/i~R nursing in region V
to m~ntain parental involvement. The home should be warm and nurturing, training in
home ~fe and self-care ski lis should be provided, and opportunities fur recreational
activities should be avai lable. The staff ratio should be 1-4 in the daytime
supervision.

PROGRAMS: A dally education/stimulation program with training in developmental and
dai Iy lIving ski I Is. Carryover of recommendations from the support services should
be Included in that program.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:
Occupat Iona I Therapy by an OT a i de, Phys ica I Therapy by a F'T Ai de
with supervision from an OTR and an RPT respectively. Orthopedic fol lowup and yearly
psychological services would also be needed.
CQ]'frfENTS:
H
presents no major behavior problems and could r-esicJe in an ICF. The
staff would need to continue with an intense program and provide stimulation activities
to discourage the self-stimulator-y behaviors.

BARRIERS:

Lack of a fac iii ty.

TIME ERAME'.: REVIEH, PLACEI1ENT: As there Is no fac! I ity avai lable presently, the toam
wil I review placement by June 1981.

The team was in agreement th<3t II
,a I though she has not made sign i f i c3nt skill
past year, would benefit from cO!ltinued training. Of particular concorn to tho
's almost constelnt self-stImulatory behavior. The team felt ihat this
ifflpocts on the abi Ilty to mnko gains. Occu[lationul Thorapy staff havo offored
suggostlons to reduce tho self-s1'lmulatlon which 211 I stoff should bo awaro of and

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIA.L
NOT TO BE USED AGAINST
PATIENTS INTEREST"
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-44TY PLACEHENT MALYSIS
TYPE, LOCATION, LEVEL OF SUPEEVTSTON:
m recommcDds a smal I group home designed to serve adults with trairling needs
in A_
ski 115, community survIval, socialization.
7/f hOUI- coverage ano a quiet Clnd
relaxed environment aro essontlal.
Annual medical and dental check-ups.

PROGRAHS:
Day activities program pr'ov!cJ1f1g training in oc;v(;loprnontal ski I ie, ilS \'1011 0,;
therapeutic. in'tE)rvention in tho form of senc;ory ::,tirnul;)tion activities,
("gain,
relaxed pace and quiet environment arc essential.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:
Occupational therapy tor development and monitoring of sensory stimulation prosram.

COMMENTS:

BARRIERS:
Lack of tacil itles providing tho services and level of carc needed in torms of
residence and program.
TIME mWiE_:

REVIE\~,

PLACEMENT:

Placement is not expected vlithin the m_,xt yC'ar-

du(~

to the I,]ck of hell itic

r ••

)ISCUSSION:

S i s reportod to be do i ng ',:e I 1 at KH 4 thouC]h she has not [;',ac1"
aasurable gains.
The unit is quiet and provides the training that she needs in
.elf-car-e. There was some discussion of her tojlctln~J h;'1bits LJS she has coen rcpc:~C':
o be constantly viet. Staff have also r8ported ver'y str-ong Lady odor-. The nurse
,uggested that S
should be seen CIt the cl inlc or <:1 ViJSJin3! srr,CiH- iJnd urine cult':r(;
~uld be done to determine whether or not S
has an infection.
here \'las no representative fl-om the program present oi the meeting.
greed to meet with staff from Open Classroom Plus to di5CUS~ S
s they relate to the goals and activities provided by that pro~ram.

This coordir:a'nr-

's stren9ths

~rJ

needs

i was agreed that S
should remain cli- I<H (\ ~Iith traininij in ;111 aiOd'; of /\[lL .ln~ c'.1phasis
n wash i IIg fiKO and hiJnds.
Sh 8 S h0 u I d Pi]f' t ic 1P,I to i n r- c, CJ u I i 1r C WIlYi IJr1 i t Y t 1- ips iHvl '_; f' (; C i il I
vents at Pinolrlnd.
he tetlin viaS cIsked to cOflsldt'r '+'l)ndlnCJ sOllie of ~;
I,:, r'K)riiJY ','11 i.! ~;(,rtUcJl-Y Tru:;r liJild.
lia-t I"I(JS iJpproved. C loth I nD and p(?rsoncJ I needs eire II,-~t, hCM8vcr it- '.-li.1::. u;cor:lr:·cndcc! tllilt
mi~lht benofit from hiwin:i h()l- own nKkinu cililir.
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Pl>!EL\c'\O CUHEI{
I

CASt: ~O.

3794

Yb\R ~O.

88

N/\;lE

L

G

StrenGths

,I

-

I
-

Needs
;-;:ore traininc in arcp.....5 of ADL
specif'cally~ hathinG9 tise of
brea Lend :'ocly deodora;1 ts I
fer.linine pro :,cction I and usinr;
the ba t:lroorr
- educution in practical areas:
days o~ the week, time of daY9

capable of doinG Activi -Lies of
Daily Li "\'~nr: tasks vii th Bupervis~on
rood rencl'al health
doesn't p!'esen;:; an:r majo:' rJalada.pti'!e
benB.I'ior's
cood ve:";\a1 skills - uses co::-,c'ect
tenses, as 'viell as plUl'als; pronouns f~nd I)repositionE "inl!! "on,"
and !lunde:c 'I
has parents \,r!-lO are interested in her future and \Vell·-beiDf~
is :p::",::se:-:tl:' active in full day 0 f
procra-:ls, honday - friday
~.s u.sually ale:::-t, cO:>}"Jerative, <Lnd
.'1eat in apIlearance
r:ood at teYlciance ate '.:::'l'cn t pro ::rar.16
enjoys field trips and is cencl'sUy

months,

sea.sOJ1.B 1 ~Jeal times

j

holida~,'G,

etc o
CXpO.5U;'C to rJore cO::1.:nuni ty orie:1te
e::per:. ences
- skill development ir. Cfu"1e travel
and oV':er safety and nobility

6kil16
_. a prCrra.:l1 in the com.::lUni ty
;'cared for edllCe. tins or
trainin~

1.'ell-be~~avecl

-

::101'0

blind people

rec::"ea t ional skill develo-

nent
-tr2_i~=-11C in ~~()iJse'-:'_-<~_d cho~es .....
laulldr:-, r1ak~'~nc l~e :~ cd, orfan'Z,'-"'.:: :-:e:' (,1: set f,::C: c:-E'.'·:e:'s

....

o

~l~le

TIy~~l

:'e:,:)r:l7Je:-'J.ds

~'~a",

e pJ_a;;ed

G

imImired. Ti:: ~s \Joulcl be the
plc,ced in a 110:18 ·,.;l:e; c, staf::'
people. 1'>e,'8 -,':auld r:c:ec. to
'::oulC: be fi\'a::_la~-,le to :':::,~e;1;;

j_~l

t-: '.cl:-:ie des':_{~~}cd for y~suE:.l~_::"

ideal place:nc;~t, n";'lcn,r: SCI G
coulc: 1,e
\'Ie ,e ::ra ineci to v;o:'~( l'i t·: \'isua1l~r ir.rpalrec.
I'e <'. c'c1e01w,te c-:J..:clit/s~Jlff ra:,io 60 t~:at 50:,10one
G
~.:J Le!' su··o·,edi.ncs and GUJ.c:e :,er t::'2.~oLlCh

':e:.sl--..s@

G
s':culC: c:Juti,-;uc to ~e ::-;'/:)l- ed ":it': ccLlcet"'lml .rro:~:'a[Js D.G 5:1('; should
lcorn E:S ;;Jan:' s~{illB as C:;8 ce..., ['int \'Iill ma.\;:c: ;-,el' more i:1depe:1dent.I'he
tep_::1 fee:Ls t;H"_;: she \,'0"..\16 'nerwfi t frOG1 pl-evoc8.tions.l trai:1inr~ and evc!ltually be
2-1:,1c to I';OI';": ::,~ [j s';elte:-ed ,;o:·ks·.;op or &'1 cldult rchahjli·tfl.~·on proc;ram~
~s rec~d~'

Cert: .:ication ) equi:~em(:nts - G
re;;JcC.',n at Finclnnd for ,:,Lc r.;r:'l·:~c~S.

for ir:L'lCo.:_atc plE,ce:lent ru1d ti:at there nre no

\-lEtS

cc;rti:r~_ed on ?e~'l.

2S, 197(', as elicitle to

Due to 8. chi:..n:~e j.n Pro:""am Coordinat.ors cU1d t]1I" lars':' in L.r.1e bet',teen t!'le IDT'
mcetin!" ru;c1 tlJe \"2'1 t inc: of this I'cport I have i..:1cludec all the info:':::a~:ion I
n[:'cvc beef, c':]_C: tel q;t:jO=~:-. ShO,lld anv (west.i.onr; {..risc ::oncerninc G
L
's

Cllrren~

pr,\TllJ1 or'H CO::l:urj ty pliicc:nC;ll,'

Plc':~Dh~_(;l~ rC~fLi'L'C_)ltL~"-____
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APPENDIX II
RECOMMENDATIONS AGAINST PIACEMENT

-47CASE NO.

3546

YEAR NO.

58

N

DOB:

10/20/55

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAl1 REPORT

Page 2

COMMUNITY PLACEMENT CONSIDERATION
N
E
Has not considered an appropriate candidate for community
placement at this time.
N
still exhibits unpredictable behaviors
at times (biting, kick1.ng and digging himself or others).
The team
agreed N
needed cone tan t supervision, AnI, training, programming,
recreationCll activlt:Les and Community exposure of Hhich he is getting
here at Pineland.
Commun:Lty plnccment will again be discussed at his
next annual IDT S/20/BO.

I

II

II

CERTIFICATION CONSIDERATION P.L. 502
N
E
Has certified through District Court on 2/21/78 for a
period not to exceed 2 Lf months.
This team recommends a recertification
of 24 months.

I

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTlAJ.
NOT TO BE USED AGAINS J

PATIENTS INTEREST.
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PINELAND C[0:TER

~

CASE .\10.

2908

YEAR :-':0.

2

DOl):

12/22/38

_ _ -,~I _ _

---1-'-

I

I

COMMUNITY PLACEHENT CONSIDERATION

I

In order to obtain an appropriate placement for A
his present
behavioral outburst of striking out at both staff and peers and ripping
clothing would have to be more under control.
He has made slight progress
over the past year but still needs ass1.stance in ADL, an activity program
(I.e. ADAC) Communication therapy (signing) and recreational activities
of which Pineland is providing to him.
Comrnunity placement will again
be discussed again on or before 9/10/80.

CERTIFICATION CONSIDERATION P.L. 502
A
was recertified through District Court un 2/13/79 for a period
not exceed 24 mos.
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II
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II

H.

K

21

r:,~.

!I

i!
! i~uilding

INTERDISCIPLINARY ~H REPOHT - 7/2h/79

::::==--=-11[I

K

H

Report:
is a

Page 2

Prepared by Kim Chamard 7 MINI

36

year old male in KH 4..

He is a verbal resident. K
K
is selfabusive; when up6et~ he will Blap hiB face, bang his head, scream and hit
other6" Moet of K
If) time iB spent in the day hall sitting in a chair
twitching and picking his fingers to the point where they may become infected",
He also scratches his leg (left).

i will repeat phrases or words heard from residents or staff.

I

K
is very good in his ADL skills.
snaps his clothes ..

He dresses himself.

He buttons and

Certification Consideration
K
is a profoundly retarded individual who requires treatment of an intensive
nature. Pineland is the only, the least restrictive, and the most appropriate
treatment site available to K
at this time. K
is unable to voluntarily
participate in the admissions process •
.Communi ty Pls.cement
Since K
has been at Pineland for the last 22 years, except for a brief trial
in a boarding home on 5/78 which ended when K
became increasingly upset and
destructive, this Interdisciplinary Team recommends a transfer to a higher
functioning unit Buch etS Staples Hall or Cumberland Hall to give K
the
opportunity to experience a change and a chunce to live in a different physical
environment with residents who are closer to his level of functionin~. Once
transfer has been accomplished and K
has a chance to adjust to this chance,
and once this IDT revie'/s his progress! community placc[;Jent will once 8£ain be
reconsidered.
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nlNITY pl..\CnIEl':T

-

/,~,\LYSIS

.~.----.----- --------~---

[,ES IlJENCE:

TYPE, l.OCATT ON, LEVEL OF SUPEF.VT S TON:

ICF-MR or reF-Geriatric in the PO\mal to Farminton area "dth supervision available
around-the-clock.

B.

PROGR:J-fS:

A.D.L. maintenance efforts, mild leisure time activities, social opportunities,
community excursions, rides.

G.

SUl'l'O!{Tl VE SEHVTCES: Hedical /Nursin~~; transport a t ion, pnwlslon.,] for recreat ion
leisure activity, friendly, interested stnff and peers for conversatlon, walks, etc.

D:

COH;\IENTS:

The team prefers C

E.

F.

remain at Pineland.

See Discussion.

BARRIERS:

probably would not be acceptable to a nursing home because of the amount of
supervision needed to allow him freedom of movement.

C

TUfE ]71"A1'1E.:

REVIE1-J, PL1\CEHENT:

Review as usual through the IDT process or immediately if an unusually good
alternative for C
became available.

DISCUSSION: The team reviewed C i S program at Pineland and continued it as is hut
--Wi!:h--'S(':ime more emphasis on community exposure and experiences.

The need for infornwtion sharing between PllHII ,1ml CllI staff whcn r:
trnnsfers
wan reinforced.
Tlw f1l1H!dbtl:lty of plnc!ng C
out or P!nclnnd wns (j-J,"~c\wsed.
Th:ls wns decided
ngninsl for two reaSOJ1s.
First, C
[unctIons \-Jell nt l':lnelLlncl based on the f:111111il1rity from fifty-three yel1rs of residence. It would be to his disadvantage to UDset this
fam1liarity.
Secondly, a nursing home could very likely he more restrictive for him in
Medical and Program services, opportunities for Recreation and in simple freedom of
movement. Additionally, it was felt that C
wouldn't be a desirable candid~te from the
nursing home's point of view because he needs to be watched a lot and his minor problems
(wetting in the corner, consuming cigarette butts, "stubborn" nature) would probablv be
considered major problems.

.,....

-,

\... '

(.1,
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CASE NO.

1995

YEAr-\ NO.

32

11l':·![

K

O.O.B.

8/6/32

o

:::::::====l=I="
/1" ==========================Ii:::H:::::E=:RD:::1=S:::CI PLX NA RY TEI\t-I REP 0RT

II.

Paqe 2

SYNTHESIS OF lOT REPORTS (Cont.)
In Communication. 0

is scheduled for 3 times/vleek, either individually or

with 1 other resident. She holds or mouths offered toys. She eyetracks toys
moved in front of her to Sor1e extent. She can follovi the direction "cone here,"
provided she is in a good humor. She uses no words or jargon, and does not
babble. but she screams, whines or cries . .,hen upset. 0
seems to enjoy following aides in a teasing manner, and will follOlv other residents to take their
toys away.
Gross motor activity is 0
IS most advanced difT'ension of functioning (3.23
years), with Communication least developed at less than one year. For about a
year. 0
has been the recipient of special attention and programming from
Psychology. Previously she had slept in a crib surrounded by a net, now she
sleeps in a regular bed. A vest bed restraint program has recently been started
once aga1n, as her night time behaviors have again become disruptive. Once again
also, she has become aggressive to others by scratching and digging. She is
profoundly mentally retarded, Sr~A of 1.65 years, SHQ around 7;

III.

STRENGTHS

rlEEDS

-independent in mobility, but unsteady

-likes to "dance" with staff

-does not like physical assistance
(but needs help with toiletin~, eating)

-likes attention from staff

-more independent abilities

-eats by herself with spoon. but
mes 5 ily

-elimination of mouthing behJvior with
toys and s hi rts

-will assist in dressing (holdS
out anlls and h~gs)

-estal)lish approrriate sleeping patterns

-can distinguish favorite staff
-has a guardiiln who displays some
interest in her

IV.

COMMUNITY PLACn1ENT CONSIDERATIONS

o IS present behavior (~Jithdrawal from residents and staff, and conversely
aggression against them by n~ans of hitting, biting and uncooperativeness), and
her disturbed sleeping ratterns make her a most unlikely candidats> for com.unity
placer.Jent. If c;he could be placed, it shOUld be 1n an Ilt--f1R which could rrovide
her ~Jith plenty ot attention. continued ADL training, and programing similar to
what she receives in the Open Classroom (O.T. type activities, Education, Recreation and Corrmunication. She also has trouble "lith stairs, "'Ihich cOIl:bined\~ith
her unsteadiness, would necessitate a single-floor livinC; arranClement.
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PINELAND CENTER
I

CASE NO. 2865

I

YEAR NO .

y

NM1E

108

A

3/ 7/27

I

:.====1J..l.- . ---Is

I

•

Resldent Name:

A

Team Hembera Present:

y

Residence~

Cumber land Hall I

Sandra Whi te? MRCW
Robert Anderson, HHWII
Beverly Paige, Psychologist
Peter Reynolds, Dir
NGLC
Brooke r-:c:r\eyrlolds, R.N.
Kathy Gar-soe, orA
Hick Deeves, Recreation student
Aileen Stasulis, Program Coordinator
G ,

Date of IDT:

3/11/80

Date of lru:;t ruT:
, Cert i f cation Date:

Report Written by: Aileen Stasulis
Title: Program Coordinator
Date Written: 3/17/80

3/13/80 Length:

15 months Expiration Date:

6/13/81

Guardian: 'Bureau of 1>lcntal J{etarciation
Discussion
A
's Interdisciplinary Team met on this date to revise and update the IDT
of last October. At that meeting, a rather significant drop in A
's functioning particularly in hearing and vision had occurred. Since A
was
scheduled for cataract surgery on Oct. 25, much of the discussion Emp most recommendations were deferred pending results of the surgery.
I

has made a satisfactory recovery from the surgery with his V1Slon having
ETeatly improved. His vision now appears to be adequate for general mobility
. purposes although the IDT requested that his actual visual capacity be assessed
, if possible ..

A

I

The team explored various pror;rams and services to meet A ' s fairly complex
needs. He attended the New Gloucester Program but was dropped because he wes
not beneh tting from any aspect of the pro [ram and Deemed to be resisting
the classroom structure" A
was identified as a priority candidate for
the geriatric program when a vacancy arises. Until that time, A
will
be given a trial at the pool with the geriatric group and involved in as
many activities IlB possible 'tJi th the C.H .. I residents.. A recreation student
will also be working with A
to try and find some activities that he
enjoys. Lastly. the team recommended that Mary Crichton be notified of
A
'B specialized needs which should be considered in future program
development ..
III. I Community Placement

1.

Environment/services - a small group home with a considerable amount of
supervision in view of his wanderinr, and searchinb for cigarette butts
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££.mmuni ty Placemen.~ (ContI d)

I
2.,

mother and half"'13ister live in l-/in610'.<I, Me .. and
Location - A
could be
the ideal placement would be in Region VI however, A
placed statewide if an appropriate placement arosc e

3.

Type of supervision (see Environement/Services)

4"

Programs - the horne should be desiGned for o'lder residents who are no t
able to tolerate a full day of formal procramming. In-house activities
(walks, arts and crafts, etc$) and frequent co~unity excursions would
be an important aspect of a program for A
ADL training would
need to be continued with the emphasis on refining and improving his
skills and increasing his independence in all areas.

5..

Commen::s (refer to Environment/Services, Prograr:l).

I

Fe

~I

Time frarle for placement - the team does not see community placement as
a realistic alternative for A
\:Iithin Ule next year. The situation
~lill l,c reassessed and re('valuatod by the team at A.
next meeting.

7.

Barriers - a majo" barrier
placed in the community is
programming. A
needs
mandatory and where he can
activities.

I

t

to A

being readily and appropriately
inability to Lolerate forrlalized
a home where ou tside proGra'Il.minp; is not
participate in leisure, preferably in-house,

A

A
also has an affinity for cic;arette butts and must be supervised as
he has gotten lost when he's been outside t3em'Ghi'l~ for them. In general,
A
resists and avoids social interaction which does not make him a desirable candidate for most cOmrJunity homos.
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Pare 2
Recommendations of the IDT report dated 5/?2/7,S
1-.

P
'.s to remain residing at Doris Sidvlell Hall maintainins: current
ADL programs lmder the supervision of John Knowles.
Status:
P
resides at Sel:,m~o ::ouse ...lith current
bathing and proper care of his pElr ti 2.1 ploJ tF. r
partial plate to the staff to make sure it lS clean.

20

ADL skills of
no'",

ShOVIS

his

r

is to continue his Experiences 0 f Daily Li vine classes wi th !,:oals as
described in the full report. t·;ary 'i'urner, Instructor, is responsi'ble
for this proGramming ..

Status: P
remains with nary '!';;.rner as Instructor in his illL
class with goals as outlined in accompanying report.
P
is to continue with the Work Activities Center with a time change
from 2: 30 to 4: 00 p.m •• Monday - 'I'll'.l::,sday. Dave Littlefield, Adm. Asst.
Activities a~d Training, is responsible for this progrfu~Tiing.
Status:
'fhe time change has heen imDlemented and is workinG"
needs time to sleep or rest after lunch.

4.

F

Sandra Hhi te. PASH, is responsible to ~mrsl\e an appropriate placement
for P
Until such time that &. placr,ment can be located he ::'s to
remaln resid:inr: at Doris Sjdvrcll llall.
Status: 1' here are
are in the process
needs. Therefore,
Doris Sidwell Hall

no placements i~O ~'2.c.~ that he-ve been developed or
of bein[~ dcvclop(;o ti;aL nrc appropriat.E: for r
P
remains rcs'idirW at SebalJ;o House Hi. th former
grouplng.

Community Placement Consideraboll.6
Due to P
previous placer.lent, this Interdisciplinary Teal;] recoITC"C;ll.ciE.
a gradual eX}losUTe to community 5urroundinf;s and activities. A fi.:-st step
toward this [,:oal is to recommend P
to the Freeport Horkshop I-Ihen it
opens August 15 of this year.
It is also recommended that once an app:-opriEde community placement is found, that P
have regULar access to a
mental health facility.

CtWl'di.(l!lchil'

it;

III i II

!,f.'nrlill/~.

Certifi co. tion
On October 31, 1978! P
was certi fied to remain eliei ble for admission
to Pineland Center for a period not to exceed 12 months.
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VII. STRENGTHS

NEEDS

He has a concerned and interested
father.

To be "handled with care"
To be walked on unit

He can communicate discomfort. He
can s~ile and laugh

To vary position and posture

He can anticipate some things (as
in associating sound of crib bed
closing with staff person leaving
the area)

A non pressured daily life. Light
and limited activity on unit

He can hug an aide and tolerate
being embraced for about a minute.
He can cooperate in ADL to some
extent.

Sameness of staff, consistency of
approach

Sameness of environment and routine

He can walk with help for short
distances.
He recognizes familiar staff.
He is calmed by use of a vibrator/
warmer
He likes to eat, to sit or lie
quietly, and to be left unbothered
He has concerned and involved
primary aides and teacher. Staff
have a variety of other staff
available for consultation.

VII.

CO~~UNITY

PLACEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

As a very long range objective, A
would need an ICF/MR in Region J
with medical/nursing services and consultive P.T., O.T., and Psychology
services.
The environment should maximize ~~_~~ness of surroundings, routine, and

prillUlry aidcs and should be non hectic.
has little toler;ln~e for change, due tn mUltIple handicaps, and
definite adJlIstmellt/tLll1sition problems would be ('xpccted if alternall'
placement wei-~' made (re: vis\ldl impairment and self injuriolls hl~haviot·).
Alternate placement should be avoided, if possible, for the present.
A
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Res i dent rlame:

J

Res i dence:

1'1

Perry Hayden Ha 11 I

Team 11embers Present: H. Jay /-1onroe. Ph.D. (Psychology); Frank Rollins, ACS\·I,
LCS\~; Ciro Russo, Program Coordinator.
Team Members Absent:
Date of lOT:

4/15/80

Date of Last lOT:
Certification Date:
Gua rdi an:

Residential, flursing, Physical Therapy.
Report Written by: Ciro Russo
Title: Program Coordinator
Date Written: 4/16/80

5/8/79
9/26/78

length:

24 months

Expiration Date:

9/26/80

Mrs. Vachon

Reports Attached:

Social Service. t~edical. Cornmunication, Psychology. Cuildillg.

COMI~UrnTY PLACEI~ENT CONSIDERATIONS

II

J
would need an ICF or ICF-MR to meet her medical and nursing care needs if
alternate placement were to be sought.
J
is difficult to care for but is successfully being cared for in her
present home.
I

The Team recon-wnends she remain in Perry Hayden Hall I because the staff there
are doing so well with her and moving to an alternate placement may jeopardize
the stability of her fragile health. Also, no less restrictive environment is
known of and mav; n9 J
\'lOul d not be purposeful.

I ADMISSION
I

In accordance with P.L. 502 this Interdisciplinary Team has made the following
determinations concerning J
M
's admission to Pineland Center:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
IV

CERTIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS

that J
;s mentally retarded.
that J
requires care of an intensive nature.
that Pineland is the most appropriate and least restrictive treatment site
for J
that Pineland has available the services J
needs.
that J
is not capable of voluntarily participating in the adndssion
process.
that twenty four months certification is called for.

DISCUSSION
J
is family and guardianship situation was reviewed and it was rointed out
that fIrs. V
is concerned that J
not be caused discomfort by medical
testing or exanls.
[First of Two Pages]
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DISCUSSION (Cont.)

The conse"nsus of discussion of placement vIas that the Perry hayden I staff are
doing an excellent job with J
; that alternate placement would most probably
endanger her fragile health (for example, she has been progressively losing
weight); and that an alternate placement would not be less restrictive, i.e.
her situation is normal for her status.
Other considerations pointed out were: she has funds in her account if she
needs any purchases made; the amount of her Mortuary Trust fund is relatively
small (so, the amount in her account will be monitored in case additional
funds are needed for mortuary expenses); J
has some wakeful ni ghts but
changes in discrimination of night and day occur at her age and physical status;
J
should not be required to attend major recreational events, eat in a
public place monthly. attend fonnal, structured, activity programs, etc.
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UNITED STATES DISTRIcr COURT
DISTRIcr OF MAINE

MARITI 1i\1UORI, et al.,
Plaintiffs

v.

CIVIL NO. 7S-80-P

KEVIN CONCANNON, et als.,
Defendants

STIPUIATION AGREEMENT

INTRODUcrION

with respect to the continuation and modification of the office of the
Special Master as set forth in this court's order dated January 14, 1981, the
parties enter into the following stipulation agreement.
This stipulation agreement contains a description of the major
accanplishments of the defendants under the tenns of the Consent Decree; a
description of areas where defendants have not achieved canpliance with the
tenns of the Consent Decree;

a description of the corrective action defendants

agree to undertake in order to achieve canpliance in the areas described; and
a description of the procedures to be employed by all persons concerned with the
enforcement of the Consent Decree in carrying out the terms of this agreement.

This stipulation agreement does not supercede the tenus of the Consent
Decree entered into by the parties and approved by the Court on July 14, 1978,
the tenus of which Consent Decree remain in full force and effect.
Furthermore, the parties conmend herewith Special Master David Gregory for
his steadfast insistence on the implementation of the Consent Decree according

to its terms.

Through his office he has assisted the defendants in taking

concrete steps toward decree compliance.

The lives of mentally retarded citizens

of Maine will be substantially enhanced by his contributions.

I.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF DEFENDANT'S
A.

Acccmplishments of Pineland Center
1.

Pineland Center is in substantial compliance with the provisions of

the decree.
2.

Pineland Center is providing prograrrming and care necessary to

give residents the opportunity to develop their abilities as identified in their
individual prescriptive program plans.

Medical and professional services are

available to address the severe and complex bianedical, behavioral, and emotional
needs of the residents at Pineland Center.

Residents at Pineland are provided a

safe, healthy environment, and are encouraged to develop their ability to cope
with the world around them.
3.

The population of pineland Center has been reduced to 325 residents.

4.

Residents are receiving six hours of programming per weekday unless

othe:r:wise medically excused fran prograrrming, newly admitted to Pineland, or at
Pineland for respite purposes.
5.

Day prograrrming for residents at Pineland Center is provided by

Berman School, the Adult Day Activity Center, the Geriatric Program, the Leisure

Center, the Open Classroom, the Perry Hayden Hall Activity Center, the Learing
Cooperative, Camp Tall Pines, the gymnasium, the pool and the workshop.
6.

Professional services are provided by trained physical therapists,

occupational therapists, nurses, physicians, cc:mnunication specialists in speech
and audiology, psychologists, recreational therapists, social workers and educators.
7.

Staffing ratios called for by the decree are met throughout the

institution for both professional and nonprofessional staff.
8.

Each resident has had the benefit of an annual inter-disciplinary

term review of his case, and has had an individual program plan prepared on his
behalf to address his particular needs for developnental prograrrming to achieve
gre~ter h~terdependence.

9.

10.

Prograrrming is provided to each resident at his developnent level.
Respect for the rights of residents is fostered by Pineland's

policies and procedures, by the resident advocate and by the Human Rights and
Assurances Cornnittee.
11.

No doors are locked at Pineland.

Residents' rights of privacy have been increasingly respected by

installing doors or visual barriers on bedrooms and bathrooms, by providing
residents individual storage space and by eliminating all of the large wards.
12.

Throughout the institution the envirornnent has been made more

hanelike and more pleasant for the individuals living there.

To this end, units

have been converted to. apartments or small "hanes", day room and dining halls
have been broken down into smaller living or dining areas and new furnishings and
decorations have been obtained.

13.

Residents at Pineland are appropriately dressed throughout the year.

Many residents participate in the selection of their own clothing.

14.

A variety of recreational activities are available at Pineland and in

the surrounding area throughout the year.
15.

Provisions to increase th level of staff training include a universi ty

a£filiated Associate Degree program in developnental disabilities, a medication
course, a certified nurses aid

course and a wide variety of in-service educational

programs.
16.

Fire and sa£ety inspections are conducted on a regular basis and

CClIT'plaints are prcmptly investigated.

Deficiencies are corrected or plans are

made to correct them.
17.

Specialized clinics for seizure control, for orthopedic and dental

treatment, and for chrarosane analysis and genetic counselling are available for
residents and out-patients.

18.

The use of psychotropic medications has

~en

reduced by increasing

resident prograrruning, by close monitoring, and by regular implementation of
drug holidays.
19.

staff morale has been greatly increased such that most staff members

can be observed working directly with the residents to whom they are assigned.

B.

Bureau. of .Mental. Retardation Accomplishments Under Appendix liB"
. of the "Consent Decree
1.

Defendants have designed an individual programming system which is

capable of assessing needs and designing programs for clients based on those needs.
2.

Defendants have developed program plans for each member of the class.

3.

Defendants have exceeded the requirements of Appendix B, Sec. C.8.a.

and b. of the decree for the developnent of new residential placements during the
A number of hanes have been developed to serve

first two years of the decree.

clients with needs requiring specialized services, such as those for individuals
with dual diagnoses.
4.

The .Maine Legislature appropriated the following sums to the Bureau

of Mental Retardation for the developnent and continuation of carrmuni ty programs
for the mentally retarded citizens of Maine:
For Fiscal Year 1979.
For Fiscal Year 1980.
For Fiscal Year 1981.

..
.. . .
.

. . $1,413,427
• $2,386,578
· $2,348,083

5' • In cooperation with the Bureau of Rehabilitation of the Maine
Depart:rrent of Human Services defendants secured additional funding for vocational
prcg-rarns for the mentally retarded in the following amounts:
For Fiscal Year 1980 . .
For Fiscal Year 1981.

· $132,912
. . $181,012

Defendants have spearheaded the development of the ICF/MR program

6.
in Maine.

Initially, 21 hanes, representing 136 residential placements are

scheduled to carmence providing services under this program in the current
fiscal year.

It is anticipated that these homes will provide enhanced pro-

granming for their residents at an annual cost of approximately $3.5 million, of
which nearly 70% is federally reimbursable.
7.

In conjunction with the Bureaus of Rehabilitation and Resources

Dvelopnent of the Maine Department of Human Services defendants have developed
standards for assessing the quality of adult ccmnuni ty day programs serving the
mentally retarded.
8.

Defendants have established and staffed tMJ resource centers for the

provision of professional evaluative services in the fields of psychology,
occupational therapy, physical therapy and speech therapy.
9.

Defendants have delivered training relative to several major areas

in the Decree, including habilitation plan developnent, client rights, client
goal setting, and behavior analysis.
10.

Except in Region I, defendants have hired resource developrnent staff

required by the tenns of the decree.
11.

Defendants have published 3 annual issues of a director of resources

and services available in the comnunity to mentally retarded persons.
12.

Defendants have established a statewide system for maintaining client

funds, including individual NOW accounts for each client for whan the Bureau of
Mental Retardation is guardian or representative payee.
13.

Defendants have retained professional consultants to assist in the

implementation of the Consent Decree.
14.

Defendants have upgraded the qualifications, responsibilities and

salaries of regional staff in order to recruit qualified persons to mrk on behalf
of the mentally retarded citizens of Maine.

II.

LIST OF DEFICIENCIES
In each region of the State, large or programnatically inadequate hares

1.

continue to provide. residential services to clients.
Programming in the community does not fully meet Decree standards, in

2.

part due to deficiencies in the Individual Program Planning process.

Reccmnendations

are not consistently based on the needs of clients, measurable goals and objectives
are not consistently defined, and program monitoring is not carried out in a
reliable manner.
3.

There remain gaps in providng a continuum of !esidential and program

services.

These gaps are especially apparent for clients ready for more independent

employment and residential opportunities, and for clients who are multiple handicapped or who present behavior problems.
4.

While professional evaluation services are generally available, recorrmended

professional treatment, especially in the area of physical therapy and occupational
therapy, psychology and speech and hearing (corrmunication), cannot be carried out
in many cases.
5.
areas:

In addition, professionals are underutilized in the IDT/IPP process.

Gaps continue to exist throughout the canmuni ty system in the following
transportation, crisis intervention, family support, respite services, and

in provisions for canmunity recreational opportunities.
6.

Systems to track client needs, to plan for resource devel0tment, and to

monitor actual service delivery are not adequate to assure quality services or to
assure the coordinated developnent of services to meet client needs.
7.

A canprehensive and coordinated training program in not unifonnly access-

ible, and particularly for service providers, is inadequate.
8.

ccmnuni ty placement needs of Pineland Center residents are not identified

or canplied in a manner conforming to Sections D. 5 and 11 of Appendix A in that
Prescriptive Program Plans do not contain the date for progress to a community

setting, and the interim plans of Pineland center residents do not contain
projected dates for ccmnunity placements.

As a consequence, carmunity resources

development planning does not adequately address the community placement needs of
Pineland Center residents.

III.

PLANS OF CORRECTION
1.

within six months of the date of this agreement, all clients shall, in

conforrni ty with provisions of Appendix B, be removed frem the following residential placements:

Seven Elms Boarding Hone, Willowcrest Boarding Heme, and

Hilltop Boarding Horne.
2.

within two months of the date of this agreement an expert shall evaluate

the residential and program services provided at the following residential placements:

Ward's Hone, pinkham I sHone, and Nort".Jlland Manor.

On the basis of

evaluation, and Within one month thereafter, defendants shall either detennine
that all clients be removed frem these hones within six months in conformity with
provisions of Appendix B or fOrrrnllate a plan wi thin

tv,Q

months which shall meet

the substantive provis.ions of Paragraph 3 below.
3.

within three months of the date of this agreement, a cc:mprehensive plan

shall be prepared to reduce the population and/or increase the level of active
programning at the following residential placements, and a specific agreement shall
be entered with each placement operator to assure implementation of the plan:

Bruce Haven, Tissue Boarding Hane, Hall-Dale Manor, Noyes Boardinq Heme, and
Haul ton Residential Center.
4.

Within one month of the date of this agreement, the Bureau shall initiate

an individual case review to determine which clients living in nursing homes serving
a preponderance of non-mentally retarded clients should be moved to more appropriate

settings to accommodate their specific programming and residential needs.
clients not reccmnended for movement, a professional team (PI',

or,

For

Nursing, etc.)

shall conduct on-site reviews to detennine any additional needs of these clients
for programming services or for alternative residential placements.
shall be completed wi thin three months.

These reviews

At the conclusion of these reviews, the

parties shall meet to discuss the findings and 'to reccmnend the necessary elements
of a plan to meet client needs.

Wi thin one rronth following this meeting, defendants

shall formulate a plan to meet the identified needs of clients under this paragraph.
Any client movement will be conducted within the provisions of Appendix B.
.5.

Defendants shall employ the results of their case record review to re-

examine and, where necessary, restructure the Prescriptive Program Planning process.
Specific attention shall be paid to the areas of client needs assessment, short
and long range goal planning r staff and provider training, and PPP monitoring.

Defendants shall engage the services of consultant experts, as necessary, to
address specific elements of the PPP system.

Changes to the amended Prescriptive

Program Planning process and resultant changes to manuals, shall be canpleted
and irrplemented within 5 rronths of the date of this agreement.

6. ,As soon as practicable after the canpletion of the task outlined in
Paragraph 5 defendants shall evaluate a statistically significant randan sample
of those PPPs prepared under the revised PPP process to determine the irrpact of
those revisions and make subsequent revisions two rronths after the canpletion of
tile evaluation.
7.

The defendants shall assist the Consumer Advisory Board in making

trained correspondents available for participation in the IDT meetings of all
clients who are not able to advocate on their own behalf.
the date of this agreement, defendants shall make

Wi thin two rronths of

significant contacts with

special education and social welfare departments at colleges throughout the
State to determine sound methods for obtaining correspondents and for providing
them proper training.

Within two months thereafter defendants, in conjunction

with the ConS1..IDler Advisory Board, shall fonnulate a plan to achieve the goal of
this paragraph.
8.

within three rronths of the date of this agreement, defendants shall retain

a consultant in vocational programning to evaluate, relative to Decree canpliance,
the programs serving clients in the following agencies:

Bangor Regional Re-

habili tation Center, Good.will, Coastal V\brkshop, Pathways, Winthrop Work Activi ty
Center and Green Valley.

The expert shall pay particular attention to the needs

of clients to earn more money.

Wi thin two months thereafter defendants shall

fonnulate plans to bring those programs into carpliance with the decree.
9.

Within one rronth of the date of this agreement, defendants shall develop

an instrument to identify unrnet residential and prograrrmatic client needs, by
type and location.

A program. type will be defined in tenus of the categories

of programs included in the state of Maine Inter-Agency Adult Comnunity Program.
Standards.

Residences may be defined as types comprehended by licensing regulations,

but shall, where applicable, include reference to specific specialized services or
envirornnents necessary to meet client needs such as a signing or barrier free
envirornnent, mental health or behavioral management services, etc.

In adell tion the

instrument shall be designed to identify clients who are who can be assisted to
became ready for independent or semi-independent living within one year.
wi thin three rronths of the development of the measuring instrument, defendants
shall conclude a client review, utilizing the instrument, and shall carpile the
infonnation obtained.

An expert shall be retained who shall, on the basis of this

infOl::rnation, and within one rronth thereafter, make recrnmendations as to the types

and locations of program and residential services which need to be developed
to meet client needs.

The expert shall give consideration to, and make recarmenda-

tions as to the need for, the design of programs to pennit clients to receive
services wi thin a rnul tiple of types of programs, as their needs dictate.
fendants shall thereupon and within six

weeks,

De-

develop ,a plan for the development

and/or realignnent of needed residential and program services to meet the needs
identified by the review.
A specific section of the plan shall include a variety of strategies and
methods for developing independent and semi-independent living arrangements.

This

portion of the plan shall be reviewed wi thin six months, and the process to identify
and plan for clients then ready for more independent living shall be reini tiated.
10.

Defendants shall identify one person in each of the disciplines of

psychology, occupational therapy, physical therapy and speech therapy, who will
serve as liaison with their respective state and national organizations relative
to the recruitment, development and utilization of professional resources, and the
delivery of those services to members of the class.

These representatives shall

develop a plan of action within three months of the date of this agreement.

Said

professional shall meet on at least a quarterly basis with each of the regional
offices.

At these meetings the professionals shall collect all infonnation

relative to lack of services in their respective disciplines, and plan to correct
those deficiencies.

Defendants shall assign a person to coordinate the efforts

of these professionals and to collect their reports and plans on a quarterly basis.
11.

On a quarterly basis defendants shall report in narrative form all

problems and progress toward the alleviation of deficiencies in the following areas:
transportation, crisis intervention, family support, respite services, and comnunity
recreational opportunity.

12.

IllJithin three rronths of the date of this agreement, defendants shall

thoroughly review their current systems to collect data, to track clients'
needs, and to plan for resource developuent.

On

the basis of this review, and

wi thin one rronth thereafter, defendants shall formulate a plan to implement re-

visions in the design and use of these systems.
13 •

Defendants shall retain the services of an expert who shall review the

rronitoring systems of the defendants; and make recarmendations to replace, revise,
or supplement any standards, regulations, policies, practices or procedures relative
to those rronitoring systems to assure that defendants have a system which thoroughly
evaluates services delivered to clients, assures the quality of those services, and
provides the prCJJ:rq?t correction of deficiencies when identified.

On the basis of

the expert's review and reccmnendations, defendants shall write a plan providing

for implementation of necessary changes in their rronitoring system.

The plan

shall be canpleted withix six rronths of the date of this agreement.
14.

within four rronths of the date of this agreement, defendants shall

fonnulate a plan to provide Decree-canpliant training for all employees and service
providers to assist them in meeting Decree standards and to assist them in
effectuating the purposes of Part I I I of this agreement.

Said plan shall incorporate

a variety of strategies and mechanisms designed to overcane present barriers to
full training of service providers.
15.

Pineland Center shall re-establish its Planning corrmittee to review each

current resident's program plan respecting the analysis of a cc:mm.mi ty placement
best sui ted to the resident's progress toward carmunity placement shall be assigned
as precisely as possible, canpiled and forwarded to the Bureau of Mental Retardation
for consideration in the preparation of the long tenn canmunity resource development plan discussed below.

Thereafter, IDT analyses of ccmnunity placements l:est suited to each
resident's needs shall include projected dates for the resident's progress to
a carmuni ty setting as required by Section D. 5, Appendix A.

Annual IDT reviews

shall address the client's progress toward community placement.

If a resident is

determined ready for camrnmi ty placement, but the program is unavailable, defendants shall prepare interim plans pursuant to Section D.ll of Appendix A.
If a resident is not recarmended for canmuni ty placement at the time of the IDI',
the carmunity placement analysis and projected date of progress to a camrnmity

setting shall l:e sub:nitted to the central Office of the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
Infonnation provided in these latter instances, in conjunction with any similar
data generated in the corrmunity, shall l:e used in the preparation of a long tenn
resource developnent plan, to be prepared within six months of the date of this
agreement, and to be revised annually thereafter.

rv.

PROCEDURES

1.

Whenever a plan is called for under this agreement, it shall include a

description of the corrective action to be taken; a tirretable for implementation of
the action; a detailed description of actions to be taken on an ongoing basis to
assure future canpliance with the Decree in the area addressed by the plan; a detailed description of the means of obtaining the data necessary both to the writing
of the plan and to the implementation of ongoing actions to assure future Decree
canpliance; a description of the source or sources of funding to be used in
financing both corrective and ongoing actions; a description of any training
necessary to the implementation of corrective action and ongoing actions to assure
Decree compliance.

2.

Where provisions of this agreement require the use of experts prior to

the preparation of a plan, the selection of those experts shall be by agreement
of the parties.

Where agreement cannot be reached, selections shall be by the

Special Master, after consultation with the parties.

The parties and the Special

Master shall be afforded the opporbmi ty to meet with the experts before they
ccmnence perfonning services pursuant to this agreement.

3.

Once a plan is cClITq?leted, the Special Master, the parties, and any experts

who participated preliminarily in the preparation of the plan, if their attendance
is desirable and can reasonably be obtained, shall meet to corrment on the plan;
to review or establish timetables for implementation of the actions anticipated
by the plan; to determine the means of evaluating the extent of cClITq?liance with
the Decree in the area addressed by the specific plan; to select cClITq?liance reviewing experts, if it is detennined that an expert shall conduct the Decree
canpliance evaluation.

Where the parties are unable to agree on the above matters,

the Special Master shall decide those issues.
4.

Upon expiration of the deadline established for linplementation of each

plan, the parties, the Special Master and any expert selected to review cCll'Ipliance,
shall meet to establish an agenda for evaluating Decree compliance.

The agenda

shall allow for expeditious yet thorough canpletion of the evaluation.

The

individual conducting the evaluation shall prepare a report for su1:mission to all
persons concerned with the enforcement of the Decree who shall have 30 days to file
with the Master written ccmnents.

Thereafter, within seven days, the Master shall

file this report, the relevant plan of correction and any corrrnents with the Court.
Dated:

lsi

January

14,

Neville Woodruff

1981.

lsi

William C. Nugent

NEVllJ..E WXlDRUFF

WILLIAM C. NUGENT

Attorney for Plaintiffs

Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for Defendants

lal

Helen Bailey

lsi

William Laubenstein

HELEN BA.TI.EY

WILLIAM LAUBENSTEIN

Attorney for Plaintiffs

Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for Defendants
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July 20, 1981

LINCOLN CLARK
SPECIAL MASTER

The Honorable Edward T. Gignoux
United States District Court
portland, Maine 04102

Re:

MARTTI WUORI, et al., Plaintiffs
v.
KEVIN CONCANNON, et al., Defendants

Dear Judge Gignoux:
Your "Order Continuing Office of Special Master" of January 14, 1981, requires that the progress, suggestions, recommendations and unresolved problems relating to compliance with the Consent Decree of July 21, 1978, and the Stipula- .
tion Agreement of January 14, 1981, be reported to the Court every six months,
and that a preliminary draft be submitted to and discussed with the parties~ The
final discussion with parties and counsel took place on July 20, 1981.
The parties concur with the finding that Pineland Center is so fully in compliance with the Consent Decree as to merit the recommendation that the Court
proceed to discharge Pineland Center from its jurisdiction. After being discharged, Pineland Center cannot disregard the Consent Decree but must continue
to comply with its provisions and will collect and incorporate data relating to
them in its Management Information System. The Bureau of Mental Retardation will
include Pineland Center in the overall monitoring system that it is developing
pursuant to Plans of Correction (12), (13) and (15) of the Stipulation Agreement
and will continue to integrate the operations of Pineland Center into the State1s
system for the mentally retarded.
The parties are vigorously endeavoring to achieve compliance with the provisions of the Consent Decree relating to community services by the target date,
July 1, 1982.
Also, it is suggested that there are inconsistencies between the provlslons
of the Consent Decree and the program regulations. principles and practices governing the Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded which the State
should rectify in the consultation with the persons concerned with the enforcement
of the Consent Decree.
Reaching compliance at Pineland Center is a splendid achievement for which
the Court can applaud the parties. In addition, much credit is due the hundreds
of staff and volunteers for their dedicated, rewarding, but under-rewarded service
to Maine's mentally retarded citizens in over t\<JO hundred communities.
The parties concur with and accept the recommendations in this letter.

~%(.~
/11wtc t~tY
I
Attorney for

endantS

~' -

Attorney for Plaintiffs

Respectfully submitted,

Special Master
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

As a result of Martti Wuori, et al. v. State of Maine, a suit brought in
Federal District Court on behalf of Pineland residents, the State of Maine
entered into a Consent Decree on July 21,1978. The principal purposes of
that Decree were to improve conditions at Pineland Center and to provide for
the "habilitation" and "communitization " of its clients.1 To oversee implementation of the Decree, the Court appointed a Special Master, who submitted
five reports to the Court: "Implications of the Consent Decree and Preliminary
Observations on Implementation" U~arch 19,1979); "Part I: Conclusions of the
Special r~aster" and "Part II: Pineland Center 11 (November 14,1979); "Community
Standards: Appendix B of the Court's Decree" (April 22,1980; "Continuing
Supervision of the Decree," (June 2, 1981);and "Community Placement for Pineland Residents" (November 24,1980).
The present Special Master was appointed on January 14, 1981, when the
Court approved a Stipulation Agreement that supplemented, but did not supersede, the terms of the Decree. This Agreement described major accomplishments
and deficiencies in complying to the Decree, and set forth corrective actions
and procedures for improving compliance.
The Stipulation Agreement stated that "Pineland Center is in substantial.
compliance with the provisions of the Decree." In the six months since his
appointment, the present Special Master has ~oncentrated on encouraging further compliance-directed actions. Satisfying the Decree standards has from
the beginning been a formidable task because of the manifold activities of
Pineland Center, and because of differences in interpr'etation of provisions
of the Decree, difficulties in determining the adequacy of various systems,
and breakdowns in those systems. No organization functions perfectly day in
and day out. Murphy's Law - IIIf anything can go wrong, it will l' - operates
inexorably. There will continue to be unwanted and unintended breakdowns in
the complex organizational machinery of Pineland Center.
The systems of compliance are, however, now in place and operating efficiently, and provision has been made to assure that the standards in the
Consent Decree will continue to be maintained. Pineland Center is now so
fully in compliance with the Consent Decree as to merit a recommendation that
the Court proceed to discharge Pineland Center from its jurisdiction.
The
bases for this recommendation are set forth in Section II of this report.
The Stipulation Agreement lists fifteen "Plans for Correction" for the
remaining deficiencies. Some of these deficiencies have been corrected, in
the past six months and the others are being corrected. Section III of this
report details the progress.
In addition to Pineland Center, Maine has about 220 residential facilities and day programs for the mentally retarded. Each is expected to meet
the standards of the Consent Decree as an integral unit of a smooth-working
1. These terms are professional jargon: "Habilitation" is the process of development of an individual IS abilities to the maximum. "Communitization"
is the process of progressive integration of an individual into a community.
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statewide system. Additional community facilities are still needed to accommodate the many more Pineland clients who are qualified for community
placement. Vigorous and persistent effort is required by the defendants to
obtain the cooperation and support of State agencies, local communities, and
parents of the members of the plaintiffs' class. Section IV of this report
contains some observations aimed at speeding progress toward conformity with
the terms of the Decree by the target date of July 14, 1982.
The Appendices contain memoranda from and to the Special Master,relating
to some of the problems that have received attention during the past six
months. It will be apparent that several of these problems remain to be resolved.
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SECTION II
1.

PINELAND CENTER

Recommendation

In the Stipulation Agreement of January 14, 1981, the parties acknowledged that "Pineland Center is in Substantial Compliance with the provisions
of the Consent Decree,
"Substantial connotes considerable achievement, but
it also implies that deficiencies remain to be corrected. This raised the
question: at what stage of compliance would the Court dismiss Pineland Center
from its jurisdiction? It is suggested that while full compliance is the ultimate goal, it should be sufficient for the Court to be satisfied that the
"systems for compl iance" instituted by Pineland Center offer promise of full
compliance and th~t there be assurance that the systems would not deteriorate
after Pineland Center is discharged by the Court.
II

II

During the past six months several meetings have been held with staff at
Pineland Center regarding remaining deficiencies and the requirements for a
recommendation to the Court. The result is the Superintendent's report which
is contatned in the following Sub-section. The report is supplemented by a
mass of supporting data that has been filed with the Office of the Special
Master.
So as to provide a double-check for the plaintiffs and the Court, an outside professional expert was retained to audit the Superintendent's report.
His report is in Sub-section (3).
After a review, the parties and the Special Master, at their meeting on
July 13, 1981, endorsed the follm'l;ng recommendation:
The parties concur with the finding that Pineland Center is so fully in
compliance with the Consent Decree as to merit the recommendation that the
Court proceed to discharge Pineland Center from its jurisdiction. After being discharged, Pineland Center cannot disregard the Consent Decree but must
continue to comply with its provisions and will collect and incorporate data
relating to them in its Management Information System. The Bureau of Mental
Retardation will include Pineland Center in the overall monitoring system that
it is developing pursuant to Plans of Correction (12), 13) and (15) of the
Stipulation Agreement and will continue to integrate the operations of Pineland
Center into the State's system for the mentally retarded.
2.

Superintendent's Report
I NTRODUCTI ON

The action concerning the civil and constitutional rights of mentally retarded citizens of the State of Maine known as the "class action suit" was initiated by and on behalf of those persons who were involuntarily confined to
Pineland Center, and persons conditionally released (placed) from Pineland
Center to community facilities. A Consent Decree was entered into on July 14,
1978. This report concerns the compliance of Pineland Center with the provisions and standards as contained in Appendix A of the Consent Decree. The
decree prescribes that it is to be interpreted "in a fair and reasonable manner
so as to attain the object for which it was designed and the purpose to which
it is applied."
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OBJECTIVES of the CONSENT DECREE
There are two major objectives of the Courtls Decree: The first is to
secure the right of mentally retarded citizens to be given training and education, in the Decree known as "programming.11 The second is the right to
live in the least restrictive environment possible. These objectives mean
that every resident of Pineland Center has the right to be taught whatever he
may be capable of learning, with an emphasis on skills of daily living so as
to increase personal independence and that residents at Pineland Center should
live in as "normal"an environment as possible in the least re"strictive setting.
It also means that Pineland Center should prepare its residents for successful
placement and participation in communities.
METHODS to MONITOR COMPLIANCE
There are 315 individual standards contained in Appendix A of the Consent
Decree. In order to implement and monitor the compliance with these complex
and often confusing standards, Pineland Center undertook the task of collecting data and information on each standard through a reporting form developed
by the Social Scientist at Pineland Center, Dr. John Hoffman. Some of these
standards are monitored on a daily basis, most on a monthly basis, some on a
quarterly or. yearly basis.
In addition to the collection of data through the monitoring process described in this report, Pineland Center has undertaken an individual needs
assessment of every resident living at Pineland Center. This needs assessment
has been conducted twice. As a result of this assessment, a planning committee
was established to implement the results. The major accomplishments of the
planning committee were:
T~e

1)

relocation of all residents into smaller less restrictive, more
"normal" residential units. (No resident lives in a bedroom area
with more than two other roommates, most live in double rooms, some
in a private room,) The size of the residential units has been reduced. Of twenty-five living units, one houses twenty residents,
seven house eighteen residents, one houses sixteen residents, six
house between thirteen and fifteen residents, three house twelve
res i dents and seven. house six res i dents.

2)

An interface of professional and direct care staff resulting in
more programming for the residents, more training for the staff and
a better staff to client ratio so as to enhance the training and
education opportunities of the residents,

3)

The creation of specialized day programming for the elderly mentally
retarded, the behaviorally disordered retarded person, and the creation of programming based on the needs of the client.

4)

The development of new program areas to accommodate day programming.
(Commons Building, Pownal Hall)

5) .The closing of New Gloucester Hall, Pownal Hall as a residential unit.
Sebago House as a residential unit, the closing of Perry Hayden III
as a residential unit and the opening of the Federation Apartments
as residential living units.
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6)

The reorganization of the Executive ~anagement Committee and
other departments at Pineland Center resulting in a more responsive
organization structure.

7)

The reorganization of the Interdisciplinary Team (lOT) process.
The Interdisciplinary Team is the foundation for the development of
the Individual Prescriptive Plan. It deterlllines place of residence,
treatment and program.
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS and REGULATIONS MET by PINELAND CENTER

In addition to the monitoring of Decree requirements and the implementation of the resident needs assessment, Pineland Center has met the educational,
environmental, medical, health, safety and staffing requirements of the federal
and state regulations (Title 19) of the Regulations Governing the Licensure
of Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded. Pineland Center
has been certified as an Intermediate Care Facility for the Mentally Retarded
bya team of individuals representing the Division of Licensing and Certification, (nurses, sanitarian, social workers, dietician) and the State Fire
~1arshall.
Through certification as an ICF/MR Pineland Center will return over
six million dollars in federal monies to the State general fund.
OBSTACLES to COMPLIANCE
It is important to recognize the context in which these accomplishments
have been made. Pineland Center is an old facility. This in itself has required time, innovative techniques, money and expertise in order to transform the Center into a reasonable home-like, community-like environment for
the residents. The census at Pineland Center has been reduced from an estimated fifteen hundred residents in 1955 to three hundred forty-four residents
today. While the environment and census were being modified, staff was being
added--from 660 in 1975 to 741 today. Professional level and direct care
staff were recruited and trained to work with this special population.
As a result of the placement activity, the remaining residents and new
admissions to Pineland Center represent a most severe and profound level of
mental retardation. Today ninety-five percent of the population is severely and
profoundly retarded as compared to a national average of approximately seventyfive percent. In addition, close to one hundred percent of the residents have
multiple handicaps in addition to their mental retardation. Seventy percent
of the residents do not have speech, forty-five percent are not able to dress
themselves, forty percent of the residents are incontinent, sixty-five percent
cannot clean and groom themselves even after repeated and continuing attempts
at training in these fundamental skills. Over ninety residents are nonambulatory, and over one hundred have seizure disorders. There are forty-nine
residents under the age of twenty-one living at Pineland Center.
In view of the severity of the handicapping conditions of the residents,
further learning and achievement by the residents will be very slow. This is
not to suggest that they won't continue to develop but that on a cognitive
level progress will be minimal. This severity of mental retardation also
means a population at risk with medical complications in the respiratory,
cardiac, seizure and behavioral areas. Much of this is caused by the lack of
neurological integrity of the severe and profound level of mental retardation.
All of these factors make progress slow and call for patience, creativity, and
fl ex i bi 1 ity.
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To create home-like environments, to provide leisure time activities and
six hours a day programming for this most complex and involved population has
required a wide variety of creative and innovative approaches. Staff willing
to work with this population had to be recruited and specially trained since
most colleges and universities offer no program of study to prepare an individual to work with the severely and profoundly mentally retarded. Programs had
to be designed, space had to be modified, equipment had to be adapted, and
transportation developed. Even with all this itis important to understand
that not all residents can tolerate six hours a day of programming, for some
it is punitive and not medically sound. Even with all these circumstances,
programming at Pineland is the most comprehensive available for the severely
and profoundly retarded in Maine. At present, 246 residents receive over
thirty hours of program per week; forty-six clients have been medically excused and/or recommended by the Interdisciplinary Team to have less than thirty
hours of programming per week, however, twenty-nine of this group are receiving
non-center based programming and seventeen attend a geriatric program.
During this period of change and development Pineland Center was required
to work with other state and private agencies, the State legislature and a wide
variety of public interest groups, all of whom had requirements and concerns.
COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
I therefore submit to the Court that Pineland Center is in compliance
with the standards of Appendix A.
However, I would like to inform the Court that Perry Hayden Hall, a resident building, has not been fully closed. Perry Hayden Hall at one time (1978)
housed one hundred fifty-two residents. Today of the four residential units,
two have been closed and the census has been reduced to thirty-six. The
thirty-six residents residing in Perry Hayden Hall are profoundly multiply
handicapped as well as retarded. The brain dysfunction, neurological problems
and medical needs of the residents require complex management with the need
for constant surveillance. Perry Hayden Hall I and II has been kept open as a
residential unit because the physical plant is appropriate for the multiply
handicapped persons living there. At the time the Consent Decree was entered
into it was felt too costly to renovate Perry Hayden Hall. However since
then the needs of the residents have determined the requirement to keep Perry
Hayden Hall open. The environment has improved. Improvements for ventilation
are being made and all windows in residential units will be replaced next
year. The legislature has approved of this plan and money has been appropriated. In addition, the units have been painted, and the environment made more
attractive and home-like. This is the least restrictive environment available. The open living room provides for interaction for the clients in wheelchairs or mobile carts, because of the complex adaptive equipment used in
feeding, movement and treatment the open living room is needed. This open
area allows for multi-purpose use. Outdoor living space is provided and most
important day services are available in the building. Continuing evaluation
and improvement will be made as client needs dictate.
One other area of noncompliance can be found in the section on medication, explaining in lay terms to the resident the effects of medication; where
possible this is done.
I would also likR the Court to know that because of the nature of the
physical plant, the multiple handicaps and degree of retardation of the
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clients, the complicated set of standards contained in Appendix A, and the
various demands required and placed on Pineland Center that on a day-by-day
basis if one were to apply a strict interpretation to the provisions of the
Decree, all standards may not be in compliance. But, all the systems of
compliance are in place.
COMPLIANCE SYSTEMS
To monitor compliance with the standards of the Consent Decree, a number
of systems to measure and evaluate have been developed and are now in place
or soon to be in place. The following list of systems of compliance are in
place:
1)

The Interdiscipiinary Team - recommends programs and solves problems

2)

Individual Prescriptive Plan - habilitation and treatment in least
restrictive setting

3)

Needs Assessment of residents - progress toward community pl.acement

4)

Certification as an Intermediate Care Facility for the Mentally
Retarded

5)

Monitoring Tool of individual standards

6)

Full-time resident advocate

7)

Human Rights and Assurances Committee

8)

Consumer Advisory Board. as specified in Appendix A

In addition to the systems of compliance in place. it is important to
note that an appropriate budget, staffing levels, equip9~nt, supplies, vehicles, facilities, programs, and training for staff are all in place and adequate to meet the requirements of Appendix A.
Pineland Center has also complied with Plan of Correction (15) of the
Stipulation Agreement. The planning committee was re-established and a tool
was developed and implemented ~o ascertain the current needs of all residents
for progress toward community pl acement. Respons i bil ity for the impl ementation and design plan shall rest with the Bureau of r~ental Retardation.
SUPPORT H1G DAT/\
Reproduced on the following page is the Table of Contents of two large
notebooks that contain backup material supporting this report which have been
submitted to the Office of the Special Master.
FUTURE DIRECTION of PINELAND CENTER
The future of Pineland Center points to a facility that will become more
soecialized, serving multiply handicapped individuals on a short-term or outpatient basis. Pineland Center with its highly trained staff and specialized
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resources will become a comprehensive research and training center, developing
programs and tools for use with clients with special medical, behavioral, educational or vocational needs. These services will be available to clients
residing in the community. Training programs for staff at Pineland Center,
parents and providers in the community will be developed and available through
outreach efforts just beginning. As the community programs continue to grow
and develop, Pineland Center will become a backup and support center offering
emergency and respite care for when such services are unavailable in the
community.
New techniques and methods will be researched and implemented at Pineland
Center and then made available to the community.
To provide college and university students and faculty with experience
in working with severely and profoundly mentally retarded multiply handicapped individuals. affiliation and training programs will be expanded.
Staff training proqrams utilizing a competency based system will be developed in cooperation with the universities and colleges in the area.
Genetic counselling and research will be expanded and new medical innovations in the treatment of this multiply handicapped population will be
available.
Many of these future directions have already bequn.
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Submi tted by:

Vf-"'t~ a ~t~;;y
George A. Zitnay
Superintendent
July 7, 1981
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Auditor's Report
PURPOSE

This audit was requested by Dr. Lincoln Clark, Special Master of the
United States District Court in the case of Martti Wuori, et al v. Concannon
et al. The purpose of this audit is to provide an independent review of the
report of the Superintendent of Pineland Center relating to its compliance
with the provisions in Appendix A of the Consent Decree~ This audit was conducted on July 7, 8, and 9, 1981 by Robert H. Audette.
QUALIFICATIONS of the AUDITOR
Education:

B.S. in special education (emphasis in mental retardation)
Fitchburg State College, Fitchburg, Massachusetts
M.A. and Ph.D. in special education (emphasis in mental
retardation and management issues)
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee
CURRENT EXPERIENCE

Parent of a son with mental retardation
Associate Professor of Education, Division of Special Education,Syracuse
Uni vers ity
Director of Syracuse University Regional Resource Center serving New York,
New Jersey, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
Teacher and Director of Staff Development
Clover Bottom Hospital and School for the Mentally Retarded
Nashville, Tennessee
Assistant Superintendent
Walter Fernald State School
Waltham, Massachusetts
Associate Commissioner of Education Division of Special Education
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Special Master to the Third Federal District Court
in the case of Haldeman v. Penn hurst
Court Appointed Expert in the Sixth Federal District Court in
the case of Mattie T v. Holloday
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PROCEDURE EMPLOYED in the AUDIT
Consultation with the Special Master.
Review of the provisions in Appendix A of the Consent Decree.
Review of the reports and supporting data provided to the Court by the
Superintendent of Pineland Center.
On site inspection of Pineland Center including:
1)

a review of the physical plant as well as programming and living
environments;

2)

i ntervi ews with residents,
superintendent;

3)

interview with the Advocate of Pineland Center;

4)

interview with the plaintiffs

administ~ators

I

and direct care staff, and

attorneys.
FINDING

The reports and supporting data submitted to the Court by the SUDerintendent of Pineland Center accurately portray the conditions and programs at
the Center. All of the systems referenced in Appendix A of the Consent Decree
have been developed, staff have been trained in their implementation, and all
of these systems are currently being carried out. Pineland Center is in compliance with the provision~ in Appendix A of the Consent Decree.
Submitted:

Robert H. Audette
Auditor
July 9, 1981
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SECTION III

PLANS OF CORRECTION

The parties signed a Stipulation Agreement on January 14. 1981 in which
the defendants agreed to develop plans to correct the deficiencies perceived
to exist in the community mental retardation system which are listed in the
Stipulation Agreement. It was the intent of the parties that once developed
and implemented, these Plans of Correction would be "systems of compliance"
which would aid in achieving full compliance with the Consent Decree. A
summary of the Plans of Correction and their status follows:
(1) All clients shall be removed from Seven Elms Boarding Home, Willowcrest Boarding Home, and Hilltop Boarding Home.
Status. One client remains at Seven Elms. She has had three preplacement visits and will be placed by July 15th. Three clients remain at Willowcrest. One client is on the waiting list for the Legace Home that will open
in one month. One client had an Interdisciplinary Team meeting on June 19.
1981, for the purpose of recommending a residential placement. One client remains at Hilltop. Defendants are submitting further documentation on the
needs of the clients who remain, and a discussion of further progress under
this plan is scheduled for the August meeting with the ~arties.
(2) After an evaluation of the residential and program services provided at Ward's Home, Pinkham's Home, and Northland Manor, all clients shall
either be removed or offered suitable programs.
Status. Three consultants were retained to evaluate the services in
these homes. Their reports identified greatest needs in the area of staff
training and community integration. Defendants thereafter submitted a plan
for removal of all clients from Pinkham's Home by August 1. 1981. and for
improving services at Ward's and Northland. Plaintiffs have submitted comments
on the adequacy of the plans respecting Ward's and Northland, and the defendants are preparing responses to the comments.
(3) The population shall be reduced and/or the level of programming
for clients shall be increased at the under-listed homes ..
Status. Plans of correction and appropriate agreements have been made to
increase the level of active programs at Tissue's Boarding Home. Hall Dale
Manor, Noyes Boarding, Houlton Residential Center. Seven out of ten clients
have been removed from Bruce Haven. The remainder will be placed by September.
These plans principally address the development of habilitation plans and
staff training. On July 13,1981, plaintiffs submitted comments on the need
for development of habilitation plans for Activities for Daily Living and
implementation of the Decree regarding procedures governing waivers of outof-home programming.
The parties have discussed but have not yet reached final agreement on
the timetable for full implementation of this plan and subsequent procedures
for reviewing compliance.
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(4) A case review will be conducted for all clients in nursing homes
that serve predominantly non-mentally retarded individuals. Upon completion
of the case review, clients recommended for replacement shall be moved.
Clients not recommended for replacement shall be reviewed by an on-site professional team for purposes cf recommendations to upgrade programming.
Status. Case record and on-site reviews have been concluded and defendants have prepared a plan for me~ting the identified needs of clients.
Pl aintiffs are preparing commen\s/on the pl an.
(5) After a case record review, the Prescriptive Program Planning process
shall be re-examined, and when necessary~ restructured. A consultant has been
employed to undertake the review and make recommendation.
Status.

The re-examination by a professional consultant is underway.

The deadline for the final report was extended by mutual consent in order
to accommodate the consultant.
(6) The impact of the revised Prescriptive Program Planning process
shall be statistically evaluated and fu~ther revised in accordance with the
evaluation.
\,-~
Status.

This task is scheduled to commence after completion of Plan (5).

(7) The Consumers Advisory Board shall be assisted in making trained
Correspondents available to participate in the Interdisciplinary Team meetings of all clients who are not able to advocate on their own behalf.
Status. A plan by the Bureau of Mental Retardation has been approved by
the parties and has been submitted to the Consumers Advisory Board to seek its
agreement. The plan includes ongoing training. All contracts have been made;
a brochure has been printed; a training workshop has been scheduled for some
time in September at the Consumer Advisory Board1s request.
The parties have discussed but have not yet reached final agreement on
the timetable for full implementation of this plan and subsequent procedure
for reviewing compliance.
(8) Plans shall be developed to bring into compliance with the Decree the
programs serving clients in these agencies: Bangor Rehabilitation Center, Goodwill, Coastal Workshop, Pathways, Winthrop Work Activity Center, Green Valley.
Status. Three professional consultants have been engaged to review the
programs of these agenci es. Iqtr;-bductory and case. record revi e\t!S have been
concluded. The consultant who\w~s retained for o~erall assessment of the programs is developing a measuring instrument. His report will be preo'l-ed in
September and defendants plan is due by November 15, 1981. The deadlines were
extended by mutual consent in order to accommodate the consultants.
I

(9) An instrument shall be developed to identify unmet residential and
programmatic client needs, by type and location. This instrument shall be
utilized to determine and aggregate these needs, and to develop a plan for
resource realignment or development where necessary.
Status. The instrument has been developed and the data have been collected
and partially aggregated. The professional consultant has visited the State,
and preliminarily reviewed the data. His draft report is due by August 1.
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1981, and the defendants' plan by mid-September.
to accommodate the needs of the consultant.

These deadlines were extended

(10) A plan shall be formulated by designated representatives of the disciplines of psychology, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and speech
therapy to recruit, develop and utilize the professional resources of their
State and national organizations for the benefit of the Decree's class members.
Status. The professionals have been chosen and
veying 700 professionals in 1'1aine to ascertain their
in rendering services to the mentally retarded. D~e
the massiveness of the data to be printed, the final
out by the end of the summer.

are in the process of surcompetence and interest
to time constraints and
resource list will be

(11) Quarterly reports shall be made on problems and progress toward the
alleviation of deficiencies in the following areas: transportation, crisis
intervention, family support, respite services, and community recreational
opportunity.

Status. The first set of quarterly reports were sUbmitted. After disat a meeting with the parties, the defendants agreed to include proV1Slons for the development of Decree compliant crisis intervention services
in the next set of quarterly reports. Second quarterly reports have been received for all regions.
c~s~ion

(12)

A plan shall be formulated to track clients' needs and for resource

development.
Status. Defendants received an extension of the deadline to September
15, 1981, so that the plan may include provisions for monitoring systems developed pursuant to Plans (5). (9) and (14) and so that it might incorporate
the recommendations of the consultant retained pursuant to Plan (13).

(13) A plan shall be developed to improve monitoring systems of services
delivered to tlients, to assure the quality of the services, and to provide
for prompt identification and correction of deficiencies.
Status. A professional consultant has been retained to evaluate the systems and develop a plan. The work is in progress, and a report is due by
August 15.

(14) A plan shall be developed for training all employees and service
providers to meet Decree standards and the purposes of the several Plans of
Correction.
Status. A plan has been submitted for the training of service providers.
Units delivered and competencies achieved will be monitored on an ongoing
basis through use of the syste~s developed pursuant to ~lans (12) and (13).
The parties have discussed a timetable for full implementation of this
plan and subsequent procedures for reviewing compliance. Final agreement has
not yet been reached.
(15) Pineland Center shall re-establish its Planning Committee to ascertain the best suited community placement for each current resident and transmit
its findings to the BMR for incorporation in a long-term community development
pl an ..
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Status. The Committee has been re-established, the data have been collected, and the data are currently being key-punched. The information from
this is being correlated with the overall resource development plan under
Plan (9) so that residents of Pineland will be included. This plan is due
September 15, 1981.
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SECTION IV
1.

OBSERVATIONS

Two-Way Door Policy.

In years gone by, Pineland Center was an institution with a one-way door;
the mentally retarded who entered through that door were committed to spend
the rest of their dreary lives within. As Maine's total population grew, so
did the number of retarded persons. Pineland became increasingly overcrowded,
reaching a peak population of 1478 clients in 1955, and then declined to 431
in 1978. This rapid exodus happened, to put it crudely,by virtually dumping
clients into the community. Because of the insufficiency of community day
programs, one may wonder how beneficial the transfer was for the clients.
In July, 1978, the Court held that still further progress was required both at
Pineland and in the community. The Decree set a ceilin9 of 350 clients for
Pineland; its population is now 344. A fine achievement! The old one-way
door is a two-way door now, and the new policy is "Admit, train, and return
them promptly to the community.
Now again, however, a long list of applicants await admittance to Pineland to receive the benefits of its specialized services. Some of these
people have never been admitted to Pineland before, and others have been
placed in the community but need to return to Pineland for short, or in a few
cases, long-term stays.l Of the present residents, only a few, because of declininghealth, will probably have to remain indefinitely; some residents
are ready to be discharged now, and others will be ready in the near future,
but discharges are being delayed because of a lack of openings in community
residential facilities and day programs.
The two-way door needs oiling. Too few residents are entering and leaving. In the past year the population at Pineland Center has been more stable
than for many years. The number of class members transferred from Pineland
Center to community residences in 1979 ";las 64; in 1980. 58;and through June,
1981, 25.
The followinq observations deal primarily with problems which, as they
are resolved, will speed up the transfers.
2.

Discrimination between classes of clients.

In making transfers and providing services, Pineland and all community
agencies serving class members must conform to the requirements of the Decree.
The Special Master's responsibility is limited to class members, yet he feels
obligated to voice his concern that class members receive preferential treatment in community placements, habilitation programs, and transportation arrangements. Of a total of about 2600 clients served by the Bureau of Mental
Retardation, class members number only about 1000; morally, if not legally,
preferential treatment for -them is wrong. Although every employee of the BMR
with whom the issue has been discussed deplores this kind of discrimination,
at times it has been condoned in order to achieve technical compliance Ivith
the Decree. The Bureau of Mental Retardation should issue a forceful policy
1.

A poignant example is that of Martti Wuori, whose name heads the list of
plaintiffs in this case. After he had been placed in a community residential facility, an Interdisciplinary Review Team concluded that his
placement was not a success. A Maine District Judge concurred, and so
Martti Wuori has been returned to Pineland Center.
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statement emphasizing that all of its clients shall receive equal treatment,
in conformance with Decree standards, without regard to their Decree class.
Such a statement might forestall the possibility of a petition to the Court
to bring about equal treatment for all clients.
3.

Communitization POlicy.

The Bureau of Mental Retardation has the responsibility for the communitization of Pineland clients. It is a hard task to do well. The following
quotation is a good summary of the desirable policies.
IIIn establishing community homes for retarded persons, planners
should keep in mind that a home is a place to sleep, a place to eat, a
place to find respite, a place to find acceptance and companionship.
and a place to regenerate one's strength.
The less emphasis placed on "program", and the more emphasis placed
on "home. 1I the more successful the residence seems to be.
Too much reinforcement of day programs in the home, or emphasising
the training aspects of a community residential program may result in
depriving the residents of the basic needs the home is supposed to meet.
Consequently, most formal training and education should take
place outside the home. Whatever education, training and development
that must take pl ace at home should be done in a natural, informal
fashion in an atmosphere of love, acceptance, and genuine human concern.
Any services which are not normally provided in people's homes,
such as social work counseling and psychological testing, should be
performed away from homes for retarded people, too.
Planning agencies should also be mindful of the number of people
who will share the residence. Large community residential facilities,
like the institutions they are intended to replace, have a tendency to
become impersonal. When they are too big, a certain regimented. institutional routine can creep into the operation. Also. as staffs
become larger. formal labor-management practices develop which take
away from the home atmosphere.
There is a need for a variety of community residences appropriate
to the individual retarded person's requirements. And community services must be supportive of these homes. Well planned, interdisciplinary
developmental programs appropriate to each retarded person's age and
level of functioning are a necessary element in successful community
living.
Any plan for housing should take into consideration the fact that
the mentally retarded person, whether an infant. a child, an adolescent
or an adult, is first a human being and only incidentally retarded.
Though he requires specialized services, his basic needs are remarkably
similar to those in his age group.
As an infant, the retarded child is best served in a family setting
that offers stimulation, interpersonal relations, warmth and affection.
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As a child and into adolescence, he deserves the same opportunities
to grow. and learn as his peer group. As an adult, he should be afforded
the same right to contribute, within his capabilities, to his own and
to his community's development. And in old age, he deserves respect and
the comfort and security that come from still being a part of a family
or a small group, ahd of being a member of the community.
In short, he has a right to be a part of society -- not apart from
society. III
4.

Grants to Parents.

All parents want the best possible life for their children, but parents
of a retarded child have much more difficulty deciding what is right. A frequent problem is whether it is better to keep the retarded child at home o~
to place him in another residential setting. Help in solving this problem is
available from the regional offices of the Bureau of t1ental Retardation. For
parents who want to keep their re.tarded child at home, but feel forced for
economic reasons to turn him over to a public agency, grants-in-aid can provide
needed financial relief. Grants might also induce some parents to take back
into their homes children who are presently in Pineland or in some community
residential facility. Attached to all such grants should be a condition that
the parents periodically attend training programs to learn the modern techniques of habilitating the retarded. This stipulation might also stimulate
parents to increase their support of the day programs, which are typically
understaffed and underfinanced.
A more liberal grant-in-aid policy to enable parents to keep their retarded child at home would often be not only in the best interest of the
child, but is by far the least costly of the alternative ways to expand housing
for the retarded in the community ..
5.

Encouragement of Independent Living.

Independent living is the ideal end of habilitation. Most persons at a
certain stagl~ in their lives leave the "nest" to live in a home or apartment
of their own. This is feasible for many retarded persOns. Not only is it
better for the retarded, but it is also less costly than other types of community residential facilities. A more liberal policy of housing subsidies is
needed to promote independent living for retarded persons.
6.

Establishment of H.D.M.E.S.

No one type of community residential facility is, of course, most suitable
for all retarded persons. The abilities, personalities, and desires of retarded people are as varied· as those of the non-retarded.
Maine has about ninety foster homes for one, two or three retarded persons. Although foster homes have often suffered opprobrium in the press,
many are providing affectionate care and are offering new horizons in a minimally restrictive ,environment.
1.

President's Committee on Mental Retardation, 1975.
It may be noted that this quotation overlooks in-home programming-habilitation programs are required for client growth.
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Successful foster home placement requires thoughtful matching of client
and home. A promising experiment with foster homes -- Homes of Maine Encourag1ng Self-Sufficiency (H.O.M.E.S.)-- is scheduled for ten mentally retarded persons, to be chosen from sixty candidates now at Pineland.
A H.O.M.E.S. developer in the Augusta regional office of the Bureau of
Mental Retardation is to recruit candidate homes in places where transportation arrangements can be made for clients to participate in day programs.
Many Maine families, beset by inflation, would welcome opportunities to earn
additional income; a number of these families have the necessary interest and
the space to take a retarded person into their home. The H.O.M.E.S. developer
will train each chosen host family in its responsibilities, and will ensure
that placement is consistent with the desires of the client or the client's
guardian.
In addition to identifying and preparing clients for placement in H.O.M.E.S
Pineland Center is to develop Individual Program Plans for each client.
These plans set forth what should be done to habilitate or rehabilitate the
client. including procedures for respite,1 readmission, and other specialized
back-up services by Pineland. To measure ~he eff~ctiveness of the H.D.M.E.S.
experiment, each client will be scored on an "Adaptive Behavior Scale prior
to placement, and periodically thereafter .

.

The cost for H.D.M.E.S. would be considerably less than the cost
ing a client in Pineland or in other residential alternatives. It is
that the bureaucratic delays that inevitably precede the launching of
program will soon end, so that the H.O.M.E.S. program can soon start.
cleared, the program can be implemented in ninety days.
7.

of keephoped
any new
Once

Support for Group and Boarding Homes.

In ~laine. there are 3,478 licensed boarding home beds serving all population groups. Of these, about 600 beds are in sixty-eight group and boarding
homes serving primarily the mentally retarded. They comprise the largest
sector in Maine's network of facilities for the retarded, yet they have been
the orphans of the network. Some existing group and boarding homes, including
excellent ones, are on the verge of closing down because the State's reimbursement of their costs has not kept up wHh inflation.
The Office of the Special Master has received more grievances from group
home providers than from any other category of residential providers.
The moratorium on the construction and expansion of group and boarding
homes recently promulgated by the Maine Department of Human Services is a
severe inhibiting factor for appropriate community placement of the mentally
retarded.
1.

Respite is the short-term alternative placement of a client in another
residential facility. Respite is needed periodically for the sake of
the client and for the residential providers. As a grim example. there
is a case of parents v/ho have never left their home together since their
child was born. One of the parents has been with the child, now an adult
every night for over twenty-five years. They deserve and need a vacation
together!
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Group homes are a necessary part of Maine1s system for the retarded.
They warrant support because: (1) some Pineland clients are better qualified for admittance to group homes than to other types of community facilities; (2) Pineland has a waiting list of retarded who cannot be admitted
until existing clients are discharged; and (3) group homes are desirable
from a Ilcost-benefiC point of view.
The physical conditions of a group home are of less importance where a
suitab 1e day program is available and the residents are healthfully fed and
clothed. Placement in a group home is generally preferable to institutionalization.
To assure the continued operation of existing group homes and to encourage the establishment of new ones to care for the mentally retarded, the
State should revise its cost reimbursement schedule so that it relates to the
qual ity and quantity of services provided. Reimbursement is now based essentially on just the number or residents in a home. There should be supplemental
compensation to cover the cost of fulfilling the terms of service agreements
between the State and the home. Many homes currently do provide habilitation
services for their residents -- it would be advantageous to give them an incentive to do more. The service agreements would be monitored by case workers
of the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
The Special Naster feels he should express his opinion that there is a
strong need for stepped up action on the part of all decision makers to examine and implement further resource development for group and boarding homes.
A promising sign on the horizon is the recent legislative decision to form a
special study group composed of members of the Joint Standing Committee qn
Health and Institutional Services and the Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations, Departmental and agency representatives. and consumers, to examine
all aspects of group and boarding homes. The Bureau of Mental Retardation,
Department of r1ental Health and Corrections has, and will continue to vigorously
support this action.
There is reason to hope that this action will further the development
and the fiscal stability of group and boarding homes in Maine. They are in
sore need!
8.

Revision of ICF/MR Regulations.

IIDe-institutionalization is generally ackno\'iledged as desirable for the
maximum development of retarded persons. Community residential facilities for
the severely retarded, however, require more staff and services than other
types of community residential arrangements. Major credit to provide such
care goes to the previous Special ~1aster for the initiation of the system of
"Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (ICF/HRs)" in ~1aine.
Since 1979, twenty-two ICF/MRs have been organized. They are governed by
regulations of the Maine Oepartment of Human Services, with 70 per cent financing by the Federal government and 30 per cent by the State.
ll

Despite the need for more ICF/~1Rs, several potential providers have not
applied for a license because they have heard about the pains of the present
rCF/MRs. Their root problem is both the perceived and actual regulations and
principles that govern their operations. The ICF/MR regulations and principles
of reimbursement. in part adopted from a nursing home model, are not entirely
suitable to cover the needs of the mentally retarded. As one small example,
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rCF/MRs, which often care for young, hyperactive retfrrded, could not adequately
feed their clients for the $2.23 per day that had been determined as sufficient
for geriatric ICFs. When th~s was called to the attention of DHS executives,
the situation was corrected, \~ith the significant and proper policy statement
that, if costs for caring for the retarded are higher than those for geriatric
clients, the difference in costs will be met.
The Department of Human Services has expressed its willingness to respond
immediately to articulated concerns of clients and providers; and to undertake, in the fall, a review of the entire rCF/MR Prog~am. This review should
result in the removal of inconsistencies with the provisions of the Consent
Decree. (See ,fi,ppendix A-30).
9.

Incentive Policy for Day Programs.

The mentally retarded who live in the community may attend a variety of
day programs designed for their different needs and abil ities. These programs
include: (1) Fundamental Life Activities; (2) Practical Life Activities;
(3) Personal/Social?Independent Living Skills; (4) Work Activities; (5) Work
Adjustment Training; (6) Sheltered Employment; and (7) Vocational Evaluation.
The programs are operated by State or non-profit agencies, and financed by
fees, private contributions, and grants from public agencies.
Day program providers face mounting problems as. clients are released
from Pineland to community residential facilities. Of real concern are the
grant-in-aid policies of the Bureau of Mental Retardation, the Bureau of
Rehabilitation, and Title XX. Providers feel that grants are based primarily
on the projected deficit of the providers ' budgets. Since the budgets are
required to include all projected income and expenses, the income projection
must sho\\l private contributions as \'Jell as receipts from public agencies.
The effect is to inhibit community fund-raising: liThe more we raise, the
smaller the grant." This is a "disincentive policy."
The first requirement to change from a disincentive policy to an incentive
policy would be to allow providers to exclude private contributions from their
budgets of projected income. Then the State grants would be awarded in the
minimum amounts needed to meet the Generic and Specific Standards for Adult
Community Programs that are required to meet the provisions of the Consent
Decree. Since there is considerable variation in the level of services provided, such a policy might result in smaller grants to some day programs and
larger grants to others. Then it would be up to the day program providers to
persuade their communities to finance services over and above the minimum
standards. This policy would reward those communities that recognize and
accept responsibility for their disabled citizens.
Understandably, local communities try to shift as much as possible of the
financial burden to the State, and the State to the Federal government. The
appropriate counter-strategy is an incentive policy that maximizes local support.
10.

Opportunities of Pineland Center.

Coming into compliance with the Consent Decree is the result of monumental
effort by the staff 6f Pineland. Now that the systems of compliance are in
place, there are exciting challenges to expand existing services and develop
new ones. In accepting new challenges, increased regard should be given to
Pineland as an integral part of the statewide system.
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(a) Training and Research. The continual movement of clients from Pineland will require an ever-increasing number of workers in community facilities.
The work is hard, the pay is low, the turnover is high. More and more training will be required. There is also a large need for training of "correspondents." who. under the aegis of the Consumers Advisory Board, have the
responsibility for surveillance of the rights of clients.
Pineland staff have conducted some training sessions at Pineland and in
communities. They have also prepared manuals for training personnel and for
habilitating clients. Seminars, workshops. and self-teaching programs can be
developed at Pineland. It is now time to develop at Pineland a more systematic
and complete program for training and for research on the effectiveness of
training methods.
Progressively. additional training programs will also be developed in the
community.
(b) Genetic Research and Counseling. A relatively new approach to the
problem of mental retardation lies in genetic research and counseling of
prospective parents. As one example. some parents need warning of the dangers
to the fetus caused by alcoholism. Expansion of Pineland's genetic research
and counseling services should be encouraged as a promising means of prevention and treatment of mental retardation.
(c) Cooperation with Colleges and Universities. Pineland Center has arranged many cooperative projects \vith colleges and universities in the area
(Bol-.ldoin College, Hestbrook College, University of Southern ~~aine, University
of New England, Bangor Community College, Tufts University. University of
Vermont). These projects are mutually worthwhile, not only for their shortter~ benefits. but also as a means for increasing the public's understanding
of the problems of the developmentally disabled, and for encouraging students
to enter the field to help solve them.
(d) Certification Procedure. Admission into Pineland Center is governed
by the certification procedure specified in ~1.R.S.A. Para. 2659-A et ~.
The purpose of this Statute is to protect the rights of an individual who is
being considered for com~itment to a State institution. The Statute does not
govern admittance to community residential facilities not operated by the State.
The present certification procedure is cumbersome, expensive, and timeconsuming. A typical certification hearing required hours of preparation
and involves eight to a dozen or more persons: a judge. lawyers, psychologists, social workers, advocates, correspondents, parents. guardians, and
the prospective client. Lawyers sometimes do not even know whether their
duty is to seek or to prevent certification of their client. Many people have
complained about the procedure, but nobody has done anything about it. Pineland Center is the most appropriate agency to take the initiative for the
development of a simplified certification procedure that will protect the
rights of institutionalized persons. The research has already begun. Since
a decision to "certify" an incompetent person is, in reality, an involuntary
commitment, the State court will continue to be involved. A new, simplified
certification procedure would require legislative action.
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(e)

"['1aine Developmental Center". The name of an institution is important. Whe~ founded in 1908, Maine's institution for the mentally retarded
was "r'1aine School for the Feeble t~inded". In 1925 it was changed to "Pol,mal
State School". In 1962 it became the "Pownal Hospital and Training Center
and in 1973, "Pineland Center".
When an institution has gone through a substantial reorganization, it is
good practice to signify the change by giving it a new name, in order to
alter its public image. The scope of activities at Pineland Center has
broadened and deepened to focus on the development of its residents' abilities and through its outreach and community training programs. It is
strongly urged that it is timely to consider another name change, for example,
the "t1aine Developmental Center".

A-l.

APPENDICES

t1emoranda on some of the problems addressed in the last
six months are reproduced in the Appendices. It will be
apparent that several of these problems are still unresolved.

A-2

To: Ronald Welch
From: Lincoln Clark
Subject: Personnel Requirements
From reading tile "Quarterly Revision of Compliance Plans" this question
came to mind: are there sufficient personnel to carry out the decree requirements?
part?

Would it be too much to fill out a table like this in whole or in

Personnel Reguirements and Vacancies

No. r1BR Employees
Job
Classification Need Empl. Vacan.

Need

ICFjMR
Empl . Vacan.

Other Homes
Need Empl. Vacan~

Not only would this focus on vacancies to be filled but another use would
be to have data to show to institutions like Westbrook College to train people
for certain job classification.
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Bur. of Hental Retardation

"Systemic Change" and personnel requirements

Subject - - - - = - - - - - - - - - = = - - - - - - - " ' - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ron has asked me to respond to your memo on systemic changes and personnel
requirements.
First, my apologies for the acronyms, I have tried to keep these
to a minimum in writhg this most recent round of compliance plan revisions.
I
have also changed the format in an effort to more clearly illustrate the flow of
activity. You will note that the services enumerated in #11 of the Stipulation
Agreement are addressed in the plan.
I would appreciate feedback from you as to
whether this information is sufficient.
Are these reports resulting in systemic changes?
Thus far, I have left it to the regions to determine the need for central office
support or intervention.
In most cases the regions prefer to work out problems at
the local level.
Each region receives a copy of all the regional plans. This has
resulted in identifying some areas that require attention on our part.
The four of us at central office, following the completion of each round of quarterly
revisions, develop an internal plan to address areas identified as needing our attention.
It has generally been our experience that changes that are initiated at the
regional level are more expeditious, and have greater long range effectiveness than
those initiated at the central office level.
This is particularly true of situations
involving the central and regional office of other state agencies.
Attached is the information you requested on BHR personnel requirements along with
the most recent revisions of the Region I Compliance Plan.
I will be sending along
the quarterly revisions from other regions as they are completed.
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A-4.
BUREAU OF MENTAL RETARDATION EMPLOYEES
Region

Position
Bureau Director
Resource Development Manager
Guardianship Program Manager
Field Operations Manager
Regional Administrators
Regional Supervisors
Children1s Services Supv.

Needed

EmElo~ed

Vacancies

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

6
6

1

6
6
0

IPPC
Caseworkers
Child Development workers

1
5
4

1
4
3

IPPC
Caseworkers
Child Deve. workers
Resource Developer

'2
8
4

1
1
1

1

1
7
3
1

IPPC
Caseworkers
Child Deve. Workers
(sub-contracted)
Resource Developer

2
11

2
9

0
0

1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Direct Service by Region
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

IPPC
Caseworkers
Child Deve. Workers
Resource Developer
IPPC
Caseworkers
Child Deve. Workers
Resource Developer
IPPC
Caseworkers
Child Deve. Workers
Resource Developer

0
0

1

0

2

1

7
3
1

6

3
1

0
0
0
0

2
8

2
6

0
0

through Infant Development Program
1

1

0

1

1

6

6

0
0

4
1

3
1

0

1
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Ronald S. Welch, Director
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DePt._~B!.!.uY..!.r. . . ~o.!.Jfb._.Ml.:.I&e..unLLt""au]L__Rl.>.J;;:.e.L.t.aa..J.r..i.dJ.<a".tL-'..L.·1.l0.uDL-___

Subject Memo "Personnel Requirements"

In reviewing this memo, and our response to it, no indication was given as to whether
or not on-going status reports on the filling of vacancies were requested.
Nonetheless, I would like to point out that I do keep abreast of vacancies in the
system. This allows me to identify critical areas and to develop subsequent plans
of attack. There are two basic dilemmas which tend to arise more often than others and
which demand attention above and beyond the attention paid by management staff in
the normal process of filling routine vacancies.
The first problem is one in which, for a number of unrelated instances, a particular
program in the Bureau finds itself with an inordinate number of vacancies. Region
II (Bangor) is currently working through such a situation. Arrangements have been
made in that instance to provide (1) central office supervisory support, (2) a
contingency plan to "borrow" staff from other offices should the need arise, and,
(3) an understanding that should I or Commissioner Mqrtel need to intervene with the
Department of Personnel that that would be arranged.
The second type of problem relates to filling vacancies of "hard to fill" positions
such as physical therapists and occupational therapists. We have continued to use
an extensive (and expensive) advertising campaign, including personal recruitment,
"free" visits to Maine, etc. In addition, Stipulation Agreement 1110 will be
addressing this issue in the form of concrete strategies and plans.
RSW: cc
cc:

Karen Kingsley
Commissioner Concannon

2.=lnifd) ~iai£s ~Ls±rid ([ouri
:pDr±lcrn~,

c.fii"mnr 04112
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To:
from:

Ron Welch
L.C.

Subject: Habilitation after

Con~unitization

So that I ..wn't be pestering you too much I'd better Eet off to California
soonest.
Ttle essence of the consent decree is communitization and habilitation.
The fountainhead whence all flows is the lOT -- it determines when and
,,'here and how the client should be "corrununitized" and "habilitated".
All the plans we are working on are attempts to provide input and to
measure the input, but I do not see any me~sures of output, i.e. what has
been produced, meaning, how much better off is the client tban he ,,'as before the process was initiated?
There is provision for habilitation plans to be developed by ICF/~ffi's and
day proErams but if I am properly informed there is no standard form on
which the habilitation plan is recorded, habilitation plans are not prepared for all clients and there does not seem to be any provision for
analysis of the habilitation plans to determine to what extent the
recorr~endations of the IDT have been accomplished. Without such analysis
how will we ever know if our energy and money has done any good and how
can we really justify the large cost to the taxpayers? I can conceive
of a kind of efficiency ratio being developed: output/input, which would
be the accomplishments of the habilitation plan divided by the specifications of the lOT.
The first requirement is a standard form.
Enclosed is one which I
picked up.
(I understand that each home has to prepare its o,,~ form and
some have spent hours arguing what it should be.)
The second requirement is instructions on how many habilitation plans should
a client be subjected to at one time? In two homes that I visited they had
decided on three.
The third requirement is who should establish the steps in the habilitation
plan? The answer probably is the staff of the home or day program. The
resource for such plans might be Pineland. For example they might recownend the steps to teach a client how to brush his teeth.
The staff,
however, would adjust this to fit the particular client.
The fourth requirement is the toughest -- to relate the information reported
on the habilitation plan to the original lOT specifications. Couldn't a
smart girl like Betsey solve this one?
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Am I being too theoretical in my inexperience or am I on the right track.
that we've got to develop a scheme to measure results and results are not
input.
It ""ou1d be nice to find your arts'n'er in my mail when I get back April 16.

Enc.

I
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_
Habilitation after communitization

I am responding to the memo you sent to Ron regarding habilitation planning. You are
right on in saying we need to develop a scheme to measure results.
This will be a
major area of emphasis for our consultants under Stipulation Agreement #5.
I have
discussed what I perceive as our problems with our consultants.
They have had
experience in other states in dealing with creating a habilitation planning system
that lends itself to monitoring (measuring) results.
We do have the necessary elements of a good system in place.
The IDTs are consistently
addressing and identifying areas of need.
Participants in the IDT process are
consistently willing to assume responsibility for identified needs.
The system begins
to break down in the level of specificity of the service objectives.
This critical
missing link causes a chain reaction of further br~akdowns in the system.
The lack
of specificity in the service objective generally causes the habilitation plan to be
deficient in specificity.
It is then impossible to measure the results of those vaguely
stated goals and objectives.
Because the goals are generally not monitorable, staff
usually find this task less than desirable.
I believe the consultants' work on the IPP process will accomplish what needs to be
done. We need to:
1.
teach IPP coordinators to write specific service objectives,
2.
teach IDT participants to write habilitation plans with enough specificity to
enable results to be measured,
3.
teach the monitors how to measure results.
In that the accomplishments of the consultants' final product and training package
is several months down the road, I will continue my work with IPP coordinators in
improving the quality of the IPP. At their request, I am putting together a "model"
IPP packet for them to use as a guide in improving their own work.
With regard to the requirements you listed in your memo, I have the following thoughts:
1.

standard form - I am somewhat reluctant to require a standard.
I have seen and have
used a variety of hab plan forms.
They all generally contain the same general elemen
but are laid out differently.
The layout is generally what makes one form more
attractive to an individual than others.
The critical element is the skills of
the person writing the hab plan. We have a BMR hab plan form that is made available
to providers.
They have the option of using ours or developing their own.
I would
prefer to allow agencies the flexibility of altering the layout, so as to assure
that it meets their clients' needs.
Forms tend to become needs unto themselves.
Perhaps we could simply require standard elements.

2.

How many hab plans? This should be part of what is determined at the IDT.
So much
depends on the intensity of the program and the needs of the client.
The decision
should be based on the individual client's needs and the ability of the provider
to address those needs.
Realism is critical in making this decision.

3.

The steps in hab plan process.
Thrre are several pre-packaged task analysis
A-g.
of specific skills available.
Pineland Center and the regions have copies of
Program Guide Vol. II which contains step-by-step methods for teaching a wide range
of skills. Many staff, both from agencies and BMR, have participated in Marc
Gold training.
This training teaches the skill of task analysis. We need to work
on making sure providers (1) have access to pre-packaged materials, (2) have
skills to tailor these materials to the individual client, and, (3) have training
in doing ~ctual task analysis.

I should point out that this treatment approach is not philosophically embraced by all
providers.
We have provided training in hab planning to large numbers of providers, however, the
turnover rate tends to dilute its overall effectiveness. We need to provide training
in this area on an ongoing basis.

4.

Relationship between hab plan and original IDT specification - you're right,
this is the toughest one. As I mentioned earlier, the level of specificity is
the key to making the total system successful.
There is a fine line between "too
specific" and "not specific enough". The IDT recommendations need to be specific
enough to establish clear expectations for the habilitation plan, yet general
enough to allow the provider some latitude in fulfilling the obligation.
I have
already mentioned the ramifications of vague recommendations. When recommendations
are too specific, the provider responsible for the hab plan loses the flexibility
to make minor changes without convening another IDT for approval.
I am optimistic
that with the skills we have within our system and the experience of our
consultants, we can overcome these problems.

I hope I have responded to the points you have raised.
Please keep the questions coming,
as it is helpful to have someone keep us on the right track.
BD:cc
cc:

Karen Kingsley
BLF consultants
Tim Wilson, Assoc. Comm.
Ron Welch, BMR Director
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To:
From:

Ron Wel ch
Lincoln Clark

Subject:

Distinction between types of DHS Regulations

r know that you are very conscious of rCF/MF complaints about rCF/MR
regulations and would welcome amendments or interpretations that would
facilitate their operations.
r also suspect that you are more aware than r that the comolaints of
the rCF/MRs fall into two basic categories: first are those that are
equally applicable to nursing homes, second, are those that may be applicable
to nursing homes but are not appropriate for rCF/MRs.
There was a good example at the meeting we both attended where Jim Lewis
was the guest. You will recall the complaint about the $2.23/day allowance for
food and the reluctance of dieticians to certify that the meals are adequate.
Several arguments were made that the retarded need more food than elderly
non-retarded. Lewis said he would investigate how the allowance of $2.23 had
been determined. He implied that if he found the allowance was based on the
cost of f~eding elderly non-retarded and that the retarded require more food,
the DHS should recognize the need and make the proper allowance.
Not only does this state a sound principle for the food aliowance issue,
but it might be a precedent for changing or interpreting other regulations
where the needs of the retarded are significantly different from those of
nursing home residents.
Doesn't this lead to three conclusions: (1) There should be a prompt
follow-up on what is done about the food allowance as an issue for its own
sake, (2) How the food allowance issue is settled may be an important precedent
for other issues, and (3) llie shoul d gi ve pri ority to those compl a i nts about
regulations that may be appripriate for nursing homes but are not right for
rCF/MRs. (We can make the assumption that the nursing homes will carry the
ball regarding regulations that they do not regard as appropriate. The rCF/~1Rs
would get a free ride on anything they accomplish.
r would like to know what happens on the food allowance issue.
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Memo "Distinction Between types of DRS Regulations"
__~==--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------------------

In regard to the food allowance
that the average allowance used
Payment will be based on actual
course, that all of the grocery
store.
RSW:cc
cc:

Commissioner Concannon
Karen Kingsley
Jim Lewis

in the ICFs/HR, I have been informed by Jim Lewis
for geriatric ICFs will not be used for ICFs/MR.
cost, as determined at audit time, provided, of
receipts are not from the local ~ported gourmet
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April 23. 1981

TO: Ron Welch
FROl'i:

Lincoln Clark

SUBJECT:

Lc

Incentive Policy for Day Programs

I have drafted the attached statement mostly on the
basis of what I learned in California.
While I anticipate that the Bureau would not adopt
all of this plan because of the additional cost, would it
not be feasible to make a beginning toward the adoption of
an "incentive policy" as described in the statement? It
should be recognized that Maine's present "disincentive
policy" in some cases probably causes the Bureau to make
grants that cover more than the minimum quality standards
that would be specified by the Bureau.

cc:

~illiam

Laubenstein
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April 23, 1981

~linimum

Quali ty Standards for Day trograms

A major obstacle delaying the transfer of long-term clients from
Pineland into communities is the shortage of suitable programs in the
communities to meet their needs. The shortage is basically a money
problem,
A day program provider is a non-profit organization that
renders one or more of the following six types of programs:
(1) Fundamental Life Activities - Training and services
which are basic to self maintenance, self awareness
and self motivation and which addresses psycho-social,
sensory motor and physiological needs of individuals within a developmental ranEe of 0 - 3 years.
(2) Practical Life Activities - To promote the application,
adaptation and integration of developmental skills neces"
sary for semi or independent daily living.
(3) Personal/Social/Independent Living Skills - To develop
or modify a wide range of individual skills and behaviors
in personal and social adjustment and community living
skills, based on socially appropriate individual or group
behaviors.
(4) \.vork Activities - To maximillle individual functioning in personal development and community living, and to provide a
regular program of work experience at an introductory level.
(5)

~.vork Adjustment Training - To provide a substantial and
remunerative work experience, to acquire good work habits
and skills, to increase physical and emotional tolerance
to Hork, to improve work related skills and to modify attitudes and behaviors I"hich inhibit satisfactory work performance.

(6) Sheltered Employment - To provide employment of a continuous
nature for individuals who are not capable of functioning in
a competitive work force, within an environment which reduces
the pressures of competitive employment.
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-2There are 66 day programs witb a capacity of 1577 clients in
homes distributed as shown below:
Counties
i{egion I Region 11

Aroostook County
Hancock, l'enobscot,
Piscataquis, Washington
H.egi on IlI- Kennebec, Somerset
Andr oscoggin, Franklin, Oxford
Region IV
l{egi on V
Cumberland, York
Region \1 - Waldo, Knox, Lincoln,Sagadahoe
Total

-

No. frof"rams
5

Capaci ty
116

-

15
11
11
17

7
66

286
402
210
366
-197
-1577

Funding of the day programs is from four sources: private contributions, local government, State and Federal grants. The typical financial procedure is that the provider submits a budget to the Bureau of
i'jental Retarda ti on shmving projected income and expenses, and almost
invariably a deficit.
Th.e income lists what the provider expects to
receive from private contributions, local government grants and what
the State transmits from the Federal government.
Then bhe Bureau and
the provider negotiate an amount for the State grant. As this is
usually less than the deficit projected, expenses are then cut back to
balance the budget.
\~hi Ie it is sound policy for the cOITUTJuni ty and S tate to share the
financial responsibility for the day programs, the present procedure is
"disincenti ve".
The more the provider raises locally, the less the
Bureau grants. An "incentive policy" should be adopted.
This could be
done if the State would assume the responsibility for tbe cost of minimally acceptable quali ty programs and the communi ty "s con tri buti on
would be to provide programs above "minimum quali ty".
The incentive
policy implies that the State should not dictate total program standards
but a "floor of expectation", below "hieh programming would not be
permi tted and above w-hich tlle communi ties should be encouraged to aspire.
This policy also implies that all funds raised locally should be excluded
in arrivinE at the amount the State gives to the provider.
The effect
of the incentive policy is to provide program autonomy w-hen the minimum
program quality standards are met.

It is beyond the scope of tbe office of the Special Master to
propose specific minimum standards for day programs. A model w-hich
the B~reau might consider has been developed by Ogle and New-ITlan. 1 /

1/ Ugle, hichael I::. and t;ewnan, N., J'iinimum Program Quality Standards
for Day Programs for Developmentally Disabled Adults, Santa Barbara:
Tri-Counties Hegional Center, FebT'.lary 20, 1980.
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It covers:
1.0

rrogram Uperations Standards
1.1 tiumber of Hours/Day Clients hecei ve Training
1.2 l\umber of Hours/Day for Staff l'lanning
1.3 ~\ulTlbcr of Hours/Day of l.'rogram Gperation Time
1.4 l'<tlmber of Days/Week the i'rogram Operates and Clients
l~ t tend
1.5 Total Number of Days of Program Operatiml/Year

2.0

frogram Staffing Standards
2.1 ~umber of Full-time Direct Service Staff Positions
2.2 Number of Full-time Supervisory Staff Positions
2. 3 t~umber of Full-time Clerical/Secretarial/ Eeceptionist
Staff Positions
2.4 Number of Full-time Bookkeeping/Accounting Staff Positions
2.5 Nwnber of Full-time Program Managers
2.6 Number of Full-time Maintenance/Janitor~al Services Staff
2.7 !'<urnber of }u11-time Substitute Staff Positions
2.8 Linimllm Edllcation and Experience [\equirernent for .Program
Staff

3.0

Program Cost Characteristics
3.1 Staff Salary Schedule
3.2 fringe Benefits
3.3 bolidays
3.4 Vacations
,..J • .J
Lent/Lease Costs for l'rogram Facility
3.6 Program Utilities
3.7 Building Maintenance Costs
3.8 Program Equipment
3.9 i'rograrn Equipment Lepair/Maintenance Cost
3.10 Office Equipment
3.11 Uffice Equipment Hepair/Maintenance Cost
3.12 Program Supplies
3.13 Office Supplies
3.14 Communication Costs
3.15 General Insurance Cost
3.16 Vehicle Costs
3.17 Staff Travel Costs
3.18 Depreciation
3.19 Conference and Inservice Training Costs
')

The illustrative form for recording the costs associated with
rneetinf, the quality standards developed by Ogle and Newman is:

~lINI~lll~l

i'ro!: r;JJlI

N~llI1C:

I'IU)(;HMl I}IIAI.ITY STi'lNlli'llUl.'i
DAY l'IW(;I~M1S

--------------

Program Typc: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A. Staff Costs
1

1.

A.D.A.

2.

Direct Service Staff
A.D.A.

3.

6.5 (8)* x $1014.~0=

(from 1) _ _ _ _ _ __

$_---

(from 1) ________

39 (48)* x $1359.5 = ............. .

$_--

(from 1)

-;- 48 x $757.50 .. =...................

$_ _ __

-i-

$_--

Bookkeeping/Accounting Staff
A.D.A.

6.

Average # Clients from:l/l/79 to 12/31/79 = _ _ _ __

C1erical/Secretarial/Receptionist Staff
A.D.A.

5.

FOR~l

Supervisory Staff
A.D.A.

4.

11 ate COTllP 1 e t cd : _---'/'----_-:-/__

TUITION RATE DETERMINATION
=

A-16.

(from 1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

80 (65)* x $918.50 - ............. .

Program Managers
A.D.A.

(from 1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -;- 117 x $177l. . .- ................ .

7.

Sum of 2 through 6 = $________

8.

Maintenance/Janitorial Staff

$----

a) Square footage of program floor space =____________
(a)

9.
10.

- - - - - - - ~ 2500 x 3. 79

= •••••••.•••••••.••.••••.•..•.•

$_--

20% x #7 (above) $__________________ ....................... .

$,---

Substitute Staff (See forms)
Fringe Benefits

B. Indirect Expenses
11.

Monthly Rent/Lease Cost for Progarm Facility. (attach copy of statement)

12.

Program Utilities (6 month, average 7/1 through 12/31)
Electricity ....................................... .-...............
Gas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13.

$____

$____
$

- -_$, ___
$_____

Building Maintenance Costs (attach itemized statement of materials G
labor costs for 12 month period 1/1 through 12/31).
12 month Building

& Grounds

Maintenance Cost $

-------------x .50

$
12=.... .........

$____

A-17.
Program Equipment
A.O./\. (from 1)

---------------- x $3.00

=

$_---

Program Equipment Repair/~1aintenance Cost (attach itemized statement of
materials and labor costs for 12 month period 1/1 through 12/31)
12 month Program Equipment Repair &

~1ainten;mcc

Cost:

$---------------x

.50

$----------------12= ................... $- - - 16.

Office Equipment Repair/Maintenance Costs (attach itemized statement of
materials and labor costs for 12 month period 1/1 through 12/31
12 month Office Equipment Repair and Maintenance Cost:

$--------------x

.50

$-------------------I" 12 = ••.•.•....•••.•• $_ _
17.

Office Supplies
A.O.A. (from 1) ---------------x $2.00 = •••••••.••••...........•..•....•.•• $--------

18.

Program Supplies
A.O.A. (from 1)

19.

x $4.00= ......................................................... " ........ $- - - - - - - ------------------

Communication Costs
A.D.A. (from 1) _________ x$2.50= .................................... $_ _ __

20.

General Insurance Costs (attach copy of statements)
12 month insurance costs ........ $

-------------------~12= ....................................... $_ __

21.

Vehicle Costs
. A.O./\. (from 1) _ _ _ _ _ _x $1.75= .......................... ·············· $____-'

A-18.
22.

Staff Travel Costs
A.D.A.

23.

(from 1) - - - - - - -x$.7S= .... , ....... , ........................... $------

Depreciation (attach copy of depreciation schedule for the 12 month period
1/1 through 12/31).
12 Month Depreciation Total ................. $_________
12 ............... · ... ··· $_ _ __

24.

Conferences and In-service Training Costs
A.D.A. (from l) _ _ _ _ _ _ _x $5.00= ..................................... $_ _ __

------------------------------------------------------~----------~----------------

25. Sum of items 7 through 24= .................... ······························ $ - - - 26. Monthly Tuition Rate Per Client =·Item 25

7

A.D.A. - ........................ $__~____

*Numbers in parentheses ( ) are to be used by WAC's and Workshops in calculating
their monthly rate (e.g., in item #2 DTAC's and Other Vendors would use 6.5 but
WAC's and Workshop would use 8.

1

A.D.A. is calculated by averaging the number of clients In attendance to the
program during a month (sum # clients in attendance for each day in the month
and divide by the number of program days in that month) and calculating a
monthly average by summarizing the monthly averages and dividing by 12.
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It h'ill be noted that Item 1,26 ends up \~itlJ a monthly tuitioll
rate per client. At the present time this rate varies flom provider
to provider but a move is lmderway to establisll a standard uniform
rate for all California providers. Variations from the standard rate
"ould be J::ade for differences in ref,ional labor costs.
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TO:
FROM:

Ronald Welch
Lincoln Clark

SUBJECT:

DHS Di sa 11 owance of "Overtime

II

Labor Costs

Concerns have been repeatedly expressed by home providers regarding the
DHS reimbursement disallowance of weekly compensation paid employees working
an excess of forty hours. This policy was previously addressed in a memo to
you regarding an appeal by Mrs. Kinnelly for reimbursement of "overtime" wages
paid to an employee as required by the U.S. Department of Labor yet disallowed
by DHS as "excessive and unreasonabl e".
Other homes are having the same problem. Labor Department officials conducting investigations of a home's .payroll records have stated that compensation in the form of "time" in lieu of payment at a rate of "time and a half"
as required by Federal law is illegal. Additionally, the home will remain
liable for all back wages not paid in accordance with the "time and a half"
requirement. The question is the propriety of DHS's policy of disallowing
reimbursement of labor costs that are mandated by Federal law.
All employees working within the home are presumably covered by the Fair
Labor Standards Act (Section 3(S)(5) Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended).
Consequently, they are required by law to be compensated at a minimum rate of
$3.35/hour (Section 6 (a), Fair ~abor Stardards Act), and may not be employed in
allY work week longer than forty hours unless compensated for the excess time at
a rate not less than 150% of the regular payment rate. (Section 7 (a)(l),Fair
Labor Standards Act).
The State of Maine DHS Principles of Reimbursement were written to comply
with Section 249(a) of Federal Public Law 92-603 and the regulations promulgated
thereunder as published in the Federal Register, (41 Fed. Reg., July 1, 1976.)
Both Federal regulations and the State Principles provide for payment of services
on a "reasonable cost-related basis" (Principle #1000). including all allowable
necessary and proper costs incurred in rendering services (Principle #1014).
Federal regulations further indicate that a state may not set the reimbursement
rate so low that such reasonable costs are not reimbursed (41 Fed. Regs 27302).
An obvious conclusion is that DHS should be reimbursing over-time conpensation when related to necessary and proper rendition of services. This raises
the question whether the State has an obligation to assist those homes found
liable by the Department of Labor for failure to pay over-time wages as required
by law.
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In the past, DHS has referenced Principle #4200 which allows reimbursement
for one additional person at minimum wage if necessary and reasonable. Providers have agreed, however, that circumstances requiring the presence of
familiar and trained staff preclude the use of a temporary additional person.
While a Relief Fund is provided, this is barely sufficient to cover vacation,
sick days and holidays for the current staff and could not support the "time
and a half " requirement of Federal law. Because of unexpected problems requiring overtime services of staff people, the various uncompensated staff
training orientation and workshop requirements and the increased enforcement of
the Minimum Wage and Overtime Law by the Department of Labor, reasonable and
necessary overtime must be reimbursed. Home providers cannot continue to circumvent Federal laws because compliance would not be State reimbursed.
The Department of Labor has on occasion agreed to forego enforcement of
anemployer's back wage obligations in consideration of his/her consent to comply in the future, but even then an employer would remain liable for individual
actions filed by the affected employee(s). While the Department of Labor may
overlook past transgressions, the providers and the State must recognize their
obligation in the future.
I trust that you will be able to obtain a proper resolution of the problem
with the DHS and look forward to hearing the result.
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Please be advised that r have forwarded the package of materials from KVCRC to
Bob Foster. In reviewing the issues related to this problem, r have advised Bob to
determine which other agencies face a comparable dilemma. r know, firsthand, for
instance, of the situation Community Support Services is in relative to this issue
and intend to be present at the Administrative Appeal hearing which they have
requested.
The locus of the problem is in the Principles of Reimbursement for Boarding Care.
There is no apparent conflict between DOL requirements and the Principles for rCF/MR.
Bob is heavily involved in a number of major efforts at this point, including
implementation of certain items of the Stipulation Agreement. I would expect, nonetheless, that we will have a more detailed response to you by June 1, 1981.
RSW:cc
cc:

Commissioner Concannon
Karen Kingsley
Bob Foster
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April 16, 1981

TO:

Ron Welch

FROM:

Lincoln Clark

SUBJECT:

M. R. Offenders

The attached is the latest communication from T
D
following several
discussions regarding the transfer .of i'1.R. offendersto Pineland.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

The basic isea is that such tranfers would
reduce the overpopulation in the correctional institutions,
provide a new function for Pineland,
offer better opportunity to habilitate retarded clients than the
correctional institutions,
save the taxpayers money,

I thought that a consensus had been reached that the way to implement
the idea is to begin with a test case. It would involve going through these
steps:
(1) the Regional Office would apply to Pineland for admittance,
(2) Pineland would review the application and make arrangements for receiving
the client,
(3) the Commissioner would indicate his approval to transfer the client from
the correctional institution to Pineland if the District Judge should commit
the client to Pineland,
(4) the District Judge would "hear" the case in accordance with the certification
procedure and make the .commitment;
(5) the transfer of the client would be effected by arrangement bet\>Jeen Pineland
and the correctional institution.
George Zitnay has indicated willingness to cooperate. Kevin Concannon has
the authority to transfer clients. Judge Donovan has voiced support for trying
it out.
R

G

may be an especially tough case, but if it could be handled,
relatively easy.

others-shou~be

How is the discussion referred to in D's letter progressing?

cc:

K. Kingsley

STATE OF MAINE
Inter~Departmental
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As you know, there has been considerable attention paid to the development of an
MR Offender program. While our attempts to develop a resource for these people
have not met with manifest success, nor has there been anysubstantive success
elsewhere in the country. We have, however, contacted several "experts" in this
area.
One such person, Miles Santamour of the President's Committee on Mental Retardation,
and a "national expert" on the subject, recommends that the M.R. offender can best
be served in a rehabilitation program designed with input from M.R. professionals,
but administered as part of a correctional program.
He does not include the "naive offender" in this group, but recognizes the need for
alternate services for those who get in trouble with the law, but not as part of a
conscious or pre-meditated act nor knowledgeable about the consequences of such an
act.
George, Kevin and I do, in fact, see a potential role for Pineland in developing a
service for the latter category of clients. While the client specified as currently
residing at the Maine State Prison does not fit the need, there are, in fact, mentally
retarded people known to our staff for whom such a Pineland Center based service
would be appropriate.
The timetable for development of this program, however, must be compatible with our
ability to address the needs of those people currently being served by Pineland.
We are, in fact, making several changes at Pineland now in order to accommodate a
reduction of 37 staff, as well as to prepare for additional demands we expect will be
made on Pineland when President Reagan's sd-called Economic Recovery Program goes into
effect later this year.
We will continue to explore alternative missions for Pineland, but, certainly, as a
second priority to stablizing and maintaining those appropriate services which we
now are able to provide to our clients. I am not concerned, at this point, that
the resources at Pineland will dissolve away as a net reduction from our programs
overall. For example, while we are, losing 37 positions fro~ Pineland in the new
biennial budget (assuming the Legislature passes it), we are,on the other hand,
increasing the community programs by sixteen (16) staff and a half million dollars
($500,000). There was, in fact, a ~et increase in the system as a whole, and that
in a time when many programs are going down the tubes.
RSW:cc
cc:

Karen Kingsley
Commissioner Concannon
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To:

Ronald Welch

From:

Lincoln Clark

Subject:

Fi nanci a1 Health of ICF /r~Rs

We all want to see more ICF/MRs established, and function successfully.
This is necessary both to satisfy the consent decree and to provide the best
quality care for the retarded. It is not happening as fast as it should due
to inappropriate regulations and inadequate financial planning.
The basic financial problem of ICF/MRs is insufficient working capital.
Three of the mair. causes are: (1) the principle of reimbursing interest costs,
but not principal, (2) the principle of retroactive reimbursement, and (3) the
delay in receiving reimbursement. which forces the ICF/MRs to go to bankers who
are reluctant to loan to an operation about which there is little guiding experience.
The result is to discourage the launching of new homes and to jeopardize
the operations of existing homes.
Tri~partite

Agreement.

As a means to deal with the problem, the following tri-partite agreement
is proposed:
"DHS to advance 85% of an ICF/t·1R 1 s monthly budgeted costs on the first of
each month. The balance, as adjusted in accordance with its reimbursement
principles, would be due on the first of the following month. The initial reimbursement, however, would be due on the fir~t of the second succeeding month.
In consideration of the above, the I~FjMR to:
authorize DHS to make all payments directly to the ICF/MR's bank account,
(2) establish an escrowed fund from the depreciation portion of DHS reimbursement payments which, after withdrawals by the bank for the principal portion
of its mortgage installments. would liquidate the principal on the maturity
date of the mortgage, and (3) authorize the bank to pay its monthly mortgage
installments and its other costs that are payable less frequently than monthly,
e.g., F.I.C.A., taxes. insurance.
Whereupon, the bank to extend to the ICFjMR a line of credit of 15% of
its monthly budgeted costs. ~epayment to be due upon receipt of the next DHS
reimbursement payment."
The principal implications of this proposed tri-partite agreement are:
For the DHS. The amount of embodied interest lost by ~aking 85% advances
would be more than compensated by smaller interest costs on ICFjMR bank loans.
The risk of an ICF/MR absconding with the advance, or going bankrupt within one
month, or submitting more than 15% of disallowable costs, is minimal and is
minimized further by the ICF/MR's authorizations to its bank and by the bank's
scrutiny and participation.
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For the ICF/MR. The requirement of an escrowed depreciation fund prevents
the ICF/MR from getting into a progressively worse case flow position as the
principal component of the mortgage increases over time. The cost and burden
of paperwork in paying its less frequent than monthly bills are shifted to the
bank.
For the bank. The additional business would justify its slight additional
cost for computer processing and office paperwork. Moreover, the depreciation
reserve cuts its risk in a 15% budget loan.
The Model.
DHS advances and bank's line of credit would help an ICF/MR get underway,
but a still more important problem is the treatment of depreciation. To illustrate the problem we have constructed a model with these assumptions: An
ICF/MR buys a property for $125,000 of which the home is valued at $113, 333
and the land at $11,667.
The ICF/MR accepts the bank's offer of an $85,000 mortgage to be repaid
over 20 years in monthly installments, with 15% interest on the unpaid balance.
Amortization Schedule.
The bank would set up an amor~ization schedule similar to the first four
columns of the attached table. It requires the 240 monthly payments of $1119.27
in Column (1). This amount derived by a mathematical formula.
The amount required for interest is in Column (2).
The portion of the installment applied to principal is in Column (3). It
is the remainder after the deduction of interest. Thus. in Month 1. the entry
is the difference between $1119.27 and $1062.50, or $56.999.
The Total Principal in Column (4) is the cumulative amount of the principal
that has been paid. Thus, for Month 2, it is $56.77 + $57.48 = $114.25.
Reimbursement Principles.
Understanding the amortization schedule is a necessary foundation to comprehend t~e depreciation problem. DHS does reimburse interest, but does not reimburse principal. Therefore, in order to meet the mortgage installments, the
ICF/MR must also pay the principal portion of the installment.
In lieu of reimbursing principal, DHS reimburses for the depreciation of
the home, but not land. It specifies the "straight-line method" of depreciation,
which allows the same amount each month. The amount is obtained by dividing the
net value of the home (the original value less its estimated salvage value) by
the number of months of its useful life. Of course, it is impossible to make an
accurate prediction of the salvage value of a home or of its "useful life", or
how much must be spent during its useful life for necessarj capital r~placement,
e.g., a new furnace or roof. For simplicity of exposition, our model does not
provide for any such replacement.
DHS does not prohibit the use of the depreciation portion of a reimbursement
payment for operating costs, but strongly recommends that it be funded, which
means set it aside in a reserve. In fact, if an ICF/MR does not fund most, or
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all, of its depreciation, its cash flow position will deteriorate each year into
inevitable bankruptcy. Bankruptcy can be avoided however by adopting the
policies reflected in the depreciation schedule of the attached table.
Depreciation Schedule.
In order to avoid financial disaster, an ICF/MR should exercise extreme
caution before agreeing with OHS on a specific amount for depreciation. Whether
the depreciation amount is enough to meet the mort~age installments depends on:
(1) the interest rate charged by the bank for the mortgage relative to the rate
earned by the depreciation fund, (2) the estimated salvage value of the home,
(3) how long the DHS will pay the depreciation amount, and (~) how much of the
reimbursement is put into the depreciation fund.
The model assumes that DHS and the ICF/MR agree that the estimated salvage
value of the home is $35.933 in 30 years, or 360 months. This leaves $74,400 of
its original value to be covered by depreciation allowances. Dividing $77.400
by 360 yields the $215 listed in each row of Column (5). The salvage value may
seem low, but it is the most that the ICF/MR could agree to without incurring a
cash deficit in a few years, as will be explained later.
The depreciation amounts are escrowed in a Depreciation Fund, bearing interest averaging 10%, from which the bank would withdraw each month an amount
equal to the principal portion of the mortgage installment. Based on a mathematical formula, a calculator produced the amounts for the Depreciation Fund in
Column (6). The result is an insignificant balance of $2,469 at the end of
240 months when the mortgage is scheduled to be liquidated.
Conclusion.
After the morrqage is paid off, it will receive $215 per month for depreciation for 10 more years. This it can feel free to use as it deems best -- to
save, to expand, to buy another home, etc.
Figures in the table show how an ICF/MR gets into a cash bind if it does
not fund its depreciation. In the l20th month the $248.96 principal portion of
the installment is $34 more than the $215 depreciation. and the deficit becomes
larger each succeeding month. This inevitability is what, understandably, concerns the banks.
The preceding analysis has attempted to show how the proposed tri-partite
agreement would benefit an ICF/MR's financial health, both in the short-run and
in the long-run. It is assumed, of course, that the ICF/MR obtains from DHS an
equitable depreciation committment. I have gone into the problem in considerable
detail because of the importance and difficulty in making tIe proper depreciation
decision. It is a management decision. Providers must not simply ignore it by
assuming that it will be handled by their accountant -- they should try to understand the issues and discuss them thoroughly with their accountant before
settling with DHS.
It is our duty to inform the ICF/r1Rs and to help them obtain the cooperation
of DHS and banks to solve this as well as their other critical financial problems.
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DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE

AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE
Principal

~10NTH

Installment

Interest

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
24
36
48
60
72
84
96
108
120
132
144
156
168
180
192
204
216
228
240

$1119.27

$1062.50 $ 56.77
57.48
1061.79
58.20
1061.07
58.93
1060.34
1059.61
59.66
60.41
1058.86 .
61 .16
1058.11
1057.34
61 .93
62.70
1056.57
1055.78
63.49
1054.99
64.28
1054.19
65.08
1043.73
75.61
1031.58
87.69
101 .79
1017.48
110.15
1001 . 12
137. 14
982.72
144.25
975.02
141 .60
963.90
164.10
941 .10
870.31
248.96
288.98
830.29
335.44
783.83
389.36
729.91
667.32
451.95
524.60
594.96
608.44
510.33
708.63
412.44
820.45
298.82
952.34
166.93
13.83
11 05 .44

Total
Principal

Monthly
DepreCiation

$ 56.77
114.25
172.45
231.38
291.04
351.45
412.61
474.54
537.24
600.73
665.01
730.09
805.70
893.39
995.18
11 05.33
1242.47
1386.72
1528.32
1692.42
1941 .38
2230.26
2565.80
2955.16
3407.11
3931 .71
4540.65
5249.28
6069.73
7022.07
8127.51

$215
II

II

Depreciation
Fund

$158.23
317.17
496.51
636.58
797.23
958.46
1 ,120.29
1,282.70
1,445.68
1,609.24
1,773.38
1,978.00
4,479.00
6,247.00
8,483.00
10,770.00
13,084.00
15.392.00
17,655.00
18,821.00
21,824.00
23,597.00
25,029.00
26,005.00
26,381 .00
26,788.00
25.090.00
22.458.00
11 .311 .00
12.291.00
2,469.00
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Memo "Financial Health of ICFs/MR"
~

"Financial health" is unquestionably an issue of major importance these days.
Financial health,not only for the ICFs/MR, but, certainly for all of the services
and programs serving Maine's mentally retarded citizens, has become, of necessity,
a major focus of my attention.
The ICF/MR program has yielded dramatic increases in the operating revenues of those
homes which have converted from the boarding care program. Most importantly, the
residents of those homes have already manifested significant accomplishments
in development and skills acquisition.
But, while the homes are not on the brink of financial disaster, nor, indeed, even
headed that way, there are, without question, ~ number of structural and interpretive
problems with the Principles of Reimbursement. Many of them could not have been
anticipated during the implementation of this new program. Some of those issues have
been resolved in the context of the DHS/BMR task force wHich is overseeing the
implementation of the program. Soma issues do remain unresolved. The timeline and
forum for resolution, however, are contained in a memb from Jim Lewis (attached). I
feel that the strategy which he has outlined is sound and realistic.
I do not want to appear to be putting these issues off, nor appear to be discounting
their importance. I am, however, reaffirming my statement of priorities as discussed
at our last meeting. Specifically, there are parts of the service delivery system
which are in greater fiscal jeopardy than the ICFs/MR, especially considering President
Reagan's desire to cut 25% of the funding for programS funded under Title XX of the
Social Security Act.
The specific proposal which you have developed offers several interesting options
which may have the basis for resolving some of the ICF/MR financing problems,
especially as relates to the development of new homes.. I am circulating a copy of the
model to some of our "in-house" staff in order to determine its potential impact
on the ICF/MR program, as well as on the medicaid budget.
I might add that with the proposed "cap" on medicaid, the need to be cognizant of
the impact of such alternatives on the "MR medicaid dollar" is imperative.
Be that as it may, I will be able to comment on the proposal in more detail at our
July meeting.
RSW:cc
cc:

Commissioner Concannon
Karen Kingsley
Bob Foster

Department of Human Services
STATE HOUSE. AUGUSTA. MAINE

Date
To

Ronald Welch, Director, Bureau of Mental Retardation

From,i~ames
Sli> ject

April 30, 1981

H. Lewis, Director, Bureau of Medical Services

ICF-MR Program Review
This is in follow-up to the meeting on April 2, 1981 of the ICF-MR
Implementing Committee as regards the agenda item related to the
ICF-MR Reimbursement Principles, Licensing and Certification
Regulations, and Medical Assistance Manual policy and the feasibility
of undertaking a review at this time.
As indicated at the time of that meeting, this is not a good time to
undertake a review. First, we are still in the process of implementing
the ICF/MR program as evidenced by the fact that several facilities
remain in the conversion process. In addition, it was not until
February 1981 that all ICF/MR's began billing in the MMIS and as
such are still adjusting to the reimbursement system. Finally, a
complete cycle for the survey and audit process will not be complete
until each facility has participated for a full 12 month period.
As such a review should be planned at a time following sufficient
operational experience. Accordingly. it is my suggestion that we
reconsider this matter on October. 1, 1981 to determine a time frame
during which a review process will be of maximum value. During the
interim I would recommend the forwarding to my attention of all
comments, concerns, and criticisms related to ICP/MR program regulations,
principles and policies. The Medicaid staff will continue to work
closely with you and your staff to respond to the concerns articulated
by provider and patient representatives.

JHL/cd
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LINCOLN CLARK
SPECIAL MASTER

To:

Kevin Concannon

From:

L.C.

Subject:

//?

hore Pineland placements to Foster Homes.

This is to give you a progress report following our discussion Tuesday
regarding how to speed up the "communitization" of Pineland clients.
I met with Stan Butkus and was delighted that he shared my views on the
desirability and feasibility of placing more clients in foster homes.
He is preparing a short memo on procedure.
The essence is that he offered to undertake to find foster homes for ten
Pineland clients within 90 days.
I talked with George Zitnay today who reacted enthusiastically to the
idea of coming up wi th 10 candidates.
I suggested that they should be of two categories: (1) those who could
attend existing day programs in the Augusta area and (2) some who are
practically if not entirely bedridden requiring 24 hour attention •
.Presumably the foster homes taking the first category would not require
supplemental reimbursement whereas for the second category supplemental
reimbursement would be required to make the job attractive. As this
supplement should save the State money over the present cost, it will be
interesting to see what Stan can work, out.

cc:

Stan Butkus
Ron Welch
George Zi tnay

STATE OF MAINE
Inter, Departmenta I Memoran durn
cial Master
From

S

Stan
__
_

L'

u~ect
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Date----.-~-____~_

Dept. u. s. Di str ict Court, Portland

Butku
, _ _'---_ _ _
Administrator
_ __
_ _ _ _ _ __

Dept. Bureau of Mental Retardation,

Foster Home
Development
______
___________________
~:

~

Re~ion

_________________________

Enclosed is a belated overview of an experimental foster home development scheme
for Pineland residents. It highlights the prerequisites for the approach.
I have begun discussion with Ron about the financial components, start up times
and the like.

stan
Enc:
SB/gr

D R AFT
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FOSTER HOME DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW
pURPOSE:

Purpose is to provide a more normal and less restrictive

environment for 10 mentally retarded persons now resident at
Pineland Center.

Each home would serve 1-2 persons and be located

in areas that would facilitate day programming as detailed in the
IPP.
DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA:

Foster home development will be geared to

the identified needs of individual clients.

Clients that require

a specific type of day programming and/or specialized service will
only be placed in geographic areas where that day programming or
specialized service is available.

The placement must also be con-

sistent with the desires of the client or his/her guardian.
An experienced BMR staff person(s) will be assigned to develope

foster homes and should be familiar with the resources in Region III,
have a good relationship with Pineland staff and understand special
education laws as they relate to school age persons.

The foster

home developer will provide a general orientation for the host
family.
FOSTER PARENT CRITERIA:

Foster parents skills/knowledge will focus

on their ability to deal with persons who have unique and sometimes
complex needs.

The parents must be emotionally mature, stable and

able to provide a living environment that is stimulating, nurturing,
and consistent.

The object of their activity is to provide basic

care and assist the client to maximum development.
The role requires persons who can intelligently provide a
sustaining home relationship with a mentally retarded person.

It

does not require specialized formal education, but a thoughful

fu~d

planned approach to meeting the unique needs of persons who have
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been residing at Pineland Center for many years.

There must be

willingness to work in partnership with BMR case services staff,
day program staff, and any of a variety of therapeutic services
specified in the I.P.P.
REGIONAL OFFICE SUPPORT:

Once the foster home is established a

mental retardation caseworker will be assigned to provide case
management services.

The caseworker will participate in the initial

IDT developed at Pineland Center.

In Region III the foster home

experiment will require additional case work services on an ongoing
basis, given the existing caseload average of 50 coupled crisis
intervention role which each CSC now plays.

The CSC will coordin-

ate the provision of I.P.P. required therapeutic services.

The

Regional Supervisor will assign and monitor CSC involvement.
PINELAND CENTER:

Pineland Center has agreed to screen and develope

short summaries for the service needs and placement requirements
of the ten persons in the experimental group.

At this point 60

persons have been identified as potential placements.

Doreen

Doucette will coordinate operations from the Pineland Center.
In addition to the identification and coordination functions
Pineland Center will develope the Individual Program Plan.

The

plan will include specific procedures for respite, readmission,
and other specialized services that Pineland Center will provide.
In order to carefully document client progress the Adaptive
Beha'ITior Scale will be completed for each person leaving Pineland
for a foster home placement.

It will be particularly important

to establish a behavioral baseline so that progress may be systematically monitored, especially as it might relate to maladaptive
behaviors.
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SERVICE AGREEtlliNTS/COMPENSATION:

Services to be provided through

foster home will be specified as part of the I.P.P. process and
formalized through a service agreement.

The service agreement will

outline the responsibilities of the foster home, Region III and
Pineland Center.

It will be in addition to other agreements, i.e.

Residential Services Agreements, that may be required by the Bureau.
Foster parents will be compensated in relation to the services
and supervision they are required to provide.
negotiated on an individual case basis using

The payment will be
exis~ing

foster placement reimbursement rates as a guide.

3

specialized
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"Foster Home Plan (Butkus)"

While the continuum of residential alternatives was certainly broadened with the
advent of the ICF/MR program, its appearance on the scene begged the question of
where are we going relative to still other alternatives.
As you know, tne Stipulation
Agreement commits us to expand the availability of independent living options for
our clients.
Foster care, likewise, is a viable alternative which, to date and for
a number of legitimate reasons, has notblossorned ·to the extent that some of our clients
need that service.
Recruitment, reimbursement, and support services are the keys to a successful foster·
home program. We have met with some success, through concerted recruitment campaigns,
in attracting foster homes.
Levinson Center has been notably effective in this
regard.
Support services can and will be coordinated by our regional office staff.
Reimbursement, above and beyond that which is provided by the Department of Human
Services, is, without question, the major challenge we face in implementing Stan's
plan.
At the end of May the grant allocat.ion plan for the Bureau will be developed.
A top
priority must be the financial stability and program continuation of the existing
service delivery system. The introduction of this service would be a high second
priority.
For your information, it should be noted that the creation of an on-going
subsidy program for foster care would be a new type of financial commitment fbr
this Bureau.
I will, therefore, review the program with Kevin relative to departmental
policy and the AG relative to our statutory ability to finance such a program before
moving mead with implementation.
The bottom line, Lincoln, is that I will be able to provide you with an update at
our June meeting.
RSW:cc
cc:

Commissioner Concannon
Karen Kingsley
Stan Butkus
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January 15, 1982

The Honorable Edward T. Gignoux
United States District Court
Portland, Maine 04112

Re:

MARTTI WUORI, et al., Plaintiffs

v.

KEVIN CONCANNON, et al., Defendants

Dear Judge Gignoux:
Your discharge of Pineland Center has increased the momentum to
reach compliance with the remainder of the Consent Decree. Seeing
that discharge is attainable has stimulated the staff of the Bureau of
Mental Retardation to find ways to transfer clients from institutions
to community homes and to improve the quality of their care.
A question that has been frequently raised is when the defendants
might be considered so fully in compliance with the Consent Decree as
to warrant discharge by the Court. Excellent progress is being made on
the fifteen Plans of Correction in the Stipulation Agreement of January
14, 1981. The major outstanding deficiency is the slow rate of transfer
of Pineland residents to community homes.
A target date of July 1, 1982 was set a year ago. It could be hit.
To do so, however, would require prompt, innovative and heroic efforts.
by the defendants and by the other State agencies upon whom the defendants are dependent for support. It is up to the defendants to win the
support, which is only partly financial. Also needed are interpretations by the State of Federal regulations to assure the quality of care
of Maine's mentally retarded citizens specified in the Consent Decree.
The following semi-annual report presents the details of the progress
and obstacles.
Sincerely,

LuL'C!~
Lincoln Clark
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Part I
INTRODUCTION
This report has two major parts. Part I which deals with the progress
and remaining problems, other than financial, impeding compliance with the
Consent Decree of January 21, 1978, was written by the Office of the
Special Master. It is based on correspondence and interviews with many
persons throughout the State and especially, the advice and counsel of
the contending parties. Essential and highly valued editorial assistance
has been patiently provided by Elizabeth D. Porteous, Pauline S. Greason,
Anne R. Clark and Anne R. Stanley.
Part II, dealing with financial problems, was commissioned by the
Special Master. It was prepared by Michael T. McNeil and the staff of
Berry, Dunn and McNeil. They have don~ a masterly job of assembling, organizing, analyzing and presenting a mass of data in a very short period
of time.
Section I SUMMARY
Over the past decade United States District Courts have issued
twenty-two decrees to raise the quality of care for the mentally retarded.
It is a great tribute to the State of Maine to be the first state in the
Nation to win Court discharge of its largest institution for the mentally
retarded, Pineland Center.
The Consent Decree of January 21, 1978 has two parts, the first relating
to Pineland Center, the second to Community Standards. On September 18,
1981, the Court formally discharged Pineland Center. This report focuses
on what remains to be done to achieve compliance with the second part of
the Decree, Community Standards.
The most pressing task is to place in community homes the many residents of Pineland Center whose needs can be better served in the community.
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The rate of transfer from Pineland to community homes has been slowing
down since 1978. Placements declined from 64 in 1979, to 58 in 1980,
to 36 through 1981, making a total of 158. While 285 openings in the
community were created, they were not all available for Pineland
clients; some wer~ assigned to class and non-class members with higher
priority needs who were in unsuitable homes. The State agreed in 1978
to establish 62 new openings every six months until the needs of the
class are met. If this rate had been maintained, 410 openings would
have been created by December 31, 1981. Since only 285 openings have
been created since July 1978, Maine is about 125 openings behind
schedule.
One possible break-through on the horizon is the establishment of
therapeutic foster homes with personal care services allowable under
Medicaid (see Observation #2). Such homes are deemed desirable for
about 60 Pineland clients.
The State could provide more openings by lifting its moratorium
on the expansion of boarding homes for the lesser mentally retarded
(see Observation #3).
The severely retarded need community Intermediate Care Facilities
for the Mentally Retarded. In addition to providing special services,
they have the virtue for the Maine taxpayers of being 70 per cent financed by the Federal Government. There are now 22 ICF/MRs throughout
the State, but none were started in 1981. Among the causes delaying
their faster development are several regulations, principles and
policies governing ICF/MRs which need to be revised so as to accord
with standards in the Consent Decree and for which reimbursement is
allowable under Federal regulations (see Observation #4).
A placement program that substantially reduces the backlog of
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of Pineland residents who are ready to move to community homes would
probably generate sufficient momentum to create openings for other
clients who require more suitable accomodations than their present homes.
This would free Pineland Center to perform an even more useful role as
a short-term diagnosis and treatment facility (see Observation #1).
In order to meet the varying needs to Maine's mentally retarded,
many different types of residential arrangements are required. A perennial problem is determining how many of each type and size should be
provided. The resolution requires an analysis of the needs of the
clients and a benefit-cost analysis of the alternative residential settings. (See Observation #5).
The status of the Plans of Correction called for by the Stipulation
Agreement of January 14, 1981, is presented in Section II.
Community Integration. Community integration means becoming part of a
community, not being excluded; associating with non-handicapped;
having the same privileges as other citizens while focusing on community
homes. Community housing is only the first step toward community integration.
A community integration program involves identifying the skills
required for community living, assessing the c1ient ' s skill levels,
and designing a specific pro9ram for the client. Types of programs
include: Fundamental Life Skills, Practical Life Skills, Work Activities, Personal and Social Adjustment, Work Adjustment Training, Vocational Skills and Sheltered Employment. Some clients also need support
services: Psychological, Occupational, Physical and Speech Therapy.
The difficult task of providing community services requires the
development and training of hundreds of experts in the community and
the hearty cooperation of the general public. Existing community services should be used to the fullest: for instance, the community swimming
pool at regular hours rather than at segr~gated hours; public transportation rather than a special bus; the public library rather than more
books in c1ients ' homes; regular church services rather than special
services for handicapped people.
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Although our long past history has been to segregate the mentally
retarded in institutions, we recognize now that de-segregation is a
better. policy. Community resistance that has been delaying the establishment of community homes in a few Maine communities is being addressed
by the Legislature (see Observation #6).
Number of Retarded. Nobody knows exactly how many of Maine's citizens
are mentally retarded, where they all live, or how they are getting
along. National studies of the incidence of mental retardation indicate that, depending on how mental retardation is defined, the number
is somewhere between 15,000 and 30,000 in Maine. Presumably, most of
Maine's retarded are living in their parents 1 homes, receiving the attention that their parents can provide. An undetermined number receive
some services from the Bureau of Mental Retardation but are not registered as clients (see Observation #7). About 2,500 are registered
clients; of these about 1,000 are class members.
Class members are defined as I'all persons who were involuntarily
confined residents of Pineland on or after July 3, 1975, or who were
conditionally released from Pineland on or after July 3, 1975.
There
is a difference of opinion regarding whether persons admitted to and
discharged from Pineland after June 3, 1975 are class members. This
issue is important because the State is not obligated by the Decree to
provide non-class members with the services mandated by the Decree. When
resources are insufficient to treat all clients equally, non-class
members receive inferior or delayed care. Even if discrimination on the
basis of class status is legally defensible, it is morally wrong and
contrary to the underlying purpose of the Consent Decree and of the
State's statute governing the treatment of the mentally retarded which
is designed to improve the quality of care for all Maine's retarded
citizens. The Decree should be regarded as a means to this end; the
end is not just to benefit pre-1975 residents of Pineland, although at
the time of the suit the primary focus was on their needs.
1
;

The Decree sets standards to be met for class members. When the
immediate demands for services exceed the available supply, the proper
basis for arty interim discrimination is "triage " -- allocating any scarce
resource to those capable of deriving the most benefit from it.
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It is hoped that the issue regarding class membership will soon be
resolved. Also the State should re-emphasize and implement its policy
to provide equal care to all clients without regard to their class
status (see Observation #8).
Part III concludes with five other observations: #9 Let the People
Know, #10 Simplify the Certification Procedure, #11 Boost Day Programs,
#12 Reduce Mental Retardation, and #13 Serve the MR Offenders.
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Section II

PLANS OF CORRECTION

Maine is on the threshold of significant improvements in its system
of care for its mentally retarded, which makes it an exciting time for
those who are involved in launching the Plans resulting from the Stipulation Agreement of January 14,1981. Particularly innovative is a new
Individual Program Plan (IPP) -- Plan (5). The IPP is a substantial refinement in the procedure to establish for each client his capabilities,
program goals and means to achieve the goals. Correlated with the IPP is
an improved procedure to yield quantitative data on the unmet residential,
programmatic, and therapy needs of all the clients in the system -- Plan (9).
An independent expert is currently reviewing the implementation of
six of these Plans: Plans (1), (2), (3), and (4), providing for the
removal of all clients from Seven Elms, Willowcrest, and Hilltop Boarding
Homes and removal or upgrading of the programming of all clients at Ward's
Home, Pinkhams Home, Northland Manor, Bruce Haven, Tissue's, Hall Dale and
Noyes Boarding Homes and for all clients in nursing homes; Plan (7) calling
for assistance to the Consumers Advisory Board in providing trained correspondents to participate in Interdisciplinary Team meetings with all clients
who cannot advocate on their own behalf; Plan (14) relating to training
employees and service providers to meet Decree standards.
The remaining seven Plans, longer range but of critical importance,
are briefly summarized below:
Plan (6)
Evaluate statistically the Individual Program Plan
and make appropriate revisions.
Status Will be initiated after Plan (5) is underway.
Plan (8)

Evaluate and formulate plans to upgrade the programs at Bangor Regional Rehabilitation Center,
Goodwill, Coastal Workshop, Pathways, Winthrop
Work Activity Center, and Green Valley.
Status The report has been submitted and a plan is
due February 15, 1982.

Plan (10)

Formulate a plan to recruit, develop, and utilize
State and national resources in the fields of occupational therapy, physical therapy, and speech therapy.
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Status
Plan (11)

Due by February 1982.

Report quarterly on problems and progress regarding
transportation, crisis intervention, family support,
respite services, and community recreational
opportunity.
Status These reports have been submitted on schedule.

Plan (12)

Formulate a plan for tracking clients' needs and
for resource development.
Status

Awaits completion of Plans (9), (13), and

( 14) .

Plan (13)

Improve the monitoring systems for the quality of
delivered to clients, and to proVide fof
prompt identification and correction of deficiencies.
se~vices

Status
Plan (15)

Due in December, 1981.

Ascertain the most suitable community placement for
each current Pineland resident for incorporation in
the long-term c~mmunity development plan of the
Bureau of Mental Retardation.
Status The information has been compiled and is
being included in Plan (9).
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Section III

OBSERVATIONS

This section contains thirteen observations about possible actions
to expedite the achievement of compliance with the Consent Decree.
Observation #1 Future of Pineland
Three frequently asked questions about Pineland Center are: What
has been the impact of its discharge from the Court's jurisdiction in
September, 1981? Are clients better served in Pineland or a community
home? Hhen will Pineland clients be transferred to community homes?
.!!!!.e9ct of Discharge. While under Court jurisdiction, the Pineland staff
concentrated on reaching literal compliance with the pfovisions of the
Consent Decree -- which they have achieved -- a big job well done. Being
freed by the Court has boosted staff morale and more important, has stimulated healthy questioning and creativity. The staff is now asking questions like: How do we know this habilitation program is really right?
How could we measure its effectiveness? Should we try this idea for a
better program?
Continuing qualitative improvement in diagnosis and treatment is
clearly predictable.
Pineland vs. Community Homes. Most observers contend that community
homes are better than institutions for the clients, for the community,
for the taxpayers -- and that is the mandate of the Consent Decree. This
view stems from grim reports on the abysmal conditions that have existed
in many institutions and from favorable reports on the progress of clients
in community settings. Some observers feel, however, that the values of
communitization. have been exaggerated and that institutions do provide
better treatment for some clients than available in many communities.
Possibly these different views could be reconciled by making an operational
distinction between treatment and care. Treatment means diagnosing a
client's condition, developing and initiating an habilitation program.
Care means meeting a client's daily needs and carrying out his prescribed
habilitation programs in a home-like setting. Functionally then, institutions are good for short-term treatmen~,and community homes are better
for long-term care.
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In addition, continual research is needed on methods to prevent and
treat mental retardation. Who should be assigned the task of research
and development? It requires large resources and highly trained professionals, concentrated in one facility in order to stimulate the crossfertilization of ideas. An institution, like Pineland, should be the
manufacturer of new and better habilitation methods for which the community
providers are the retailers.
At present Pineland staff are restrained from doing much pioneering
by their heavy carry-over obligations to its long-term residents. As they
leave, Pineland staff will be freer to delineate what should be done for
the benefit of the community at large, that is, the specific kinds of
treatment and research to conduct. 1
Pineland should be regarded as a place to obtai~ the most advanced
treatment available, not as a place for long-term incarceration. The
general public does not fully appreciate its special capacities, but it
is up to the Pineland staff to convince the community. As the long-term
clients leave, Pineland can provide more backup support services to
community providers and to families. Developing as a diagnostic and
evaluation facility along with prescriptive program planning, outreach
training and follow-up services, Pineland can contribute to the growth of
services by community agencies. Its outpatient, training and treatment
services will also increase the retention of mentally retarded citizens
in community homes and with their families.
In order to meet the staffing needs of some community residences, a
new approach to placements should be considered. A group of clients
could be transferred along with familiar Pineland staff. The major obstacle in carrying out this simple concept is the disparity between staff
1. We expect medical research on problems of the general population to
be applicable to the mentally retarded but often lose sight of the
potential reciprocal benefit to the general population of research
on the problems of the mentally retarded. For example, noting the
high incidence of ulcers among the severe and profoundly retarded,
Pineland doctors have been intensively studying 40 patients who are
incapable of giving verbal responses to diagnostic questions. Identified symptoms include bleeding, anemia and vomiting. The detailed
findings will be published shortly.

~".
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salaries and retirement benefits at Pineland and at community homes. The
reluctance of Pineland staff to accept assignment to a community home at
lower pay is understandable. Over the long-term, this situation is
bound to be resolved, but in the meantime, they could be retained on Pineland's payroll. There are ample precedents for such outreach assignments,
allowable under Federal cost reimbursement principles, in Connecticut,
Michigan, New York and Rhode Island.
Transfer of Pineland Clients. The Consent Decree requires that all clients
at Pineland Center whose needs can be better served in the community be
transferred. Many of the 338 clients have been waiting a long time: 122
have' been at Pineland over 25 years, 106 for 15-25 years, 66 for 5-15
years, 14 for 2-5 years and 24 for less than 2 years.
The questions about when and which Pineland clients should be transferred to community homes have received various answers over the past
few years. The most recent answer comes from "Resident Profile Summary
Charts" made by each client's Interdisciplinary Team. In arriving at a
recommendation for placement, the lOT considers several factors: the
preferred region of the state, the appropriate type of residence, the
program needs and the support services required. They the lOT sets placement priorities which have been totalled in the table on the following page.
For administrative purposes the Bureau of Mental Retardation
grouped the counties of the state into six regions: I (Aroostook),
II (Hancock, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Washington), III (Kennebec, Somerset),
IV (Androscoggin, Franklin, Oxford), V (Cumberland, York), VI (Knox,
Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo). The cells in the right hand column show the
preferred regions for the placem~nt of 314 clients. "State-widell signifies
that any region would be suitable, "Multiple" that more than one region
would be satisfactory, and "P.C." that the client should remain at Pineland
Center.
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PLACEMENT PRIORITIES FOR PINELAND CLIENTS
by Region
(as of December 17, 1981)

Region
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Statewide
Multiple
P.C.
Total

Placement

Pr;orit~

Total
-

#1

#2

#3

#4

0
0

1
0

1
2
0
0
0

1
4
0
6
6
0

1
4
2
3
15
1
0
4
0

3
5
4
16
35
3
31
29
0

22
2
24
17
0

48

6
14
12
32
78
6
61
57
48

5

19

30

126

86

48

314*

* Information not yet completed for 24 clients.

#5

#6

5
4
11
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The five clients assigned Priority #1 are not receiving appropriate
residential and/or programming at Pineland and vlOu1d be better served in
the community. The 19 clients given Priority #2 are being well served but
would make better progress in a community setting. The 30 clients with'
Priority #3 would benefit from a comparable residential and program setting
nearer their families. The timing of transfer of the 126 given Priority
#4 depends on the availability of a specific community setting that offers
advantages over Pineland. Community placements of tile 86 clients with
Priority #5 are not presently scheduled because the complexity of their
behavioral, medical and social conditions would preclude successful adjustment in community settings soon. The 46 clients with Priority #6 may
remain indefinitely because it is believed that their complex residentia1/
medical needs cannot be appropriately met in a community setting.
In summary, community settings with suitable residential, programming
and support services should be made available for at least 276 Pineland
clients (information is not yet complete on 24 clients) -- a big task and
obligation. Of these 276 clients at least the 54 with ~riorities #1, #2
and #3 could and should be placed in the community as soon as possible.
Making these 54 placements by July, 1982, would seem realizable in view
of the Decree provision that requires the creation of at least 62 openings
every six months.

Create Therapeutic Foster Homes.
Observation #2
r~ainels progress in caring for its mentally retarded citizens is
worthy of becoming a model for other states to follow. There is danger,
however, that inflation and austere funding policies may erode the progress that has been achieved. As one of the poorest states in the nation,
Maine must continue to be creative in developing ~ range of service options
to meet the unmet needs of the retarded.
A promising option that would cost about one-third as much as institutional placement is the therapeutic foster home -- a foster home
with the capacity to provide specialized client services. Such development involves: (1) identification of mentally retarded persons currently
in institutions and community ICF/MRs who could be appropriately placed in
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therapeutic foster homes; (2) provision of personal care and day habilitation services for them; (3) training- and certification of therapeutic foster home providers and (4) amendment of the Maine Medical Assistance
Plan to provide personal care and habilitation services under Title
XIX of the Social Security Act.
Many families would like to open their homes to mentally retarded
persons. A recent single advertisement in two Augusta newspapers, inviting applicants, yielded 42 responses. Undoubtedly their motives are
mixed -- a combination of desires to render a needed service and an interest in being paid (up to $200 per week per client). Clients have
already been placed with nine of these families. rt is estimated that an
additional fifteen families will be approved for placements.
Benefits. A preliminary survey at Pineland Center identified 60 persons
who might be suitably placed in therapeutic foster homes and a presently
unknown additional number are transferable from community rCF/MRs. Therapautic foster homes represent a distinct improvement over traditional
foster homes. Predictable benefits include: (1) improved program
quality, (2) more spaces for more clients from Pineland Center and community rCF/MRs, (3) greater accountability of providers through training
and certification, (4) better community integration of the mentally retarded, (5) more rapid development, as contrasted with the two to three
years required to develop community rCF/MRs and, (6) homes and day programming for three persons at about the same cost as for one institutional
or community ICF/MR placement.
Most of the details of the proposed program have already been worked
out by the staff of the BMR. Launching of the program awaits the concurrence of the Department of Human Services.

Observation #3 Lift the Moratorium on Boarding Homes
Since no progress has been reported on the development of new group
and boarding homes, the observation in my July report is repeated:
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"In Maine, there are 3,478 licensed boarding home beds serving
all population groups. Of these, about 600 beds are in sixty-eight
group and boarding homes serving primarily the mentally retarded.
They comprise the largest sector in Maine's network of facilities
for the retarded, yet they have been the orphans of the network.
Some existing group and boarding homes, including excellent ones,
are on the verge of closing down because the State's reimbursement
of their costs has not kept up with inflation.
The Office of the Special Master has received more grievances
from group home providers than from any other category of residential providers.
The moratorium on the construction and expansion of group and
boarding homes recently promulgated by the Maine Department of Human
Services is a severe inhibiting factor for appropriate community
placement of the mentally retarded.
Group homes are a necessary part of Maine's system for the retarded. They warrant support because: (1) Some Pineland clients are
better qualified for admittance to group ho~es than to other types
of community facilities; (2) Pineland has a waiting list of retarded
who cannot be admitted until existing clients are discharged; and
(3) group homes are desirable from a "cost-benefit" point of view.
The physical conditions of a group home are of less importance
where a suitable day program is available and the residents are
healthfully fed and clothed. Placement in a group home is generally
preferable to institutionalization.
To assure the continued operation of existing group homes and to
encourage the.establishment of new ones to care for the mentally
retarded, the State should revise its cost reimbursement schedule so
that it relates to the quality and quantity of services provided. Reimbursement is now based essentially on just the number of residents
in a home. There should be supplemental compensation to cover the
cost of fulfilling the terms of service agreements between the State
and the home. Many homes currently do provide habilitation services
for their residents -- it would be advantageous to give them an incentive to do more. The se~vice agreements would be monitored by
case workers of the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
The Special Master feels he should express his opinion that
there is a strong need for stepped up action on the part of a11 decision makers to examine and implement further resource development
for group and boarding homes. A promising sign on the horizon is
the recent legislative decision to form a special study group composed
of members of the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Institutional Services and the Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations,
Departmental and agency representatives, and consumers, to examine
all aspects of group and boarding homes. The Bureau of Mental Retardation, Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation has,
and will continue to vigorously support this action.
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There is reason to hope that this action will further the development and the fiscal stability of group and boarding homes in
Maine. They are in sore need!1I
Observation #4 Revise ICF/MR Regulations.
There are inconsistencies b~tween the provisions of the Consent Decree
and the program regulations, principles and practices governing the Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded which the State
should rectify in consultation with the persons concerned with the enforcement of the Consent Decree.
The Department of Human Services by memorandum dated April 30, 1981,
proposed that the regulations, principles and policies be reviewed by
October 1, 1981. A letter soliciting the views of provider and patient
representatives drafted November 9, 1981, has a time-table indicating
that any appropriate revisions might be in effect by May 1, 1982. While
this is progress, it seems agonizingly slow. The existing ICF/MRs are
in excruciating need of revisions and the development of needed ICF/MRs
is being seriously delayed.

Observation #5 Consider Relative Placement Costs.
An Interdiscipl inary Team (rOT) has the responsibil ity for deter··
mining the best placement of a client. For a resident of Pineland, the
team must first decide whether the resident should remain or move to a
community residence. The main reasons for keeping a client at Pineland
include strong client preference, behavorial problems, terminal illness
and lack of a suitable community placement. Community placement is
recommended when a less restrictive environment is thought to offer a
better opportunity for personal development. If a case worker finds a
suitable opening and if the lOT approves, the client is transferred.
Relationship of Placement and Resource Development Policy. In some cases
the choice of an appropriate type of placement for a client is clear-cut;
in other cases the lOT may regard more than one type as appropriate and;
sometimes, even when there are doubts about the needs of a client or the
suitability of a particular opening, it may be deemed preferable to keep
the resident at Pineland or Levinson Center.
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The responsibility for creating openings is that of the resource
developers in the BMR regional offices. Their guide as to types of
openings to develop are lOT recommendations for client placements. This
is in accordance with the traditional concept of the lOT as th~ fount
whence all client programs should flow. It is suggested, however, that
consideration be given to a modification whereby the lOT would identify
the prospective clients for available openings which do meet their needs
rather than "command" an opening for each particular client that may not
be available. This switch in approach would not mean that resource developers could ignore lOT commands, but it would allow rilOre leeway in allocating their budgets to develop various types of openings to increase
thei r quantity.
An lOT, as a body of professionals, do not and should not let costs
override other considerations in reaching placement decisions, but they
could, without jeopardizing their professional integrity, make "benefitcost" analyses of prospective placements. This entails reaching one of
four conclusions: (1) that one prospective placement offers the same
benefit as another, at lower cost; (2) that one prospective benefit offers
greater benefits than another, at the same cost; (3) that one prospective
placement offers greater benefits than another, at lower cost; or (4)
that one prospective placement offers greater benefits than another, at
greater costs.
The procedure to utilize the "benefit-cost" approach simply requires
the resource developer to inform the lOT about the relative costs of
available placements and the lOT to assess the possible benefits. A
benefit-cost analysis would not result in an inferior placement for a
client. The main effect would be to provide more beds for the money.
The costs of alternative residential and program services are set forth
in Part II of this report.

Observation #6 Don't Block Community Homes.
Applications for the establishment of community homes have been welcomed and routinely authorized by most communities, but in a few cases
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local zoning ordinances have been used to block or delay their establlshment. The State Legislature, now at work on this problem, may pass a law
to establish a State-wide policy to insure non-discriminatory treatment
by local governments, or it may continue to leave the matter to local
communities.
The City of South Portland provides a good example of a positive approach. On April 22, 1981, after intensive study, hearings and reflection,
the South Portland City Council unanimously approved an amendment to its
zoning ordinance. First it formulated this definition of a community home:
A dwelling in which there reside no more than six (6) unrelated persons (in addition to any persons related by
blood, marriage or adoption) who are mentally retarded
physically handicapped, or aged in need of routine care,
and who also live as a single housekeeping unit, make the
home their permanent residence, and provide conpensation
for lodging, meals and care; as distinguished from a single
family home, and hotel as defined herein.
Then this provision was added to make a special exception for community
homes in all residential districts:
Community homes shall be permitted unless in the judgment of
the planning board there is documented evidence that one or
more of the conditions listed in Sec. 27-47 of the Crdinan~e
cannot be satisfactorily met.
It is permitted unless there is evidence that public safety standards
cannot be met such as sewage disposal, electrical hazards, lack of running
water, housing code violations or unhealthful living conditions.
Some localities are concerned that too many community homes on a
particular street or in a particular block would make an abnormal environment. This objection could be dealt with by stipulating the maximum
allowable density of community homes in a residential district.
It is the hope of the Office of the Special Master that the Legislature will act affirmatively to eliminate impediments to the establishment
of group homes for Maine's mentally retarded citizens.
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Observation #7 Count All Clients.
The Bureau of Mental Retardation does not receive full credit for all
the pers6ns it serves. In ~ddition to the 1,000 class and 1,500 noriclass members served regularly, the BMR provides occasional services for
possibly two or three thousand more persons who do not want or need regular services. They may only seek information about Social Security
benefits, or Medicaid, or the vacancies in residential facilities and day
programs. In addition, an unrecorded large number of outpatients are
served at Pin~larid. Since service takes up staff time, their work is
understated. The practice should be instituted of recording all visits,
service requested and provided, and time required. The information should
be recorded on a standardized form in order to facilitate its aggregation
in the central office. The value of the resulting data would, it appears,
outweigh the nuisance of the additional paper work.
Although the recording of services to non-registered clients is a
relatively minor issue, it raises a general problem. There is considerable variation in the way information is collected and recorded in the
six regions of the BMR. While it is sound to decentralize the administration of central policies, conformity with established organizational
principles requires that regional progress reports to the central office
be standardized. Action is under way toward this end.

Observation #8 Lets Stop Discrimination.
The extent of discrimination in the community on the basis of class
status appears to be diminishing month by month, but since the problem
persists, the observation made in my July report is repeated:
"In making transfers and providing services, Pineland and all
community agencies serving class members must conform to the requirements of the Decree. The Special Master's responsibility is
limited to class members, yet he feels obligated to voice his concern that class members receive preferential treatment in
community placements, habilitation programs, and transportation
arrangements. Of a total of about 2600 clients served by the
Bureau of Mental Retardation, class members number only about 1000;
morally, if not legally, preferential treatment of them is wrong.
Although every employee of the BMR with whom the issue has been
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discussed deplores this kind of discrimination, at times it has been
condoned in order to achieve technical compliance with the Decree. 1
The Bureau of Mental Retardation should issue a forceful policy
statement emphasizing that all of its clients shall receive equal
treatment, in conformance with Decree standards, without regard to
their Decree class. Such a statement might forestall the possibility
of a petition to the Court to bring about equal treatment for all
clients.
1I

Observation #9 Let the People Know.
The public is generally unaware of the dedicated, conscientious and
creative efforts of hundreds of providers and professional staff around
the State and of the staff of the Bureau of Mental Retardation. Public
awareness is prerequisite for public support. The public has to be
reminded constantly of its obligation to help those who can't help themselves.
Maine can rightly be proud of the quantity and quality of the residential, program and therapeutic services which have been developed over
the past few years. The addition of each new facility, however, decreases
the size of the pool of interested potential providers. The potential
exists, the interest has to be developed.
Community homes and day programs for the mentally retarded require
more professional workers and volunteers.
A continual need is the public's support to identify work opportunities for graduates of sheltered workships. They can be productive workers
in many kind of jobs.
The public wants to know about the causes of mental retardation, remedial measures, and what can be done to reduce the risks.
1.

Here is an example: The Decree stipulates that no more than three
clients shall occupy one bedroom. No facility developed after January
1,1978 shall have more than two clients in any bedroom.
Technical compliance has been achieved by removing class members
from rooms with four beds with their assiqnment to non-class members.
This has been condoned on the grounds that, because of the shortage
of open beds, it takes care of one more client.
II

II
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Just as the mentally retarded must learn to adapt to the community,
the community must learn to accept and help their integration into the
community.
Steps have recently been taken by the BMR central office to strengthen
its public relations program, but more needs to be done in the regions,
where people are. Good organizational practice requires the appointment
of a public relations coordinator, which some regional administrators
have already done. The public relations function will not be effectively
carried out if it is only subsumed by the regional administrators as one
of their general responsibilities.

Observation #10 Simplify the Certification Procedure.
As observed in my July report, the procedure for admission to Pineland Center and Levinson Center should be simplified. An amendment of
the Statute governing admissions has been drafted and submitted to the
Legislative Committee for its consideration. It is difficult to reach
agreement on a procedure th~t is more efficient than the existing one, which
at the same time fully protects the rights of the clients.
It is believed, however, that the remaining issues will soon be reconciled.

Observation #11 Boost Day Programs.
All capable clients in community homes are expected to attend community day programs or sheltered workshops four hours each week day. The
providers are typically non-profit organizations with insufficient resources to absorb all of the clients who are scheduled for community
placement. Their funding comes from both State and private sources. A
basic financial policy question is how much should come from each source.
Should the State supplement private contributions or should private contributions supplement government grants? At present, providers who seek
gran~s from State agencies are required to submit budgets showing all
their sources of income. Many providers believe that the more they raise
locally, the less they receive from the BMR, but the BMR denies that this
happens.
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The State has established the standards for day programs; these are
maximum standards. If minimum standards were identified, however, an
appropriate division of financial responsibility would have the State
supply sufficient funds to meet the State's minimum standards and for
the day programs to raise funds from the community to provide services
above the minimum. Thus a community could aim to provide as superior
services for its retarded as it desires.
As another approach to encourage high quality of service, the BMR
is proposing to conduct a contest with ten $2,000 cash prizes for the
day program providers who develop and carry out the most effective community fund raising programs in 1982.

Observation #12 Reduce Mental Retardation.
If all of the options were carried out, it has been estimated that
the incidence of mental retardation could be reduced by about 50 per cent.
Early and continuing pre-natal care is probably the single most important
preventive measure, and should be encouraged especially fo~ pregnant
women in the high-risk age groups of under 20 and over 35. Expectant
mothers of all ages should be informed about the possible dangers to the
unborn child of excessive drinking and smoking during pregnancy.
Doctors now can anticipate problems which once were faced only after
birth. Pre-conception tests can reveal carriers of Tay-Sachs disease,
which causes a baby to degenerate both physically and mentally, and
usually to die before the age of three. Amniocentesis, in which cells
are drawn from the amniotic fluid, permits analysis of chromosome deficiencies that account for a hundred or more disabling conditions, including Down's Syndrome.
A very recent discovery, by the New York State Institute for Basic
Research in Developmental Disabilities, enables pre-natal identification
of "fragile X" syndrome, a condition that often affects males. It is
hoped that some state instiLution in Maine, perhaps Pineland, may be
charged with the responsibility to conduct similar research here.
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There are other weapons for combattinq retardation. analysis of a
single drop of blood from an infant can lead to prevention of numerous
diseases; the IILead Based Paint, Lead Poisoning Control Act" has stopped
the manufacture of paints containing lead; a vaccine immunizes children
against German Measles - a serious disease if contracted by the mother in
her first trimester of pregnancy; RH problems can now be solved by amniocentesis and through immediate exchange tran,sfusions after the birth of
the chil d.
Maine, like many rural states, has a special problem with many children who, because of their poor environment, are slightly retarded. This
causes them to fall progressively behind in school. Often they are just
slow learners who, if given an early boost, would be able to keep up,
reach their potential and become productive taxpayers. More services are
needed to educate rural parents and to provide early screening, diagnosis
and special programming for their children.
The Legis1ature 1s Judiciary Committee is considering a bill that
would allow a mentally retarded person to request sterilization. It
would also permit, under strict safeguards, the sterilization of those
who are so severely retarded that they are unable to make the decision
for themselves. In every case, convincing evidence must be presented to
the court that the procedure is in the patient1s best interests. The
bill would provide that the most reversible sterilization techniques be
used and that a panel review sterilization approvals yearly to assure that
the law is not misused.

Observation #13 Serve the MR Offenders.
An often ignored group of the mentally retarded is IIMR Offenders"
who have been committed to correctional institutions. Because criminals
are not tested for mental retardation, we do not know how many there are
in Maine, but it is estimated to be at least 40.
Their judicial commitment causes them to lose their civil rights but not their Decree
rights. They are not receiving the habilitation services that they ought
to have.
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MR offenders are not being offered habilitation programs because they
are distributed among several correctional institutions. Servicing them
where they are would be very complex and expensive. Concentrating them
in a single correctional institution would simplify the problem, with
program staff and program services provided by Pineland Center staff or
the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
Another alternative that merits exploration would be the creation of
a small secure facility at Pineland Center. The Department of Corrections would provide the security staff, and Pineland Center would provide
programs and support services.
Implementation of a program for the MR offender will require careful
planning and the cooperation of the Departments of Correction, Human
Services, and Mental Health and Mental Retardation. Statutory changes
will also have to be considered. It is worthwhile to plan for this
special group, to try to salvage ~ome of them to lead useful lives after
they are released back into the community.
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The comments and conclusions

contained in- the report are predicated on the information
provided to us and the specific assumptions used to analyze
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conjunction with the assumptions stated in the report.
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PREFACE
Purpose and Scope of Report
As a result of the Consent Decree (Decree), the Maine Bureau of Mental
Retardation (BMR) was charged with the primary responsibility to improve
conditions at Pineland Center and to provide "habilitation" and "communitization" of its clients.

This objective was to be achieved by providing the

appropriate amount of training and education to fit the needs and capabilities
of each mentally retarded citizen, and by providing an opportunity for each
mentally retarded citizen to live in the least restrictive environment commensurate with their personal and
deinstitutionalization.

heal~h

care needs.

The Decree requires

The procedures developed to accomplish this may

result in the establishment of a comprehensive

system of evaluation, place-

ment, training and habilitation that will minimize the institutional care
for future generations of mentally retarded citizens.
The key to successful accomplishment of deinstitutionalization is the
Interdisciplinary Team (IDT). a group of qualified medical, social and
psychiatric professionals.

They evaluate each mentally retarded individual

to determine their needs and capabilities and establish a prog.ram consistent
with the level of communitization and habilitation suitable for each individual.
Once each individual's needs are determined, BMR resource development workers
attempt to place the individual in the residential environment consistent with
the individual's prescribed program.

There are various types of residential

facilities currently available, each with a financial cost associated with
the type of care offered.

In some cases, more than one type of residential

environment may be suitable for an individual.
The Special Master appointed by the Court to oversee the implementation of
the terms of the Decree considers the relative cost of each alternative residential facility to be an integral part of the information necessary to formulate economically efficient policies concerning the placement of mentally
retarded individuals subsequent to the determination of appropriate individual
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Preface
Continued

program needs.

The purpose of this report is to summarize and analyze

the current information related to the comparative cost of alternative
residential facilities for mentally retarded citizens.
No conclusions should be formulated from this report concerning the quality
or preferability of qne type of residential care in comparison
alternatives.

~o

other

Such judgements require the initial evaluation and determin-

ation of an individual's program needs which are beyond the scope of this
report.
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Summary
The general conclusions formulated from the information analyzed in the
remainder of this report include:
o

Successful deinstitutionalization requires the development ot the
residential facilities to accomodate the defi'ned

program needs of

Maine's mentally retarded citizens.
o

The highest cost of care per resident is associated with residential
facilities that require special purpose buildings (Section II).
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Preface
Concluded

o

Reimbursement methods used to compensate providers for the care
rendered to government program beneficiaries are not conducive
to attracting either capital to expand the available residential
facilities or the qualified people to render care to the mentally
retarded (Section II).

o

The development of "personal care homes" as an alternative residential
facility for some mentally retarded citizens, and the use of Title XIX
as a funding vehicle, could reduce the State's cost by more than
$1,000,000 compared to'the use of alternative available facilities
(Section III and Appendix E).
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RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED CITIZENS
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Residential facilities available to the mentally retarded are destinguished
by comprehensiveness and intensity of health, social and habilitation services
provided to residents.

The types of residences included in this report are:

o

Residential Treatmel:it Facilities

o

Pineland Center

o

Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded

o

Intermediate Nursing Care Facilities

o

Boarding Homes (Group Homes)

o

Foster Homes

o

Family Care

o

Supervised Living

o

Independent Living

o

Food and Lodging Accomodations

o

Personal Care Homes

The general characteristics of each of these facilities, together with the
estimated average annual cost per resident and the primary sources of funding
associated with each, are described in the remainder of this section.

The

methods and assumptions used to estimate the annual cost per resident are
detailed in Section II of this report and Appendices A and A-I.

RESIDENTIAL. TREATMENT FACILITIES
Residential Treatment Facilities are primarily designed to provide therapeutically planned group living situations within which educational, recreational, medical, social and psychiatric approaches are integrated for individuals whose problems preclude a less restrictive level of mental health
services.

These facilities normally serve emotionally handicapped individuals,

but also occasionally serve mentally retarded citizens.

Individuals included

in this category for purposes of our model population in Appendix B include
some utilizing privately owned and operated facilities as well as some at
Pineland, Bangor Mental Health Institute and Augusta Mental Health Institute.
The level of individual programs offered require specialized staff and physical
structures designed for the needs of the residents.
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The estimated average annual cost per resident range from $40,000 for
privately operated institutions to $30,000 for some State operated facilities.
We have used an estimated average annual cost per resident of $33,757.
Generally, the cost for each individual using privately operated facilities
is determined by negotiations between BMR and the provider of the care
dependent upon each individual's program needs.
all State appropriations.

The fund'ing is ?ormally

The funding of the cost associated with the use

of State operated facilities is partially funded by Federal sources.
are currently 60 clients of BMR utilizing this type of facility.

There

An average

of 24% of the annual estimated average cost per resdient for these 60 individuals is funded from Federal sources, and 76% from State sources.
PINELAND CENTER
Pineland Center is a physical complex with the capacity to provide most
municipal services and functions autonomously.

It is owned and operated

by the State of Maine under the direction of BMR.

It provides the most

comprehensive combination of health, educational, social, psychiatric,
habilitation and other ancillary services offered in a single location to
Maine's mentally retarded
at Pineland in 1955.

ci~izens.

There were approximately 1,500 residents

This has now been' reduced to approximately 350 residents.

The facility serves some of the most severely developmentally disabled individuals in addition to others less severely handicapped who may reside at
Pineland only because an appropriate, less institutionalized alternative
residence is not available.
In 1980 the Center was licensed for approximately 400 Intermediate Care beds
for the mentally retarded in conformity with State of Maine licensing regulations.

The facility has been segregated from other Intermediate Care

Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (ICF/MR), for purposes of chis report
because of its unique physical plant, the comprehensive programs offered
which are not duplicated by other ICF/MRs, and the State ownership of the
facility which necessitates all costs not absorbed by other available
sources be borne by State appropriations.
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The annual average

c~st

of care per resident is estimated to be $36,883.

The funding of these costs is primarily from Medicaid Title XIX funds,
(70% Federal and 30% State appropriations), and a variety of other State
appropriations for costs that are not covered by the Title XIX program.

INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES
Intermediate Care Facilities consist of those specifically licensed for the
mentally retarded (ICF/MR) and intermediate nursing care facilities (IeF)
which serve primarily the aged.

They are normally single scructures designed

for the purposes of rendering medical care as well as sacisfying residential
and social needs of residents.

They are licensed under provisions of State

licensing regulations.
The ICF/MR is a relatively new form of facility in Maine.

Their develop-

ment was stimulated by the Decree as a smaller institucional alternative to
Pineland.

Their creation was also in response to the deficits incurred in

the State Boarding Care program in which several current reF/MRs were former
participants.

There are currently 22 rCF/MR facilities ranging in capacity

from 6 to 35 beds.

They provide approximately 260 licensed beds.

these facilities were licensed during 1981.

Most of

The new facilities constructed

or in the process of construction during the last two years have not exceeded
a capacity of 20 licensed beds.
non-profit organizacions.

All except three of the 22 facilities are

Substantially all residents of these facilities

are beneficiaries of the Title

~

program.

Most residents participate in

day care or habilitation programs outside the facility.
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There are approximately 140 ICFs that provide general intermediate nursing
care to the aged.

A few of these are cap;3.ble of provid.ing care to mentally

retarded individuals' who do not require concentrated supervision for their
developmental di~abilities.

The fa~ilities are generally larger than ICF/MRs

and most facilities are proprietary instead of non-profit organizations.
Approximately 80%'of all residents in these facilities are beneficiaries of
the Title XIX program with the remainder being self-supported or family
supported.

Generally, mentally retarded residents of these facilities do

not participate in day care or habilitation programs.
The "allowable cost" of care rendered by ICF/MRs and ICFs to Medicaid beneficiaries is reimbursed by the Title XIX program.

Costs which are not "allow-

able" for the Title XIX program must be borne by the facility from prior
years reserves, donations, or profits earned from self-pay residents.
Effective July 1, 1980, the Department implemented "Principles of Reimbursement for Intermediate Care Facilities for Mentally Retarded in the State of
Maine", (ICF/MR Principles) which define the specific costs of operations
related to an ICF/MR allowable for reimbursement under the Title XIX program.
The average annual allowable cost of care per resident covered by Title XIX
is estimated to be $28,440.

This includes a maximum annual allowable cost

of $4,575 per resident for day care and habilitation programs.
.costs include both "routine service" and "capital" costs.

Allowable

Title XIX funds

are currently provided approximately 70% by the Federal government and 30%
by State matching funds.
The

allowable cost

of care subject to Title XIX reimbursement for ICF

facilities is defined by the "Principles of Reimbursement for Long Term
Care Facilities" (ICF Principles) promulgated by the Department effective
January 1, 1978.

The average annual allowable cost per resident for IeF care

is estimated to be $12,545.

The IeF Principles also provide for reimburse-

ment of all allowable "routine service" and "capital" costs.

Funding of the

costs for Title XIX IeF beneficiaries is the same as the ICF/MR costs.

Indi-

viduals in ICFs do not normally participate in off-site day care or habilitation programs, and no cost incurred for such services are allowed in the
reF Principles.
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BOARDING HOMES (GROUP HOMESL
There are approximately 3,000 licensed boarding care beds in Maine with more
than 500 of these beds serving primarily the mentally retarded.

Facilities

range in size from 4 to 45 licensed beds with most facilities having a
capacity of 6 residents.

For the purpose of this report, "Group Homes" and

"Boarding Homes" are considered to be the same type of facility.

These

facilities generally are single structures which previously served as a
family residence before conversion to a boarding care facility.
operations are both proprietary and non-profit.

These

They provide personal

care, supervision and training to those who generally do not have severe
health or developmental problems.

The residential setting is normally

less institutionalized than Residential Treatment Facilities,' Pineland, or
Intermediate Care Facilities.

Most residents participate in day care programs

outside the facility.
Boarding homes in Maine are classified as those on the "cost reimbursement
system" and those on the "flat rate system" for the payment for care
rendered to the State program beneficiaries.
There are in excess of 60 facilities offering services primarily to the
mentally retarded which participate in the "cost reimbursement system."
Allowable costs of care for residents in these facilities are defined by
the "Principles of Reimbursement for Boarding Care Facilities" implemented
by the Department effective July 1, 1978.

r.,e total estimated annual allow-

able cost of care per resident is $10,827 including annual costs of $4,575
per resident for off-site day care and habilitation programs.

Costs incurred

and not covered by the program must be borne by the provider.
Al·though these Principles provide for the reimbursement of both allowable
"routine service"

and "capital" costs, they also accord the Commissioner

of the Department of Human Services the authority to establish a ceiling
on the reimbursement for otherwise allowable "routine service costs".
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"Routine service costs" include all operating costs other than "capital
costs."

o

Capital costs consist of:

Depreciation on buildings, fixed equipment and land improvements,
and amortization of leasehold improvements.

o

Interest on long term debt.

o

Real estate taxes and fire insurance premiums.

o

Return on equity capital of proprietary providers.

o

Lease payments attributable to the above items.

Allowable capital costs are reimbursed 100%.

Effective since July 1, 1981,

the ceiling on the reimbursement of allowable routine service costs has been
$515 per month per resident.

There is a provision in the Principles for a

"special circumstance allowance" which provides for payment of allowable
costs in excess of the ceiling.

Prior Department approval must be obtained

before these costs are incurred, and approval is generally limited to the
compensation of staff members in excess of minimum staffing requirements that
may be

necessary to accomodate the specific needs of the residents.

Approxi-

mately 25 facilities currently receive special circumstance allowances which
range from $20 per month per resident to $380 per month per resident.
mated annual costs for these allowances is a minimum of $170,000.
for these allowances is all provided by State appropriations.

Esti-

The funding

The funding

for the remainder of the allowable cost of care, exclusive of the cost of day
care and habilitation programs, is also provided by State appropriations,
except for Supplemental Security Income payments by the Federal government
in the amount of $225 per month per resident.

The annual estimated cost of

day care and habilitation programs of $4,575 is funded 32% from Federal
sources and 68% from State appropriations.
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Boarding homes which are reimbursed for resident care on a "flat rate basis"
are paid a fixed sum of $335 per month per resident.

There is no central

source of information on the actual cost of operations for these facilities
since they are not required to submit financial data to government agencies.
The $335 per month payment is composed of $225 Federal Supplemental Security
Income, and $110 of State appropriations.

The annual estimated cost for day

'care and habilitation programs of $4,575 is funded as described previously.
The total estimated average annual cost per resident is $8,595.
FOSTER HOMES
Foster homes generally consist of licensed or approved families who assume
the responsibility for the care of non-family mentally retarded persons in
their homes.

This environment provides the individual with experiences in

a family setting and an opportunity to participate in community life.
Normally, there are no more than two residents per foster home.

The atmos-

phere of the foster home is less institutionalized than the type of facilities
previously discussed.

Care is provided in existing family residences with no

special facilities required.
Providers of foster home care are normally paid a fixed sum of $272 per month
for each resident in their home.

This is comprised of $225 Federal Supple-

mental Security Income, and $47 from State appropriations.

In addition,

however, there are currently 38 individuals =esiding in foster homes who have
special needs.

Individual supplemental contracts have been negotiated by BMR

with the foster home care providers for supplemental payments amounting to
approximately $112,000" annually paid from State appropriations.

~ost

of the

residents of foster homes also participate in day care and habilitation
programs outside the foster homes with an estimated annual cost per resident
of $4,575 funded as described previously.
cost of care per resident is $8,430.

The total estimated average annual
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SUPERVISED LIVING
Supervised living situations utilize existing apartment accomodations for the
residents, a group of whom are usually located in the same building.
providing professional staff support resides in this area

~o

A person

render ongoing

training in housekeeping, personal hygiene, budgeting, nutrition and utilization of community services.

Most of these individuals participate in out-

side day care and habilitation programs.
The cost for this type of residence consists of the amount paid to the resideri.t in the form of Federal Supplemental Security Income of $225 per month
and supplement of $16 paid from State appropriations.

The day care and

habilitaion cost of $4,575 annually per resident is funded by Federal and
State sources as described previously.
are each capable of

The professional supervisory staff

monitoring approximately 6 individuals residing in

a supervising living atmosphere.

The average co.st per resident is approxi-

mately $2,500 per year for these personnel which is funded entirely by State
appropriations.

The total estimated average annual cost per resident is

$9,967.

INDEPENDENT LIVING
Independent living is similar to supervised living, except that the individual participating in an independent living atmosphere does not require daily
supervision.

They function primarily on their'own with periodic contact

from their case worker •.
Funding for independent living is identical to the supervised living, except
there is no cost for professional staff supervisors.
annual cost of $7,467 per resident
tation programs.

includes

The total estimated

the cost of day care .and habili-
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FAMILY CARE
The largest number of mentally retarded citizens who are clients of BMR
currently reside with their families or relatives in existing family homes.
Most of these individuals participate in a day care and habilitation program.
Generally-all government funding for family care is provided by Supplemental
Security Income, although this is not available for all residents in this
category.

The cost of funding of day care and habilitation programs is as

described previously.

The estimated annual cost per resident is $6,375.

FOOD & LODGING
Food and lodging facilities are utilized by individuals functioning almost
completely independently who

~~side

in existing facilities of their own

choosing which provide common living and dining areas.

No residential pro-

gramming is offered, and the facilities are not established to primarily
serve mentally retarded individuals.

Residents normally participate in off-

site day care and habilitation programs.

Existing facilities are utilized

for those residents in this category.
The cost associated with food and lodging facilities

is the $225 per month

provided by Federal Supplemental Security Income and an additional supplement of $16 provided by State appropriations.

The cost and financing of

day care and habilitation programs is as described previously.

The total

estimated average annual cost per resident is estimated to be the same as
independent living, $7,467.
PERSONAL CARE HOMES
TIlls form of residence is a new concept in the State which is still in the
development stage.

Personal care services are generally those geared to the

support and care necessary for developmentally disabled persons to maintain
or enhance his or her health conditions, safety, and self preservation.
are

gener~lly

designed to help the developmentally disabled individual

They
maintai~
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and improve his or her physical and behavorial conditions within a humane
living community environment.

It is envisioned that this type of facility

will provide care that may now be rendered to some whose program needs mandate placement in an ICF/MR, boarding care facility, or foster home requiring
the payment of a special circumstance allowance to the foster home provider.
The physical structure and atmosphere would be similar to a foster home or
small boarding home (group home).

Providers of this care would use their

own residences and would receive special training to address. the needs of the
residents.

Some current group homes and foster homes would qualify for

classification as personal care homes.

This type of facility may provide

a vehicle to "normalize" the residential environment for some individuals
whose only current alternative is a more institutionalized setting.

Creation

of these facilities also circumvents some of the financial obstacles confronting
the maintenance and expansion of some of the current types of residential
facilities.
It is estimated that the total cost of care per resident would be comprised
of the Federal Supplemental.Security Income payment of $225 per month
($2,700 annually), plus approximately $4,000 per year for personal care needs,
and $4,575 per year for off-site day care and habilitation programs.

The

cost of both personal care needs and day care and habilitation programs may
qualify for Title XIX funding.

A waiver must be obtained from the Federal

Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).

If this were accomplished the

$8,575 of cost for these services will be funded 70% by the Federal gov.ernment
and 30% from State appropriations.
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Accomplishing deinstitutionalization mandated by the Decree requires the
availability of an adequate supply of alternative residences and habilitation
programs to accomodate:the individual program needs of the mentally retarded
citizens.

Several economic and regulatory factors threaten the financial

stability of some current facilities and hamper the development of additional resources.
a

Escalation of capital costs associated with the construction and
renovation of physical structures required for some facilities.

a

Diminishing sources of financing for construction, renovation
and working capital needs.

a

Lack of financial incentive in the methods of payment for care
rendered to beneficiaries of government Medicaid and Boarding
Care programs.

a

The State's moritorium on new boarding care beds.

CAPITAL COSTS
Intermediate Care Facilities
The development of most new rCF/MRs and all rCF facilities require the
construction of new buildings to comply with existing licensing and Life
Safety Code regulations.

New facilities require approval by the Depart-

ment in accordance with the Maine Certificate of Need Act of 1978.

Based

on recent applications submitted to the Department's Project Review Division
of the Bureau of Health Planning and Development, the cost of construction
for a 20 bed rCF/MR is approximately $40,000 per bed, and the cost of construction for an rCF with a capacity of 50 to 100 beds is approximately
$25,000 per bed.

A significant portion of the cost of care for residents
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of these new facilities is the capital cost, primarily building depreciation
expense and interest expense on the debt incurred for construction.

This

component of the annual cost of care has increased dramatically during the
last ten years due to increasing construction costs.

During the last eighteen

months it has been accelerated even more dramatically by the increase in
interest rates.
Appendix F illustrates the impact of the capital costs that must be incurred
to construct new intermediate care facilities.

Annual interest and depre-

ciation expense for a 20 bed ICF/MR are estimated to be $7,942 per resident
and $4,964 per resident fora 50 bed rCF.

These capital costs are in excess

of 25% of the total annual average costs per resident for facilities currentlyoperating (Appendix A).

Since substantially all mentally retarded

residents of these facilities are beneficiaries of the Medicaid program, these
capital costs have a significant impact on the required Federal and State
funds.

This significantly restricts the amount of expansion that can be

absorbed within the funding constraints. currently imposed or threatened on
the Medicaid program by the Federal administration.
Boarding Care Facilities
Boarding care facilities for the mentally retarded are normally created by
the renovation of existing structures previously utilized as single family
residences.

Some small rCF/MRs can also be created in this manner.

Funds

are generally required to acquire the residence and renovate the physical
structure to comply with licensing and Life Safety Code regulations.

Appendix

F illustrates the annual capital cost associated with a new boarding home developed in this manner.
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The estimated annual interest and depreciation expense of $2,252 per resident for the illustrated 12 bed facility is more thari 20% of the current
average annual cost per resident for a boarding facility participating in
the cost reimbursement program.

Since most residents of these facilities

are beneficiaries of the State Boarding Care program, the capital costs
associated with the creation 'of new facilities places an increased financial
burden on the boarding home appropriations which already suffer deficits.
Other Facilities
Foster homes, supervised living accomodations, independent living accomodations, food and lodging and family residences du not generally require
the creation of separate physical facilities specifically for the mentally
retarded;

they utilize existing homes or apartments.

None of the govern-

ment payments to providers or residents in these residential environments
are for capital costs.

Therefore, these types of residences have lower

average annual costs per resident compared to the special purpose facilities.
FINANCING CONSTRAINTS
The availability of financing for new facilities and major renovations has
diminished significantly due to reductions in Federal programs and general
economic conditions.

Low interest bearing long term loans were available for

non-profit organizations through the Farmer's Home Administration and other
government agencies for the construction of new ICF/MR facilities and intermediate nursing care facilities.

Standard mortgage loans were available

from financial institutions for the construction of these facilities for both
proprietary and non-profit organizations.

The current Federal administration

has imposed significant reductions in the Federal funds available to government agencies; interest rates now charged on most government loans or through
guarantee programs have been increased from the previous 5% or less to rates
representative of the current commercial financing.

Financial institutions,
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faced with a decline in available loan funds and increased costs for obtaining
them, have retracted their participation in the financing of these facilities.
Financial institutions recognize the ability of health care providers to repay
the loan proceeds is contingent on lederal and State legislative appropriations and related volatile agency controlled Principles of Reimbursement.
They consider the stability of this type of environment to be questionable,
and therefore, not a viable investment for limited funds.
PAYMENT FOR SERVICES RENDERED TO
BENEFICIARIES OF GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
Cost Reimbursement Facilities
Payments by the government for care rendered to beneficiaries of the Medicaid
and State Boarding Care program residing in intermediate care facilities and
boarding homes participating in cost reimbursement programs are limited to
specific "allowable costs."

Representative government agencies, the purchaser

of the service, unilaterally prescribe the specific costs considered allowable.

There is no provision in the current Principles of Reimbursement

associated with these programs to allow the efficient provider to receive a
profit for his effort.

A profit, (amount in excess of the total cost of

rendering the service) can only be generated from charges to self-pay residents.

The costs that are prescribed as "allowable" for each program do not

include all costs that are necessary to operate a facility.

Restrictive

features of these Principles tend to be inflexible and unresponsive to the
changing economic demands.

These factors discourage the proprietary provider

from expanding services to program beneficiaries, and seriously threaten the
financial stability of non-profit organizations which serve primarily beneficiaries of these programs and very few self-pay residents.
Specific provisions of the current Principles of Reimbursement which are
most detrimental to the expansion of current facilities and threaten the
financial stability of ICF/MRs and boarding homes include:
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o

Salaries and fringe benefits paid to or for owners and administrators
are not an allowable cost.

An "Administrative and Policy Planning

Allowance" (allowance) based on the licensed bed capacity of a
facility is used in lieu of actual compensation and fringe benefit
costs.

The allowance was established at the implementation date of

each set of Principles.

It has not been increased

sin~e

then.

Appen-

dix G is a reproduction of a position paper presented at a public
hearing March 25, 1981, which summarizes the inequities inherent
in the allowance for IeFs.

The general concepts apply equally to

the allowance provided for IeF/MRs and boarding homes.
o

Interest expense

incurred for working capital loans with a term of

more than 15 months, and interest expense incurred on the late payment of vendor bills are not allowable costs.

These restrictions

were imposed by the Department in 1981 as changes to exis.ting Principles.
The Department also implemented a change which provided that all accrued
expenses must be paid by a provider within six months of its fiscal
year end; otherwise they

are considered non-allowable expenses.

These provisions ignore the economic reality and permanent working
capital needs which exist.

Any business which receives payment for

services rendered subsequent to incurring the expenses for rendering
these services requires working capital (cash) to pay the expenses
incurred.

These needs must be funded either from an accumulation of

cash reserves from prior years profitable operations, or from working
capital loans.

Appendix H is a reproduction of a position paper

presented at a public hearing May 6, 1981, which summarizes the inequities
of these provisions.
Providers whose residents are all Medicaid or State Boarding program
beneficiaries face a financial delimma.

Government payments for the

services rendered are based only on allowable cost.

They contain no

"profit", and they do not include total costs of operations.

Payments

are made subsequent to the time the costs associated with rendering care are
incurred; therefore, a permanent need for working cap i tal to cover ron-allowa b Ie
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expenses and allowable expenses incurred prior to the receipt of payment for services exists.

This working capital can not be accumulated

from profitable operations, because total costs always equal or exceed
the resources received for the care rendered.

The other normal alter-

native is a working capital loan; however, financial institutions will
not make such loans or extend credit to businesses who can not repay
the principal and interest of the loan.

Facilities serving all govern-

ment program beneficiaries can not repay the principal since they do
not receive any funds for the care they render in excess of their
current costs.

Now these facilities will also not be able to pay the

interest incurred' on the loan beyond a term of fifteen months because
it is a non-allowable cost.
Most reF/MRs and boarding homes for the mentally retarded face these
circumstances.

They can not sustain their operations under these

circumstances and there is a danger that currently available resources
of this type will decrease, not increase, as a result of the financial
crisis created by these provisions of the Principles.
o

Long term debt service (mortgage payments) is covered by government
payments for care through the payment of interest expense related to
approved long term financing and depreciation expense (the amortization of a building's cost over its useful life).
payments on loans are not a reimbursable cost.

Actual principal

Depreciation expense

paid by government programs exceeds principal payments to the creditor
during the first half of the term of the loan.

Generally, these "extra"

funds are used for working capital needs because of the problems discussed previously.

During the latter half of the term of a mortgage

loan, however, principal payments required to amortize the loan exceed
annual depreciation expense.

Those facilities forced to use initial

years' depreciation reimbursement for working capital needs could
eventually default on mortgage loan obligations.

Financial institu-

tions are aware of this situation, and will not provide financing for
construction or renovation of facilities who are likely to face this
crisis.

Most rCF/MR facilities and boarding homes for the mentally

retarded share this problem.
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o

Retirement plan contributions are not allowable costs.

Since a

provider is paid only allowable cost by the government programs,
ICF/MRs and boarding homes can not afford to offer this benefit
to employees.

This places IeF/MRs and boarding homes at a competi-

tive disadvantage for qualified health care personnel.

The cost

of such plans are a reimbursable cost for hospitals (Medicare
regulations) and tax deductible for other industry employers, and
therefore, are a common fringe benefit.

Federal and State employees

benefit from a retirement plan funded with government funds, but
such a cost is not recognized as "allowable" for the Medicaid and
Boarding Care programs.

It is possible the quality of care that

can- be offered will decline if capable people are lured to other
employers or industries as a result of this inconsistency.
o

For proprietary providers a 10% return on equity is an allowable
cost.

No return on equity is permitted to non-profit providers.

Most ICF/MRs and many boarding care facilities for the mentally
retarded are non-profit organizations.

During 1981 an investor

could invest his funds in Money Market Certificates with six month
maturities and yielding a return of 15% per year with substantially
no risk of loss of his principal.

A 10% return on equity, or no

return on equity at all, certainly will not attract private capital
for the expansion of residential facilities for the mentally retarded.
o

The boarding home principles authorize the Commissioner of the
Department to establish a ceiling on the reimbursement of allowable
routine service costs.

This eliminates reimbursement to providers

even for some "allowable costs" incurred.
is $515 per month per resident.
1981.

Currently, this ceiling

It was lower than this prior to July 1,

Of the 62 cost reports for boarding home facilities licensed

primarily for the care of the mentally retarded reviewed for this
report, 35 exceeded the ceiling in existance for the fiscal year
for which the reports were filed.
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Provisions for a facility to obtain a "special circumstances
allowance" generally is limitec to additional minimum wage staff
salaries and payroll taxes, and only if justified by the specific
needs of the residents.

Approval of such an allowance can provide

some relief from the ceiling, but it does not insure that all allowable costs incurred will be reimbursed.
o

The cost of therapeutic and medical professionals is reimbursable
only for that portion of the professional's time spent rendering
direct care to a specific patient- in accordance with the patients
defined program needs.

The cost for general consultation of a

psychologist, therapists, and other medical professionals is not
reimbursable, although it may be an essential cost to incur to
provide overall professional guidance necessary to achieve the
goals of- communitization and habilitation in an ICF/MR or boarding
care facility.
Fixed Rate Payments
Boarding homes currently paid a fixed monthly rate receive $335 per month
per resident.

This has remained the same for several years.

Residents of

independent living projects, supervised living and those residing with their
families receive varying amounts of funding described in Appendix A-I. The
payment to providers or residents utilizing each of these residential alternatives is not based on actual cost.

There was no central source of financial

data for these facilities.
There is a tendency for "flat rate payments" to remain unchanged regardless
of increases in the quality of services rendered or inflation.

Pertinent

information should be assembled and evaluated to determine if the current
payments are adequate to attract the number of providers necessary to
accomodate the current and future needs of the mentally retarded.
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Day Care and Habilitation Programs
There is no central source of current financial information concerning
the cost of operating day care and habilitation programs.

Funding for

these programs is from a variety of sources (Appendix A-l) , generally
through BMP. grants, Title XX, or Vocational Rehabilitation funds.

Some

funding sources require that funds generated from the community or private
support be used to reduce total budgeted costs of the organization; only
the net cost is funded by government programs.

The incentive for the

provider to generate private funding is absent if each dollar received is
deducted from another funding source.

Without an adequate supply of day

care and habilitation providers, the communitization and habilitation
objectives can not be attained.

Pertinent financial information is needed

to evaluate the cost of these programs, and methods of payment for these
services should be designed to attract the desired number of providers.
Reimbursement Objectives
Solutions to the specific problems associated with current methods and
amounts of government payments to providers for the care of program beneficiaries are complex, and are the foundation of a separate study.

How-

ever, if private investment is to be attracted for the expansion of required
residential settings, and if qualified providers are to be retained in this
spectrum of health care, the concepts that govern the payment for the care
rendered to program beneficiaries must be adjusted to reflect economic
reality and to be competitive with alternative capital uses and employment
opportunities.
MORATORIUM ON ADDITIONAL BOARDING CARE FACILITIES
During the past few years, the State's appropriations for the payment for
care of State Boarding Care beneficiaries has not met the necessary expenditures for their care.

A deficit has been created.

As a result. the Department
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has imposed a moratorium on the addition of boarding care beds participating in this program.
are being
can not be

lic~nsed.

Only boarding care beds used for self-pay residents

Boarding placements for State progr2m beneficiaries

increased under these conditions.

Alternative types of resi-

dences must be developed which do not sap the available State appropriations, or additional funding for this type of residence must be provided.
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The estimated cost associated with alternative forms of residential and
program environments has been assembled in Appendix A.

For analysis pur-

poses, the actual residential settings utilized by 2,531 BMR clients as of
April 1, 1981, was used as a representative population of beneficiaries of
Federal and State funding sources.

Appendix B reflects the total cost of

care utilized by this population in their settings.

Appendix C reflects

the projected total cost of care for the model population if they could be
placed in the most desirable

residential and program setting available in

April, 1981 based on estimated needs of each individual client.

Appendix D

reflects the projected total cost of care for the model population if they
could be placed in the most desirable residential and program setting based
on each individual's estimated needs, and if personal care homes had been
available in April, 1981.

Appendix E projects the potential State cost

savings per resident that could be realized if personal care homes were
available as alternatives for some residents of rCF/MRs, boarding homes and
foster homes.
FINANCIAL CONCLUSIONS
Certain general conclusions can be formulated from the comparative costs
presented in the Appendices:
o

The average estimated annual cost per resident is highest for the
more. institutionalized facilities and lowest for the less institu.tionalized settings.

The highest estimated annual costs are incurred

at Pineland ($36,883 per resident),

residential treatment facilities

($33,757 per resident) and ICF/MRs ($28,440 per resident).

The

lowest annual costs are incurred in family living ($6,375 per resident), and independent living and food and lodging facilities ($7,467
per resident).
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o

State appropriations fund the highest proportion
which are not covered by the Medicaid program.

of the costs
The cost for those

placed in private residential treatment programs, (estimated annual
cost of $640,000) the negotiated supplemental payments to providers
of foster care (estimated annual cost of $112,000), and special circumstances allowances paid to selected boarding homes (estimated
annual cost of $170,000) are borne 100% by the State.
o

There are significant potential State cost savings through the
development. and utilization of personal care homes as an alternative
residential facility for those individuals whose rteeds can be met
in this environment.

Total projected cost savings through the use

of personal care homes for the model population
$1,2~S,000

are approximately

compared to the cost of care for the alternative resi-

dential placement using only existing types of facilities.
ASSUMPTIONS RELATED TO COST ANALYSIS
A detail description of the methods and assumptions used to estimate the
average annual cost of care per resident for each of the residential and
program alternatives is provided in Appendix A-I.

In addition, there are

certain assumptions which pervade the entire cost analysis:
o

Census of Mentally Retarded Citizens - There are many mentally
retarded citizens in Maine that are not clients of BMR.

The

numbers of clients served by BMR are constantly changing as are
the placement of these clients in alternative residential facilities
to achieve the atmosphere most desirable for their needs and to
achieve deinstitutionalization.
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This analysis

fo~uses

on the effect on government cost of care and

State funding caused solely by the placement of individuals in
alternative residential and program facilities compared to those
currently. used.

A fixed census of mentally retarded citizens

has therefore been used for purposes of the cost analysis.
assemb~ed

BMR

statistical data concerning the residential and program

facilities utilized by each of its clients in April, 1981.

From

information submitted by case workers, representatives of BMR also
estimated the number of individuals in their client population
whose needs could more appropriately be met in a different type of
residential facility if placements were available.
Although representing only one segment of the mentally retarded
citizens of Maine, the BMR statistical data was the best information
available to establish a model to use for estimating the current
cost of care, and projecting the changes in the cost of care caused
by alternative placements.
o

Cost Data - The sources used to establish estimated average annual
costs consisted primarily of financial information for 1980 and the
first six months of 1981.

The costs are not current costs.

Accor-

dingly, the costs are relevant only for relative comparison purposes
for alternative residential and program facilities, and for the
determination of the relative changes in total governmental cost
that may be realized by alternative placement of program beneficiaries.
o

Components of Cost - The components of the estimated annual average
cost of care per resident for each residential and program facility
are limited to those costs recognized and funded by a Federal or
State source for program beneficiaries.

The focus is on the cost

to the taxpayers for alternative residential facilities; the cost
estimates do not include costs incurred by a private provider which
are not allowable for purposes of determining tSe payments from a
Federal or State program.
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The estimated costs used in these analyses also do not represent
the charge for care that may be made by a provider to self-pay
residents.

This charge may be higher than the estimated cost used

in these analyses since it would include an amount sufficient to
cover all costs incurred, plus a profit.

a

Cost of Day 'Care and Habilitation Programs - There is no central
source of financial information concerning the actual cost of
operating a qualified day care and
residential facilities.

habilita~ion

program outside the

The cost of such programs at Pineland

and for ICF/MRs is included in the es~imated annual cost per. resident for these facilities.

Accordingly, to obtain comparable cost

data for other types of facilities whose residents utilize

out~ide

programs, it was necessary to include an estimate of the cost of
such programs.

The ICF/MR Principles contain a maximum reimbursable allowance per
resident per year of $4,575 for outside day care and haqilitation
programs.

These Principles were developed by the Department with

consultation from representatives of BMR.

Although the $4,575

allowance was not derived from an analysis of financial data for
current programs, it is the most current objective cost available,
and it has been used as part of the total cost of each applicable
residential setting whose residents utilize these programs.

o

Cost of Support Staff and Case Workers - Substantially all clients
of BMR benefit from the work of administracive personnel and case
workers.

The compensation paid these employees, together with

other overhead costs, are funded by State appropriations.

These

costs have not been factored into the estimates of the costs per
resident used for the financial analysis.

It has been assumed these

costs benefit each client proportionately, and would not be effected
merely by a change in residential alternatives.
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o

Pineland Costs -

Although the cost analysis in Appendices C

and D project a decrease in Pineland residents, no decrease in
total costs for the operation of Pineland has been projected.

As

deinstitutionalization is accomplished it is possible the Pineland
facility will become more specialized and serve multiply and severely
handicapped individuals on a short term or outpatient basis.

It is

also possible residential vacancies will be filled by new individuals entering the system whose needs will require specialized
institutionalized care.

It could be misleading to project geometric

savings for each resident placed in an alternative residential setting.
Accordingly, the analyses do not include any projected savings in
the total cost or State funding associated with the Pineland operation.
Savings would be increased above those projected to the extent of
any actual cost reductior. realized

at Pineland

as a result

or

alternative residential placement.
Appendix A
Appendix A is a summary of the average cost and funding sources for residential and program services.

A summary follows:
Total Annual
C:ost Per
Resident

Federal
Percentage

State
Percentage

$36,883

47%

53%

Residential Treatment Facilities

33,757

24%

76%

ICF/MR Facilities

28,440

70%

30%

Intermediate Nursing Care Facilities

12,545

70%

30i~

Personal Care Homes

11,275

77%

23/~

Boarding Homes - Cost Reimbursement
Facilities

10,827

38%

62;~

Pineland Center

58%

Supervised Living

9,967

Boarding Homes - Flat Rate
Reimbursement Facilities

8,595

48%

?
5 _Ie

Foster Homes

8,430

49%

51%

Independent Living

7,467

56%

44%

Food

7,467

&

Family

Lodging

6,375

56%

~I
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Appendix B
This reflects the total estimated cost and funding sources for the care
of BMR clients based on their current residential and program facilities.
The total annual cost of care for BMR c,lients based on present placement
is approximately $38,100,000 with the Federal government contributing
$19,400,000 and the State contributing $18,700,000.
Appendix G
This reflects the projected annual cost and funding sources for the care of
BMR clients if each were placed in the most desirable residential setting
based on each individual's program needs and the types of facilities
available in April 1981.
The total projected cost is $41,100,000 with $21,800,000 funded from Federal
sources and $19,300,000 by State sources.

This represents an increase in

annual Federal funding of $2,400,000 and an increase in State funding of
$600,000 compared to the current placement of BMR clients depicted in
Appendix B.

No change in total Pineland operating costs have been projected,

even though the census declines.
Appendix D
This reflects the projected annual cost and funding sources if BMR clients
were placed in the most desirable residential and program setting based on
their individual needs, with the availability of personal care homes.

No

change in Pineland's costs have been projected even though the census
declines.

It is assumed personal care homes would accomodate 371 BMR clients

who would otherwise reside in an alternative residence, primarily IeF/MRs,
boarding homes, or foster homes.
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The total projected annual cost

is

$40,700,000

with

$22,700,000

funded from Federal sources and $18,000,000 funded from State sources.

This

represents an increase in annual Federal funding of $3,300,000 and a decrease
in State funding of $700,000 compared to current placement of BMR clients
depicted in Appendix B.
Appendix E
This is an illustration of the projected monthly and annual cost savings
per resident that could be realized by the use of the personal care homes
for 371 current BMR clients.

a~e

The projected State savings of $1,245,000

based

on the comparison of the estimated cost per resident of the personal care
homes to the estimated cost for rCF/MRs, boarding homes, and foster homes.
This projection shows a monthly savings of $1,431 in total cost for each
rCF/MR resident who could utilize the alternative personal care home.

For

each current resident of a boarding home or foster home who could utilize
a personal care home there is an increase in the total projected monthly
cost.

However, both of these comparisons reflect savings of between $141 and

$341 per resident per month in State appropriations.

The shift to Title XIX

funding for a substantial portion of the costs of personal care homes which
are now funded by State appropriations for boarding home and/or foster home
residents creates this effect.
The projected savings in Appendix E for boarding care and foster home residents are based only on the average cost of all residents using these types
of facilities.

The projected savings would be greater if it were assumed that

all the special circumstance allowances paid to boarding homes (estimated at
$170,000 per year) and all supplemental payments for foster care (estimated
at $112,000 per year) could be eliminated.

These are 100% State funded.

This would occur if those utilizing a personal care home were the individuals
for whom these special payments are now made.
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The current financial obstacles impeding the development of additional
placements to accomodate deinstitutionalization objectives have stimulated
interest in the development of the personal care home as an alternative
type of residential facility which could enhance communitization and habilitation opportunities for some mentally retarded citizens.

It could also

reduce State appropriations required for the payment of the care of these
individual s.

Current Federal Medicaid regulations allow the use of Medicaid Title XIX
funds to pay for personal care services.

In addition, new regulations

implemented October 1, 1981, allow states to obtain a waiver from HCFA to
have costs of therapeutic care and habilitation programming also covered
by the Medicaid program.

States may offer these services only to selected

Medicaid program beneficiaries.

If a waiver were obtained from HCFA, these

facilities would rely upon the current Federal Supplemental Security Income
to fund the cost of the room and board component of the care, and Title XIX
funds would be utilized for the costs related to the therapeutic and habilitation programs.

This could transfer a larger portion of the total cost of

resident care to Federal sources from State appropriations.

In addition to

this advantage the following financial obstacles to the expansion of
current facilities (Section II)

o

may be avoided:

Existing physical structures would be utilized for residences
thereby avoiding high capital costs for construction and renovation
of new ICF/MRs, intermediate nursing care facilities, and boarding
homes.

o

Some existing boarding homes and foster homes could be reclassified
as personal care homes which would provide an immediate transfer of
some current funding from State appropriations to the Title XIX
program.
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o

Since the total compensation per resident projected for providers of
personal care homes would be higher than that currently paid to a
foster home or boarding home provider, it could be easiar to attract
additional qualified providers which would contribute to the expansion of less institutionalized facilities to accomplish the immediate
objectives of the Decree.

In order to obtain a waiver, the State must assure HCFA of the- following:
o

Services will be provided under a written plan of care.

o

Health and safety of the clients are protected.

o

Community based services do not cost more, on an average per
capita basis, than services provided to individuals in other
Medicaid funded facilities, such as ICF/MRs.

o

Adequate records wili be maintained to provide financial accountability for funds expended.

All of these conditions can be met based on the information currently
available.
Based on the projected potential cost savings in the
it is feasible to establish this type of facility.

St~e

appropriations,

It will not be appro-

priate for a majority of individuals served by BMR, but it may more appropriately address the program needs for some individuals and be a cost
effective option in those situations.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
ESTIMATED COST AND FUNDING SOURCES PER RESIDENT
FOR RESIDENTIAL AND' PROGRAM SERVICES

Type of Facility
Pineland
Medicaid a llowable costs
Estimated. day care program costs in addition
to Medicaid costs
Other costs borne by State

ICF/MR Facilities

Total
Monthly
Cost Per
Resident

$1,687

Federal Funding
Title
XIX 5.S.I. Other Total

381

267

267

1,006
3,074

1,448

1,448

2,370

1,659

1,659

.

Boarding Home - cost
reimbursement facilities
Residential cost
Day Care & habilitation

$1,131

$

$1,181 $

521
381
902

225

335
381
716

225

272
49
381
702

225

241
381
208
830

225

225

122
122

225
122
347

122
122

225
122
347

Boarding Home - flat rate
reimbursement facilities
Residential cost
Day Care & habilitation

225

Foster Homes
Residential cost
Special circumstances
Day Care & habilitation

225

225
122
122

1.22
347

122

225
122

122

347

Supervised Living
Residential cost
Day Care & habilitation
Supervising staff

225
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State Funding
Title
XIX
Matching
Funds

Day
Care
Programs

Special
Contracts

Other
Boardihg
State
Care
Expenditures

Tota':'
Annt.:al

Total

Cost
----

$506

$506

$20,244

114

114

4,575

1,006
1,626

12,064
3'6;8.<33

1,006
1,006

711

711

-

259

25'9.

296

55~

110

110
259
369

4,020
4,575
8,595

47
49
259

3,264
591
4,575
8,430

110

---..-

47
49
259

2S9

~

---:rr

~

16
'208

16
259
208

2'24

483

259

25'9

--

""'1-...,

296
259

259

259

r

296

--

O,LJ':'

4,5"75
-rc--'
0,:3:;:-:----

2,892
4,575
2,500
9,967

ESTIMATED COST

AND FUNDING SOURCES PER RESIDENT

APPENDIX A
(Concluded)

FOR RESIDENTIAL AND PROGRAM SERVICES

Type of Facility

Total
Monthly
Cost Per
Resident

Federal Funding
Title

XIX

S.S.I. Other

Total

.Independent Living
Residential cost
Day Care & habilitation

241
381
622

122
122

225
122
347

122
122

150
122
272

122
122

225
122
347

676

676

225
225

Family
Resident cost
Day Care & h.abilitation

Food

&

150
381
531

150

241
381
622

225

150

Lodging

Residential cost
Day Care & habilitation

Residential Treatment
Facilities
Intermediate Care
Nursing Homes

225

2,813
. 1,045

732

558
381
939

233
267
500

732

Personal Care Homes
Residential cost
Day Care & habilitation

225
225

458
267
725
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{Concluded)

State Funding
Title
Day
XIX
Matching
Care
Funds
Programs

Special
Contracts

Other
Boarding
State
Expenditures
Care

16
259
259

16

259
259

'To~al

Anm:3.1

Total

Cost

16
259
275

2, S~· 2
4,5'; S
7, (6,'1

259
259

16
259
259

16

889

1,248

16
259
275

2,137

313

313

100
114
214

100
114
214

2I

.::;:

4

:: • .:)

I

:,1..:.

7 , :;~ -:

-- ..

.-

33,757
12,5~5

----
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BASIS FOR ESTIMATED COST AND FUND!NG SOURCES

The estimated average monthly cost of care per resident for each residential
facility summarized in Appendix At and the determination of the amount of
cost funded by each government source necessitated the use of certain
assumptions.

The information for estimates was provided primarily by

representatives of BMR or the Department unless stated otherwise below.

Pineland Center

The Medicaid cost report submitted to the Maine Department of Human Services
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1980, was utilized as the basic source of
financial information.
of $11,112,000.

This report reflected total direct operating costs

The total allowable cost determined by the Department of

Human Services Audit Division for the Medicaid program was $6,097,000, or
$1,687 per month per resident based on the total resident days.

The costs

related to day care and habilitation programs incurred by Pineland were
not allowable as a reimbursable cost for the Medicaid program for that
year.

It was not practical to determine the specific costs associated

~.ich

day care and habilitation programs which are now allowable for the :ledicaid
program.

Accordingly, we assumed the total cost of the day care and habili-

tation program per resident was $4,575 per year, or $381 per month (Section III).
The total allowable costs of Medicaid program and the day care and habilitation programs were deducted from the total direct costs of Pineland to
estimate the additional costs of $3,636,000, or $1,006 per resident per
month.

The allocation of the cost of day care and habilitation programs between
Federal and State appropriations is 32% Federal and 68% State.

This infor-

mation was derived by a composite summary of the approximate allocation of funds
used for these programs by Voc. Rehab., BMR, and Title
information was prOVided by representatives of BMR.

~~

in the State.

This

Costs that are allowable for

the Medicaid program are funded approximately 70% from Federal sources and 30%
from State matching funds.
from State appropriations.

Other costs incu~red by Pineland are

funded 100%
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ICF/MR Facilities
Most of these facilities were licensed on or subsequent to January I, 1981.
As a result, there was little actual financial information available.

At

the time we assembled information for this report, there were 22 ICF/MR
facilities licensed.
of the Department of

We reviewed cost reports submitted to the Audit Division
Huma~

Services for each of these facilities.

average ,cost per patient day ranged from $35.40 to $109.44.

The

The comparison

of the cost data was distorted because some of these reports included periods
during which the facilities were actually boarding homes, not rCF/MRs, and
most of the other reports contained projected expense'information instead
of actual information.
We excluded from the data those homes whose cost reports presented financial
information prior to 1981 since these were primarily reports for facilities
operating as boarding homes, not ICF/MRs.

Of those 14 homes remaining who

submitted primarily projected 1981 information, the average cost per paeient
day was $77.93, which we anticipate will be less than the actual 1981 costs
will reflect when they are avaifable based on our knowledge of actual ICF/MR
operations.

However, since this was the only documented information available,

the average daily costs of $77.93 were ,utilized, resulting in monthly coses
per resident of $2,370.

This includes the cost of day care and habili-

tation programs.
ICF/MR facilities were all licensed for participation in the Medicaid program.
We have assumed that the entire estimated monthly cost per resident of $2,370
would be allowable under this program.

Accordingly, these coses are funded

approximately 70% from Federal sources and 30% from State matching funds.
Boarding Homes - Cost Reimbursement Facilities
We reviewed cost reports submitted by 62 boarding home facilities licensed
primarily for care of the mentally retarded which were submitted for the most
recently completed fiscal year of each facility to the Audit Division or the
Deparmene of Human Services.

Some of these reports had not been audited by
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the Department at the time of our review.

Most of the financial information

was for periods including at least six months of 1980.
resident day ranged from $11.70 to $31.73.
resident days shown on these

repor~s

The average cost per

We utilized the total number of

and the total allowable costs to

determine an average allowable cost per resident day of $17.12, or $521 per
month.

In addition, most residents of these boarding care facilities utilize

day care and habilitation programs.

The estimated average monthly cost per

resident for these programs is $381 as discussed previously.
The funding of the residential cost of $521 per month is provided by Federal
Supplemental Security Income of $225 and State appropriations of $296.

The

day care and habilitation program cost is funded 32% from Federal funds and
68% from State funds.
Boarding Homes - Flat Rate Payment Facilities
These facilities receive a fixed payment for residential care of $335 per
month per resident.

This is composed of $225 of Federal Supplemental Security

Income and $110 of State appropriations.

In addition, most of the residents

of these facilities utilize outside day care and habilitation programs.

The

$381 per month per resident of estimatea cost for these programs and the
funding thereof is as discussed previously.
Foster Homes
Providers are paid a fixed amount of $272 per month per resident for the residential care.

$225 of this is provided by Federal Supplemental Security

Income and the remaining $47 is provided by State appropriations.

In addition,

$112,000 of State appropriations are currently utilized to provide supplemental payments for 38 BMR clients who have special needs that are provided
by the foster homes in which they reside.

For purposes of determining an

average estimated cost per resident, this extra funding has been allocaced to
all foster home residents resulting in an average monthly cost per resident
of $49, funded 100% from State appropriations.

Most foster home residents

utilize outside day care and habilitation programs and the estimated cost of
$381 per month is funded as previously discussed.
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Supervised Living
The residential cost for individuals using supervised living accomodations
is $241 a month with $225 provided from Supplemental Security Income and $16
from State supplemental appropriations.

Since the professional staff required

to provide 24 hour supervision and training for these individuals is an
essential component of the cost, and is comparable to the staffing costs
incurred in a more institutionalized setting, we included an estimated cost
of $208 per month per resident in the. total cost of care rendered for this
type of facility.

This amount was estimated based on average annual total

compensation of $15,000 per supervisory person capable of supervising 6
individuals in a supervised living arrangement.

In addition, most indivi-

duals residing in these accomodations utilize an outside day care and habilitation program for which the estimated monthly cost per resdient of $381 has
been added and is funded as discussed previously.
Independent Living
The estimated cost associated with independent living and the method of
funding of these components is the same as the Supervised Living discussed
above, except there are no costs for supervisory personnel.
Family Living
There are generally no direct payments made to families for the care of
mentally retarded family members.

Many mentally retarded citizens receive

Supplemental Security Income, but not all of them.

We have assumed that an

average of $150 per month per individual would be received from Supplemental
Security Income.

Most individuals residing in these accomodations utilize

an outside day care and habilitation program and the $381 estimated cost per
month has been included in the total estimated cost and is funded as
discussed previously.
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Food

& Lodging

Accomodations

The normal costs associated with t:lese types of accomodations are the same as
those associated with independent living and are provided from the same
funding sources.

Residential Treatment Facilities

Based on information provided by

re~resentatives

of BMR there are currently

60 BMR clients utilizing various types of residential treatment facilities.
Some use privately operated facilities, others use Pineland, Levenson Center,
Augusta Mental Health Institute and Bangor Mental Health Institute.

Average

annual costs range from $40,000 per resident in the privately operated facilities
to $30,000 per resident for some of the State operated facilities.
the estimated number
average cost

Based on

of individuals served by each type. of facility and the

~ssociated

with each resident, we estimated the combined

average cost per month per client to be $2,813.

Some of the funding is

from Federal sources and some from State sources with the apportionment varying
with each type of facility.

We calculated an estimated composite allocation

of 24% Federal and 76% State funds.

Intermediate Nursing Care Facilities

Substantially all of these facilities are licensed for participation for
Medicaid Title XIX and are required to file annual Medicaid cost reports with
the Audit Division of the Department of Human Services.

The Audit Division

and the Maine HealLh Care Association, which is an organization of nursing
homes in Maine, maintain continuing statistical data regarding the average
cost per day per resident in these facilities.

Based on information obtained

from these sources and data in our client files for a representative sample
of cost reports submitted for fiscal years ending in 1980, we used an average
cost per day for care in these facilities of $34.37, or $1,045 per resident
per month.
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Personal Care Homes
Since this type of facility is relatively new and in the development stages,
there was no actual financial information available representing the cost
of operations for these facilities.
sentatives was based

p~imarily

Information provided to us by BMR repre-

on their experience in attempting to locate

qualified providers to render this type of care.

It was estimated that

providers could ·be attracted if the payment was approximately $6, iOO per year,
or $558 per resident per month.

Expected funding of this care would consist

of $225 of Federal Supplemental Security Income for residential cost, and
the remaining $333 per month from the Medicaid Title

~

program, iO% from

Federal funds and 30% from State Title XIX matching funds.

This assumes the

applicable waiver from HCFA will be obtained to permit Medicaid

fu~ding.

addition, it is assumed .residents of these facilities will utilize outside
day care and habilitation programs.

The $381 estimated cost per month per

resident has been included in the overall estimated cost of this type of
facility and will be funded as discussed previously.

In
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ANNUAL COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
FOR CURRENT PLACEMENT OF BMR CLIENTS IN
RESIDENTIAL AND PROGRAM SERVICES

APPENDIX B

Annual Cost per Resident

Type of Residence

Current Total
Residents (AppenServed
dix A)

State

Federal

5,255,712

2,252,448

6(662

4,872,150

i,874,250

2,997,900

4,165

4(4JO

1,435,365

695,555

739,810

8,430

4,165

4,265

1,601,700

791,350

810,350

44

9,967

4,165

5,802

438,548

183,260

255,288

83

7,467

4,165

3,302

619,761

345,695

274,066

788

6,375

3,265

3,110

5,023,500

2,572,820

2,450,680

12

7,467

4,165

3,302

89,604

49,980

39,624

60

~~~

7,957

25(800

2,025,420

477,420

1,548,000

123

12,545

1,543,035

1,080,801

462,234
$18,658,550

264

28,440

19,908

8,532

Boarding Homes - Cost
Reimbursement Facilities

450

10(827

4,165

Boarding Homes - Flat Rate
Reimbursement Facilities

167

8,595

Fostel; Homes

190

Supervised Living
Independent Living

Hesidenlial 'l'rea t:n en t Facilities
III LG rm=_'Cl ia te Care Nursiny

$ 17,374 $ 19,509

8,787
::~-==-:--:

'I'otal

State

7,508,160

ICF/MR Facilities

Lodging

Federal

$ 6,828,150

$ 36,883

&

Total

$12,909,050 $ 6,080,900

350

Fuod

Source of Funding

Source of Fundin9:

Pineland Center

Family

Total Annual Cost

1. 531
=.!...':""=7__

3~75§..

-------:)66,293 $-19,407,7Tj
- -- ------- ------- -.------- - - - -..-----

...

-~.~

:; -~~l,
."

_...

APPENDIX C
PROJECTED ANNUAL COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
'FOR ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT OF BMR CLIENTS
IN EXISTING RESIDENTIAL AND PROGRAM SERVICES

Population Classifioation
Current
Net
Proposed
(Appendix B)
Relocation Classification
Pineland

350

(63)

287

ICF/MR Facilities

264

148

412

Boarding Home Cost
Reimbursement Facilities

450

95

545

Boarding Home - Flat
Rate Facilities

167

35

202

Foster Homes

190

75

~65

44

140

184

Supervised Living
Independent Living
Family
Food

&

Lodging

Residential Treatment
Facilities
Intermediate Nursing
Care Facilities

83
788

(22 )

61

(285)

503

12

(

8)

4

60

(52)

8

123

-1§2)

60

2,531

=

-0-

2,531

APPENDIX C

Total Annual Cost

Annual Cost Per Resident (ApEendix B)
Total

Federal
$

$

State

I1-4.

Total

State

Federal
':"

$12,909,050 $ 6.,080,900 $ 6,828,150

$

28,440

19,908

8,532

11,717,280

8,202,096

3,515,18:',

10,827

4,165

6,662

5,900,715

2,269,925

3,630,790

8,595

4,165

4,430

1,736,190

841,330

894,86','

8,430

4,165

4,265

2,233,950

1,103,725

1,130,225

9,967

4,165

5,802

1,833,928

766,360

1,067,56::~

7,467

4,165

3,302

455,487

254,065

201,422

6,375

3,265

3,110

3,206,625

1,642,295

1,564,3],=

7,467

4,165

3,302

29,868

16,660

13,20::

33,757

7,957

25,8-00

270,056

63,656

206,40C'

12,545

8,787

3,758

752,700

527,220

225,480

$41,045,849$21,768,232 $19,277,617

PROJECTED ANNUAL COSTS AND FUNDING-SOURCES
FOR ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT OF BMR CLIENTS
UTILIZING PERSONAL CARE HOMES

Population Classifi~ation
Current
Net
Propcsea
(Appendix B)
Relocation C1assificati0n
Pineland

350

(63)

287

ICF/MR Facilities

264

98

362

450

(69)

381

Boarding Homes
Flat
Rate Reimbursement

167

(26)

141

Foster Homes

190

(21)

169

184

-

·Soarding Homes
Cost
Reimbursement Facilities

-

Supervised Living

44

140

Independent Living

83

(22 )

61

788

(285)

503

8)

4

Family
Food & Lodging
Residential Treatment
Facilities
In termedia te Nursing
Care nOlues

12

(

60

(52)

8

123

(63)

60

Personal Care Homes

Total

2,531

371

371

-0-

2,531

APPENDIX D

APPENDIX D

~~nua1

Total
$

Cost Per Resiaent (Appendix B)
Federal

State

$

11-4:

Total Annual Cost
Total

Federal

St2te

$12,909,050 $ 6,0"80,900

$ 6,828,150

28,440

19,908

8,532

10,295,280

7,206,696

3,088,584

10,827

4,165

6,662

4,125,087

1,586,865

2,538,222

8,595

4,165

4,430

1,211,895

587,265

624,630

8 430

4 165

4 265

1,424,670

703,885

720,735

9,967

4,165

.l,833,928

766,360

1,067,568

7,467

4,165

3,302

455,487

254,065

201,422

6,375

3,265

3,110

3,206,625

1,642,295

1,564,330

7,467

4,165

3,302

29,868

16,660

13,2'JS

33,757

7 , 9.5 7

25,800

270,056

E3,656

206,400

12,545

8,787

3,758

752,700

527,220

225,~80

11,275

8,700

2.575.
.

4 c 183,025

3,227.700

955,325

$40,697,671 ~2,663,567

$18,034,lJ4
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COHPARATIVE ANNUAL COST
UTJI.IUHG PCRSDt'AL

CA~

Ioal:dlng lIo,.es

SAVJttGS

Total

Federal

~.110

1.'51

--ll!

___
12_5

eoardt"g Ila •• e
rlat Rata

Coat ReJ.-.bursellldllt

ICC/H"

UO'1t:S

:il~le

III
__

Total

tOl

ill ___'_1_'

..
T::.Ql.,.,-,l,--=F~.de r.l

State

IH

555

lU •

HI I

- - - l l ! ___
12_5

_ _ _1_1_5 _ _ _2_1_'

lU

_ _ _~_I_O

101

11.0111

l::.IIll"'dltul nllnllo~ ... ul co=,&lIehts who •• need. could beat b. ael:ved by Pee.onal
Cae. racllltle. lmatead of cucrent type. 01 hellttle • • hown In Appendl_ C.
Total of )11 [e:.ldent~

___'_0

I flOI

lUll

)}

___
16_1

HI

PUI

231

___'_1

~~~:l r~~rli~~:~ ~~::!l ~t·:I~:~{ii::ti,::v;"~:~a~u:"t·:l:~l~,gto.~U":t,o,.f'J peesonal
(actlltles

Fedecal

U5.656
fll~

.L!ill~!L

HI

11551

155

_ _ _'_l! _ _ _1_1_5 _ _ _1_1_'

'.l"_on ..

. HuoU.lr l;uat 1.. 4v.lnlja) per CtI .. idcnt foil"
l CIIC. facilitle.
cOII1lJiHDlI to current: aVdiJlaLlc re-"d~lIt'" 1.c11ltl ••

III

III

---'-'
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F

ILLUSTRATIONS OF CAPITAL COST FOR
NEW CONSTRUCTION AND MAJOR RENOVATIONS
The following examples

ill~strate

the impact of capital costs

on the total cost of care.
Intermediate Care Facilities - New Construction
Assume the following facts:
ICF/MR
Total number of beds
constructed
Total average cost per
bed
Total construction
cost
Total invested capital
-10% which is assumed
to be the cost of land
Mortgage loan principal
and cost of facility
subject to depreciation

Intermediate Nursing
Care Facility

20

50

$40,000

$25,000

$800,000

$1,250,000

$80,000

$125,000

$720,000

$1,125,000

Annual interest rate
for 20 year loan

15%

15%

Average useful life
of the fa"cili ty for
depreciation purposes

33 yrs.

33 yrs.

The resulting annual depreciation and interest costs and the effect
on total annual cost of care per resident would be as follows:
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ICF/MR
Annual depreciation
expense

Intermediate Nursing
Care Facility

$21,818

$34,091

Annual interest expense
(1st year of loan)

$129,098

$201,717

Total depreciation and
interest cost per year

$150,916

$235,808

6,935

17,337

Average depreciation and
interest cost per day

$21. 76

$13.60

Average depreciation and
interest cost per month
per resident

$661. 86

$413.67

Average depreciation and
interest cost per year
per resident

$7,942

$4,965

Total annual resident
days assuming 95%
occupancy

Boarding Home - Acquisition and Renovation of Existing Residence
Assume the initial acquisition cost of the building is $80,000,
and renovations total $50,000 for a total acquisition cost of
$130,000.

Also assume the facility serves 12 residents, 90%

of the total cost of acquisition and renovation is financed by
a 15% 20 year loan, and the useful life of the building is 25 years.
The annual depreciation and interest cost per resident is:
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Total interest expense
(1st year of loan)
Total depreciation expense
assuming 90% of the total'
cost pertains to depreciable assets and 10% to the
cost of land
Total annual capi ta·l cost

$20,978

4,680
$25,658

Resident days, assuming
95% occupancy

4,161

Average interest and
depreciation cost per
day per resident

$6.17

Monthly interest and
depreciation cost per
month per resident

$187.67

Average annual interest
and depreciation cost
per resident

$ 2,252
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STATEMENT OF POSITION

Subject:

Principles of Reimbursement for Long Term Care Facilities
Changes to Principle 4112.1
Increase in Administrative and Policy Planning Allowance

Submi tted to':

Commissioner Michael R. Petit
State of Maine Department of Human Services

Submitted for: Public Hearing of March 25,,1981

INTRODUCTION

Our firm renders professional services in financial and cost reimbursement matters to several nursing home facilities in Maine.

Members of

our firm have been involved in the health care field since the implementation of Medicare in 1966, and we have served as consultants

to

the Maine Health Care Association (Association) on reimbursement
matters since 1975.

It is on behalf of our clients in the nursing horne

industry and our position as consultants for the Association that we
support the

c~an~es

to the Maine Medicaid Administration and Policy

Allowance (allowance) petitioned by the Association.

Pla~;.

~c
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CONSLUSIONS

The Association has petitioned the Department to change Principle 4112.1
of the Maine "Principles of Reimbursement for Long Term Care Facilities"
(Principles) to provide:

o

A 20% increase in the current fixed Administrative and Policy
Planning Allowance based on licensed beds to be
effective January 1,

o

1982.

Increase the allowance annually thereafter by a p,ercentage equal
to the annual increase in the Consumer Price Index for the preceeding year.

These changes are necessary to compensate for inflation since Ja'nuary 1,
1978, the implementation date of the current allowance, and to provide
an equitable means of adjusting the allowance for actual cost increases
on an annual basis in the future.

Furthermore, the requested changes

are necessary to correct historical reimbursement inequities; they are
reasonable judged on

the basis of current economic facts; they are

'reasonable compared to an evaluation of compensation granted to emDloyees
of the Maine government; they are consistent with the fundamental tenets
of the Medicaid Principles of Reimbursement; and they are essential to
provide the capability for providers to retain qualified administrative
personnel to assure that the current quality of patient care can be
sustained.
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HISTORY.

The initial Medicaid Principles of Reimbursement for Long Term Care
Facilities developed by the Department were issued in September 1972.
These Principles contained a provision for an allowance, based on
licensed beds, to be added to allowable costs in lieu of all actual
compensation and fringe benefits paid or attributed to the owner of the
facility.

Compensation of non-owner administrators was not included

in this allowance; therefore, reasonable compensation and allowable
fringe benefits paid to non-owner administrators were allowable costs
( Principal 10 (a)

of

1972 Principles).

No increase in the original allowance was made until revised Medicaid
Principles were implemented on January 1, 1978.

The allowance contained

in the 1978 Principles constituted a 33% increase from the original
allowance.

197~

However, this apparent benefit was completely offset by the

following factors:

o

The Consumer Price Index increased 48.5% from 1972 to
December 31, 1977 (125.3 in 1972 to 186.1 in December 1977).

o

The allowance ttlas expanded to be in lieu of not only owner IS
compensation and fringe benefits, but also to be in lieu of
compensation and fringe benefits of Administrators and any
other personnel involved with "administration and policy plannins
fU:1ctions" as defined by Principles 4112.2 and 4112.3.
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o

Fringe benefi ts covered by the allowance were defined to incl ude
Social Security tax, Workmen's Compensation insurance, Federal
and State Unemployment tax, contributions to +etirement plans,
and health, life and disability insurance premiums.

Host of

these costs are payroll taxes or liability insurance mandated by
State and Federal laws.

They are not fringe benefits which are

discretionary on the part of the employer.

Furthermore, the rates

that the employer is required to pay increase

annually with no

control by the employer.

o

The Department eliminated the Consumer. Price Index inflation factol'
from the 1972 Principles which was applied to the net book value
of real property for determination of the allowable return on a
provider's equity.

This resulted in a reduction of total allow-

able costs for some providers of as much as $30,000 per year.

o

Failure to provide for annual increases in the 1978 allowance
defied economic reality, and has completely erroded the re2sonableness of the reimbursement for administrative personnel costs
during the last three years even if the allowance was deemed
reasonable in 1978.

5.
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ILLUSTRATION

Appendix A is a conservative illustration of the inadequacy of the
current allowance as reimbursement for actual costs incurred by providers.
Actual costs in this illustration include onlv the costs for a licensed

----------

administrator~

These costs are compared to the current administrative

allowance to determine the costs which are not reimbursed to the
provider for required administrative personnel.

For purposes of these calculations, we assumed that the current
administrative allowance represented reasonable compensation and
fringe benefits necessary to retain a qualified licensed administrator
on January I, 1978.

We assumed that fringe benefits ranged between

$4,000 and $5,000 at that time.

for 40,50,75 and 100 beds.

We utilized sample facilities licensed

Respective salaries on January 1, 1978, were

$15,000, $17,000; $20,000 and $23,000, $4,000 to $5,000 less than the

allowance.

We utilized the changes in the Consumer Price Index to in-

flate the January I, 1978 salaries to a salary as of Decmeber 31, 1980
adjusted solely for inflation.

This does not provide for any increase

that might normally be granted for individual merits or capabilities
such as length of service, increased competence, assumption of
additional responsibility, or additional educational requirements imposed
by regUlatory authorities.

We calculated the normal fringe benefits which must be paid by the provider
based

~~

the imputed 1980 salaries.

These include Social Security tax,

Unemployment taxes, Ivorkmen's Compensation Insurance, health, disability,
major medical and group term life insurance premiums, and

retire~ent

6.

plan benefits.
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These amounts were calculated at the applicable 1980

statuatory rates, or were es·timated based on information from selected
clients of our firm.

The total calculated fringe benefits and wages

at December 31, 1980 \vere compared to the current administrative
allowance to determine the amount of costs that providers are required
to incur to obtain a qualifiec administrator required by State licensing
regulations for which the Medicaid Principles

do not·

provide reimburse-

ment.This ranges from $6,200 for a 40 bed facility to $9,200 for a
100 bed facility.

Based on this illustration the administrative allowance is now

33~

less

than actual reasonable costs without even considering additional costs
for owner's or other administrative personnel whose salaries and fringes
are also disallowed in addition to those attributable to administrators.
Since the implementation date of the increase is to be January 1, 1982,
the severity of the problem

is greater

than

which is based on December 31, 1980 costs.

the

illustration

The petitioned changes are

essential to correct these reimbursement inequities.

Additional Criteria Supporting the Petitioned Changes

There are several criteria in addition to the current reimbursement
inequity which support the propriety and reasonableness of the petitione,'
increases.
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o

Compensation of State of Maine Employees

Inflation is

~n

economic reality.

Although none of us enjoy

the continuing escalation of the cost of living, all emoloyers
recognized they must provide increased compensation to qualified
employees in order to retain them.

Reference to the cost of

living increases negotiated by the Maine State Employees
Association with the State of Maine since 1979 illustrates the
State's recognition of this need.

Based on information provided

to us by representatives of the Maine S~ate Employees Associatior,
the following increases have been implemented:
o

April 1,1979, -

an 8.1%'increase, retr'oactive for one year.

o

July I, 1979, - a 7.9% increase for the year ending June 30, :,' "0.

o

July 1, 1980, - a 7.3% increase for the year ending June 30, :191.

Negotiations are now in process for additional increases, and it
is logical to assume some increase will be granted if State
Government intends to continue functioning.

The actual increases

granted to State employees for 1978 through 1980 constitute a
25% increase in base'compensation for the period, exclusive
the various fringe penefits also provided.

o~'

This compares to

only a 20% increase petitioned by the Association which includes
compensation and fringes and which will not be effective until
1982.

8•

o

Basis of

Medica~d
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Reimbursement principles

The Medicaid Principles of Reimbursement are developed from the
basic tenet that the reasonable

and necessary costs of rendering

patient care are allowable for reimbursement purposes.
specifically stated in Principle 1010 et al.

This is

Substantially

all costs allowable for reimbursement under these Principles are
defined in terms of their nature, not a fixed dollar amount.
Accordingly, utility costs, supply costs, salary costs for nonadministrative personnel, etc., are all reimbursed annually based
on current costs incurred.

The effect of inflation is automatically

provided for these patient care costs.

The allowance for

administrative personnel should not be treated differently.
It is a necessary cost of patient care which is evidenced by
the State licensing requirement that every facility in excess
of forty (40) beds must have a qualified licensed administrator.
Therefore, the allowance for these costs should be treated like
other allowable costs, and it must be indexed to annual inflation
to be consistent.

o

Medicare Regulations

The precedent for Medicaid Principles of Reimbursement were the
Federal Medicare Principles of Reimbursement (HIM-J5).

From

inception Medicare Principles specifically provided reimbursement

9. 1I-5€

for the "reasonable. compensation" of an owner of a facility
(Reg. 405.426).

Reasonable compensation includes base

plus all fringes.
reg~lations

salary

In order to evaluate reasonableness, Medicare

provide for the assembly of compensation by geographic

area and by similar facilities for functions performed by non-own.
to compare to owners compensation for similar services.

;;:,

In

addition, the qualifications of each individual owner for the
functions he performs are considered, such as experience, educatic.al
requirements of the position, professional affiliation, size of
facility, and results generated by the owner/employee.
no

limit~tions

There are

on the reimbursement for compensation paid to

non-owner administrators.

Although the Association is not re-

questing that the Maine Medicaid Principles adopt an actual
compensation approach,

it is important to note the more flexible

reimbursement philosophy of the Federal Medicare regulations
compared to the reimbursement

stran~ulation

inherent in the

currerit Maine Hedicaid allo,vance concept.

o

Impact

011

Quality of Care

Approximately 80% of the patients in Maine nursing homes are
Medicaid patients.

Because of increased government fundin0

necessitated by the increasing Medicaid patients, a

stream

of

Federal and State regulations governing licensing, 0gerations,
and reimbursement have inundated the nursing homes during the

10.

last ten years.
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While some of these regulations have enhanced

the quality of patient care, all of them have increased the
cost of that care.

But it is the nursing horne industry that

is criticized by Federal and Maine agencies for the resulting
increases in health care costs.

They cite

the increases in

total Medicaid expenses over various periods to support their
position.

The government seeks to convince itself and'the

public that more regulation and less reimbursement should be
directed toward the nursing horne industry as the solution to
the increased costs.

They neglect to cite the increased costs

that have been created by the government regulations, the increased
quality of care provided to the patients, and the increased
number of patients now being served that result in the total
cost increase.

It is more expedient to direct blame toward

the providers for cost increases than to admit the regulatory
contribution to increased costs made by the government agencies.

The current allowance is a prime example of the inconsistency
between reimbursement principles and the regulations governing
the operation of nursing hom.es implemented to assure quality
patient care.

A licensed administrator is reauired for all

facilities with forty

(40) beds or more.

The education qnd

experience requirements for a licensed administrator have been
continuously increased by regulations since 1972 to improve the
care rendered patients.
of Reimbursement states:

Principle 1015 of the current Principles

"Costs incurred to comply with changes in Federal or state
laws and regulations for increased care and improved facilities
are to be considered reasonable and necessary costs."

The reimbursement to the provider for the costs of complying
these regulations, however, has been effectively decreased
1972.

wi~h

sinc~

It is time to stop talking about regulations, quality care,

and reimbursement of the cost of care as though they are independent
subjects.

They are interrelated, and regulations should

be

implemented only if they actually result in improved patient care:
and only if the reimbursement mechanism is adjusted to insure
the associated cost is to be reimbursed.

Reimbursement for the cost of administrative personnel must be
commensurate with the cost providers must incur to obtain
qualified people.
is not done.

The quality of care will deteriorate if this

Quality patient care cannot be obtained through

regulations alone; it requires the retention of qualified
people, which requires appropriate funding.

SUMMARY

t-le. urge the adoption and funding of the peti.tioned changes in the

~aine

Medicaid Principles of Reimbursement to correct the current reirr.bursement

12.
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inequity for nursing home providers and'to prevent the emminent errosion
of the quality of administrators in Maine who are responsible for the
overall supervision of the care for the patients.

Respectfully submitted,
BERRY, DUNN & MCNEIL
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ADMINISTRATOR~

Licensed
40
Gross ~agcs of Administrators
as of January '1, 1978

50

Beds
75

100

$15,000

$17,000

$20,000

$23,000

109.027

109.027

109.027

109.027

$16,354

$18,535

$21,805

$25,076

113.307

113.307

113.307

]13.307

$18,530

$21,001
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$28,413

112.527

112.527

112.527

112.527

S20,851

$23,632

S27,802

$31,972

$ 1,277

$ 1,449

S 1,538

$ 1,SBS

204

204

204

204

687

780

917

1,055

800

800

800

. 200

1,459

1,654

1,946

-

Inflation adjustment for increase
in Consumer Price Index since
January I, 1978
1978 increase in C.P.I.-9.027%

1979 Jncrcase in C.P.I.-13.307%

1980 lnCl"':?ase in C.P.I·.-12.527%
:;1'05s \,.::ges adjusted for inflation
lhrough December 31, 1980
Pr i nge Bene fi ts

PaYl-o] 1 taxes
Social Security tax
Max s 25,900 - 6.13%
Uncmolovment Tax

1'~ a x i'6

, 00 0

3. 4 %

t·:ori~lr.an·

s Compensation Ins.
at .033¢ per dollar of salary

nealth,

disability, major
1 and group lerm
life insurance pr<?miuIns

r..edj

c~

Retirement plan contribution
7~ of salary
Total Fringe benefits

2

I

23 S

$ 4,427 _--..!...S---:.,4..!..,...;,8..:8...;,7_ _ _Sc.........::5:....:,_4;..:5:....:5=--_ S 5 8 3 5__
I

'otal gross ..... ages and fringe
benefits disal1o ..... ed for
Medicaid reimbursement purposes
at 1930 equivalent dollars

;;28,519

S33,257

$37,857

·19,067

21,267

24,942

28,600

$6,211

$7,252

$8,315

S9,257

$25,278

drninistrative al1o\.·.. ance permitted
by Medicaid Principles of
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STATEMENT OF POSITION

Subject:

Proposed Changes to the Principles of Reimbursement
for Long Term Care Facilities and Principles of
RelIDbursement for ICF-MR's

Submitted to:

Commissioner Michael R. Petit
State of Maine Department of Human Services

Submi tted for:.

Public Hearing of May 6, 1981
INTRODUCTION

Our firm renders professional services in financial and cost reimbursement matters to several nursing home facilities in Maine.

Members of

our firm have been involved in the health care field since the implementation of Medicare in 1966.

We have served as consultants to the

Maine Health Care Association (Association) on reimbursement matters
since 1975 and were involved in the negotiations on behalf of the
°

Association which led to the development of the Principles of Reimbursement for Long Term Care Facilities effective January I, 1978.

It is onbehalf of our clients in the nursing home industry and our representation of the Maine Health Care Association that we offer comments
concerning

ce~tain

changes proposed by the Department of Human Services

(Department) to the current Principles of Reimbursement for Long Term
Care Facilities and Principles of Reimbursement for ICF-MR's (Principles) .

May 6, 1981
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Statement of Position
Public Hearing
ACCRUED EXPENSES
Proposed Change:

The Department proposes to add Principle 2022.1 to both the ICF-MR
Principles and the Long Term Care Principles. This new Principle
requires all year end accruals to be paid within six months of a
provider's year end.

If they are not paid within this period, the

unpaid amounts will be deducted from the subsequent year's costs.

Comment on Proposed Change- Interpretation of Current Principles

The implication of the new Principle is that an ordinary and necessary
cost of providing patient care ceases to be a real cost if it is not
paid in six months.

Furthermore, it implies that there is some factual

support for the assignment of a six month life to a valid expense.

We

submit that both of these implications are incorrect.

This new Principle is to be added as a sub-principle to 2020 entitled
"Accounting Principles."
accounting principles

Principle 2020 states that generally accepted

(GAAP) and the accrual method of accounting will

be used to determine allowable costs in all cost reports.

Principle

2021 states:
"Generally accepted accounting principles means accounting principles
approved by the American Institute of certified Public Accountants."
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Statement of Position
Public Hearing
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Principle 2022 states:
"Accrual method of accounting means that ... expenses are reported
in the period in which they are received, regardless of when they
are paid".
These sections are all consistent and adequately define when an expense
is to be reported.

The time of payment of an expense is irrelevant;

it is when the liability for payment is incurred that determines the
period in which the expense should be reported.

GAAP require the

accrual of any expense that has been incurred but has not yet been paid
at year end.

If there is an amount that is in dispute between payor

and payee, GAAP requires that only the

amount expected to be paid

based on the facts available at the date of accrual should be accrued.
If the amount subsequently paid differs from the amount originally
accrued, the difference is reflected in the year of payment as an
additional expense or a reduction of expense.

Accordingly, GAAP, which are specified in Principle 2020, et. al. as the
basis for determining allowable costs, already prescribe the approoriate
treatment of accruals.

The Department's imposition of an arbitrary

fixed period of six months for payment of an accrual is contrary to GAAP.
The nature of each accrual and any dispute with the payee associated
with the expense must govern the time necessary to execute payment.
treatment of any eventual difference between the accrual and the
paYQent

will

be

prescribed by GAAP.

as the Department desires since this is already

The
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Statement of Position
Public Hearing
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The proposed Principle is not directed toward the elimination of
allowable costs.

non~

All non-allowable costs will be eliminated from

reimbursement via the application of other principles before the
question of an accrued expense is addressed.

This proposed Principle

will affect only the reimbursement for expenses that

~

allowable.

Therefore, the proposed Principle is punitive since it provides for
the non-reimbursement of 'patient care costs to a provider based solely
on a date of payment which is irrelevent to the determination of whether
or not the cost is allowable.

This proposed Principle is not directed

at an acusive practice in the Medicaid program; it serves only to
provide the Department with an inappropriate method to avoid reimbursing
a provider for allowable costs of patient care.

This is contrary to the

basic foundation of a retrospective reasonable cost based system of
reimbursement.
Comment on Proposed Change - Economic Impact
The proposed Principle

will

have the affect of creating hi0her

costs to the Department than would occur if the Principle \.,ere not
implemented.

Ne do not believe there is a significant number of

instances of accrued expenses which are not paid within a six month
period to even justify the time spent to propose this Principle.

However,

for those few instances that may occur, they will be caused by one of
two situations:
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Statement of Position
Public Hearing
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The proposed Principle is not directed toward the elimination of nonallowable costs.

All non-allowable costs will be eliminated from

reimbursement via the application of other principles before the
question of an accrued expense is addressed.

This proposed Principle

will affect only the reimbursement for expenses that

~

allowable.

Therefore, the proposed Principle is punitive since it provides for
the non-reimbursement of patient care costs to a provider based solely
on a date of payment which is irrelevent to the determination of whether
or not the cost is allowable.

This proposed Principle is not directed

at an abusive practice in the Medicaid program; it serves only to
provide the Department with an inappropriate method to avoid reimbursing
a provider for allowable costs of patient care.

This is contrary to the

basic foundation of a retrospective reasonable cost based system of
reimbursement.
Comment on Proposed Change - Economic Impact
The proposed Principle

will

have the affect of creating hi0her

costs to the Department than would occur if the Principle were not
implemented.

We do not believe there is a significant number of

instances of accrued expenses which are not paid within a six month
period to even justify the time spent to propose this Principle.

Howeve~,

for those few instances that may occur, they will be caused by one of
two situations:
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Statement of Position
Public Hearing

o
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A lack of available cash to pay bills.
be to borrow
at least 20%.

~orking

The alternative would

capital funds at current interest rates of

If a provider can defer payment of some accrued

expenses and accounts payable and incur no interest expense, or
interest at a rate lower than a bank's rate, the provider is
exercising prudent business judgement and minimizing the
Department's expense for reimbursable costs.

o

A dispute over the amount actually due a payee.
may occur when a product or service is defective.

This situation
Often times

the payor's withholding of the payment will enable the payor
to negotiate a favorable settlement of the amount actually to
be paid.

The provider should have the flexibility to use this

negotiating tool when necessary.
ment of an arbitrary six month

The imposition by the Depart-

~ayment

period will force a

provider to pay the full amount invoiced by the payee since by
doing so it is a reimbursable cost, and to not do so would
change the entire

expen~;e

into a non-reiIT'.bursable cost.

The

Department \vill then be deprived of any savings they otherwise
could have shared by the provider's negotiation.
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Summary

,/
//

/~/

/~"

\

:

~}:'his proposed Princip'ie shoulq) not be implemented.
',~

since

It is unnecessary
/
er disposi'tion of -aifferences between accrued and actual

payments of allowa

e expenses is already provided in the Principles;

it will impose an unwarranted penalty against the provider since it
is directed against allowable costs; it will eliminate the flexibility now available to providers regarding the timing and negotiation
of payment of certain bills which now minimize the Department's total
cost.

INTEREST EXPENSE

Proposed Changes:

The Department proposes to amend the language of Principle 3032.1
regarding the definition of interest to provide that:

o

Interest as a cost does not exist for funds boirowed for more
than 15 months for working capital purposes.

The change means

that if the cost of borrowing funds is incurred for a loan with
a term of 15 months or less, this cost is considered "interest
expense" and is an allowable expense.

If the

co~t

of borrowing

funds is incurred for a loan with a term of more than 15 months,
this cost is not "interest expense" and it is not allowable.
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Statement of position
Public Hearing
o
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Except for interest incurred on the delayed payment of real
estate tax bills (and then only with prior approval of the
Department), interest incurred for' failure litO. pay accounts
when due" is not "interest expense" and is not an allowable cost.

Comment on Proposed Changes

Interpretation of

~rinciples

._

Neither of the Department's proposed changes indicate what the cost incurred for working capital loans in excess of 15 months, or for delayed
payment of vendor bills is supposed to be if it is not lIinterest".

There

is also no support in theory or in fact for the Department's creative
definition of lIinterest."

The Department's proposed changes would im-

pose an incorrect interpretation of the 1978 Principles on the health
care industry dispite the fact that the Department's position is contrary
to all regulatory precedent and economic reality.
Rule-Making Proposal"

The IINotice of Agency

(Notice) sent to interested parties regarding the

proposed change characterized it as a change to "clarify current policy
on allowable interest expense ... "

This "current policy" exemplified by

the Department's incomprehensible interpretation of the definition of
interest expense represents a major change to the current Principles,
not merely a clarification of policy.

The notice is misleading and

incorrectly states the magnitude of the change.
Principle 3031 states:
"Necessary and proper interest on both current and capital indebtedness is an

allow~ble

cost."

Principle 3032.1 states:
"Interest is the cost incurred for the use of

borro~ed

funds.

Interest

on current indebtedness is the cost incurred for funds borrowed for a
relatively short term.

This is usually for such purposes as working

capital for normal operating expenses."
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o
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Principle :3032.21 states that

"necessary"

requires

interest "Be incurred on a loan made to satisfy a financial
need of the provider.
or investments

o

would not be considered necessary."

Principle 3032.31
~Be

Loans which result in excess funds

st~tes

that

"proper"

requires interest

incurred at a rate not in excess of what a prudent borrower

would have had to pay in the money market existing at the time
the loan was made."

Also related to the issue is Page 6 of the Principles which states
under the caption "Allowability of Costs" that:
"A determination of whether or not a cost is allowable and interpretations of definitions, not specifically detailed in these principles, will be based on Medicare Provider Reimbursement Manual
(HIM-IS) guidelines and Internal Revenue Service guidelines in
effect at the time of such determination."

On January 12, 1979, the Department issued Opinion No.

i7 which stated

"Interest on current indebtedness to be considered an allowable cost
must be funds borrowed for a period of one year or less."

This opinion,

like all others issued by the Department, does not depict what the
reimbursement principles and regulations authorize;

these opinions

serve only to reflect the Department's interpretation.
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There is no support for the Department's position expressed in Opinion
No. 17.

The Principles do not cite twelve months, or any other number

of months, within which a loan must be repaid in

o~der

for the cost

associated with borrowing the funds to be interest and to be an allowable
cost.

Medi~are

regulations

(Paragraph 4913 of HIM-IS) are exactly the

same as Medicaid Principle 3031 cited above.
of "necessary" and "proper"

(Paragraphs 4920

The Medicare definitions
a~d

4927 of HIM-LS) are

exactly the same as Medicaid Principles 3032.21 and 3032.31 cited above.
The Revenue Code and related regulations permit the deductibility of
interest on any valid loan, with no limitations based on the term of
the loan.

In a nursing home's appeal of a reimbursement issue involving this
matter (Summit House 1978 cost report) the Department offered the
Medicare regulations as a basis for its position indicating that HIM-IS
provides for the disallowance of interest expense on loans with a term
of more than twelve months.

We obtained written confirmation from

Maine Blue Cross/Blue Shield, the Medicare Intermediary for Maine, that
Medicare regulations do

~

provide for the disallowance of such interest,

and that interest must only be "necessary and proper" to be an allowable
cost.

A copy of this confirmation is included with this statement of

position.
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The Department's proposal now contradicts its position in

Op'inionN~17

since

it indicates that twelve months is not the specific term of a loan
beyond which the cost of using the funds becomes something other than
interest.

The Department now offers the possibility that fifteen months

may constitute that magic term.

The magical term of a loan beyond which

the cost of using the funds disipates into some unknown cost other than
interest now seems to be elus.ive and not as easily defined as the
Department would originally have us believe.·

The issue of allowable interest is not and should not be related to
the term of the loan.

Interest is the cost of acquiring borrowed funds.

The allowability of interest should be based on whether or not the
interest is "necessary and proper"

in the context of the definitions

provided for these terms consistent with Medicare regulations as
prescribed on Page 6 of the current Principles.

Comments on Proposed Changes - Economic Need for Permanent Workinq
Capital Loans

All businesses that offer products or services to customers and allow
the customer to pay for the services subsequent to their receipt must
have cash funds available to pay operating expenses while they await
the collection of the accounts receivable.
of obtaining these funds.

There are four methods

Statement of Position
Public Hearing

a
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,Invested capital by the owners of a business as cash needs
arise.

This requires the payment of a return on the owners

investment (commonly called a return on equity) 'in order to
attract these funds.

This return constitutes the cost of these

funds similar to interest on borrowed funds.

a

Borrowing funds from a bank and paying interest, the cost
for the use of these funds.

a

Generating the funds from the profitable operations of the
busin~ss

and retaining the annual profits for use in meeting

future cash needs.

a

Delaying the payment of vendor bills beyond the usual 25 to 30
day period, which entails the borrowing of vendor's funds for
which the interest cost must be paid.

The nursing home industry renders services for which they do not receive
payment until thirty to sixty days following the incurrance of the expen'3e
related to these services.

Therefore, nursing homes have a need for

fun~s

to cover expenses while awaiting the collection of accounts receivable.
The need for cash funds does not magically disa?pear in some arbitrarily
defined number of months such as twelve or fifteen.

Since the need is

constant for the funds, one of the four sources of the funds must be
utilized to generate them.
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Invested capital by owners is no longer a reasonable option.
Even if owners had personal funds to invest, the rate of return
allowed by the Medicaid Principles is only 10%.

A no risk

Money Market Certificate can be obtained with a 15% rate of
return.

The Principles discourage invested capital as an

alternative to obtain necessary cash.

o

In Maine 80% to 85% of the nursing horne ICF patients, and 100%
of ICF-MR patients are beneficiaries of the Medicaid program.
This program provides

fo~

payment to providers for care rendered

equal only to their allowable cost.
excess of cost.

There is

~

There is no payment in

possibility to generate profits

from operations, and therefore, there is no accumulation of
profits as a source of providing the needed funds.

Only a few

of the older facilities that have enjoyed a high percentage
of self-pay patients have been able fo fund their cash needs
internally, and these situations are now declining.

The very regulations imposed by the Department, coupled with the fact the
Department is the largest purchaser of services from the nursing homes,
specifically create the need for proyiders to either borrow funds from
the bank to meet the necessity to pay bills, or to delay the payment of
vendor bills and incur the interest cost for doing so.

The cost of using a

bank's funds or a vendor's funds must be recognized as an allowable cost
as long as the interest is "necessary" and "proper".
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The proposed change will also cause banks to be even less receptive to
loaning funds to nursing homes than they already are.

Many financial

institutions already refuse to make loans to nursing homes under
current economic conditions because of their concern about the Departmentis whimsical approach to constantly changing the rules of reimbursement for providers.

They consider the changes in general to be

financially detremental to the industry, and therefore the changes
impair their security for the loans.

The six to twenty bed ICF-MR facilities, who have 100% State supported
patients, will have absolutely no commercial source of working capital
financing available if the Principle is implemented.

Their working

capital need is a permanent one, since they are reimbursed only their
allowable cost and do not even receive a return on equity if they are
non-profit organizations.

Failure to recognize this plight by the

disallowance of the cost of borrowing funds i.n excess of fifteen
months will make it impossible for an ICF-MR facility to repay the
interest.

Under current Principles it is already impossible for an

ICF-MR to generate any funds from operations to repay the principal
of a working capital loan due to reimbursement only for allowable costs.
The addition of the proposed Principle will seal the financial collapse
of any existing ICF-MR's and prohibit the implementation of new ones.
Who will loan funds to a debtor that can not repay either the principal
or interest on the loan?

How are the necessary beds prescribed by the

Federal court mandate going to be provided if the cost of operating the
horne and obtaining related financing is not covered?
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We have no objection to the disallowance of penalties as an allowable
cost as proposed by the Department since a penalty is the imposition
of a fine for the violation of a regulation or law as opposed to
interest which is the cost of using someone else's funds.

However,

the remaining portions of the changes included in the proposed Principle
3032.1 must be eliminated in order to maintain some degree of consistency
between economic reality and reimbursement.

Proposed Principle 3036

can thus be eliminated since it will not be necessary to provide a
specific exception for real estate taxes, which are no different
than any other vendor bill.

COST OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Proposed Changes:
The Department proposes several changes to the current Principle 4030.
The primary change, however, is to limit reimbursement for educational
activities to 3/10 of 1% of annual allowable costs for Long Term Care
Facilities and ICF-MR

F~cilities

in excess of 19 beds, or 1/2 of 1%

or $1,500, whichever is greater, for ICF-MR facilities of 1 to 19
beds.

Comments on Changes:
To avoid the historical debate over what constitutes an allowable educational expense, we suggest the wording of proposed Principle 4032.4 be
such that the prescribed percentage of allowable cost, or minimum
of $1,500, is a basic allowance and not

limited

to actual

cost.
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It could then be treated similar to the "administrative allowance" with
actual costs removed from total cost and the prescribed percentage or
minimum added to allowable cost.

This ,would provide operators the

flexibility to choose their educational seminars to satisy licensing
requirements, provide the Department with the desired control by "capping"

.
the expenditure for this item, and eliminate the time involved by the
Department for reviewing these matters.
We also suggest that the chapgein Principle 40j2.4 be the same for
both Long Term Care Facilities and ICF-MR's, and that the percentage
be 1/2 of 1% for all size facilities.

There is no basis for a discre-

pancy between different size facilities.

We further recommend that all

facilities have a $1,500 minimum allowance since there is no reason to
discriminate against facilities in excess of 19 beds whose allowable cost
could be less than a facility of 19 beds or less.
EFFECTIVE DATE
There is no citation of an effective date for any proposed changes.

The

proposed changes constitute major revisions of the current Principles
and should not be implemented retroactively.

The effective date for

any change must be specified as a date subsequent to the public Hearing
and effective for transactions incurred subsequent to that effective date

Respectfully submitted,
BERRY, DUNN & McNEIL
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APPENDIX I

BIBLIOGRAPHY
In addition to concepts, cost and statistical information provided
by representatives of BMR and the Department cited previously in
this report, the following documents were used as reference material.
Concepts. utilized in the accompanying report were abstracted froID
these sources.
Directory 1980 - Programs Serving the Mentally Retarded in Maine published by Maine Bureau of Mental Retardation, Department of
Mental Health and Corrections
Horne and Community - Based Services Outline Material - Presented
by Samuel J. Kawola, Deputy Commissioner, New York State Department of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities at
November 2, 1981/workshop in Augusta, Maine.
Federal Register - October 1, 1981 - Part V Medicaid Programs Horne and Community - Based Services.
National Association of State Mental Retardation Program
Directors, Inc. - Intelligence Report - Bulletin No. 81-77
October 7, 1981.
Personal Care, a New Approach for Developmentally Disabled Persons Bureau of Standards and Policy Planning, New York State
The Martti Wuori Case, Report to the Court - assembled by
Lincoln Clark, Special Master, July 20, 1981

THE MARTTI WUORI CASEREPORT TO THE COURT

. MAINE'S COMMUNITIES AND THE MENTALLY RETARDED

"much progress but more remains"

~iteh ~Well ~wrid (1t.ourl
'ortJ2UTb, ctl1Itnine 0'4112
LINCOLN CLARK

July 30, 1982

SPECIAL MASTER

The Honorable Edward T. Gignoux
United States District Court
Portland; Maine 04102

Re:

MARtT! weORI, et al., Plaintiffs
v
KEVIN CONCANNON, et al., Defendants

Dear Judge Gignoux:
This is, I hope, my next to last report. So much progress has been made
in the past six months that my next report may recommend that the Court
terminate the Office of the Special Master and discharge the Defendants
from its active supervision.
First, I would like to report that the Legislature has passed three acts
to improve Maine's mental retardation system: to permit and regulate the
location of group homes in residential districts, to improve due process
protection relating to sterilization, and to amend the certification
process for admission into public mental retardation institutions.
Very significantly, the Department of Human Services is cooperating in the
preparation of an application for a waiver under the Social Security Act
whereby Medicaid would cover the cost of personal care and habilitation
services in the community. If granted, the rate of movement of Pineland
residents to community homes could substantially accelerate.
Agreement has been reached with the Parties on requirements for recommending
that the Court discharge the Defendants from its active supervision:
1. Compliance with the 15 Plans of Correction in the Stipulation
Agreement of January 14, 1981.
2. Compliance with' provisions of Appendix B of the Consent Decree
that are not covered by the Plans of Correction, i.e., programs for
specialized services for clients in jeopatdy, better public relations,
community integration for clients in interim programs, crisis intervention
and respite care services, staff professional services and drug holidays,
and full program access for clients with limited mobility.
3. Adoption of a policy for the Community Placement of Pineland
Residents.
4. Satisfactory audit of compliance with Appendix B and the Plans
of Correction wh~ch may be accompanied by an acceptable program to remedy
any remaining observed deficiencies.
5. A satisfactory plan for monitoring Decree Standards after the
termination of supervision by the Court.
The Parties have agreed to extend the term of my office from July 1, 1982
until November 14, 1982 and the Court has so ordered. To seek compliance
by this date will require heroic efforts, but it can be done.
Respectfully submitted,

Lu-L ti~

Lincoln Clark
Lclst
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The Parties and the Special Master have had several meetings to formulate
the requiremehts to be met before recommending that the Court discharge the
Defendants from its active supervision:

1.

.g~!!!plial1c<:'.~i.th _!.h~.15 P.!il_ns of Cotre~tion in the ~tiE...l!.lation

~g:t:- L'.~!l:l.C:.r1.~.~~a n U!l ry' 14 , _ 1981.

The status of compliance of these 15 Plans if presented in
Section 3 of Part I of this report.
Compliance has been reached on six

~lans,

is very near compliance

approval of five Plans, and awaits audit reports by outside professional
experts on four Plans.
2.

Compliance with provisions of Appendix

that are not covered by the Plans of
ized services for.

clien~~in

~~f_.the

Correction,_.:!:.:~:,

Consent Decree

programs for

jeopardy, better public relations, community

in.!=_egrati_on for clients in interim programs, crisis intervention
c3r.~ervices,

spe~.!.al=

staff professional

s~rvices

and....!:.~spit~

and drug holidays.

The Parties and the Special Master have identified six concerns,
Ilot necessarily deficiencies, in programs that are currently being reviewed.
They are:

(1) Programs foE. special ser.~ices .~or clients in jeopardy:

Clients in jeopardy include persons who are "doubly diagnoRed" as both
mentally retarded and mentally ill.

Also these may include clients who

need specialized services on account of sight, hearing, or mobility impairment or are MR offenders.

These are discussed below in Section 7 of Part I,

"Behavior Stabilization: and in Section 3 of Part II, "Serving the MR Offenders".
(2)

Public relations:

Nearing completion is a program that provides for

the establishment and central coordination of public relations activities by
the six regional offices of the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
iE.!E::'grati~!!.J0E. cli~r1.ts.

in interim programs.:

(3)

Communi ty

In order to assist community

providers in integrating mentally retarded people into community life, a
comprehensive activity manual has been prepared by a team of Bureau staff
under the creative guidance of Betsy Davenport and Patty Blake.

This should
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be particularly significant for community clients who are presently not
participating in adequate out-of-home day programs.

Training in the use

of the manual has begun in communities around the State.

The degree to

which mentally retarded people are utilizing communities opportunities will
be tracked through the Bureau's Management Information System and through
the monitoring process included in the new Individual Program Planning
Process which is provided by Plan of Correction No.5.
intervention and

respit~_care

serv:i:ces:

(4)

Crisis

The status of crisis intervention

and respite services will be determined by examining the intial reports
of the Bureau's Management Information System.

Any necessary modifications

of the service delivery system will be based upon analysis of these data.
(5)

Staff professional services:

The Bureau of Mental Retardation provides

occupational therapy, speech therapy, physical therapy, and psychological
services, either through its own support services staff of through contracts
with professionals in these fields.

In addition, many mentally retarded

clients of the Bureau receive these services from the same general community
providers that serve the public at large.

Defendants will submit to the

Special Master a statement that quantifies the professional manpower available for the ahove services.·

(6)

Drug

hol~days:

The Decree requires

"that repeated administration of an anti-psychotic or antianxiety medication,
including substitution of a medication of the same class, does not cumulatively
exceed one year without the attending physician effecting a carefully
monitored withdrawal of the medication.

This periodic drug withdrawal shall

be used to determine the need for continuing medication and the prescribed
dosage.

During such withdrawal the results shall be rioted in the client's

medical record.

Medication may be resumed only if there is a clear documen-

tation of benefit derived from its use.

Such a drug withdrawal program

sha 11 be repeated on an annual basis. "
In view of particular concern with this requirement, an up-to-date
report on its implementation is to be submitted to the Office of the Special
Master.
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3.

A<!.<JJ~.t:.~on_~.L t~~L(),!~ cy _fo!"~.b.c:~om_~uni tL_~~ac~.2"Il..c:.~~~f Pineland Resider:~~:

Although a policy on community placement has been established,
sigllificant implementation aWAits Federal approval of the waiver which is
discllssed in Section 4 of Part I, "Persona] Care ilnd H,lbilitation Services".

4.

Sa~isfac~~!Y.._~1..t1..cILLnf cO~'p'll~nc<:...._w}_,!:h_L\PJ.~.c~ndi.:"__ ~_~~ the__ !'}.3!ls of

~~~!..r.~~J:..ion _~hic~~~LJ?~..?_~£()~paniej_ by_an _~~ceptab l~_eEogram ...!~~d~ny
_~:~l~LlJ:ning_£bserved ~efici..c:.nci..c:.~:

The Parties and the Special Master will appoint an outside professional
expert to audit compliance with Appendix B of the Consent Decree; the charge
to the auditor will be given by the Parties and the Special Master.
5.

~_.~_atisf~~~pl~continuing

monitoring:

Since the obligation of the Defendants to comply with the provisions
of the Consent Decree continues indefinitely, a plan must be developed to
provide for monitoring compliance after the Court releases the Defendants
from active supervision.

The Parties and the Special Master are working to

reach agreement on such a Plan.

The principal issues remaining to be resolved

nre determining the best procedure for selecting a monitor to insure that
only professional considerations will be weighed in his/her selection, and
the method for establishing the areas for review.
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(2)

Community Placement _of

Pinelar~d

Residents

The major remaining deficiency that must be corrected in order for.
the court to discharge the befendants is the slow rnte of movement of
residents out of Pineland into the community.

All residents are receiving

diagnosis, evaluation, and habilitation p1anning, and, where appropriate,
ilre being prepared for movement to the community.
for discharge is reviewed ~uarterly.

The readiness of residents

Of 340 residents, about 64 were dis-

cilarged in the period between July 1, 1981 and June 10, 1982, and 6 died.
About 57 are deemed re~dy to move now; in fact,
move for a long time.

they have been ready to

Approximately 120 additional residents have also been

recommended for community placement over the next one to two year period.
It is anticipated that these needs can be met within the next three years.
The delay in movement is caused by the lack of
the community.

suit~b1e

openings in

In the past six months 47 openings were creat~d, but during

the same period 18 boarding care beds were lost because of closures that
could not be replaced because of the moratorium on the establishment or
replacement of boarding home beds.

The State is about 158 openings behind

the schedule stipulated in the Consent Decree.
The creation of an opening in a community fac.i1ity does not mean that
a place is automatically available for a Pineland resident.

Some of the

1,000 clients of the Bureau of Mental Retardation who are currently in
community homes throughout the state receive priority over Pineland residents
for new openings, sometimes because their need is greater and sometimes
because the community home is better suited for their needs.
Initiation of the personal care and habilitation services program
discussed in the next section would accelerate community placement of
Pineland residents.
A policy governing the community placement of Pineland residents has
been developed.
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('3)

Plans of Correction
In order to deal with the deficiencies perceived in the community ment3l

retnrd,ltion system,

the Parties reached a Stipulation Agreement on January 14,

1981 in which the Defendnltts agreed to develop fifteen "Plans of Correction".
Once developed nnd implemented, these Plans of Correction would be "systems
of compliance"

that would aid in achieving full compliance with Appendix B

of the Consent Decree.
The status of the fifteen Plans has been reviewed monthly in meetings
of the Parties with the Special Master.

To date, six of the Plans of Correction

have been found to be in compliance, five Plans are very close to final
approval, and action on the four remaining Plans awaits audit
professional experts.

by outside

Six of the Plans have heen deemed not to require audits

by outsiders and five Plans (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4
Dr. Vernon P. Patterson.

& 7) have been audited by

His credentials are:

Associate Professor of Psychology and Director, Division of
Human Services, University of New England
Faculty Supervisor, Apprenticeship Program, Pineland Center
Advisory Board Memher, Down East Chapter of the National
Remotivation Therapists Organizatioh
Former Certification Advisory Committee Member, State Board
of Education
~.A.

University of Maine, Orono; M.S.,
New Hampshire

Ph~D.

University of

Brother of a person with cerebral palsy and mental ietardation
A summ3ry of the Plans of Correction and their status follows:
Plan of Correction No.1:
.!?oanLinfL.. Home, Willowcrest
Status:

All clients shall be removed from Seven Elms

_~~Clrdin:g

Home and

Hih.~!.9r ~_~!""ding

_Home.

Seven Elms Hoarding Home -- All clients have heen removed.

\\1illowcrest Boarding Home -- All but two clients have been removed.
two who remain nre doing so with the
Team.

~oncurrence

of their Interdisciplinary

Hilltop Boarding Home -- All but one client has been removed.

one is remaining because of family preference.

The

That
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Conclusion:

After review of the auditor's report, the Parties and the

Special Master concur that compliance with Plan of Correction No. 1 has
been achieved.
Plan of Correction No.2:

After an evaluation of the residential and

p!':9E.ra~_~~rvi~es provid~~~t, _Wa rd~_!!ome ..!,~in~.l~?m' s Hom~-.L_ an~ Nor.!:h 1 and
Man~~l!.._<:..Lie.!:l..~,sh<:I}.l

ConcLusion:

be rem~ved or ~.ffered suitab Le,_j>!:'9~rams.

After review of the auditor's report, the Parties and the

Special Master concur thnt Ward's Home and Northland Manor are in compliance.
After review of the auditor's report, the Parties and the Specinl
Nnster l'onClIr thnt

C1

complinllce statement on Strong's Children's HOlllt'

(rormerly Pinkham's Honll') shollid be deferred until the cottage renovLltions
have been compLeted, programming is in place, the PETs have determined the
lentgh of the programming year (full time in all appropriate cases) and
community integration has been documented.

The final audit of Strong's

Children's Home is scheduled for late in September .

t he

.!' lal2~!._~.<:).~!~C ti~E1._t:J~l:,_..1b.~.J,opula tion shal..1.._~i ther be_.!:ed~~~ or
l~~e 1. .!?L..E.!:.<:)g! ammi~£_J<:)~ 1ie.!:1..~~~ha.l1_~e _! nc~ase~._.<:I.!..__t:.~~_~fI.~er=-1i s te~.

homes:

Bruce Haven, Hall-Dale .Manol~L_!.!.~~ue' s Board~_fl.~L!!om~~ye~ Boardins.

Home and Houlton Residential Center.
Status:

Bruce Haven -- One class member remains.

wnived BMR services.

Legal guardians have

Hall-Dale Manor -- There is a signed agreement to

improve programming; off-site programming and in-home programming are
aV:lilable.

Tissue's Boarding Home -- Two class members remain.

The

guardian of one has waived BMR services and the guardian' of the other is
considering alternate placement of waiving services.

Noyes Boarding Home

Record keeping needs improvement. Houlton Residential Center -- There is
a signed agreement to improve services.
Inservil'e training is documented.

Off-site programming is available.

hlhile the physical layout is not optimal,

steps have been taken to make the facility more attractive.
should be given to the clients' rooms.

More attention

HRC's client records are very complete.
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Conclusion:

After review of the auditor's report, the Parties and the

Special Master concur that compliance with Plan of Correction No. 3 has
been achieved.
Plan of Correction No.4:
cli~~ts

case review will

be

conducted for all

in_.nursing homes that serve ,predominantly non-mentally retarded

individuals.
.!:~lacement

Upon completion of th~_~a~e re~~ew, clients recommended for
sh~,ll b~.....!!!ov~~_._.

be reviewed by an
to

A

upgrad~

Clients not recommended fo.r replacement shall

on-site-.E.rofessioI].~l,

team for purposes of recommendations

programming.

Auditor'~ Finding:

The Bureau carried out the individual case review,

compiled a list of clients recommended for movement, developed regional
plans to meet client needs, and moved clients within the provisions of
Appendix B.

Concerns arise when, due to the lack of alternative

sites, interim plans for those not yet moved are evaluated.
nursing homes are inappropriate because of their size.

place~ent

Many of these

In addition to their

size, the activities staffs are oriented to the geriatric population and
not to the mentally retarded population.

This leads iri many cases to

activities designed for the elderly being substituted for programming
appropriate for a mentally retarded individual.

It was not uncommon in

the auditor's experience to hear a nursing home staff person say that the
client does everything our other clients do.

There also seems to be a

reluctance by nursing home staff to request inservice training from BMR.
The auditor recognizes the difficulty BMR has had finding appropriate
placemen ts and 'encouraging ICF /MR-nursing developmen t.

However, with a

few exceptions such as Oceanview, the auditor would discourage reliance
upon the nursing horne placement as an ongoing alternative, the auditor makes
the following recommendations:

(1) Utilize nursing homes

wh~n

age

~ppropriate

and the client has voluntarily resigned from off- and/or on-site programming.
(2) When programming is an IDT recommendation, only those homes with access
to off-site programming should be considered.

(3) When the only programming

appropriate is on-site programming, the hiring of a one-to-one social service

8
worker should be part of the IDT recommendation.

(4)

The BMR could be

much more assertive regarding the appropriate inservice training for
nursing horne staffs.
condition~l

Initial or continued placement could be made

upon completed inservice training by nursing horne staff.

(S) The urgency for additional community placements should be reduced until

existing heeds
Conclusion:

h~ve

been met.

After review of the auditor's report, the Parties and the

Special Huster COl1L'ur that compliance with Plan of Correction No.4
been Rchieved.
findings.

11<18

BMR will prepare a response to deal with the auditor's

In discussing the auditor's findings, the possibility of

establishing Rctive developmental treatment programs for mentally relilrded
residents or general ICFs was pursued.

This is apparently a service option

available under Medicaid but untapped in Maine.

The Bureau of Mehtal

Retardation should continue its negotiation with the Department of Human
Services to make this service available as soon as possible.
R.~~E-._ <:?.L ____r,~).r!:,ectio~_~2.i:._ After~_~~~ecyr~. review,

the Prescr~ptiv~

Program Plann ing process shall be· re-exami.ned, and when necessa ry, re-

-~-------~------------- .--~--~-:------.

~.!:!L1C tI!..E~_~_._._~co~sul_tan

t has _ b~en emplo.l.ed _to

---~-.--.---

un~r

take _.the

rev!e~

and

make recommendations.
Status:

The Defendants' Prescriptive Program Planning process

113S

been

approved except for one element -- the proper policy on one-to-one care,
whieh is st ilL under

('onsider~ltion.

P l~~..of __(''..orr.~~!}on .J'!o :.....?...:.._~~~ imPilc t ..-<:?!......!:.!~~~vis.ed ~resc r.ipt ive.
.!'rog~_ .. Planning

process shall be statistically evaluated and further

revised in accordance with ·the evaluation.
Status:

A report on this Plan is scheduled for submission in October.

Plan of Correction No.
Jloard.In
~~T

7~_..1~~t!.~ sh~l~_as~ist .~he

making.J:.£ainecL.corr~sponc!~.nts __available

Consumers Advi.sory

for participRtion in the

meetings of all clients who are not able to advocate on their own

behalf .
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~llc!.!:.!.?r~

Finc:!..!,ngs:

BMR has in the majority of cases identified all class

members needing a correspondent.

BMR has assisted to some degree the CAB

in the recruitment of correspondents.

The avenue of utilizing the college

student population as correspondents has hnt been pursued based oh the
inherent transience of the college population.

BMR has provided one State-

wide and one regional training program for correspondents.
sent out a correspondent self-evaluation review survey.

CAB has recently

Some

corr~spondents

report that they were "volunteered" without their knowledge or permission.
Some correspondents report being ill-received atIDT's.
correspondents have not received training by BMR.

The majority of

The most frequent

notation on class member IDT cover sheets is "correspondent notified
did not attend".

The CAB membership present during the audit interview

voted (with one abstention) that the Defendanti were not in compliance
with stipulation paragraph No. 7 or Appendix B of the Consent Decree.
The auditor found the Defendants not in compliance with Plan of Correction
No.7.
Conclusion:

In consideration of the above concerns, the auditor concluded

that the Defendants were not in compliance.

After conference

~ith

the

Parties it became clear that technical compliance of Plan of Correction
No. 7 had been achieved.

Because they agreed that the deficiencies nuted

in the auditor's report should be dealt ~ith, the BMR, with input from
the Consumers Advisory Board, has drafted and submitted a program to the
Special Master.
Plan of Correction No.8:

This Plan stipulates that the Defendants

.shall. retain a consultant in vocational

programm_in~L.to

to .Decree compliance, the programs of:

Bangor Regional Rehabil.itation

~ent.er2..... .2~odwill,

Coa~ta.!~~!kshop,

Pathways,

~inth~op

evaluate, relative

Work Activity

Center and Green.Valley, and thereafter formulate plans to bring these
.p!..o...srams. into compliance with the Decree.
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Status:

The Consultants' report by Adrian Levy, Roger Deshaies, and Joe

Ferri was submitted on December 7, 1981.
~greements

It provided the basis for reaching

with the six specified agencies and also for formulating a set

of State-wide recommendntinns to improve tbe c(1ordintltinn, develnlJrneMt ,1nd
appropriateness of vocational services to mentally retarded persons in areas
where the individual agencies would be unable to effect the needed changes.
These recommendations were referred to a Task Force composed of Chris
Gianapoulis (Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped), Kevin
Baack (Goodwill), Joel Packer (Pathways), Richard Tripp (Bureau of Rehabilitation), Jim McBrian (Coastal Workshop), and Bob Foster (Bureau of Mental
Retardation).

Their preliminary report was reviewed by Bureau directors

and staff and by the Plaintiff's attorneys.

A final draft was jointly

submitted by Ronald S. Welch, Director, BU,reau of Mental Retardation and
C. Owen Pollard, Director, Bureau of Rehabilitation, on June 15, 1982.
In a letter dated July ]3, 1982, the attorneys for the Plaintiffs
st~ted

their opinion that the plans for carrying out five of the twenty-

one recommendations in the State-wide report are dpficif~nt.

The criticized

t-ecommenda t ions were: '
Funding;~~~~E1en~_~_ti~~~

114:

Tha t provider and pub Lie agencies assume

a leadership role through the Maine Sheltered Employment Association in
arranginv workshops,

training and other technical assistance in order to

expand community/private'sector support.
Kun.~inlL_RecoI.J:lE:1~_nd~~!on._12:

That State funding sources plan an active

role in Recommendation 114 (above) to include, if

nec~ssary,

identification

of financial and other support which might be obtained from Federal/State
programs and from cooperating private sources.
The Defendants have agreed to fund the implementation of these recommendations at an initial le~el of $22,500 under the administration of an
advisory board chaired hy ~hris Gianopoulis, with representation from the
Sheltered Employment Association and the Rural Cooperative.

Additionally

11

l:he BMR will fund modest demonstration grants to ellcollrnge inllovi1tive
,'l{

design, production, and marketing efforts.
The Plaintiffs' attorneys qtlestion the 'adeq't'I,H'Y or LI1l' rlilldingnnd
LIlL' capacity (if' the ng&ncies themselv~s to initlnt'l' IWl'ded design and
1Il,lrkl'ting efforts.
g~1111-'2~LRec~tnn\e~1.C.laL~l,)J2_fL~_:

That direct sel"vic!:' SL;lfr h,lve at 1east

n Hachelo~'s Degfee, uhless specialized long-term experience warrants
waivers.
The D~f~ndants are ~stablishing a Task Force to review the required
qualifications bf staff, with the specific charge to consider raising the
minimum educatio~ requir'eme~ts 'for staff in work activities, wotk adjust-

.

'

men t training, shE,rtered em:pl~yment ,. and vocational ski lIs programs.
The Plaintiffs' 'attorney~ hold that further revie~v is unneCeSSilrY
:lnd that this recol11mendation should be implemented forthwith.

~taffin!Li~~~~~I1_c!.~io_[l__ :~~:

That continuing a tren tion be gl Vl'1l t ()

lnslIl't' that fHc'ilities a're ilc('essib'i~' under Chapter 'j04 ,lTld thnt ('[furLs
,Ire made to recruit and ehi1hby haridicapped"persons,"
The Dpr~ndants pJan :to"offer' Joint Traini'ng Sessic;ns relative tn

resour~es

Chapter 504 ilnd to seek
ngencies in makfng minor

'for

modific~tions

'd-onat~d

labor and'materials to ;lssist

to ensure accessibility.

The Plaintiffs' ~ttor~eys criti~izi the lack of a plan t~ make program
sites accessible to th~ physi~ally handic~pped.
, !

The consultants' report cont~ins

Vocational Evaluation Services:

several recommendations relating to comprehensive, vocational . evaluations
"
for all clients.

~ ; . ,

~ I

The Plaintiffs' attorreys submit that instead of developing a plan
to provide the evaluations,
•

l';';

,.

Lensive procedure to

. '

C011

the Defenda~ts have only agreed to inittilt~ an
t

"

I

•

Fi rm the need tn do the evnlua t lOlls.

§_pe~'!~li_t!~~_~_""l"~__ C_l)nc:l~usl.c:'l1.~:' The Spec ia 1 M<I s t

t'

r ,1 ppLlUds t Ill.:' De r (' ndil n t s

Fnr reaching agreements with the specifiE·d agencies, whll'll is one
pllrroses of Plan of Correction fl8.

or

till'

While the Defendants' State-\vide plan,

12

if l'ilrried ollt, will greatly improve the quality of vlll'atillllill
[(I

llIt'ntillly n'larded lwnwns. incorporation of the

11l'1l1HIHilis

Rervjl'l'~

llf till'

Plaintiffs' attorneys would fllrther improve the quality of vocation'll
Herviees and would expedite their delivery.
The Special Master does not share the optimism of the authors of the
State-wide plan, but for different reasons than those of the Plaintiffs'
attorneys.

While the plan would improve the services of the sheltered

workshops by strengthening their weaknesses, it capitalize insufficiently
on their special strengths.

The dedicated staffs of the sheltered work-

shops know how to teach good work

habit~

-- getting to work on time,

punching time-clocks, following instructions, taking coffee and luncheon
breaks, cooperating with fellow workers.

It must be recalled, however,

that workshops are but one element in the continuum of day programs.
Workshops should be encouraged to graduate clients to trHositional employment programs in existing Maine manufacturing, retailing, and service
industries, with particular emphasis on the health industry.

While

sheltered workshops know how to teaeh work htlbits, established industries
have more "know how" to teach the work skills needed in the specific
jobs for which the mentally retarded

a~e

qualified.

"Sheltered workshops

within industry" assure that the clhmt/workers will be paid in accordance
with their productivity, eliminating the need for social security, Medicaid
and housing SUbsidies for some.

Even

~ore

important, a job in an

established industry creates the psychological satisfaction of "having
made it" in the

compe~itive

wo.rld.

The Federal government offers tax

incenti~es

to cooperate in employing handicapped workers.

to encourage industries

The BMR and BR could 00

much more to provide incentives fqr establishing "sheltered workshops
within industry".
Final action on this Plan is scheduled for the August meeting with
the Parties.

P LII1 ~()f_~() n::.~(~~ j Oil F()._.2~:__ )2_~-e~dC:l..'~t S~"!b.;~U _de~~e)~)_p~..!.~~~~~~ rll~~(,llt_~t ~
~~d_ell ~ ~ rf~me-.! E~s_ic!E'.!:l_~ i;]l---.C:l..nc!_ pr9J;!.~!!l.~Ii-l ti~_.clien~ nee<!.s_.L...by ~ype~~.d_

10c ,I Si O~l:.. ~.I.ll i s ~_!ns ~!:llmen..S_~h~~L.~__~t il! zec!.~_c:_.~.~.te!:.~~_~~_Cl~~ aggr~s..A_Ee.
tJl~Sy ~l~e.~~~,. ~ll1d __S~ de~~~_~_a. .P'~.§l~.!".~~_ .reso~E~~ EeLl U_S.!~£1l..~l2.t:..~_d_e_v.(~.l(lyl11e:~ t
':'lb.e.~~_neces~,~z .
S tel tllS:

The P 1 ,111 can temp] il tpd under tid s Agreement

h~\s

been in thEe' ('Ourse

of development throughout this Special Master's tenure Gnd is clearly the
most critical of the Plans in that it provides the means for achieving the
Decree's overriding purpose of assuring meaningful community living and
nppropriate programming for the Decree's beneficiaries.

It also provides

the means for developing the community resources- that Pineland residents
(see Plan of Correction #15) will require in order to receive the
placements they have long deserved.
The needs assessment was completed in April 1981 and was revised in
October, 1981.

The Management Information System (see Plan of Correction

#12) is in operation and revised data will soon be available.

The

Defendants have, during this period of time, taken advantage of wlwtever
opportunities hAve arisen to develop approprinte residential Gnd program
resources but clearly much more needs to be done (see Part I, Section 1
on "Community Placement of Pinelcmd Residents").
When the Plan for development is finalized and adequate funding is
available through Medicaid and other sources, it is anticipated that
development will move ahead swiftly.

While the actual development cannot

be completed in less than two to three years, active court involvement
should not be required after the Plan is completed and audited, and
funding is assured.
Action by the Parties on it is deferred pending audits by outside
professional(s) of this and Plan Nos. 12, and 13.
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Plan ol_~(~rrec tion __ ~~.-,-~9 ~ __A._ p_~_n 1'>~~l_~~be~C~:r:.n~l~ la~~~~Y~~f2~gna t~~
r_~p-Ie sen ~a_t:.~~~~~~_ the _jisc ~p l i ne.1'> __ o f E~)'~ho l~gy ~ oc CUp_~!!o~Cl_~ __.! her apy_,

ph)'sLl'a~~he_rap~_Cl_nd _?Ee~~_c.h_t:.he~Cl.P)' _~~ecrui!:!._~_e_\l.~}_o~.~~._ u t ~l~z~_.th~
I?_~oi_e?s i onaL~t:.f:>..<:)Lltc~s~lL_~~_eir _§.!a~~ __~_~d. Na ~~(JI)~LO!g~~~~za_~_~~!1_~._f<:)~_ th_e

benefit of the Decree's class members.
Status:

Final approval is ;lwniting review of an addendum dl';lling with

one aspect of the Plan.
P 1 a~ __ (Jf _ Correc t i-"!:~£l_~~_._~~~___ g~ar !~r ly_repor t~ ?haJ:.LJ~.~~~~~~_~~
11roblems
and progress toward
the alleviation
of -deficiencies
in the
- ."--------------.
+-- .- - - - . _ - - - - - - - - . _ - -

--- -

--~.

!y 1]owin~_~reas: _~~~i3P~'£t~~~on, ~risis ~nt~vention,
r_(~.p)J:_~_servi('es,

Conclusion:

and

family suppor.~,

_co~I11uni ~creCl!=_!~_~~~p0.rtuni~y.

The quarterly reports have been made.

The Parties and the

Spec'ial Master have agreed that an audit of this plan is not needed.
Repurts of the regional public relations coordinators will be incorporated
in future quarterly reports.

The Parties and the Special Master concur

that compliance with Plan of Correction No. 11 has been achieved.
(Regarding crisis intervention and respite services, see Part I, Section 1
of this report.)
r:>.la~(1X Co.~ec~.i0n__~_o.~_ l2_:_~_p.!9~shall_~~or~l.§!~~d_!..o~U.9_£~

':::.]i~.:..I1~~~._~~~.d~ an~_fo~_E~El~~l~cE:'~~:'.elC?~~.._£l!:.'

Status:

The Defendants have developed and implemented a computerized

management information system in response to Plan of Cbrrection No. 12.
Action by the

Pa~ties

on it is deferred pending audits by outside profess-

ional(s) of this and Plan Nos. 9 and ]3.
~}_~:rl_~~_~orre::ct~~!l_~~3 :_.~_21an __ shall

be __ ~.ev~~ope~to J-mprov~

~()n!_~~~~~~_ sY.1'>...t~_~~ __~f _~~vi<::!:_s d~~~vered _to cl.!~.~.!i3L~.t_?_ il?..1'>~!~. .!.b~_~ualg'y
~.r~_ t _~e sE:'E"i c .e.E>_ ~n. ~___~~J?~~.:'.J-_~_.e f

0

r:

r:_.J~. om p_!:_i d~E_~_~ f_~('_ CI t _~) n._.? n d _<;..~.!' r ~_~ t i ~~

of the deficiencies.
Status:

Action by the Parties is deferred pending audits by outside

professional(s) of this and Plan Nos. 9 and 12.

]5
Pla.n.~!.~orr~c t i'2~_~o ~ .... !.~_:__~~ pl~.rl ~~all_~e:~~",,:,~l_~!~I2~_~or .t_r~~.i.!~.~11F.
~!_1

empJoy~~~~nd

service providers to .I'~~.! De~_ee sta!~c!'.lrds._~n~.J:_~_~

.p.ur:Eose..!?~X~he _ seve!~,!"_!,.!ans ~ Co.!:r.~££~~.

Status:

This plan has been ag"reed upon by the Parties and its implement-

ation has begun.

It is to be audited by Dr. Vernon Patterson.

Plan of Correction No. 15:

Pineland Center shall re-establish its

Pl.a!.!.nil~1L.Committee..!~_~?c~.rtilin

the bes.!.. suited c0!'l.ll.1.uf!.i~L.pl<lcement for

~aElI.£~!:.!"ent

i

resident pnd tr..ansmit_f!.s.

l~.~_l~!!8.= term

~t'.'!..tus.:

finding~ .. _!E.....!=_!!~~MR

for incorporation

communi ty deve lopmeE!~.E.lan.

This plan has been developed and is being incorpora ted in to the

BMR's State-wide development plan by the Defendants as required by Plan
of Correction No.9.

The Parties and the Special Master have concurred

that compliance has been achieved.

Ih

(4)

Pl'rsonaL C:lrl' :lIld Hnbjlitation Seil/ice
In the past six months, possibly the most important step to improve

Maine's system for the mentally retarded was the decision communicated on
April 9, 1982, by Michael R. Petit, Commissioner, Department of Human
Services, inviting the Bureau of Mental Retardation to prepare a formal
request to waive Federal Medicaid regulations and allow Maine's Medicaid
Plan to include coverage of services of therapeutic foster homes, personal

care homes, and day habilitation for mentally retarded individuals.
Nine states have already received such waivers and Maine will soon
join twenty other states whose applications are pending in Washington.
A preliminary survey at Pineland Center identified 60 persons who
might be suitably placed in therapeutic foster homes.

A presently unknown

additional number are transferable from community ICF/MRs.

Therapeutic

foster homes represent a distinct benefit for a number of mentally
retarded persons over traditional foster homes for some clients. Predictable benefits include:

(1) improved program quality,

(2) more spaces for

more clients from Pineland Center and less appropriate community residences,
(3) greater accountability of providers, through training and certification,
(4) better community integration of the mentally retarded,

(5) more rapid

development than the two to three years required to develop community
ICF/MRs and,

(6) homes and day programming for three persons at about the

same cost as for one institutional or community ICF/MR placement.
It is projected that the waiver will yield between 250 and 275 new
personal care beds and as many day habilitation openings within the first
year of implementation.
years.

Additional services will be developed in subsequent
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Maine has made remarkahle progress on the Legislative front.

In its

last session the Legislature overwhelmingly passed the four bills proposed
hy the Bureau of Mental Retardation:

(1) Budget -- a bill to increase

the budget of the Bute~u of Mental Retardation;

(2) Stetilization -- a bill

to improve due process protection in sterilization;

(3) Zoning -- a bill

to facilitate the establishment of small group homes for the mentally
retarded in residentially zoned districts; and (4) Certification -- a
bill to improve and simplify. the procedure governing the admittance of
mentally retarded clients to state institutions.
Bu~ge!.:

Much credit is due Governor Brennan and the Maine Legislature

for its emergency appropriation of $1.5 million to the Bureau of Mental
Retardation for the continued development of homes and programs for Maine's
mentally retarded citizens.

This financial

comm~tment

is indeed a manifest-

ation of the moral commitment Maine people have.for the mentally retarded
of this State.
Sterilization:

The "Due Process in Sterilization Act of 1982" is

the result of long study and review.

It recognizes that legal safeguards

are necessary to prevent indiscriminate and unneceisary sterilization and
to assure equal access ~o desired medical procedures for all Maine citizens.
Here is a summary of the Act's provisions:
Prior to initiating sterili%ation procedures a physician shall obtain
the informed consent of the individual or the authorization of the District
Court.

A Court order authorizing sterilization is required for persons:

under age 18 years and not married or otherwise emancipated; presently under
public or private guardianship or tonservatorship; in a state institution;
or not having given consent to a physician.

Such persons shall be represented

hy legal counsel and, to determine a person's competency to give informed
consent,

the Court shall appoint not less than two disinterested experts,

including at least one licensed psychologist or psychiatrist.

If the Court
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determines that a person is able to give informed consent but does not
consent, it shall issue an order forbidding sterilization of that person.
If the Court determines that a person is not able to give informed consent,
the Court shall forbid sterilization unless it determines that sterilization
is in the best interest of the person.

Criteria for determining that

sterilization is in the best interest of a person include:

if less drastic

contraceptive methods have been tried or are believed to be unworkable
or inappropriate; if there is a medical statement challenging the psychological capability of the person to procreate; and if there is a medical
statement predicting that the life or health of the person could be
threatened by procreation or child rearing.

If the Court finds that steri-

lization is in the best interest of the person, the sterilization procedure
shall be the most reversible procedure which in the judgment of the physician
is not inconsistent with the health or safety of his patient.

The bill does

not require any hospitDl or person to participate in performing any
sterilization procedure, and makes any physician, psychiatrist or psychologist acting nonnegligently and in good faith in his professional capacity
immune from any civil liability.

Finally, the bill establishes a six-person

committee to review annually the authorizations of sterilization, to assess
the need for any changes in the procedures or standards.
Zoning:

In order that mentally retarded or developmentally disabl~d

persons should not be excluded by municipal zoning ordinances from the
benefits of normal residential surroundings, the Legislature established
that "community living use" shall be considered a permitted single-family
use of property for the purposes of zoning.

"Community living use" means

a state-approved group home for up to eight mentally handicapped or
developmentally disabled persons.

A municipality's zoning board of appeals

may hold a public hearing on the application for such a zoning permit and
may modify or disapprove the application if the use would: create or aggravate
a traffic hazard; hamper pedestrian circulation; not permit convenient access
to commercial shopping facilities, medical facilities, public transportation,
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fire or pol ice protection; not be in conformance with the applicable
bui Iding, housing, plumbing and other safety codes, including lIIillimum lot
:;ize and buiJding set-back; and, if the proposed community living use would
be within 1500 feet of !;tn existing community living use or would resutt itl
the excessive concentration of these uses within the zone or

municipal~ty.

While there is risk of local misinterpretations of the spirit behind the
permitted grounds for disapproval of application, this bill should substanLially help to overcome the long-standing opposition of a few localities
to the establishment of community use facilities.
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In Illy Jilnllary report I stated that there are inconsistencies between
the provisions of the Consent Decree and the program regulations, principles,

nlld practices governing tntetmediate Care Faci1ities of the Mentally Retarded
whi('h should be rectifiod.
Princlples of Reimbursement for rCF/MRs have been rewritten and put
into effect by the Maine Department of Human Services as of July I, 1982.
This was done after consuJtation with the Bureau of Mental Retardation, the
Maine Health Care Association, and the Maine Association of rCF/MR Providers.

The major changes in these principles are:
1~er}nl.-i~9s£~ctive_Rates:

The DHS will issue each f[]cility its

"interim prospective rnte" prior to the beginning of its fiscaL year.
This rate includes an inflation factor of 7.9 per cent for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1983.
Cha~ge in Chart of Accounts:

The new Principles segregate all

operating costs into two categories, "fixed costs" and "variable costs".
Fixed costs are defined as:

depreciation of buildings, fixed and movable

equipment, motor vehicles, and land improvements; amortization of leasehold improvements; real estate taxes; real estate insurance premiums,
including liability and fire insurance; inLerest on long-term debt; return
on equity capital for proprietary providers; rental expenses; amortization
of finance costs and start-up costs; motor vehicle insurance payments.
Fixed costs will be paid on a retrospective basis similar to the current
reimbursement system.
All othel- costs are considered "variable costs" and will be paid based
on the interim prospective rate.
The main effects of the changes are to increase administrative allowances,
provide for cost of living increases, and provide incentives for efficient
administration.
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n

~H'p;lriltl'

iSfHlP.

thp HMR iF> prL'ssing for an increase i.n tIll' day

pi ()j',rnlll rn II'.

Also IIIHll'rway is

;1

revipw for the purpose of simplifying

Ih()~w

n"'guLt-

liulls which pxperienl'l' 111dicnteR have not contributed to the hpnlt'h, sufety
alld fictive treatment of clients, or appear to be in conflict with the
principles of

th~

Conseht Decree.

ltldividllilis with iwth mental illness and mental retardation present
u

diffi(~ult

challenge for those charged with responsibility for their

A task force composed of the directors of the Bureau of Mental Health,

(',Ire.

,lilt! the Bureau of Mental Retardation, regional staff from the Bureau of
M~ntal

Retardation and superintelldents of the Bangor Mental Health Institute,

Augusta Mental Health Institute, and Pineland Center is addressing this
long-standing problem.

The task force is working to identify the group

of individuals who traditionally have "fallen- through the cracks", to define
the service needs of this population, and to determine the hest ways to
meet their needs.
Services for this group are currentJy provided in Cl number of
ullcoordinClted ways.

The task force will make recommendations that will

fix the responsibility for their care

~nd

suggest n number of treatment

alternatives, with the goal of developing a full continuum of care over
the longer term.
In addition, the Superintendents of Augusta Mental Health Institute,
Bangor Mental Health Institute, and Pineland Center are meeting to identify
and recommend individuals who are now housed in their facilities who could
be transferred into the new program upon its development.
Finally, the Behavioral Stabilization Unit planned for Pineland
Center will become part of the system of care and treatment being developed
for this underserved population.

GuideJ.ines and specific criteria for the

Behavior Stabilization Unit are being developed.

Beneficial though de-institutionalization may be for c]ients and
tile' community, it breaks down if good day programs are not available.
There nre a great variety of day programs in Maine.

The Bureau of Rehab-

ilitation and the Bureau of Mental Retardation have labored long and
creatively to develop "Inter-agency Standards for Adult Community Programs".
This publication represents a major "engine 'of compliance" to satisfy the
requirements of the Consent Decree.
Like other organizations, day programs may have organizational and
staffing problems, but these are usually less significant than the financial
and "system integration" problems.

Partial solution of the financial

problems will be resolved when the Federal governmeni grants Maine the
right to apply Medicaid funds to cover a greater part of the costs.
addition,

In

the Department of Human Services is currently reviewing various

schedules that would result in quite substantial increases for many day
programs serving residents of ICF/MRs.

A schedule of increased rates

is due to go into effect about October 1, 1982.

The day programs also need

incentives to stimulate local community financial support.
The system integration problem relates to the position of day programs
in the continuum of training offered to the mentally retarded.

There is

now little incentive to graduate clients from one day program to a more
advanced day program, or on to competitive employment.

Currently underway

is a study of a representative sample of day programs that is designed to
shed more light on solutions of their problems.

The results will be

presented in the next report of the Office of the Special Master.
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For many years, the vocational training sequence has included a
vocational evaluation, work adjustment training and placement into a
sheltered workshop or competitive job.

For the majority of mentally

retarded adults this sequence has ended in many years of sheltered
employment within existing rehabilitation facilities.

This means years

of acquiring generalized work skills that are often not transferable to
particular job openings in the competitive job market.

In addition, the

perception that mentally retarded individuals perform poorly in outside
jobs, productivity is low, quality of work is erratic and attendance is
poor, has led many businesses to shy away from hiring developmentally
disabled individuals.

This perception by the business community is

reinforced when individuals are trained in rehabilitation facilities
rather than in existing'factories and business establishments.
The vocational training sequence has changed in recent years throughout
the country, and in the state of Maine in the last

year~

The Hospital

Industries Program at the Maine Medical Center is a splendid example.
The Maine Medical Center, through a grant funded by the Bureaus of Mental
Retardation and Rehabilitation. has established a

vo~ational

skills training

and sheltered workshop in the dishwashing area and assembly line of its
food services department.

Its intent is twofold:

(1) to offer training

and services that focus upon an identifiable vocation or occupation, and
to develop the specific skills that are necessary to perform this vocation
or occupation; and (2) to offer individuals the opportunities to acquire
appropriate skill development so they can:

(a) work toward employment at

the Maine Medical Center on a full time basis,

(b) work toward the devel-

opment of skills transferable to other areas of the hospital or to
facilities outside the Maine Medical Center. and (c) demonstrate to the
employment community the ability of disabled individuals to achieve equal
productivity through job sharing.
Twenty disabled individuals have been hired through this program
either on a full or part time basis.

The quality of their work has been
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excellent, their productivity has been steadily increasing, and their
attendance has been exceptional.

"They don't drop as much silverware down

the garbage disposal as our regular employees."
Department and the Maine
of this program.
113S

~ledical

Further, the Food Services

Center have Reen a financial savings because

The turnover rate, traditionally high in this department,

been reduced substantially, resulting in reduced need for advertising,

interviewing, orientation, and overtime.

The disabled individuals, are in

fact members of the team of the Maine Medical Center.
check,

they are eligible for M.M.C. benefits.

They receive a M.M.C.

They become members with

I.D. numbers of the Maine Medical Center employment group.

They are not

identified with a "Sheltered Workshop", but rather with the M.M.C. and its
other 3,000 employees.
significant.

The impact on the self-image of these employees is

Because of past experiences these retarded individuals

never dreamed of holding a full time job with full benefits, wIthout the
"stigma" of being labeled retarded.
and paying their way!

They are productive citizens now,

The dedicated staff of the program, as well as the

leadership provided by the Maine Medical Centerj should be applauded for
their efforts to provide transitional employment opportunities to severely
disabled adults.
The future of transitional employment in general and in the health
care area specifically, is wide open.

Maine Medical Center has established

through a detailed job analysis a model for duplication.

It is realistic

to assume that in the next twelve months, through a joint effort of the
Bureaus of Mental Retardation and Rehabilitation, and with technical
assistance from the Hospital Industries staff that eighty developmentally
disabled individuals wilt be hired through similar transitional employment
programs in five hospitals in the southern part of the State.

Duplication

of this program should be encouraged State-wide; this could give hundreds
of disahled individuals the opportunity to work and earn a good wage in a
. normal environment.
Launching the Hospital Industries Program at the Maine Medical Center
has required a lot of work.

Some experts argue that it is easier to make

ten placements of two clients than one placement of twenty ~lients as at

2h

t

Ill' MAine Medical Center.

communities.

This may be especially relevant in smaller

Many sheltered workshops could develop such programs in

conjunction with private industry.

Just as the Federal government offers

t,lX inducements to make it worthwhile for established industries to participate

in "sheltered workshops in industry", the St?te government should make
it worthwhile for the existing sheltered workshops to lead the way.
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Since January there hnve been many staff conferences on h(lW lwst
to de.:11 with the problem of habilitation progtams for MR offl'ndEc'rs.
The summary of the problem and alternative solutions contained in

my January report

i~

repeated:

"An often ignored group of the mentally retarded is "MR
Offenders" who have been committed to correctional institutions.
Because criminals are not tested for mental retardation, we do not
know how many there are in Maine, but it is estimated to be at
least 40.
Their judicial commitment causes them to lose their
civil rights but not their Decree rights.
They are not receiving
the habilitation services that they pught to have.
MR offenders are not being offered habilitation programs
because they are distributed among several correctional institutions.
Servicing them where they are would be very comple~ and
expensive.
Concentrating them in a single correctional institution would simplify the problem, with program staff and program
services provided hy Pineland Center staff or the Bureau of
Mental Retardation.
Another illternative' that merits exploration would be the
creation of a small secure facility at Pineland Center.
The
Department of Corrections would provide the security staff,
and Pineland Center would provide prog~~ms and support services.
Implementation of a program for the MR offender will require
careful planning and the cooperation of the Departments of
Correction, Human Servie'es, and Mental 'Health and Mental Retardation.
Statutory changes will also hav~ to be considered.
It
is worthwhile to plan for this special. group, to try to salvage
some of them to lead useful lives after they are released back
irtto the community."
Defendants are preparing a legislative request for the establishment
of a discrete program for adjudicated mentally retarded offenders.

The

program will be based on the experiences and expertise of those few states
that

111lVe

ventured to serve this otherwise untreated population of mentally

rct(1rcied persons.
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The IJllivl'rsity or M,dne, lh(' proper institution
gr:I<ill<ltt'

prllgrnlll

ill

social work in Maine, has thlls

interest in organizing such a program.

tll

f<ll"

offer nil l'XP,lIHiPd
Llil.ed to show

Consequently, a group has been

meeting with officials of the University of New England to investigate
the possibility of establishing a Master of Social Work program.
group has agreed to gather basic information.

~.g.,

The

previous needs

assessment material and application procedures for accreditation by the
Council of Social Work Education.

The University of New England has

an excellent "track record" in providing needed programs in Maine, having
already established a medical school and training programs in occupational
and physical therapy.
It is reasonably predictable that Maine will have in the near future

u graduate program in social work -- launched by the University of
Connecticllt, and continued by the University of New England, or by the
University of Maine as a late starter.
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OIlSERVATlON It'):

Mental retardation is a condition of many types and causes.
types of programs are needed -- treatment and prevention.

Two

Maine has Won

many battles to improve the treatment of the mentally retarded but Maine
is losing the war agAinst mental retardation.

The major goal now should

be prevention, not just better care of victims.
The issue was dramatized to me when I talked to experts on mental
retardation in India a few months ago.

India has about 15,000,000 mentally

retarded compared to Maine's 30,000 -- or five hundred times as many.
India has some day programs in major cities but practically no residential
programs, it can't afford them.
primarily to prevention.

So, India is allocating its MR resources

This is sound policy.

MR resources are going primarily for care and
cost.

By

contrast~

t~eatment

Maine's

-- at substantial

No price can be put on the anguish of parents of a mentally retarded

child, especially when mental retardation could have been prevented.
public is generally unaware of the cost of neglect.

The

When a child born

in Maine is so retarded that he/she requires intensive, life-long care
and treatment, the cost for an average life span of 72 years at present
estimates of $36,000 per year, is $2,592,000.

Any program that prevents

even one case of mental retardation is worthwhile.
The development of a preventive program begins with consideration of
the causative factors.
1.

They fall into five main categories:

Genetic Factors

About 20% of the severe and profound cases of mental retardation are
determined by genetic factors.

For many conditions, for example, metabolic

errors and chromo?ome anomalies, amniocentesis provides an accurate prenatal
diagnosis.

Women may be subjected to amniocentesis because they or their

hllsbands are known to be carriers of genetic defects or because they are
old for child bearing.

The findings may indicate that prevention would

require termination of the pregnancy, but social attitude~ often preclude
this solution.
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Adopting modern techniques of pre-natal diagnosis is a

lon~-term

program but for the present, genetic counselling and family planning
can help prevent such problems as those connected with single gene disorJers and chromosome

~nomalies.

~he~:!:E~_3..~d.._~hys~_~J~g~_n t~

2.

Vigorous and sustained public health measures ar0 needed to prevent
retnrdntion caused by pollutnnts like

mer~urials

and

I~nd.

Nutl"ition and mntl'rnnl ,HId child health progrnms mllSt alsu he
Slrc'llgtilened.

Proper diet fnr the mpther during pregnancy, and breast

feeding for the child in the early years of life are important for the
child's mental and physical well-being.

3.

Family__!!ea..!:!.!:!.

Programs to prevent mental retardation due to pre-natal, peri-natal
and post-natal factors are:
(a)

Rre-na~~J:.-,-PeEioi:

Counsellors should promote adequate nutrition

for women before and during pregnancy; they shoul.d advise on prudent timing
of pregnancies and on health maintenance, infection control, toxemia aversion
nnd problems that might occur at delivery.
(b) Peri-natal Period: A trained person should always conduct the
deliv~ry

And eKpert care should be available in the case of complications

like premature birth or neonatal hyperbiliruhemia.
(c)

P~st_~~~_~eri~~:

Attention should be given to the quality of

mothering, to the prevention and control of infections, and to nutrition.
4.

Infections

Many cases of mental retardation ate caused by infections:
meningitis, measles, encephalitis; and intra~uterine rubella.
prevented by immunization.

tuberculous
All can be

'l2

Maine does not have a state-wide coordinated program to prevent mental
retardation.

After a review of the programs of several other states, I

recommend that Maine establish a program patterned on that of Tennessee,
which established a "Governor's Task Force on Mental Retardation" in 1980.
Surveying the incidence of various causes of mental retardation in Tennessee,
this Task Force made the startling prediction that "By the year 2000, the
incidence of mental retardation can be reduced by half.

This will not

happen unless a well-planned program of prevention is aggressiveJy pursued."
As the Specinl Master I submit that it would be prudent and wise for
Maine to est,]blish a SUIte level "Blue-Ribbon" Task Force to identify,
examine, and review the numerous initiatives currently underway tha~ are
aimed at

p~evention

of mental retardation or early interverition.

additional prevention efforts should be recommended..

Needed

Improved coordination

and linkage to physicians and health educators would undoubtedly be a
major focus of the Task Fbrce.
Recommendations for legislation and funding could also be expected.
Steps to launch the Task Force should and need not be delayed.

The

Special Master was pleased to learn that the Developmental Disabilities
council shares his interest in promoting a prevention program and is
expected to corne up with recommendations soon.

Report to the
Court on the
Martti Wuori Case
OCTOBER 1983

~tw ~Wt5 ~Urlritt

<fumrl

llnrllmtb, ~mttt 04112
LINCOLN CLARK

October 26, 1983

SPECIAL MASTER

The Honorable Edward T. Gignoux
United States District Court
Portland, Maine 04102

Re:

MARTTI WUORI, et al., Plaintiffs
v.
KEVIN CONCANNON, et al., Defendants

Dear Judge Gignoux:
The attached report summarizes the actions taken by the defendants relating
to the Consent Decree of July 14, 1978 concluding with the finding that they
are in compliance and with a recormnendation that the Office of the Special
Master be terminated and that the defendants be discharged from the supervision
of the Court. The concurrence of the parties is signified by their signatures
at the end of this letter.
It gives me great satisfaction to submit this final report. I am especially
proud that Maine is the first state to be found in compliance with a
comprehensive Federal Court Decree aimed at improving the welfare of the
mentally retarded.
Compliance does not mean that all class members currently receive every amenity
and service stipulated in the Decree. It means that "all systems are go",
and that nothing in the State's system of care and services impedes full
realization of decreed rights to each plaintiff. The Decree is a "living
document"; and its mandate will continually evolve and new concepts will emerge
for the care and development of the mentally retarded. Following the termination
of the Court's active involvement in this case the standards established by
the Decree will continue to define the minimum level of services to be provided
by the State.
Compliance is due to the remarkable, warm cooperation of the Legislature,
many state and private agencies and individuals, and especially because of
the persistence of the staffs of the Department of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation and the conscientiousness of the plaintiffs.
The key to this cooperation stems from the Court's intimate involvement in
working out with the Parties a detailed "Consent Decree" and the methods for
assuring ultimate compliance with it. Maine now has an excellent system of
care for its mentally retarded citizens and I am confident that it will
become even better in the years ahead.

Attorney for Plaintif s
Respectfully submitted,

Lincoln Clark, Special Master
t
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1.

The Consent Decree

In 1975 a lawsuit was filed on behalf of Martti Wuori and other
residents of Pineland Center contending that the State did not have an
adequate system for the care and training of mentally retarded persons at
Pineland Center and in the community.

Pineland Center was overcrowded

despite the discharge of over a thousand residents during the previous
twenty years.

Many of these who had been discharged were receiving little

or no follmv-along service or were lodged in large old boarding homes which
did not provide adeauate habilitation services.

The facilities at Pineland

Center as \"e11 as at many boarding homes needed improvements.

Training

and professional services were insufficient both at Pineland Center and in
the community.
These issues were dealt with in protracted negotiations culminating
in 1978 in a "Consent Decree" composed of two parts, Appendix A relating
to Pineland Center, and Appendix B relating to the community.
In order to implement the Consent Decree which emphasized the placement
of Pineland residents in community facilities and the provision of better
services in the community, the "Intermediate Care Facilities/Mentally
Retarded (ICF/MR)" program was instituted.

This program, cooperatively

financed by the Federal and State governments, enabled a significant number
of Pineland residents to be served adequately in the community and at Pineland
Center.
At the expiration in 1980 of a two-year period during which it had been
hoped that Decree standards would have been reached, there were still some
problems.

Over balf of the Pineland resident,S scheduled for communi ty

1

placement still had no suitable place to go in the community, and many
clients \.;rere still in over-large, programmatically unacceptable homes,
Vlithout the active day program services required for them to progress
according to their individual capacities.

Fortunately, a "Stipulation

Agreement" was reached, Vlhich served to avoid protracted litigation.

The

Stipulation Agreement noted deficiencies in the system and set forth
fifteen "Plans of Correction" ~vith timetables for their accomplishment.
Section 2 of this report contains summaries of the achievements under
each Plan.

The full reports on the Plans have been separately submitted

to the Court.
Upon assuming the Office of Special Haster in 1981, I made a quick
survey of the problems to be resolved in order to achieve compliance Vlith
the Decree.

Finding that Pineland Center had significantly improved, I

decided to give top priority to its feVl remaining deficiencies and to ways
of assuring continuing compliance with the Decree standards after their
achievement.

On September 18, 1981, the Court found Pineland Center to be

in compliance and transferred from the Office of the Special Master to the
Bureau of Mental Retardation the responsibility for maintenance of the
standards in the Decree.

This action by the Court was not only a tribute

to the staff of Pineland Center but spurred all Vlorkers in the State system
to reach compliance \vith the community part of the Decree.
The Parties met at least monthly to evaluate progress on the fifteen
Plans of Correction, finally concurring on July 12, 1983, that all Plans
had been met.
and monitoring.

The Parties also agreed on procedures for post-decree auditinr
That left one major issue:

2

how to assure the financing

of about 300 more placements and services in the community for -persons \"ho
have been in inadequate community residences and the financing of an
additional 180 Pineland Center residents.
r~port

I have delayed issuing this

until this issue was resolved by Federal approval of the Medicaid

Waiver, which is discussed in Section 7.

3

2.

Plans of Correction

In order to deal with deficiencies in the community mental retardation
system, the Parties reached a Stipulation Agreement on January 14, 1981,
in

~.Jhich

the Defendants agreed to develop fifteen "Plans of Correction,"

to serve as blueprints for action and as measuring sticks of compliance
with Appendix B of the Consent Decree.
The progress of the fifteen Plans has been reviewed in monthly
meetings of the Parties with the Special Master concluding on July 12,
1983, when all the Plans were deemed to be in compliance.

Summaries follow,

concluding for each Plan with the date of the Special Master's final report
of compliance.

Plan of Correction No.1:

All clients shall be removed from Seven Elms

Boarding Horne, vJillm.,rcrest Boarding Horne and Hill top Boarding_Horne ~
Seven Elms Boarding Horne -- All clients have been removed.
Boarding Horne -- All but tvJO clients have been removed.

Willowcrest

The two who remain

are doing so with the concurrence of the Interdisciplinary Team.
Boarding Home -- All but one client has been removed.
because of family preference.

Plan of Correction No.2:
program services_ at
and

Northlan~.-Jian~~

l~ard'

Hilltop

That one is remaining

(July 30, 1982)

After an evaluation of the residential and

sHame, Pinkham's Horne (Strong

Childr~p

all clients shall be removed __or off_ered

I

sHame) ,

suj_~abl~Jro~J~tn!3~

The determination of the Special Master and the Parties that all of
the homes except Strong Children's Horne are in compliance was reported in the
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July 30, 1982, report.

Since then Strong Children's Home has been re-audited

and found to be in compliance.

The cottage renovations have been completed,

programming is in place for each client, and a community integration program
has been established.
Possibly the most challenging problem at Strong Children's Home was the
conununity integration program, since most of the residents are profoundly
retarded and physically impaired.

The resolution included preparing a list,

drawn from the "Community Integration Manual,1.I of activities appropriate
for each resident, providing for each resident to be taken into the community
at least twice a week for activities, providing staff training on community
integration, and documenting in a log the date and activity of each
resident.

(February 15, 1983)

Plan of Correction No.3:

The population shall either he reduced or

the level of programming for clients shal~.:!:nc~~ase~~t.~~~~E'.!-~ist.~ci.
homes:

Bruce Haven, Hall-Dale Mcmor, Tissue's Boarding Home, Noyes Boardin&

Home and Houlton Residential Center.
Bruce Haven -- One class member remains.
BMR services.

Legal guardians have waived

Hall-Dale Manor -- There is a signed agreement to improve

programming; off-site programming and in-home programming are available.
Tissue's Boarding Home -- Two class members remain.

The guardian of one has

waived BMR services and the guardian of the other is considering alternate
placement or waiving services.
improvement.

Houlton Residential Center -- There is a signed agreement to

improve services.
documented.

Noyes Boarding Home -- Record keeping needs

Off-site progranuning is available.

Inservice training

1,\Thile the physical layout is not optimal, steps have been taken

to make tbe facility more attractive.
clients' rooms.

MDre attention should be given to the

Client records are very complete.

S

(July 30, 1982)

PLan of Correction No.4:

A case review will be conducted for all

clients in nursing homes that serve
individuals.
repla~emeot

predominantl~non-mentally

retarded

Upon completion of the case review, clients recommended for
shall be moved.

be reviewed by an on-site professional team for purposes of recommendations

The Parties and Special Master concurred with the auditor's finding:
"The Bureau carried out the individual case review, compiled a list
of clients recommended for movement, developed regional plans to meet
client needs, and moved clients within the provisions of Appendix B.
Concerns arise when, due to the lack of alternative placement sites,
interim plans for those not yet moved are evaluated.

Many of these

nursing homes are inappropriate because of their size.

In addition to

their size, the activities staffs are oriented to the geriatric
population and not to the mentally retarded population.
in

m~ny

This leads

cases to activities designed for the elderly being substituted

for programming appropriate for a mentally retarded individual.

It

was not uncommon in the auditor's experience to hear a nursing home
staff person say that the client does everything our other clients do.
There also seems to be a reluctance by nursing home staff to request
inservice training from BMR.

The auditor recognizes the difficulty

mill

has finding appropriate placements and encouraging ICF/MR-nursing
development.

However, with a few exceptions such as Oceanview, the

auditor would discourage reliance upon the nursing home placement as an
ongoing alternative, the auditor makes the following recommendations:
(1) Utilize nursing homes when age appropriate and the client has
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·voluntarily resigned from off- and/or on-site programming.

(2)

Ivhen programming is an rDT recommendation, only those homes with
access to off-site programming whould be considered.

(3) When

the only programming appropdate is' on-site programming, the
hiring of a one-to-one social service worker should be part of
the IDT recommendat ion.

(Lf) The BMR could be much more assertive

regarding the appropriate inservice training for nursing home
staffs.

Initial or continued placement could be made conditional

upon completed inservice training by nursing home staff.

(5) The

urgency for additional community placements should be reduced
until existing needs have been met.

Plan of Correction No.5:

II

(July 30, 1982)

After a case record review, the

Program Planning Process shall be

r:~-examine~...L_an~

Presc~tive

when .EecessarX..1.........restru...<::tured.

A consultant has been employed to undertake the review and make recommendations.
This has been done.

(July 30, 1982; and February 15, 1983)

Plan of Correction No.6:

The impact of the revised.. Prescriptive Pr.9...gra~

.P1a-gninlLProcess shall be statistically evaluated and further revised in
accordance with the evaluation.
A report on this Plan was submitted ia October 1982.

It resulted ia

the Parties and the Special Master concurring that compliance with Plan of
Correction No. 6 has been achieved.

With the accomplishmeat of Plans No. 5

and 6, Maine nm" has a mechanism for assessing and planning to meet the needs
of each individual client.

(February 15, 1983)
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Plan of Correction No.7:

The BHR shall assist the Consumer Advisofl

Board_in making trained correspondents available for participation in the
IDT meetings of all clients who are not able to advocate on their own behalf.
After conference with the Parties, it became clear that technical
compliance of Plan of Correction No.

7 had been achieved.

Because they agreed

that the deficiencies noted in the auditor's report should be dealt with,
the BMR, with input from the Consumer Advisory Board, has drafted and submitted
to the Special Master an acceptable program.

Plan of Correction No.8:

(July 30, 1982)

This Plan stipulates that the Defendants

shall retain a consultant in vocational programming to evaluate, relative to
De~~e~_compliance,

lT2.?W

the programs of:

Bangor Regional Rehabilitation Center

Phoenix), Goodwill, Coastal Workshop, Pathways, Winthrop Work Activity

Center and Green Valley, and thereafter formulate plans to bring these
programs into compliance with the Decree.
An "Addendum to the State-Wide Plan' submitted in August, 1982, removed
the previous concerns about implementation of this Plan.

The Parties and the

Special Master have concurred that this Addendum justifies a determination
that compliance with Plan of Correction No. 8 has been reached.

(February 15,

1982)

Plan of Correction No.9:
identify unmet residential and
l0--.S.'-atior~ __This

~nstrument

Defendants shall

deve~

an

instrumen_~to

programma_t_~_~~ien_t_~edE>--L __~J7___ !~ an~_

shall be utilized to

det~rm~r:!e

anc! __~J~g-.!"~_g_Cl_~~

these needs, and to develop a plan for resource realignment or _dev!:)opmept
where necessary.
The Plan contemplated under this Agreement has been in the course of
development throughout this Special Master's tenure.
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It is clearly the most

critical of the plans, in that it establishes a procedure to achieve the
Decree's overriding purpose of assuring meaningful community living and
appropriate programming for the Decree's beneficiaries.

It also provides

the means for developing the community resources that Pineland residents
will require in order to receive the placements they have long deserved
(see Plan of Correction No. 15).
The needs of clients throughout the State were assessed in April, 1981,
and twice since then.

The Hanagement Information System is in operation

(see Plan of Correction No. 12).
advantag~

The Defendants are proceeding to take

of opportunities to develop appropriate residential and program

resources, but clearly much more needs to be done.
This plan was audited by Dr. Alex Pattakos.

(July 12, 1983)
(See comments after

Plan of Correction No. 13.)

Plan of Correction No. 10:

A plan shall be formulated by designated

representatives of the disciplines of psychology, occupational therapy,
~ysical

therapy, and speech therapy to recruit, develop and utilize

professional resources to meet the needs of the Decree's class members.
A report to improve the means to attract and retain professionals
was submitted in September, 1982, and resulted in the Parties and Special
Naster concurring that compliance has been achieved.

Plan of Correction No. 11:

(February 15, 1983)

Quarterly reports shall be made on problems

and progress toward the alleviation of deficiencies in the following areas:
transportation, crisis intervention, famjdy support, respite services, and
communi~

recreational opportunity.

The quarterly reports have been made.
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The Parties and the Special Haster

have agreed that an audit of this plan is not needed.

Reports of the

regional public relations coordinators will be incorporated in future
quarterly reports.

(July 30, 1982)

Plan of Correction No. 12:

A~n

shall be formulated to track

clients' needs and for resource development.
The Defendants have developed and implemented a computerized management
information system.

(July 12, 1983)

(See comments after Plan of Correction

No. 13.)

Plan of Correction No. 13:

A plan shall be developed to improve

monitoring systems of services delivered to clients, to_assure the quality
of the services and to provide for prompt identification and correction of
the deficiencies.
The implementation of Plans of Correction Nos. 9, 12, and 13 was
audited by Dr. Alex Pattakos, Director, Applied Research and Consultation
Services, Bureau of Public Administration, University of Maine at Orono.
Dr. Pattakos concludes that the Defendants have demonstrated a sincere
commi tment tm.,ard full compliance; they have developed "systems" to identify
and track client needs, to plan for resource development, and to monitor
that the services delivered to class members are on the' "right" track.
Dr. Pattakos also offers many recommendations for improvement of the "systems."
His report is summarized in Exhibit A.
At a meeting with Dr. Pattakos on July 12, 1983, the Parties and the
Special Master accepted his report and concurred that the Defendants are
in compliance with Plans of Correction Nos. 9, 12, and 13.
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Plan of Correction No. 14:
~_m.£lc?'yees

._~plan_~hal~

be developed for training all

and service providers to mee_t Decree standards and the purposes

of the Plans of Correction.
The report of the auditor, Dr. Vernon Patterson, was revie\ved in
January, 1983.

The Parties and the Special Master endorsed his report, which

found that the Defendants are in compliance.

~lanning

(February 15, 1983)

Committee to ascertain the best suited community

each current resident

~nd

transmit

it~~inding

plac~~en~~or

to the BMR for incorporation

in_a long-term community development plan.
This plan has been developed by the Defendants and is being incorporated
into the BHR's State-wide development plan, as required by Plan of
Correction 'No.9.

The Parties and the Special Master have concurred

that compliance has been achieved.

(July 30, 1982)
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The fifteen Plans of Correction were essentiaily "inputs", that is,
what the State should do to achieve the standards set forth in Appendix B
of the Consent Decree.

In order to check whether the input has in fact

produced the output of improving the lives of the class members as called
for by Appendix B, Professor Sally M. Healey, Human Services Programs, Bangor
Community College, University of Maine at Orono, was retained by the Office
of the Special Master for a special audit.

A summary of her report is

Exhibit B.
At a meetin~Il~une ~1~J83,_~J:1~_~arti~s.-i!.nLthe_~_esiaJ:_Maste~
concu~:t:"ed ,\lith th~ audi tO~t3~ipj_~g t~~~the _De~e::ldant~a~e_i~ c0I!IJl~ians:~

with the provisions of Append~~~
The following recommendations are not reservations regarding the
preceeding finding but are simply suggestions of the auditor for further
imp rovemen t .

1.

Procedures used to monitor the quality of services for class members are

less structured and well-defined than they need to be.

As more class members

move back into the community it will become even more necessary to analyze
the frequency, content, and documentation of home and agency visits.

Obviously

efficiency and cost-effectiveness are important; the channeling of resources
into the direct-care services to which the monitoring is directed!
managers'

The case

roles and functions should be more clearly defined so that homes

and agencies ,viII have more realistic and consistent expectations of what
case managers can do.

Input about the monitoring process should be solicited
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from homes and agencies in order to maintain a productive partnership in
the business of providing the best possible services for people with
mental retardation.

2.

Crisis intervention services should continue to emphasize prevention

and to de-emphasize the use of state institutions.

The development of

proactive direct care staff is an important step in this direction.

If the

BMR staff had more empirical data about situations requiring crisis intervention
services they could analyze variables contributing to or mitigating these
crises and then perhaps learn to avoid some high-risk situations.

3.

Inservice training regarding psychotropic medication, and especially its

possible side effects, should be provided for all BMR case managers and their
supervisors.

Repeated reminders such as have given by Commissioner Concannon,

to psychiatrists and physicians regarding Decree requirements for "drug
holidays" may provide the impetus for the medical community to examine
procedures in the use of psychotropic medication.

4.

Methods to enhance social integration and to provide leisure time

opportunities should continue to be examined.

The statement by many of the

class members interviewed that they have no friends with whom they visit is
a sad one.

Salzberg and Langford (1981) suggest some alternatives, including

a companion or friendship model which originated in the Nashville-Davidson
County area of Tennessee.

This is certainly a difficult problem to address,

but, given the creative and unique programs already established in Haine,
it is not an insurmountable challenge!
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5.

The Individual Program Planning Process is an excellent one.

important is the ongoing self-evaluation built into the process.

Especially
The

general enthusiasm from direct care and case management staff regarding
the process confirms its appropriateness.
concerns regarding the meetings.

Class members have voiced some

Perhaps a short interview with each client

right after his or her meeting would provide some "consumer" input to the
self-evaluation.

Adherence to the procedures set forth in the 1983

Individual Program Plan Manual would meet and even exceed the Standards set
forth in Appendix B.

6.

All staff working with people with mental retardation should be aware

of their legal rights, in order to protect these rights and to function
as advocates when necessary.

The rights set forth in Chapter IS6-A and

Chapter 229 should be strongly emphasized through ongoing inservice training.
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4.

Pineland Center

The programs of Pineland Center both at the Center and in the
community will continue to expand as residents transfer to community
homes under the provisions of the Medicaid Waiver.
Superintendent is Exhibit C.
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A report of the

Since the standards in the Consent Decree remain in force indefinitely,
the Court and the public want continuing oversight after the Office of
the Special Master is terminated.

The Parties and the Special Master have

agreed on a plan for the annual "Auditing of Decree Standards" (See Exhibit
D).

Compliance with the standards will be checked by an audit of a third

party or parties qualified to perform such an audit.
Since it is not deemed necessary to audit performance with respect
to every standard every year, the plan provides for the public to make
suggestions of topics that should be examined by the auditor and to receive
a report on the auditor's findings and on the plans for corrective action
to be taken by the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
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The Consent Decree provided for the establishment of the Consumer
Advisory Board to review the practices of the Defendants from the point of
view of the class members.

This Board has been functioning since 1978,

with special success in recruiting "correspondents" for class members all
over the state.

The correspondents have been so effective that the BMR

plans to extend the system to all of its clients -- non-class as well as
class members.
Upon termination of the Office of the Special Master, the responsibility
of the Consumer Advisory Board will increase.

In order to refine the

"charge" of the. CAB, the Parties and the Special Master, after consultation
with Board members, agreed on the "Role of the Consumer Advisory Board"
(See Exhibit E).
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7.

The Medicaid Waiver

The final element necessary to ensure continued compliance with the
provisions of the Consent Decree was the successful implementation of the
State's application to the Federal Health Care Finance Administration.

The

system set forth in the application, which was sponsored by the Departments
of Human Services and Mental Health and Mental Retardation, will provide home
and community based servic.es to 400 mentally retarded persons who would
otherwise be or remain institutionalized.

Included are professional support

services, respite care, transportation, day habilitation, and foster home
and boarding home care.

This so-called "Medicaid Waiver" will provide the

programmatic and financial

resources for community placement of Pineland

residents and will prevent unnecessary institutionalization of persons already
living in the community.

Staff of the Departments of Human Services and

Mental Health and Nental Retardation are completing the administrative
framework of this program so that services may begin immediately upon Federal
approval.
Once funds are available for needed programs, it is important to assure
that there are good plans for utilizing the funds.

Toward this end a Waiver

Committee was appointed to assist the Special Master in determining the
adequacy of the plans.

This Committee has served well.

The work of this

Committee is summarized in a letter sent to Donald V. Carter, House Chairman,
Appropriations and Financial Affairs (see Exhibit F), arranging with the
Approriations Committee to include the following language in L.D. 1354, the
Part II Budget:
"The Departments of Human Services and l'1ental Health and
l'1ental Retardation shall report to the Committee on
Appropriations and Financial Affairs on a Guarterly basis
as to the stat1JS of the Medicaid Waiver Implementation Plan."
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There are about thirty-five sheltered workshops in Maine offering
programs for the development of their clients' working skills.

These

workshops are an essential element of the continuum of Maine's programs to
develop the capacities of clients to the maximum.

It is generally accepted

that every effort should be made to have clients graduate from such programs
to more "competitive" employment.

Several sheltered workshops actively

seek outside employment activities for their clients, but some are so busy
with their primary day-to-day operational responsibilities that the goal
of graduation is slighted.

It takes lots of time and effort to place clients

in outside jobs.
In order to supplement what the sheltered workshops are doing about
job placements, several approaches have been considered.

A major decision

has been to focus on the health industry as one where employment of the
developmentally disabled is especially promising.

Not only do employees

in the health industry generally have the compassion required to welcome
mentally retarded workers but from a practical point of view the industry,
with a very high labor turnover in a number of less skilled jobs, needs the
steady, conscientious help that mentally retarded persons can give.
The hospital employment program began in 1982 at the Maine Medical
Center in Portland, and has already been extended to the Webber Hospital in
Biddeford and the Thayer Hospital in Waterville.
to other hospitals.

The goal is twofold:

It will soon be extended

(1) to offer training and services

that focus upon an identifiable vocation or occupation, and to develop the
specific skills to perform this vocation or occupation; and (2) to offer
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opportunities to acquire appropriate skills so that individuals can work
toward employment at the Maine Hedical Center on a full-time basis and can
if desired, transfer to other areas of the hospital or to outside facilities.
The program at the Haine Medical Center began with twenty disabled
persons vlOrking in the dish,,,rashing and service area and in the assembly
line of the food services department.

Then some persons were assigned to

work in the laundry department and others to wrap up sterilized surgical
instruments.

Additional kinds of activities are being evaluated.

The

quality of the disabled persons work has been excellent, their productiVity
has been steadily increasing, and their attendance has been exceptional.
A factor affecting the increasing productivity is that many are now, for the
first time in their lives, in direct competition with non-retarded persons
and they ",ant to keep up!

"They don't drop as much silverware down the

garbage disposal as our regular employees."

The Food Services Department

and the Maine Medical Center have actually seen a financial savings
of this program.

bec~use

The turnover rate, traditionally high in this department,

has been reduced substantially, resulting in reduced need for advertising,
interviewing, orientation, and overtime.

The disabled individuals are

members of the team of the Maine l1edical Center.
they are eligible for M.H.C. benefits.
of the Haine Medical Center family.

They receive a M.M.C. check,

They become members, "'ith LD. numbers,

They are not identified with a "Sheltered

hTorkshop," but rather with the M.M.C. and its other 3,000 employees.
impact on the self-image of these employees is significant.

The

Because of past

experiences these retarded individuals never dreamed of holding a full-time
job with full benefits, without the "stigma" of being labeled retarded.
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They

3re productive citizens now, and paying their way!

The dedicated staff of

the program, as well as the leadership provided by the Maine Medical Center,
should be applauded.
The Maine Medical Center program has gained national recognition.

On

August 13, 1983, at the National Rehabilitation Association's Conference
in Boston, N.H.C. 's "Hospital Industries" Program received the 1983
Organizational Award.

In addition, the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services has granted $120,000 to the Maine Medical Center to develop similar
programs in five other hospitals in Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
The success of the hospital employmenb program has led to an exploration
of its extension to nursing homes.

Michael McNeil of Berry, Dunn & McNeil

sampled 140 nursing homes in Maine.

His report is Exhibit G.

Its conclusion

is that there is a significant employment potential in the nursing horne
industry and contains several recommendations and that there is an important
connection between the hospital and nursing horne programs.
serve as the initial "training centers."

Hospitals may

Graduates will go to work in

nursing homes, but, later on, a training center may be established in a
nursing horne.
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There are about 750 clients in 35 work activity centers and sheltered
workshops in Maine.

Some workshops have highly developed programs to

produce Rnd sell industrial products such as pallets, potato barrels, fish
storage boxes.

Some have quite large-scale subcontracts to assemble parts

of products for industrial companies.

Others make a wide variety of wood

and textile gift items, toys and household products.

Making these products

develops work habits and skills and increases the income of clients.
Because of their remoteness from markets and their lack of resources,
some of the workshops have not been able to expand the markets for their
products.
pricing.

Some need technical assistance on product design, packaging and
In order to help, SheJterCraft, Inc. has been established with

a start-up grant from the Bureau of Mental Retardation and the Bureau of
Vocational Rehabilitation.
within a vear or two.

The aim of ShelterCraft is to be self-supporting

A temporary manager is now hard at work developing a

plan of operation.
The first public showing at the "Herchant's Place" at the Howard Johnson
Motel in Portland, October 1 and 2, presented sixty-six products.
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10.

Prevention of Mental Retardation

Previous reports of the Office of the Special Master have dealt with
the importance of prevention.

It is gratifying to report that significant

progress is underway.
In order to develop an agenda for a prospective task force, the
Bureau of Hental Retardation secured the services of the Medical Care
Development, Inc. of Augusta.

M.C.D. has prepared a monumental draft

report surveying the developmental disabilities programs in Maine and other
states and offering twenty-five recommendations.

The Developmental Disabilities

Council is currently reviewing this report and is expected to complete a
working document in October.

Of this report, two sections have been

repooduced in Exhibit H.
The conclusion of the Martti-Huori Case is a great accomplishment.
even more significant legacy for Maine would be the implementation of a
coordinated prevention program.
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An

11.

The Future

The conclusion of the Martti Wuori case is a fine accomplishment.
It has greatly improved the system of housing, care, and development of
Maine's mentally retarded citizens.

This has been the focus of effort

of hundreds of people for at least eight years.
needs a wider-angled lense.

Now the State's camera

Its focus should be broadened to include two

major needs that are not covered by the Consent Decree.

One is a vigorous

program to prevent mental retardation so as to reduce the number of entrants
jnta the system; the other is to graduate more of the system's clients
into employment in the community.

The savings will be great -- less grief

for parents, less burden on taxpayers, and more joy for clients.
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EXHIBIT A:

Audit of Compliance with Plans of Correction Nos. 9, 12 and 13

by

Alex N. Pattakos, Director
Applied Research and Consultation Services
Bureau of Public Administration
University of Maine at Orono
Orono _, Maine 04469

June 1983
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The charge to the auditor was to assess, from a systemic perspective,
the defendants' capacity to achieve full compliance with Plans of Correction
Nos. 9, 12, and 13.

Although this audit was not explicitly client-focused,

it did by design relate to client concerns, primarily through a complementary
client-specific audit which, in large part, addressed the same items.
Moreover, it should be noted that the charge to the system auditor was
restricted to the BMR.

The review did not directly involve other parties

concerned about Haine's mentally retarded citizens, such as non-BMR service
providers, funders, advocates, etc.

PROCEDURES
In terms of methodology, this audit report can best be described as a
qualitative analysis.

Although qualitative evaluation efforts often appear

to lack the precision of quantitative studies, this is not always the case.
Moreover, there are sound, rigorous, and acceptable methods for conducting
qualitative evaluation studies (Patton, 1980).
The findings and conclusions reported in the following sections were
obtained from both primary and secondary information sources.

The auditor

collected qualitative data through direct observation of selected activities,
such as an MIS staff training session.

In addition, personal and/or

telephone interviews with a purposeful sample of participants for each Plan
were conducted.

Selected BMR staff also responded to a number of requests

for particular information.
A wide variety of secondary information sources was examined.

Such

materials included pertinent documentation of BMR's compliance activities
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for each Plan, such as resource development plan forms and summaries (f19),
MIS user instructions and reports (#12), and various planning and monitoring
reports and memoranda (#13).

Moreover, the auditor reviewed all Reports to

the Court by the Special Master, relevant external consultant/auditor reports
(such as those by BLF, Inc. and Dr. Robert Audette), selected internal
reviews conducted by BMR, and pertinent BMR program policy statements.
sample of client case records was also examined.

A

Particular attention was

devoted to reviewing the defendants' IPP process.
For comparative purposes, efforts were made to obtain the most current
"state-of-the-art" information from other jurisdictions, organizations,
and publications in the U. S. regarding the major issues addressed in this
audit.

A comprehensive search of Project SHARE's data base, a national

clearinghouse for improving the management of human services operated by the
U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, was conducted in two key areas
of concern -- client monitoring/tracking systems and management information
systems.

Communication links were established with persons knowledgeable

about similar class action suits in other states.

In addition to information

obtained directly from the Special Master in Pennsylvania, the reports of an
external analysis of the Pennhurst case, conducted by Human Services Research
Institute, Boston, Massachusetts, were also examined.

Likewise, a review of

pertinent literature in the public management field, with emphasis on
contemporary human services administration practice, was conducted.
Finally, the results of the complementary client survey audit \Vere
analyzed and integrated into the findings and conclusion contained in this
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Since the systems auditor was involved in the sampling design and

report.

data processing phases of the client survey audit, he was able to examine
the relative compatibility of the client survey results with the broader,
systemic concerns of this review.

FINDINGS
The evidence clearly illustrates that the defendants have pursued an
"evolutionary" course of capacity development in all areas covered under
Stipulation Items Nos. 9, 12, and 13.

While the BMR's capacity, in particular,

has not developed at the same rate in all areas of concern, the trend lines
are not that difficult to discern and, in the auditor's opinion, aptly
demonstrate a predisposition towards change and system improvement.
i'loreover,

the auditor, for the most part, witnessed a partnership (as

opposed to an adversarial) approach to resolving the issues imposed by the
Consent Decree among the parties involved.

l,rnile at first glance this may

not appear to be terribly significant, this atmosphere is relatively unique
among jurisdictions facing similar challenges in the human services, including
community mental retardation services, arena.

Indeed, more typically, an

organizational pathology known as the "territorial imperative" (Berkley, 1981,
pp. 92-95) controls and thereby inhibits the actions of similarly-situated
parties, sometimes to such an extent that the state's response to litigation
becomes merely another organizational game rather than an opportunity for
service

~y~te~

development.

Interestingly, the spirit of cooperation which

prevails in Haine with regard to the Pineland Center case has even received
national attention (Bradley, et

~l.,
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1982).

Of course, to say that there is a cooperative spirit among the parties
in

Main~

does not necessarily mean that interorganizational and inter-

jurisdictional problems do not

~xist.

The Bl1R's overall accomplishments to

date have directly influenced its relations with other, presumably allied,
state and local agencies in various and not always complementary ways.
Clearly, the State's mental retardation system has developed rather quickly
requiring accommodations from without as well as within its not easily-defined
bOl\ndaries,

Recent legislative and executive initiatives, which highlight

the ConC817n about organizational interfaces between the Bl1R and other state
and

lo~al

agencies, provide testimony supporting such a contention.

Although ~his dim~nsion of the defendants' capacity was not an explicit
focus of this review, it still is an important issue which will warrant
careful

atten~ion

in the future.

Unquestionably, the IPP process is the critical linchpin which holds
all of the "systems of compliance" together.

This process has passed through

a number of evolutionary steps since its inception in 1977.

It is a viable

process, one which seems to have considerable support among both management
and service delivery personnel.
this point.
needs.

The data from the client survey corroborate

The evidence suggests that the IPP does reflect actual client

Put differently, there is no real evidence that the IPP does

no~

reflecr actual needs.

This observation, of course, is in marked contrast to
1
some of the earlier criticisms directed at the IPP process.

1

See Office of Special t1aster, Report to the Court, "Community Standards:
Appendix B ot the Court's Decree," April 22, 1980, as well as the Stipulation
Agreement of January 14, 1981.
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Conceptually, the purpose of the Interdisciplin~ry Team (IDT) and,
in particular, its end-product, the Individual Program Plan (IPP), is sound.
In actuality, the underlying philosophy of the BMR's IDT/IPP format reflects
contemporary human services ideology which purports to view clie~ts holistically,
that is, focusing on clients as complex individuals, and planning service
responses ,-lhich address the totality of individual and/or family needs
(Agranoff and Pattakos, 1979, particulary pp. 13-39).

The evolutionary

development of the IPP process is well documented by the BMR, including a
series of program policy statements, written reports of external and in-house
reviews, and a newly (as of this writing) revised edition of the Individual
Program Plan Hanual.

The Manual does an excellent job of describing the entire

IPP process, in order to facilitate IDT member preparation and participation
and thereby enhance its utility as a diagnostic tool for both planning and
evaluation purposes.
Examination of the IDT/IPP process pointed to several areas of concern
which relate to the compliance issues addressed in this report.

First, it

is promising to note that IDT participants, particularly service providers,
seem to be more inclined to focus on measurable goals and objectives when
formulating IPPs.

\.Jhile this trend is admittedly a positive one, the emphasis

on client developmental goals, as well as the identification of alternative
living arrangements, may become even more important in the years ahead.

The

pressure to deinstitutionalize typically decreases as more and more clients
are moved out of traditional institutions into various community living
arrangements.

Yet, because nontraditional institutions, such as boarding homes,
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may be similarly restrictive of individual rights, etc., as their more
traditional counterparts (Lerman, 1981), the notion of least restrictive
setting is no less significant within community settings.

There will

always be concern that the goal of deinstitutionalization will not necessarily
result in the least restrictive setting for the clients.

Therefore, more

rather than less attention to this concern via the IDT/IPP process may be
called for in the future.

Overall, the prognosis in the State of Maine

regarding the IDT/IPP process is clearly optimistic, due to the various
refinements (in attitude, knowledge base, and behavior).

Indeed, it is to

the defendants' credit that such substantial improvements in this key area
have been realized in such a short time frame.
}foreover, the IPP process is being used more frequently with nonclass
members -- perhaps a promising trend if one considers nonclass members to
be prospective class members.
Future enhancements of the IPP process will largely depend, of course,
on ongoing monitoring of its use.

The auditor therefore supports the idea

of a peer review of the IPP process at regular time intervals.

In order to

provide feedback more frequently, perhaps a small random sample of clients
should be selected for review with a more narrow array of IDT/IPP elements
to be examined than what was done previously.

Moreover, the IPP review

forms should incorporate a service obstacles section for identification
and discussion purposes.

The explicit formatting of such information may

make it easier to identify potential bottlenecks in the service delivery
process, as well as gauge how well the IPP process deals with such issues.
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l;Jith regard to Stipulation Items Nos. 9 and 12, the defendants have
firmly estahlished the elements of a comprehensive information system to
complie client needs data for resource development and related program
planning purposes.
It is important to underscore the relationship between the activities
conducted pursuant to Item #9 and those which culminated in the Management
Information System (MIS) under #12.

The identification of unmet residential

and programmatic client needs, including the statewide and regional resource
development plans which were formulated therefrom, was the cornerstone of
the BMR's manual and automated information management efforts.
which were eventually used as the basis of the Audett Report,

1

Data elements
were grounded

in the evolving IPP process and reflected earlier developmental efforts of
several

B~ffi

regional staff persons.

Indeed, the formatting of the requisite

data under Items Nos. 9 and 12 underwent several iterations since 1980.
The Audette Report served several purposes besides providing an
inventory of unmet needs.

It elicited favorable reactions in the BMR regions,

even, on occasion, prompted revised needs data estimates, and brought to the
forefront a number of substantive and methodological issues.

For instance,

discussions regarding definitions and use of key terms, as well as potential
errors in FORl1'" completion, were evident.

Even the articulation of policy

positions, such as an interesting argument against a replacement strategy

- - - - - - _.._ - - - - - - -

1Robert H. Audette, "Planning the Community System for Mentally Retarded
Persons in the State of Maine", October 2, 1981.
Utilized as the primary data collection instrument in 1981, it became the
precursor of subsequent MIS data input formats.
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with respect to foster and boarding homes, crystallized as a result of the
Audette Report.

This kind of exchange is, indeed, significant for it

highlights the dynamic nature of MIS development (Rosenthal, 1982).

Moreover,

it demonstrates that the BMR staff were not passive recepticles of expert
consultant opinion regarding such critical questions.

Instead, they were

actively engaged, whether conscious or not, in the design and installation
of whatever information management product emerged from this process.
Information supporting resource development planning, while based on
needs data, such as those reported in the Audette Report and subsequently
merged with the automated MIS (under #12), are arrayed manually in a variety
of display formats.

Although the resource development plan summaries

presumably allow for comparisons of needed residential and programmatic
resources with planned development of such resources, the auditor found it
difficult to "separate the forest from the trees" and make this kind of
basic comparison.

The sample cover sheet in EMhibit I is proposed as one

way of providing such a snapshot view, and could be done by region as well
as statewide.
The formal MIS, which has been developed in response to Item #12,
is grounded in the IPP process.

The fact that, since 1979, the BMR has

automated a greater portion of its information handling responsibilities
should not imply that it has no shortcomings.

Currently operating as a

batch-mode system, its utility is naturally restricted, although not so
much in terms of its program planning capacity.

Its greatest weakness

instead pertains to its use as an operational tool for case (client) specific

EXHIBIT I.

Program/Residential/
Service Type

SAMPLE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PLAN SUMMARY COVER SHEET

Need Estimates (date)
Community
Community Class

Pineland

Development Plans (date)
Community
Community Class
Pineland

Fundamental Life
Practical Life
Personal, Social

Total Program
Independent Living
Semi-Independent
Living
Supervised Living

o
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~

Total Residential
Physician
Psychologist
Dental

Total Service

tracking or monitoring.

At this point, such monitoring is better handled

manually by the BHR's cadre of professional client service coordinators
(CSCs).

Minus the installation of an on-line (i.e., conversational or

interactive) system for case management decision-making, the likelihood that
the current automated MIS will increase its usefulness among direct service
delivery staff is re.latively low.

In the absence of information on

associated costs and benefits of different MIS options, however, the
practicality or feasibility of installing a more sophisticated system is
uncertain.

Since there are plans to upgrade the BMR's capacity in this

area, such questions may be answered in the near future.
~1atever

the outcome of the BMR's computer plans, it should be pointed

out that the current system for case management is not unsatisfactory, by
any means.

This observation is based on the perceived attitudes and

competence of BMR management and service delivery staff, as well as a
quick look at similar systems in other jurisdictions.

For the most part,

the BMR staff have demonstrated an ethical commitment to service quality
and deinstitutionalization which transcends purely legal obligations (Repp,
1978).

In turn, this has fostered a spirit of cooperation rather than

conflict among providers of services to the State's mentally retarded
population.

As mentioned earlier, this kind of atmosphere is some,,,hat

unique among states which have had to comply with judicial decrees involving
such value-laden, and potentially turbulent, issues.
The design, installation, and implementation of an HIS is, as indicated
previously, a dynamic, ongoing process.
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It typically involves a series of

trade-off decisions which affect the extent, frequency, and level of detail
of data collection and analysis, as well as the amount of system flexibility
for the user.

The successful implementation of a comprehensive MIS, like

other human services innovations, particularly in decentralized service
delivery networks, is dependent on several design criteria.

Ideally, for

example:
the system must not increase the paperwork or reporting burden
of line staff;
- the system must enrich and interface ¥ith already existing
internal reporting systems;
the system should support improved service delivery;
- the information generated by the system should flow into
agency decision-making and the planning process.
In reality, of course, few, if any, systems satisfy the above criteria,
and, no system can provide information for all conceivable decisions
(Rosenthal, 1982).

Managers responsible for different kinds of decisions,

e.g., operating, planning, or evaluating, are likely to seek different
qualities in an MIS, based on different information requirements.

The acid

test of an HIS is whether or not, given such requirements, it can process and
prepare information in a usable format.

At this level, it does not matter

l..rhether it does so manually or by computer, or, whether it processes data
by "batch" or "on-line".
The BMR's MIS, broadly defined, needs to be examined with these conditions
in mind.

To reiterate, as a support for policy and program planning, the

BMR's MIS does meet the utility test.
other constraints, there are

alway~

On the other hand, within cost and

refinements or adjustments in a MIS
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which can be made to improve its usefulness.

As a case in point, the

audi tor suggests the following regarding the. automated portion of the BMR MIS:
1.

That a client goals data base be added to the information on
clients and service needs, in order to better target services
to performance indicators, such as client development.

2.

That the use of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) be expanded and extended to achieve its fullest potential,
i.e., more careful use of its labeling, data transIormation, and
subroutine capabilities, and highest degree of flexibility.
Assuming that it will be used interactively, the BMR may want to
consider its conversational option
SCSS.

3.

That the BMR FORM used for the MIS be redesigned as a .E..~e-coded
instrument (as much as possible) for immediate data entry and
to decrease reliance/reference to codebook instructions.

4.

That BMR staff training regarding the HIS include an orientation
to system uses, processing opportunities and constraints, as well
as expanded attention to definitions of key words and concepts.

5.

That BMR reduce the workload associated with MIS data collection
by:
a.

retaining its current level of information specificity
with only a sample of clients; or,

b.

reducing the amount of information to only those items
dealing with ~eed~ or ~~blems, perhaps for a larger sample
or total client caseload on a more frequent basis to flag
issue areas needing further examination.

6.

That BMR, in addition to developing its performance monitoring
capability with the MIS, concentrate on preparing its MIS data
for trend analysis', in order to depict change (8) over time as
well as to enhance its forecasting capability.

7.

That BHR establish a MIS users committee to provide input into
system planning and operations, including technical assistance
and training requirements.

8.

That BMR coordinate its information management needs and resources
with those of allied service agencies in an effort to reduce
unnecessary duplication and overlap and to increase information
scope and consistency/compatibility.
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The above suggestions should not be construed as an indictment of the
current status of the BMR's MIS.
used for resource
purposes.

dev~iopment,

As indicated, the MIS data are being

resource allocation, and other basic planning

As a side benefit, moreover, management's emphasis on MIS within

the BMR has underscored the importance of usable and used record-keeping
throughout the agency.
Furthermore, the integrity of the MIS as designed has, to the auditor's
knowledge, neVer been questioned by its users.

Indeed, the presence of

severa] cross-checks at different points in the data entry process has
undoubtedly contributed to such integrity.

In this regard, in addition to

BMR caseworker and regional supervisor responsibilities, data accuracy is
further assured by the DMH/}1R Planning Division personnel who actually input
and process the data.

At all levels, the attitude towards the process is

serious [lnd strictly professional, leaving only a small margin for systematic,
nonsampling error.

The auditor's own review of various MIS data processing

outputs also supported this relatively low error rate.
The perceived integrity of the MIS data, of course, is also substantiated by the many and varied uses for which the BMR staff have found
it appropriate, such as legislative appropriations requests, supporting
documentation for a Federal Medicaid waiver application, responding to
requests for information from other state agencies, including joint planning
activities.

Continued efforts to mesh institutional and community information

needs and resources into a coordinated, Statewide resource development/
monitoring support system provide further evidence of BMR's developing
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capacity in this critical program management area.

At least by implication

such capacity-building intentions and activities increase the likelihood
that the defendants will have in place those "engines of compliance"
deemed essential to full compliance with the Consent Decree.

Montoring System
On balance, the defendants' response pursuant to Stipulation Item
No. 13 follows very closely the evolutionary pattern described for Nos. 9
and 12.

In this regard, major strides have been made by the BMR to assure

the quality of services, direct as well as ancillary.

The recent designation

of a full-time staff person in the central office with quality assurance
responsibilities manifests this commitment.
It is significant to note that a major portion of the BMR Quality
Assurance Manager's responsibilities involves external relations with other
state and community organizations.

Because so much of what the BMR does

with respect to its clientele is dependent upon the actions of others,
the monitoring of interagency relations is clearly a key element of a viable
monitoring system.

Indeed, as former Special Master David Gregory has

suggested, full implementation of the Consent Decree will not be assured
unless the various responsible agencies cooperate with each other.

1

Yet,

there is no reason to assume that interagency cooperation has any qualities
of spontaneous growth or self-perpetuation (Reid, 1975, p. 128).

As a

consequence, facilitating effective interagency relationships typically
constitutes a major expenditure item for human services organizations like
the BMR, which js often the reason why interagency cooperation efforts fail.
---------------

lOffice of the Special Master, "Report to the Court -- Continuing Supervision
of the Decree," U. S. District Court, Portland, Haine, June 2, 1980, p. 11.
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In this case, the BMR commitment to such a dimension of quality assurance
should therefore be underscored.

Already, for example, it has demonstrated

that it can assume a key leadership role in assuring that the Inter-Agency
Standards for Adult Community Programs are faithfully implemented.

Moreover,

the BMR' s monitoring plan, which was submitted in partial response to
Item tf13, clearly substantiates itd dependency on, and need to 1.vork in
collaboration with, other public agencies.

Likewise, its implementation and

monitoring procedures concerning residential services agreements further
illustrates the direction of its monitoring responsibilities as required by
Appendix B.
On another plane, the developing dialogue between central office,
regional office, and institutional staff on service planning, case management,
resource development, and case evaluation issues is another significant
process indicator for at least predicting the direction, if not the
magnitude, of the defendant's progress towards full compliance with Plan
of Correction No. 13.

A careful review by the auditor of central, regional,

and institutional operational plans over several quarters revealed similar
results.

There is evidence, for instance, of not only increased use of the

MIS for needs assessment and resource development planning as noted previously,
but also closer integration of the institutions with community services
development.

Even acknowledging the variability across regions, the movement

towards planning within a statewide context of goals and objectives promises
to at least set the stage for a baseline planning and monitoring capacity
for all parts of the BMR system.

To be sure, the successful development of
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any monitoring system is going to be an iterative process -- that is, one
which is gradual and sensitive to bureaucratic and political realities.
l'lith this in mind, the BMR has corne a long way with regard to its level
of monitoring sophistication in only a relatively short period of time.

CONCLUSIONS

On balance, the auditor finds the defendants to be in compliance with
Item Nos. 9, 12, and 13 of the Stipulation Agreement of January 14, 1981.
As described throughout this report, the defendants, in particular the BMR,
have demonstrated, both in principle and in practice, a sincere commitment
towards full compliance with these stipulated items.

Evolving systems to

identify and track client needs, to plan for resource development, and to
monitor the services delivered to class members are on the right track.
Moreover, these commitments and related actions are tangible evidence of
the defendants' continuing efforts to achieve full compliance with Appendix
B of the Consent Decree.
I would recommend that some external monitoring mechanism (or process)
be established to review periodically the defendants' progress towards
full compliance with Items 9, 12, and 13.

The auditor did hear, of

course, varied concerns about the potentially adverse implications of court
withdrawal from its supervisory role.
concern.

To a degree, the auditor shares this

However, the BMR's open system approach to managing its operations

is, in my view, a significant counterweight to such threats.

For example,

the increased involvement and advocacy role of parents in the mental
retardation services system is, at least partially, the result of BMR
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ini tia ti ves.

Over the long run, this kind of monitoring strategy may prove

to have a more profound influence on service quality and outcomes than
direct and continuous judicial oversight.
In the meantime, however, periodic reviews by some external, and
officially-sanctioned, entity at reasonable intervals seems appropriate.
Assuming, for example, that the waiver to allow the use of Medicaid Title XIX
funds to pay for personal care services is granted, the need to independently
review the defendants' behavior in some fashion may be even more important
in the years ahead, in order to assure that resource development policies
are faithfully implemented.

Schematically, the basic elements of a

monitoring (control) system are displayed in Figure 1.

This diagram can

easily accommodate the proposed process for "Auditing of Decree Standards"
which has been already drafted by the parties.
is not identified, however.

The monitor in the proposal

Rather, the proposed process links a sensor

mechanism, e.g., public hearings and independent auditor, directly to the
controller.

Perhaps the Consumer Advisory Board, or something like it,

should be considered as the "monitor" in this case.

l

Finally, within the BHR itself, it is further recommended that the MIS
data collection process he revised to reflect its planning rather than
operational (i. e., direct service delivery) emphasis.

A semi-annual data

collection effort would seem to be satisfactory for such purposes, unless,
of course, the modified approach suggested earlier is adopted.

In any even t ,

in addition to the long-term view which is supported by such a (planning)
information system, it is recommended that the BMR employ the spot-check,
sample review of the IPP process, in order to continue to monitor and further
refine its quality, both in terms of service planning and implementation.
1

.

Offlce of Special Master ,Report to the Court_,_~'Comm~~1i.Y~~andards :~ppendix:
~~~~Court' s Decre~,
April 22, 1980, p. 20, wherein the Consumer Advisory
Board is described as the "logical successor" to the Special Haster.
If
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FIGURE 1.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF COMMUNlTY MENTAL RETARDATION SERVICES CONTROL SYSTEM *
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* Adapted from: M. Clinton Miller and Rebecca G. Knapp, Evaluating Quality of Care: Analytic Procedures Monitoring Techniques (Germantown, Maryland: Aspen Systems Corporatlon, 1979), p. 96.
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INTRODUCTION

This audit was requested by Dr. Lincoln Clark, Special Master of the
United States District Court in the case of Martti
Concannon, et. al.

~vuori,

et. al. v.

Its purpose is to provide an independent evaluation of

the lives of those class members

~"ho

have left Pineland Center and are now

living in the community, to determine whether or not the standards outlined
in Appendix B of the Consent Decree are met in the actual, everyday lives
of the class members.
In order to make this evaluation, an instrument was developed to measure
the degree to which the standards have been met for individual class members.
This instrument consisted of several interviews which were conducted with
individuals significant in the lives of a representative sample of class
members.
HETHODS

A.

Subjects
At the time of the audit there were 626 class members living in the

community.

In order to a.ssess the quality of life for these class members

at a particular point in time, a representative sample of this population
was selected.

This allowed for an in depth evaluation over a relatively

short period of time.

In order to make sure that each of the 626 class

members had an equal chance of being selected for the sample, probability
or random sampling of the population was employed.

Random sampling ensures

that human bias does not interfere with the selection of a group of subjects.
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This group, or sample, can then be said to be representative of the population
in question, in this case Bureau of Hental Retardation class member clients.
In order to minimize the sample size while still retaining a high
degree of precision and confidence in the representativeness of the sample,
,

a sample stratified by type of residence was chosen.

Stratification is the

grouping of an entire population according to particular characteristics
which are, or are closely related to, one of the variables of interest in
the study.

By grouping the population by type of residence, it .was possible

to sample more of the subgroups in which there were larger members of
individuals than the subgroups in which there were smaller members of
individuals. For example, of the 626 class members, 106 people or 16.9% of
the population were living in small boarding homes (3-6 residents) while
four people or 0.6% of the population were in situations defined as "supervised
living".

Therefore the sample included more people living in small boarding

homes than in "supervised living".

The resulting sample of 52 individuals

Has dra1;m based on a 90% confidence level with a 10% margin of error.
Of the 52 class members selected for the sample 19 (36.5%) were women
and 33 (63.5%) were men.

One person was diagnosed as having normal intelli-

gence, one person as having borderline mental retardation.

Ten of the

individuals surveyed had mile mental retardation, 17 had moderate mental
retardation, 13 had severe mental retardation, 8 had profound mental retardation, and for two people level of mental retardation was not documented
(these were people who had declined Bureau of Mental Retardation services).
Three of the class members surveyed ,-Jere under 20 years old, 12 were
between the ages of 21 and 30, 19 were between the ages of 31 and 40,
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11 were between the ages of 41 and 60, and 6 people were 60 or older.

Age

was not available for one class member who had declined services.
Sixteen of the clients surveyed had no other handicapping conditions
beyond mental retardation, 19 had one other handicapping condition,
13 had two other handicapping conditions and 4 had more than three other
handicapping conditions.

B.

These data were not available for one class member.

Procedure
Instead of surveying only the class members themselves as has been

done in other studies (Campbell, 1976: George, 1979; Lehman, 1982), those
considered to have a significant impact on the life of each class member
were also interviewed.

These interviews were designed to elicit both

objective data, for example daily schedules, as

~vell

as subjective data

regarding the particular individual being studied, such as the direct care
staff person's feelings about his/her relationship with the individual.

In

addition, interviews were conducted with class members and/or their parents
or siblings when possible.

Other information was obtained from each class

member's Bureau of Mental Retardation case record.
The survey instrument consisted of four questionnaires which were
administered as structured interviews.

Separate questionnaires were

developed for day program providers, residential care providers, case managers
from the Bureau of Mental Retardation and clients and/or their families.
Content of the questionnaires was based on the standards outlined in Appendix
B (ommitted from this summary).

Each of the questions was open-ended, that

is, respondents were not given responses from which to choose.
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A face sheet waf> also completed for each client.

Variables such as age,

sex, level of mental retardation, size of residential facility, number of

roommates, number of residential placements since leaving Pineland Center
and length of time in current horne and program were included.
Interviews were conducted with direct care providers in residences
and day programs, Client Services Coordinators employed by the Bureau of
Mental Retardation and in some cases, clients and/or their parents or siblings.
Providers interviewed in day programs and residences were those involved in
at least some direct care with the client, were familiar with his/her
schedule and programs, and had been employed by the horne or program for at
least six months.
Three interviewers, in addition to the author of this report, conducted
the interviews.

All attended two training and discussion sessions, one held

prior to the interviewing and one held during the interviewing phase.

During

these sessions, each questionnaire was reviewed closely in order to maximize
reliability across interviewers.

At least weekly telephone contact \vith the

author was maintained during the interviewing phase.
The interviewing phase began in December 1982 and concluded in March
1983.

Interviews were conducted in homes, day programs and regional offices

of the Bureau of Mental Retardation in all six geographic regions of the
state.

Interviewers also reviewed client case records and Individual Program

Plans.

They also wrote a narrative summary of each client's situation.

Data generated by the survey instrument was either numberically coded
or compiled in narrative form.

Since the purpose of this survey was to
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provide a descriptive evaluation, the coded data was analyzed in terms
of simple frequencies and percentages.

The variable and value labels

utilized in the processing of the coded data are in the Survey Code Book
in Appendix 3 (omitted from this summary).

RESULTS

Over half of the class members surveyed are living in homes with six
people or less.

Of the remaining individuals most live in homes with seven

to 30 other residents while the smallest number of class members live in
homes of over thirty residents.
Care Facilities.

The larger homes tend to be Intermediate

One class member was living temporarily at Pineland Center

at the time of the survey.
The majority of class members surveyed are living with one roommate or
no roommates.

The remaining individuals live with two or three roommates.

Most of the class members surveyed attend day programs outside their
home.

Individuals not attending outside day programs had either chosen not

to attend an available program; were involved in an "in-house" day program
for medical reasons; or were in emergency or respite placement at the time
of the survey.

There '"ere no individuals for '''hom the Individual Program

Plan had prescribed a day program who were not able to go because of the lack
of an available day program.
Almost half of the class rriembers surveyed have lived in their current
home or one other home since leaving Pineland Center.

Of the remaining

individuals most have lived in three to six homes since leaving and only a
few have lived in more than six homes.
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One-third of the class members surveyed have lived in the community
for ten years or more; one-third between five and ten years; the remaining
third less than six months to five years.
Of the class members regarding whom a Bureau of Mental Retardation
Client Services Coordinator was interviewed, most were felt to be in the
least restrictive alternative.

The most common one year projection made

by CSC's for their clients was that they would be living in their current
home.

In making a five year projection, CSC's saw their clients most

typically living in their current home, moving to an Adult Foster Home or
to a Supervised Apartment, Group Home or Boarding Home.

Very few CSC's

saw their clients moving to Intermediate Care Facilities or living on their
own.

None saw state institutions in any of their clients' futures.
Of the class members surveyed approximately one-fourth have had to

return to Pineland Center at least once since leaving.

The most common

reason for return is behavior problems; other reasons include medical or
dental treatment; respite care or the lack of a day program.
Of the class members for whom CAC's felt behavior problems were keeping
them in a more restrictive alternative or threatening their current placements,
all had had psychiatric or psychological servLces.
CSC's for ten individuals related situations involving emergencies and
subsequent crisis intervention services.

Two were medical emergencies and

were handled by community medical facilities.

The remaining eight involved

serious behavioral or legal problems such as:

stealing; bizarre and disruptive

behavior; threatening and aggressive behavior; and suicidal gestures.
eight incidents, five involved admission to either Bangor Mental Health
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Of the

Institute, Augusta Mental Health Institute, or Pineland Center.

In the

other three cases community mental health centers, BMR workers, or an
advocate provided crisis intervention services in the community.
When asked to assess the ability of their client's placement to meet
his or her needs with reference to location and size, CSC's

typically gave

the following kinds of responses.
This horne is adequate but a therapeutic foster horne is
more ideal.
Ideal, five other residents is a good number.
It's a rooming house, it offers him an opportunity to have
some peer relationships of his own choosing.
The manager
offers a sense of security.
He'd get lost in a bigger setting. There's currently
enough people at different levels that he should be able
find a friend if he desires to.
Great -- plenty of attention; warm, comfortable space;
clean surroundings -- shares room with only one other
person and provides a family atmosphere.
It's too big in terms of the number of people in the
residence however she needs a large structure to move
around in her wheelchair.
This horne, despite its size, is really good.
excellent activity program.

It has an

The location is excellent -- close to family.
However,
therapies are not currently available in this location.
Family is too far away.
none were available.

Looked for a closer placement --

This horne is centrally located, close to all community resources.
Doesn't meet her needs -- the only thing they do is see that
she gets to work daily.
It's near her day program, that's
about it.
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He likes living in a rural area so it meets his needs
well.
He likes space around him and doing outdoor work.
Good location, within walking distance of everything.
It's close to parents -- ideal.
lroen asked to assess their client's residential placement in terms of
community integration and use of leisure time, ese's generally gave responses
such as the following:
They work hard at integrating client into available
community activities.
They encourage volunteer activity
with the client.
Great, independently goes to regular community events.
It's a rural setting -- there are no community activities.
They do go to church suppers.
Occasionally they take residents
for rides or for ice cream.
It's a big problem -- home doesn't involve residents in leisure
time activity or socialization.
There are many trips for shopping and into the community.
They (the residents) are included in community activity as
any member of a family would be.
The ese's saw leisure time and community integration needs not met
more frequently than did residential providers.

When transportation needs

were assessed as not met by ese's and day program providers, these transportation needs were almost always linked with community integration and use
of leisure time.
When queried regarding daily activities residential providers'
responses gave the following picture:

individuals come home from day programs

and engage in leisure or social activities and/or watch television.
people do chores and some go out for community activities.
supper at the same time every day.

Some

Most people eat

After supper, individuals tend to do
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more community activities, such as:
church; visiting. than before supper.
or in addition to other activities.

going for walks; to the movies; to
Many people watch television solely
Some people do chores, make phone

calls or visit with friends.
Regarding the monitoring of the quality of services in class members'
homes and day programs.

ese's gave a variety of responses.

Many visit

homes and programs as often as once or twice a week, others visit once or
twice a month.

During their visits, ese's sometimes observe and talk with

their clients.

Sometimes they visit when clients are not there and talk

informally with residential and day program staff.

Many ese's review

Individual Program Plan objectives with residential and day program staff.
The following are some of their responses:
I meet periodically in the home with the activity
worker and observe her in action.
I discuss with the
home staff to see if she is coming regularly.
I ask
the home staff their impressions of this worker.
I
monitor any habilitation plans initiated by the worker.
The communication is open and frequent (at least twice
a month).
I visit the home once a month.
I determine hmv he is doing
by interacting with him.
I monitor as directed by the
IPP and record this in his case record.
I have an informal "kitchen table" discussion of the IPP
goals and objectives.
I speak independently with the
client and residential provider to see if their perspective
on an issue coincides.
If I have an issue, I make a record
in the action notes, discuss it with my supervisor and other
ese familiar with the home.
(Regarding the day program) I
monitor the quality by the program's following through on
goals.
I make an observation by attending the program while
the client is at work.
I interview client and staff members
about their attitudes in relation to the program.
I make bi-monthly visits.
I write all pertinent information
in the action notes.
I get reports from the program quarterly.
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I visit every 6-8 weeks in a formal sense.
I stop in
informally every month.
Anything significant I would
document -- any crucial issue I'd discuss with the (BMR)
Regional Administrator or Advocate.
I visit the home once or twice a week.
I have regular
quarterly meetings with the staff.
If there are problems
I inform my supervisor.
Usually I report quarterly to
supervisor.
I visit the day program weekly.
I have
facilitated communication between the home and program.
I look to see how well dressed, out of bed, look at room.
Feedback is discussed with the Regional Supervisor and
the client's mother.
I assume she's getting a quality
program
seen as how much she's getting out of it.
The majority of class members surveyed are not, according to their esc's,
restrained by physical or chemical means.

Typically, chemical restraints are

used more frequently than physical restraints, although there were few
reported instances of either.

Several esc's responded that they did not know

whether or not their clients were subject to physical or chemical restraints.
The following are examples of their responses:
Psychotropic medication is a restraint.
(The reason for using
it is) to maintain socially acceptable behavior and functioning.
(The procedures used involve) consultation with medical and
psychiatric professionals (who) prescribe dosages and frequencies
arrived at based on client's reporting of optimum effects.
(It's) monitored every 90 days by a psychiatrist and seen
bi-weekly by a mental health nurse.
Medication review would
indicate behavior change plan.
Client is restrained to wheelchair by a folded sheet.
It is
doctor approved as well as suggested by the physical therapist.
The advocate has been advised.
This is a medical as opposed
to behavioral restraint.
According to residential providers, all class members can use their rooms
whenever they want to.

In all but a few instances, according to residential

providers, individuals are allowed to visit privately in their rooms with
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friends.

More restrictions are placed on visiting with friends of the opposite

sex.
Very few of the class members surveyed voted in the last election,
according to residential providers.
Day program providers involved with the class members surveyed were not
consistently familiar with M.R.S.A. Chapter 186-A (Maine law outlining the
civil rights of the mentally retarded).

Some had read it and a few use it

to teach clients about their rights.
In terms of habilitation, residential providers reported that the
majority of class members surveyed are learning things at home.

Cognitive

and/or vocational skills are most commonly being taught, activities of daily
living are the next most common, leisure time and behavioral skills were also
reportedly being developed.
For the class members living in foster, group, boarding and nursing
homes, individual habilitation plans are usually either not available or
not used, according to direct care staff.

Between one-fourth and one-third

of the class members surveyed living in these types of homes did have
individual habilitation plans being used by direct care staff.

Records of

individuals' progress in habilitation are kept at least monthly by half of
the residential providers and less than monthly by the other half.
In day programs, progress records are kept at least weekly for the
majority of class members surveyed.

In all but two cases, day program staff

evaluated their own performance based, in part, on the progress of the
individual class member.
Day program staff reported positive and constructive working relationships
with all residential staff.

Although in a few cases, the staff felt that
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their goals for the class member under discussion differed from those of the
residential staff, they still felt they worked together well in the individual's
best interests.
Over half of the direct care day program staff felt that the staff-client
ratio is adequate to meet the needs of the individual under discussion.
r~mainder

The

felt that the staff-client ratio is too low while a few felt that

i t is too high.

The majority of day program providers interviewed reported that they
did have time to do all of the required habilitation programs with the class
member under discussion.

Host of the residential providers concurred

although the proportion of "yes" answers was not as great as with day program
providers.
When asked to assess the homes of individual class members in terms of
staff attitude, training and ratio, and habilitation, ese's felt positive in
some cases and negative in others.

The follmving is a sample of their

responses:
Hare of a protective environment which meets his emotional
needs for security but it is not a place that fosters independence
and growth.
The staff ratio is fine.
(Their) intentions and responses are good.
(Their) hearts
are in the right place.
(But they are) not trained enough
for daily programming.
The staff ratio is too low.
(They
can) meet habilitation needs with support.
Staff attitude is one of sensitivity and caring and the
client responds positively to them.
Staff excellent, at least one-half have college education.
(They have a) positive attitude and don't foster dependence.
The staff ratio is excellent: one staff to three residents.
Staff has low expectations of clients.
They would prefer to
"do" for their residents.
No formal education in mental
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retardation.
They have corne to some BMR-sponsored inservice.
The ratio is two staff to six residents.
They have submitted
a habilitation plan but generally speaking (have) no training
on how to afford client the opportunity to do things for
himself. .
He's well-liked by staff.
Staff attitude has recently
improved. New o~tlook on the developmental model and are
'implementing it. Formerly there was more concern for the
nursing care.

Structured behavior modification programs which use aversive procedures
are not being used.

Techniques used to deal with behavior problems or the

breaking of rules are described by providers as:

use of positive reinforcement

for appropriate behavior; attention to antecedent events (noting when an
individual is becoming upset and changing something in the environment in
order to preclude an outburst); counseling or talking it over; fining (loss of
privilege); or being removed from the situation (asked to go to room).
examples of behavior problems and the procedures used include:
On occasion, she will push and shove another person
in her way.
Occasionallv will hit or bite -- this is
r'arely done.
We remove the other person from danger
and calm her down.
We'll then talk to her.
Plugging the toilet with paper behavior, all staff would
instruct her when she went into the bathroom not to plug,
we respond posi ti vely and reinforced her ~vhen the behavior
was no longer happening.
Got isolated from people at workshop, it was determined
that he needed a leisure time program rather than a work
program.
He ~vas angry at other younger workers, didn't
feel connected to them.
Discussed alternatives, he
wanted to retire, be around others his own age, problems
cleared up right away.
Approximately once a month he'll get angry at someone
"picking on him".
On these occasions he'll pick up
something like a radio or lunch box and throw it at a
wall.
At these times he'd be sent to his room by staff,
after a while the issue would be talked about with staff
and him.
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Some

For about one-half of the class members surveyed living in residential
facilities other than their own horne or a supervised apartment, supper is
served "family style".

Of the remaining individuals most have portions

served to them while a few eat "cateteria" or "buffet-style".

One-half of

the individuals living in residential facilities are allowed to use the
kitchen anytime, one-fourth are allowed to use it at specified times, and
one-fourth are never allowed to use it.
One-half of the class members surveyed in residential facilities
schedule their own bath or shower, for the remaining half staff schedule it.
Bedtime is chosen by over half of the individuals themselves.

Curfew is

most typically decided by staff or by the staff and residents together.
Host of the class members surveyed are involved in choosing and buying
their own clothes either by themselves or with staff or family.
All but six of the class members surveyed had had an interdisciplinary
team meeting within the last year.

Of the six who had not, five had

declined B}ffi services and one was school-age and had had a Pupil Evaluation
Team meeting.
l10st CSC's, day program providers and residential providers felt that
for the clas.s member under discussion, actual needs were addressed at the
IDT meeting and are reflected in his or her current Individual Program Plan.
Day program providers and residential providers in all but a few cases saw
the Individual Program Planning process as a meaningful opportunity to share
ideas and goals regarding their clients.
More than half of the day program and residential providers felt that
all \\lho needed to attend the IPP meeting were there.
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Of those who didn't

feel everyone needed was in attendance, most were referring to family or
other service providers.

Most of the individual program plans carried out

at day programs for the class membe.rs surveyed are based on goals set at
IPP meetings.
Most of the ese's and residential providers were able to assess current
level of progress for the individual under discussion specifically and
objectively.

Several ese's and residential providers could describe it

only vaguely and subjectively while a few were not able to assess the
individual's current level of progress.
Day program providers were asked to describe progress the class member
under discussion had made.

The majority were able to describe progress, most

of these gave specific, measurable indices of progress while only a few had
seen no progress or didn't know if any had been made.
In making one year projections of growth for the individual under
discussion, more than half of the ese's and day program providers were able
to make specific, measurable projections which reflect progress and growth.
Residential providers were more likely to make vague one year projections.
Some ese's, day program providers and residential providers were not able to
make one year projections.

A few saw no progress possible for the individual

under discussion in one year.
ese's, day program providers and residential providers were usually able
to make five year projections although many of these were vague.

Several

were not able to project and only one of each saw no progress possible for
the individual under discussion in five years.

(One of the class members

surveyed had Alzheimer's disease which probably accounts for the inability
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of providers to project progress for him.)
When asked to state a reason for any lack of progress on the part of
the class member under discussion, day program providers most typically
attributed it to the teaching strategy or to lack of attendance or low
staff ratio.

Very few saw it as meaning that the class member is lazy,

has a poor attitude or can't learn.
Host day program providers assess the progress of class members
surveyed objectively using criterion-referenced testing.
subjectively and a few not at all.

A few assess

Residential providers were more likely

than day program providers to assess individuals subjectively and several
did not assess at all.
Residential providers most typically see themselves as "friends" or
"best friends" with the class member under discussion.

Other ways they

characterize themselves in relation to the individual are as "teacher" or
"teacher-friend" or "mother/father" or "one of the family".

Hany said they

felt love, warmth and closeness to the individual under discussion.

In only

one case was the response to this question devoid of any nurturing quality.
When asked to describe his or her skills as a teacher, many residential
providers felt they are adequately or well prepared.
don't teach anything.

Some felt that they

The following are some typical responses to this

question:
I need more education.
I'm prepared to teach them to cook
and perform other ADL skills but I need help to learn how
to deal with behavior problems.
I had to learn a lot, BHR helped,
like it.
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though at first I didn't

I use trial and error a lot -- I look to see what works
and use it.
It's real satisfying to see what works.
If it
doesn't work I try something else.
I don't teach anything.
I am an aide and I correct his
behavior.
A teacher is someone who teaches -- I don't.
Well prepared because of the relationship we have with
him. We teach him everyday living which we're able to
do well.

Almost one-third of the class members surveyed use psychotropic
medication.

This issue is usually but not always addressed at IDT meetings.

CSC's report few "drug holidays" usually citing medical contraindication
as a reason for not having one.

When queried about the effects of medication

on the habilitation of the class member under discussion, day program and
residential providers reported no negative effects.
The majority of class members surveyed have their own dresser, a few
share one with a roommate.

More than half have their own closet, of the

remaining individuals most share a closet with one other person while a
few share a closet with more than one other person.

Only one class member

surveyed did not have a personal storage area.
Twenty-seven of the class members surveyed were interviewed.

Some

were able to answer all of the questions, others answered some questions but
not others.

Clients were interviewed privately, in one case a sign language

interpreter was present during the
individual's responses.

intervi~

in order to translate the

Caution must be used in interpreting the results

because of possible lack of validity and reliability in the responses of
informants with mental retardation, which has been clearly demonstrated by
Sigelman (1980).
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When asked about people they lived with, all but one of the individuals
stated that they liked them and could talk with them.
not like any of her house-mates.

The exception did

When othe,r residents "ere older or

younger than the person interviewed this did not seem to be a problem.
Most fel t that the people the,y lived with could do about the same things
that they could do.

Some said that they could do more than other residents

and that they felt good about that.
He can't cook like I can, he has a hard time reading,
he helps me with the housework.
I like the people I share my life with.
Mary is my roommate and closest friend.
like a brother -- he drives me crazy!

John is

We talk about anything, usually what we want to da.
The people I live with are nice and fair.
I don't like most of them too well, they get on
my nerves, I like to be alone.
They are my friends.

They help me and work with me.

I love them all, they're my family.
I feel sorry for those who can't do what I can do.

The majority of people who want to go to church are able to go as
often as they want.

Three people stated that they couldn't.

Most people

stated that they have a quiet place to pray if they want to, three said
they did not.

No one stated that they had to go to church if they did not

want to.
We go to church whenever (horne operator) is able to take us -when she doesn't have too much to do.
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I stay in bed if [ don't feel like going.
I sit in a chair in my room and think about things, like
the good Lord.
Every Sunday I go to church.

When asked about receiving and sending letters, most of the individuals
surveyed stated that they opened the letters first and in many cases a
staff person or a friend would help them read the letters.
stated that staff opened the letters first.

A few people

Of those who send letters, most

stated that staff helped them write letters or checked them for errors.

A

few people are able to send letters by themselves.
1;\Then asked about having friends come visit and whether they were
allowed to visit privately in their rooms, about half of the people interviewed
said that they did have visitors.

Almost one-third of the respondents said

that they could have either men or women friends visit them privately, in
their room.

The remaining half of the individuals said that they have no

friends who come to visit them.
to visit,

For the people who do have friends come

the following are some typical responses:
I call them (friends from the workshop).
They
can visit in the living room.
Nobody in my bedroom.
(I) call them up.
Spend some time with him, watch
T.V. or go for a walk.
I have my apartment to visit.
Male or female friends can come to my home.
They visit me in my
I call them to come visit me.
If I wanted to be
bedroom or in the family room.
alone I'd visit in my room.

Of the 23 responses regarding use of the telephone, over half said
that they are able to make calls anytime by themselves.
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Most of the remaining

ask staff to help them.

Only two said that they are not allowed to use the

telephone at all times and one person said that he doesn't have anyone to

call.
Respondents were asked to show the

intervie~er

their clothes.

Interviewers

observed that the majority had adequate wardrobes including winter coat, boots,
hat, mittens or gloves, warm socks, raincoat, "dress-up" clothes and outfits
for work.

The remaining individuals were missing at least one of the above

mentioned items.
When asked to describe the jobs .or chores that they do around the house,
most

ind~viduals

mentioned keeping their rooms tidy or making their beds.

Other jobs or chores mentioned include:
My laundry
Pick up the mail
Feed the goats
Pick up the eggs
Stack wood
Bring wood in
Dust the living room
Vacuum the living room
Wash and/or dry the dishes
Help buy the groceries
Set the table
Clean the bathroom
Sweep the floor
Take out the garbage
All chores involved in keeping up an apartment
Prepare meals
Shovel snow
Clean the barn

All but two of the individuals said that they did not get paid for
chores, a few mentioned that they saw this \.;rork as helping.

One individual

stated that he does get paid for outside work and cleaning the barn, another
said that she gets paid but wasn't sure hm.;r muc;h.
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Interviewers showed respondents copies of their Individual Program
Plans and asked questions about the meeting.

One-third of the individuals

made no response to this question or didn't remember the meeting.
remaining individuals remembered the meeting.

The following are some of the

comments made regarding the meeting:
The meeting was good.
(Named people at meeting).
They talked about how I was
bad.
I have to be good.
I didn't say anything.
I didn't mind it.
Talked about what I would do for school or work
and the hospital.
I got to talk about what I wanted to talk about.
Talked about everything, goals.
Talked about me and how to help me.
it and kind of didn't.

Kind of liked

I don't like being around my social worker or people
like that, they make me nervous.
They didn't give me
a chance to talk, they kept asking me questions.
I talked about wanting my own guardianship.
I
talked about handling my own money.
The other
people said they'd keep me on the State.
I thought the meeting was pretty good.
I talked about
wanting to move to (another group horne) and to (another
workshop) .
Talked about the workshop.
They
medical problem they didn't want
too much because they didn't ask
keep still unless a question had

said
me.
me.
been

because of my
I didn't say
I was told to
asked me.

The meetings were good, they talked about me and how
I liked it here.
I talked about how I behave myself.
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The

When asked to describe the way they felt about the horne they were
living in, most people who responded said it is just the right size, a few
people stated that their horne is too big.

When asked _"hat things they

liked about the horne, people gave a variety of responses such as:

It's good living here, it's good for me.
I like the country.

I like putting things up on the walls.

We go out a lot with (the horne operator).
I like to cook.
I kile the house.

It's nice and warm.

It feels nice having my own apartment.
I like (the horne operator).

We do a lot of things.

I do a lot of things.
It's near my father and friends.

I love it.

I like doing my laundry.
There's nothing I like about it.
It's my horne.
I like the people in it, they are
all lovable.
Sometimes I'd like to break away though.
I like (the horne operator).
I am happier here, not many fights, the people get along
here.
I like us all corning together for breakfast.
I like everything.

It's pretty.

Many people, when asked about things they did not like about the horne,
said there was nothing they didn't like.
didn't like gave responses such as:
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Those who did have things they

I carne here a long time ago and I don't like still
being here.
I don't like to go on long rides, especially to the
,,,,-orkshop.
There's a lot of racket in the morning.
It's too big.
in the house.

They tell me to get dressed.

It's cold

I don't like taking showers.
Sometimes I'm lonely.
I can learn but the way they talk you'd think I couldn't
learn anything.
I don't like getting the wood in.

In response to the question "If you could live somewhere else, where
would it be?", a number of people gave no response or didn't knm",-.
gave a variety of answers:
nearer to family;

Respondents

to stay right here; to live with family or

to live in an apartment; to move to a group horne; to return

to Pineland Center; or to move to a smaller place.
Due to limits imposed by time, distance, and availability, family members
for only seven class members surveyed were interviewed.

Six of those were

either living with the individual or very closely involved in his or her
life.

One parent lived about an hour away from his son but had not visited

him for a long time.
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DISCUSSION AND RECO}lliENDATIONS

This evaluation sought to determine the degree to which normalization
and habilitation are a real part of the lives of class members which are the
two major themes of the standards in Appendix B.
The results of the survey indicate that the living, working, and
learning experiences of class members adhere to these standards.
The picture that emerges is one of people living in smaller residences.
They are, if able and willing, getting up early and going to day programs
outside their homes.

They are learning things at home and are involved in

various types of activities.
The findings in this survey affirm the observations made by Gollay, et.
al.

(1978) in their report of a survey of 400 deinstitutionalized people

with mental retardation all across the country:
In many ways, the experiences which they described were
not unique -- they did not differ from the kinds of
experiences one would expect of "normal" people in the
community.
Study group members spent time in their homes,
went to work or school, watched TV, went shopping. Like
most people, they were content with some aspects of their
lives but dissatisfied with others.
They encountered
certain problems and tried hard to cope with them. (p. 159)

Another way of evaluating the normalization possibilities available
to these individuals is to look at the size of the living unit, as this has
been demonstrated to have a significant impact on normalization (Baroff,
1980; Hull & Thompson, 1981; O'Connor, 1976).

The trend toward smaller

residences apparent in this survey gives evidence of more possibilities for
normalization in the lives of class members.
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As Baroff (1980) points out, it is the possibilities for "individualization" which probably creates the more normalizing quality of smaller homes:
"Individual attention, privacy, personal possessions and greater freedom
but also greater responsibility -- all of these are easier to provide in
settings where numbers are small" (p. 114).

These "individualization

possibilities" seem to be available to most, if not all, class members
surveyed, evidenced in the importance and meaningfulness of the Individual
Program Plan process for direct care staff and case managers.

Privacy,

possession of personal space and belongings, and opportunities for individual
attention because of appropriate staff attitudes and ratios, are also in
evidence.
Direct-care and case manager staff attitudes toward and knowledge
about their clients provide important insight into the daily lives of the
clients.

Surveying staff involved in the day-to-day experiences of clients

is one of the ways of evaluating "quality of life" for these individuals
(Pratt, Luszcz, Brown, 1980).

The trend for direct care and case management

staff surveyed to hold a "proactive" set of attitudes and knowledge gives
evidence of a "quality of life" in which habilitation is stressed.
Ziarnik (1980) defines "proactive" direct c:are staff as those who know
the client presently, are able to perceive the client in the future, and
who work with and for the client.
as proactive is evidenced by:

That the staff surveyed can be described

a general ability to assess client's progress

or current level of performance; ability to make projections about the future;
positive feelings about their relationship with clients expressed by
residential providers; and day program providers evaluation of their own
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performance based on client progress and their assessment that lack of client
progress is usually due to something in the environment that can be changed.
Based on this survey, this auditor finds the Defendants to be in
compliance with the provisions in Appendix B of the Pineland Consent Decree.
The following recommendations are not intended to represent reservations
regarding that finding.

1.

Procedures Llsed to monitor the quality of services for class members

do not seem to be as structured and well-defined as they need to be.

As

more class members move back into the community it will become even more
necessary to analyze the frequency, content and documentation of horne and
agency visits.

Obviously, efficiency and cost-effectiveness are important

because the channeling of resources into monitoring must be balanced with
the channeling of resources into the direct-care services to which the
monitoring is directed.

Also, homes and agencies would have more realistic

and consistent expectations of case managers were their roles and functions
to be more clear.

Input regarding the monitoring process should be solicited

from homes and agencies in order to maintain a productive partnership in
the business of providing quality services for people with mental retardation.

2.

Crisis intervention services should continue to emphasize prevention and

to de-emphasize the use of state institutions.

The development of proactive

direct care staff is an important step in this direction.

More empirical

data regarding situations requiring crisis intervention services would allow
B}ffi staff to analyze variables contributing to or mitigating these crises.
High-risk situations could then perhaps be avoided in some cases.
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3.

Inservice training regarding psychotropic medication, especially

possible side effects, should be provided for all BMR case managers and their
supervisors.

Repeated reminders to psychiatrists and physicians regarding

Decree requirements for "drug holidays", such as that given by Commissioner
Concannon, may provide the impetus for the medical community to examine
procedures for the use of psychotropic medication.

4.

Methods to enhance social integration and provide leisure time

opportunities should continue to be examined.

The statemeht by many of the

class members interviewed that they have no friends with whom they visit is
a sad one.

Salzberg and Langford (1981) suggest some alternatives including

a companion or friendship model which originated in the Nashville·-Davidson
County area of Tennessee.

This is certainly a difficult problem to address,

but, given the creative and unique programs already established in Maine,
is not an insurmountable challenge!

5.

The Individual Program Planning Process is an excellent one.

important is the ongoing self-evaluation built into the process.

Especially
The general

enthusiasm from direct care and case management st'3.ff regarding the process
confirms its appropriateness.

There seem to be some concerns voiced by

class members regarding the meetings.

Perhaps a short interview with each

client regarding his or her meeting right after the meeting would provide
some "consumer" input to the self-evaluation.

Adherance to the procedures

set forth in the 1983 Individual Program Plan Manual would meet and even
exceed the Standards set forth in Appendix B (omitted from this summary).

6.

All staff working with people with mental retardation should be aware

of their clients' legal rights in order to protect these rights and to
function as advocates when necessary.

Knowledge of the rights set forth

in Chapter 186-A and Chapter 229 should be strongly emphasized through
ongoing inservice training.
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Lincoln Clark
Special Haster
United States District Court
Portland, Haine 04112
Dear Lincoln,
I am writing to provide you with up to date information regarding Pineland
Center since its discharge from Federal Court jurisdiction on September 18, 1981.
Hany positive changes have occurred at Pineland Center since then. The
discharge from the Court served as a recognition to the staff for a job well done.
This recognition provided new motivation to the staff to continue to provide and
to create new services and programs for the multiply handicapped, mentally retarded
persons residing at Pineland Center. Staff at Pineland Center were very pleased
with the recognition of the Court. This in turn led to an improvement in staff
morale.
As you know, Pineland has continued to monitor all the provlslons contained
in Appendix A of the Consent Decree. Additional monitoring has been conducted in
the form of monthly reports and site visits by outside experts to review Pineland
Center services, programs and the facility.
During the last review conducted by the Department of Human Services of the
Intermediate Care Facility for the Hentally Retarded program at Pineland, the team
from the Department of Human Services complimented Pineland for the best review
to date. There were fewer deficiencies than ever. Those deficiencies that were
noted were of a minor nature.
In addition to the external review by the Department of Human Services,
community providers of services to the mentally retarded came to Pineland to review
three of the day programs and have found all of our programs to be of high caliber.
Pineland has received full three year accreditation by the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals.
I am pleased to say that throughout the monitoring process a Quality Assurance
program has evolved. This program involves all departments at Pineland and uses
the problem identification and problem solving method.
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The environment at Pineland continues to be improved. A new unit for
handicapped individuals was opened at Federated Apartment III. This created a
six bed apartment. The house used for the Superintendent in the past is now
utilized for the residents and clients of Pineland Center. Doris Anderson Hall
has been renovated and other improvements throughout Pineland have been completed.
The Behavior Stabilization Unit has been established at Pineland to serve
as a short-term specialized treatment facility for mentally retarded people with
behavioral problems. This unit acts as a back-up and support to the community
system. Future plans for Pineland Center will bring the Center closer to becoming
a short-term specialized resource center. Planning is underway for the development
of a program for severely impaired infants and young children, for individuals
diagnosed as pervasive developmentally disabled, and for the nonadjudicated mentally
retarded offender.
Since the release from Pineland Center of Federal Court jurisdiction, Pineland
has received many visitors from throughout the United States, as well as from
Sweden and Canada.
Pineland Center staff have been called upon to serve as consultants to
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York and West Virginia as well as in community
programs throughout Maine. Pineland Center is a model for others.
It is rewarding to report these accomplishments to you and to let you know
that Pineland Center will continue to make progress and to improve services to
Maine's mentally retarded and developmentally disabled citizens.
Sincerely,

C!-4~1"-

Ct.

~<L

George A. Zitnay
GAZ/eas
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EXHIBIT D:
I.

AUDITING OF DECREE STANDARDS

OVERVIEH.

The Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, through the Bureau
of Mental Retardation, will initiate at least annually an independent review of
compliance vlith standards contained in Appendices A nad B of the Consent Decree
entered in Yll,~!:i:-2_~_~_~-'=---_~~C-:on~_,:!:nno~_et_al.
The review will take the form of
an audit by a third party or parties qualified by profession to perform such an
audit.
II.

TOPICS FOR REVIEW.
A.

Notice

1.
Prior to commencement of the review process,
the Department of Hental Health and 11ental Retardation
shall give notice to the intended review and of the
opportunity for a public hearing if such a hearing is
scheduled or requested.
2.
At least 20 days prior to commencement of the
review process, the Department of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation shall:

3.

a.

Issue a press release and cause notices to
be published in the major daily newspapers
of the State of Maine and issue a second
notice in the same manner at least 10 days
before any scheduled public hearing;

h.

Post notices in the central office of the
Department of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation at Pineland Center and in all
regional offices of the Bureau of Mental
Retardation; and

c.

Notify by mail the Consuner Advisory Board,
Pineland Parents & Friends, the JI1aine
Committee on the Problems of the Mentally
Retarded, the Development Disabilities
Council, the Maine Association for Retarded
Citizens, Advocates for the Developmentally
Disabled, and any other person or organization
requesting that formal notice be mailed to it
or them.

The notice shall:
a.
b.

c.

State the purposes of the review;
State the manner and time within which topics
for review and the names of candidates for
auditor may be suggested; and
State the time and place of any scheduled
public hearing; or
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d.

B.

~ffiITTEN

If 110 public hearing is sdleduled, stRte the
manner Rncl time within which a public hearing
may be requested.
SUGGESTIONS.

1.
Written suggestions of topics for review (e.g. decree
areas, types of services, geograpbicill areas, etc.) and
candid;ltps for auditor may be filed at any time with the Bureau
of f1ental Retardation.
All Suggestions shall be acknowledged
in Ivriting and accompanied by a copy of this document.
2.
The Bureau of Mental Retardation shall maintain a current
record of all written suggestions received subsequent to any prior
audit.
The record shall include:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The date received;
The name and address of the person or organization
making the suggestion(s);
Whether a public hearing is requested; and
A brief statement of the nature of the suggestion(s).

3.
The record of suggestions received shall be made available
for inspection and copying in the Central Office of the Department
of Hental Health and Mental Retardation.
Immediately following
the expiration of the time set for the receipt of suggestions,
copies of the record of suggestions shall be posted in the Central
Office, at Pineland Center and in the regional offices of the
Bureau of Mental Retardation and shall be provided to any person or
organization upon written request.
C.

PUBLIC HEARING.

The Director of the Bureau of l1ental Retardation may hold a public
hearing in accordance uith the notice issued to receive and di~cuss
suggestions for topics for revie~·l and candidates for auditor.
The
Director shall hold a p\lblic hearing if requested to do so by any
five interested persons after issuing a notice as required above and
to all persons and organizations submitting suggestions.
D.

SELECTION OF AUDITOR AND TOPICS.

1.
The Commissioner of the Department of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation, with the advice of a representative of the
Consumer Advisory Board and a third person chosen jointly by the
Commissioner and the representative of the Consumer Advisory Board,
shall select the person or persons to conduct the review and the
topic(s) to be reviewed.
Neither the representative of the Consumer
Advisory Board nor the third person chosen jointly shall be a person
employed by the State of Maine.
2.
In making the selection of topics for review, persons specified
in the preceding paragraph shall consider those suggestions which
\Yere made most frequently or concern particularly severe or on-going
problems.
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1.
In making the selection of the auditor(s) to undertake the
review, the persons specified above shall select a person or person(s)
familiar with:

a.
b.
c.

III.

the subject matter areas of the topics chosen for review;
the policies, standards, and procedures governing the
topics for review including the Consent Decree, and
the appropriate techniques necessary to perform a
professionally acceptable audit.

AUDITOR'S REPORT.
A.

The auditor(s) shall prepare a written report which shall include:
1.
2.
3.

A description of the topics audited;
A description of the policies, standards, procedures and
techni~ues employed in conducting the audit; and
The auditor's findings, conclusions and recommendations
for corrective action required, if any.

B.
The auditor(s) may report findings ~ollateral to the topics investigated.
These collateral findings shall have no bearing on the question of
compliance with decree standards, but shall be considered as any other
suggestions in a subsequent review process.
C. The auditor's report shall be made available for inspection and copying
at the central office of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
at Pineland Center and at all regional offices of the Bureau of Mental
Retardation.
The auditor's report or a summary of it shall be mailed to all
persons or organizations receiving the initial or any subseque'nt notice.
IV.

CORRECTIVE ACTION.

A.
If the auditor's report suggests the need for corrective action, the
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation shall develop and implement a
plan of correction which fairly addresses the findings and conclusions of the
auditor's report.
The plan of correction shall be completed within three (3)
months of receipt of the auditor's report and shall appropriately identify time
frames and other resources required to implement said plan.
B. Any plan of correction developed herein shall be made available
inspection and copying at the central office of the Department of Mental
and Mental Retardation at Pineland Center and at all regional offices of
Bureau of Mental Retardation. Any plan of correction shall be mailed to
persons or organizations receiving the initial or subsequent notice.
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EXHIBIT E:

ROLE OF THE CONSill1ER ADVISORY BOARD

(For inclusion with "Annual Audit of Decree Standards" in
the Court Order discharging the Defendants.)

1.

C.A.B. Functions.

The primary function of the Consumer Advisory Board

(CAB) shall be to recruit, approve, train, supervise and support correspondents
for Bureau of Mental Retardation

(B~m)

clients.

The BMR shall also recruit

correspondents as requested by the CAB.
In addition, the CAB shall approve behavior modification programs for
clients, review quarterly reports of the Blm Director on his disposition of
advocates' recommendations regarding alleged abridgements of the rights of
clients, receive and evaluate reports of alleged dehumanizing practices and
include recommendations remedying these practices in its quarterly reports,
perform the role designated for it in the Annual Audit of Decree Standards,
and submit at least a quarterly report to the Commissioner on its accomplishments
and observations on the progress and problems in the areas of its concern.
Performance of the above functions shall not be to the exclusion of
other CAB responsibilities specified in Appendices A
of July 21, 1978.

& B of the Consent Decree

This document specifies the role of the CAB with respect to

Class Members as defined in the Consent Decree.

2.

Organization.

The CAB shall consist of 11 members appointed by the

Commissioner for staggered terms not to exceed two years.

At least three

nominations to the Commissioner shall be made by majority vote of the CAB at
least 30 days prior to the expiration of member's term.

If the nominations

are unacceptable, the CAB shall submit three alternative nominations.

A member

whose term has expired may be elected by majority vote to continue as a member
until the Commissioner appoints a successor.
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Six of tIle' members of the CAB shal I also serve as chilirmen of six
~egional

Committees of the CAB.

The Regional Chairmen shall appoint as

members of the Regional Committee at least four correspondents who reside
or work in the region, for staggered two year terms.
The CAB shall appoint an Executive Secretary with the advice and consent
of the Commissioner for a term of two years.

Subsequent appointments shall be

made thirty days prior to the expiration of the term.

The appointment shall be

for at least half time for the Executive Secretary excluding any time spent on
the training of correspondents.
The duties of the Executive Secretary shall be specified by the CAB.

3.

Information.

A member of the CAB, in accordance with CAB policy, shall

have direct access to all living and program areas and to all records directly
related to resident or client care, other than personnel records, and to
the personnel of any institution, facility, or agency administered by the BHR
or where the client of the BHR resides or participates in a day program.
t1atters may be brought before the CAB by any person including CAB members,
BMR clients,

residents of Pineland Center, parents, guardians, employees of

the Office of Advocacy, Pineland Center, the BHR, and nay other State employee.
No individual shall be subject to counseling, discipline, or reprisal for
bringing a matter to the attention of, or for giving information to, the CAB.

4.

Finance.

The BMR shall provide facilities required by the CAB.

The BMR

shall reimhurse the reasonable expenses of the CAB members, Regional Committees
and Executive Secretary, and the salary of the Executive Secretary (unless
otherwise paid by the BT<lR), for carrying out their responsibilities.
expen-se vouchers shall be submitted to the central office of the BMR.
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EXHIBIT F:

May 20, 1983

The Honorable Donald V. Carter
House Chairman, Appropriations & Financial Affairs
Box 544
Winslow, Maine 04902
Dear Representative Carter:
As you know, the State has applied for a Medicaid waiver to
provide for personal care services for the mentally retarded.
It
would enable the State to meet the standards in the Pineland
Consent Decree of 1978, and thereby qualify for dismissal from
the Court's supervision. A great deal of money is involved $10,500,000 over the next three years.
The development of the waiver application has been agonizingly slow but, after a year's labor, the outlook for its
approval is very good - hopefully in July.
The problem now is
not to get the money but to be ready to spend it promptly and
effectively.
Delay would be unnecessary and lamentable. Many
residents of Pineland have been waiting a long time to transfer
to the community - 227 residents have been there over 15 years.
Moreover, each month's delay would result in a non-recoverable
loss of over $135,000.
Since the Office of the Special Master does not have the
technical resources to monitor the State's implementation plans
I am asking a small ad hoc committee to assist me in this task.
A listing of this committee may be found at the end of this
letter.
Because this waiver application involves two State departments which may have somewhat different priorities, I feel it is
vital that some oversight be provided to ensure that the funds
potentially provided in the Part II Appropriatons Act be effectively deployed on a timely basis. Perhaps additional language 1n
the Part II Appropriations Act requesting a report to the
Appropria~ons Committee on a quarterly basis would be effective
in focusing attention on implementation of this waiver if
approved at the federal level.
~
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A waiver implementation plan and timetable has been developed
by the two departments. Should implementation be delayed by any
possible bureaucratic inertia I would like to hereby request
potential access to the Appropriations Committee should the need
arise.
I certainly hope that such access would not be required
but do want to inform you of the exis~ence of this ad hoc committee which has as its specific charge the timely implementation of
the Medicaid waiver.
I know that your Committee has responsibility for the entire range of state funding and hope that this
ad hoc committee could be of assistance to you in oversight of
this specific area which is my particular concern as Special
Master of the United States District Court.
Thank you in advance for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Lincoln Clark
Special Master
United States District Court
cc:

Edward Bouchea, Mickey Boutilier, David Gregory, David
Huber, Mike McNeil, John Menario, Frank Wood, ex officio
representatives of Dept. of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation and Dept. of Human Services.
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EXHIBIT

G

BERRY, DUNN & McNEIL / Certified Public Accountants
96 Harlow Street / Bangor, Maine 04401 / (207) 942-6343

Lincoln H. Clark, Federal Special Master
Portland, Maine
We have prepared the accompanying summary of our full report to
you dated April 20, 1983 concerning the potential for a transsitional employment program for qualified mentally retarded
citizens in the Maine nursing horne industry (TEP/NI).

Our

engagement was designed to; 1) determine if there was sufficient employer interest to warrant pursuing the development
of a TEP/NI program; 2) identify the associated costs and
financial incentives for such a program; and 3) provide recommendations for consideration of future developers of a program.
This summary is intended solely for your use as an Exhibit in
your report to the Federal Court.

This summary does not include

all the Appendices, the detail information concerning the assumptions utilized in analyzing the available data or the limitations
in the scope of our engagement and, therefore, is not complete.
No conclusions should be formulated from this summary report
without a review of the complete report dated April 20, 1983.
All program concepts and cost data provided in this report are
presented solely for illustrative purposes, and are not intended
to depict the specific terms, conditions, or projected results
of any future program.

August 31, 1983
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CONCLUSIONS

A successful TEP/NI program could be developed that would
provide the desired employment opportunities for qualified
mentally retarded participants.

Financial Benefits to Employers
There are sufficient potential financial benefits to encourage
employers to participate in a TEP/NI program:
o

Department of Labor certificates permitting employers
to pay handicapped employees based on productivity.

o

Targeted Job Tax Credits providing Federal income tax
credits for 50% of the first year wages and 25% of the
second year wages (up to $6,000 per year of total wages
per employee) paid to program participants.

o

Potential lower costs associated with retaining TEP/NI
program participants to replace higher paid experienced
employees who terminate their employment could provide
cost savings to the employer.

There are incentives

incorporated in the Maine Medicaid system of reimbursement that benefit providers who are
such savings.
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able to achieve

Employer Interest
There is sufficient interest in the program by potential nursing home employers to warrant consideration of future development of the program.

Based on a limited survey of clients of

our firm, 34% of those contacted expressed a positive interest
in employing two qualified program participants, assuming the
program was structured to adequately address the employers'
operational concerns.

There are approximately 140 nursing

homes in Maine, so the projection of our survey results indicate there may be 47 facilities who would participate resulting
in the potential for 94 placements if each interested facility
accepted two program participants.

Successful initial imple-

mentation of the program could generate more extensive participation.
Concerns of Employers
Employers considered the following to be essential elements of
any future program:
o

Employer must retain the authority to select the specific
program participants to be employed, and the authority
to dismiss these participants from employment in accordance with the employer's normal policies.

o

Pre-employment training must be sufficient to prepare
program participants for performing the tasks to which
they will be assigned, and provide them with the general
work habits needed to work productively with other employees.

o

The developer/sponsor must be available on a timely basis
for special supervision needs of the program participants,
coordinating administrative details of the program, and
resolution of periodic concerns of the employer.
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o

The employer must be able to obtain and retain employees
through the program with no substantial increase in bureaucratic paperwork and reporting requirements other than that
which would be applicable to other employees.

Bureau of Mental Retardation (BMR) and Bureau of Vocational
Rehabilitation (BVR) Concerns
The concerns expressed by representatives of these agencies included:
o

There will be a need for special supervision of individuals who qualify for participation in the program.

It

will be difficult to adequately provide this supervision
with only two employees in each nursing home.
o

There will be a permanent need for BMR case workers to
maintain contact with the participants for non-work related
matters.

There will be no substantial cost savings related

to the personnel resources of the BMR staff.
o

There may be resistance by families who receive Social
Security funds for the care of individuals placed in this
program, since these funds will terminate if the participant is successful in retaining employment.

They could

exert a strong negative influence on the participant which
could diminish the likelihood of his successful completion
of the program.

This must be taken into consideration in

the selection of program participants and the pre-employment training.
o

Considerable personnel and financial resources are committed
to the existing network of sheltered workshops and day programs. Any new TEP/NI program must be designed so it is
not competing with the existing network for available resources.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
To maximize the potential for success a future TEP/NI program
should
to

provide flexibility in employment

address

employers'

varied

needs.

arrangements
The employers' ini-

tial perception of the program's integrity will dictate its
fate.

The support of BMR and BVR is essential to the effective

development and implementation of the program, particularly
with regard to identifying and training qualified employee
participants.

We recommend the following concepts be given

consideration in the development of any future program:
o

A single organization (sponsor) should be selected to
provide all pre-employment training, employer contact,
employee placement, and post-employment supervision and
follow-up.

The centralization of the program within

one organization will enable the development of a standardized program which should minimize employer confusion and
program inconsistencies.

It will also enable the concen-

tration of available expertise toward the development of
a strong program that could become diluted if more than
one organization were involved.
o

The person (developer) representing the sponsor who
will be the direct liaison with potential employers must
be knowledgeable about the needs and objectives of the
proprietary sector of the economy.

The program must be

designed to offer realistic financial benefits to the
employers, and the employer: must be convinced

his

personnel needs will be satisfied by program participants.
o

Representatives of BMR and BVR should be extensively involved
in the formulation of the basic structure of the program
and the selection of the specific organization to serve
as the sponsor.

Their involvement should ensure the pro-

gram is structured in a manner that is compatible to the
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existing network of day programs and sheltered workshops.
The actual administration of the program, however, should
be the responsibility of the sponsor and divorced from the
bureaucratic environment.
o

The program should be initiated in one area of the state
to enable the sponsor to provide adequate supervision for
employees placed in various nursing homes.

The TEP/NI

program will not have a sufficient number of employees
in any single facility to warrant an inhouse representative of the sponsor for supplemental supervision.

The

distance between employers must be minimized to provide
supervisory personnel available to each employer on a
daily basis.

Because of the availability of potential

employers, the Portland, Lewiston, or Bangor areas should
be considered for initial implementation.
o

The involvement of potential employers will

be maxi-

mized if the program is designed to provide flexibility
for the developer and sponsor to design employment arrangements that fit each employer's specific needs and concerns.
Three illustrative alternatives are:
1.

The employer immediately hires the program participant as an employee at 50% of minimum wage.

The

wages increase gradually as the employee's productivity increases.

The cost of all payroll taxes and

fringe benefits would be borne by the employer. Commissions would be paid to the sponsor by the employer,
as well as supplements being paid by BVR and BMR to
the sponsor.

The employer would be entitled to Tar-

geted Job Tax Credits on all wages paid to each employee
for the first two years of employment.
an illustration of this alternative.
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Appendix A is

2

The

sponsor

provides services

to prospective

ployers using program participants on a
service

basis.

This

fee-for-service

would last for a specified period,
which
als

the employer could hire

who

rendered

arrangement.

services

fee-for-

arrangement

at the end of

specific

under

em-

the

individu-

contractual

The employer would pay a fee to the

sponsor while

the

services

were

provided

by the

sponsor

which. would cover

the cost

of

payroll

taxes

benefits

paid

by

the

would

be

em-

sponsor.

and

The

fringe

program

participants

salar ies,

ployees of the sponsor until hired by the employer.
Job

The employer would not
Tax

Credits

until

the

receive any Targeted
program

participant

became an employee of the facility.
3

The sponsor could place individuals in a prospective

employer's

facility

for

a

at no charge to the employer.

specified

period

The employer would

be required to provide an evaluation to the sponsor

of

the

p~ricd,

just

employee.
could

individual's
as

they

would

whether

or

not

individuals

participating

individuals

would

the

be

for

evaluate
to, hire

in

the

employees

trial period with

ani

the
otr.2r

the emplo~er

At the end-of the period,

dec ide

durJng

productivity

any

of

the

program.
of

·the

all costs

All

·sponsor
borne

by

the sponsor.
It will be possible for the sponsor to obtain a group
certificate

from

the

to pay less

sponsor

the

type of a prog ram.

Department

of

Labor

than minimum wage

permitting
under

It will also be possible for

this
the

individual employers to obtain individual certificates
to permi t

them to pay participants

wage

employing

when

program

less

participants

than minimum
who

perform

these functions at less than "normal" productivity.
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Numerous other specific arrangements could be more
enticing to specific potential employers.

The more

flexibility incorporated into the program, the more
employers' needs that can be addressed.

This will

expand the market for the program and enhance the possibility of the development of long-term viable employment opportunities.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Survey of Potential Employers
In January of 1983 we circulated a questionnaire to thirty-five
nursing homes to solicit information concerning potential employer interest in a TEP/NI program.

A brief explanation of

the potential financial benefits to prospective employers and
a skeletal illustrative program description accompanied the
questionnaire.

We also requested that respondents provide us

with information concerning the nature of the fringe benefits
offered employees.

The questionnaire and rela"ted information

utilized are included in the original report to the Special
Master, but are not included in this summary.
Of the thirty-five facilities contacted, twenty-three responded, and twelve of these indicated a positive interest in
participating in the program, assuming the detail requirements
of the eventual program are satisfactory to them.
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Particip~nt's

Insurance Coverage

It is envisioned that the program participants will all be
clients of BMR or BVR.

Accordingly, they currently receive

the benefit of health and major medical insurance coverage
through the Medicare and/or Medicaid programs.

This coverage

could continue for a program participant for at least six months
while they participated in the TEP/NI program.

However, those

that are successful in attaining full-time employment through
the program would lose these benefits.

Substantially all responding facilities provide basic health
and major medical insurance.

Approximately 50% of the respon-

ding facilities who expressed an interest 1n the program also
provide disability insurance.

The period of employment required

before employees become eligible for coverage ranges from one
month to three months for these programs.

Most facilities indi-

cated the employer bears all of the cost of the premiums for
this insurance coverage applicable to a single individual.
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APPENDIX

A

TRANSITIONAL EMPLOYHENT PROGRAM
NURSING HOME INDUSTRY
(TEP INI)

Preliminary Program Concepts and
Financial Calculations for an Illustrative Model

I

Program Objective
o

To develop a pilot program within the Maine Nursing Home
Industry providing an opportunity for qualified mentally
retarded citizens to develop work skills which will eventually enable them to retain a job in a competitive environment and be substantially financially indepeDdent.

II

Placement Objectives
o

Place 2 employee participants (clients) per month for three
years, a total of 72 placements.

o

Place a minimum of 2 clients in each employer location.

o

Provide sufficient financial and social incentives for the
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation (BVR) , Bureau of Mental
Retardation (BMR)

I

sponsors, developers and employers to

pcrticipate and actively assist clients to master the skills
necessary for them to become employees.
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III

Qualified Clients
o

Clients of BVR or BMR

o

Must complete BVR or BMR sponsored programming in a sheltered
workshop or other activity center, which includes training
in job seeking skills, work adjustment, work evaluation,
etc.

o

Must be recommended by the sponsoring workshop or activity
center and approved by the representatives of BVR and/or BMR after an appropriate screening process.

IV

Organizational Responsibility
o

Sponso~(s)

- either a new organization established to provide

the pre-employment training cited above, or existing organizations performing these functions.
respo~sible

The sponsor will be

for preparing and recommending BVR and BMR clients

for participati9n in the program.

o

Developer(s) - individual(s) responsible for:
o

Identifying prospective nursing home employers
and placing clients with same.

o

Attaining Department of Labor certificates approving
payment of wages less than minimum wage by employers.
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o

Obtaining necessary certificates for employer to
claim Targeted Job Tax Credits for first and second
year wages paid clients.

o

Provide instruction and supervision to clients concerning employer's personnel policies and proceduYes.

o

Confer with employer weekly for at least first six
months of employment concerning clients work.

o

Pro~ide

support services to client for first two years

concerning matters such as living accommodations, Social
Security benefits, etc.

o

Employer - provides position in dietary, laundry, or housekpeping depurtments for client.
o

Specific functions to be performed by client to be
determined by developer and employer.

o

Agrees to hire client for on2 month training period
with option to extend training period for an additional
five months at special wages
\']ages

(See Employer Costs).

paid for the six month training period will be

less than minir:mffi wage under a certificate granted by
The Department of Labor.
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The specific amount of hourly

wage will depend on each employees productivity during
the hours worked.

o

If client is retained as employee at end of six months,
wages increased to minimum wage.

o

Agrees to provide,fringe benefits, such as insurance
coverage, to all clients in the same manner and under
the same terms as such fringe benefits are provided
to other employees performing similar functions within
the framework of the employer's personnel policies and
procedures.

o

Agrees to pay all required payroll taxes and workman's
compensation insurance.

o

Employee Participants (Clients)

o

Responsib~e

for conforming to employer's policies

regarding attendance, working hours, safety regulations,
dress code, and all other personnel policies.

o

Will work a minimum of 4 hours per day five days per
week and a maximum of 8 hours per day five days per
week during the first year of employment.
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o

Serious violation of the employers policies will be
grounds for

dismissal~

Financing
o

Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation - pays sponsor $280 for
each placement.

o

Bureau of Mental Retardation - pays sponsor $70 for each
placement.

o

Employer - pays sponsor 10% of total wages paid employee
participant for the seventh through twelfth months of
employment, and 5% of wages for second year of employment.

o

Employee - pays sponsor 5% of second years wages.

o

Sponsor - pays developer:
1) $280 received from BVR for each placement at time of
placement.
2) $70 received from BMR for each placement at time of placement.
3) 5% of employees compensation for second six months of employment ..
4) 5% of employees wages for the second year of employment.
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o

Employee receives an hourly wage based on the number of hours
worked and the productivity

du~ing

those hours in relation to

other employees performing similar functions.

The following

productivity and rates are assumed for the illustrative model:
1) first month - 20 hours per week worked, 50% productivity.
50% of minimum wage paid.

2) second through sixth months - 30 hours per week worked,
75% productivity, 75% of minimum wage paid.
3) seventh through twelfth months - 35 hours per week worked,
100% productivity, minimum wage paid.
4) second year of employment - 35 hours per week worked,
100% productivity, 105% of minimum wage paid.

VI

Alternative Considerations
o

If it is necessary to increase maximum potential

compe~sation

to either sponsor or developer in order to attract

compete~t

personnel and/or organizations, additional lump sum payments
by

BVR

and

BMR

could be made at the end of six months

(when

client hired by- employer) and at the end of one year (when
client retained for second year by employer).

o

If DOL has problem with employer paying commission to sponsor
from sixth through twenty-fourth month of employment (no
problem anticipated)

f

salary paid to client could be increased

=and client could pay 100% of commissions.

Additional salary

lncrease wduld be eligible for Targeted Job Tax Credit for
pmployer which would more than offset increased payroll tax
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cC.'~

o

If clients are employees of sponsor during training
period, and the nursing home does not hire the client
~fter six months,

the nursing home loses the credit

they could have had on the first six months wages if
the client had been employed by the nursing home.

o

If the developer is employee of sponsor, and sponsor
is exempt from Federal income tax under Code Section
50l(c) (3), sponsoris employees can be exempt from
Social Security tax.

Developer would not have to have

Social Security taxes withheld from his pay; thereby
maximizing his net pay.

If developer functioned as an

independent contractor, however, he would be subject
to self-employment tax regardless of the status of the
sponsor and its employees for Social Security tax.
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APPENDIX

B

Calculation of Employer's Cost
Per Client for First, Two Years of Employment
Compared to Employer's Cost for
Hiring Non-Program Employee
Assumptions:
o Client works 20 hours per week for the first month at 50%
productivity.
A DOL certificate is obtained to pay employee
50% of current minimum wage of $3.35.
o Client works 30 hours per week for the second through sixth
months at 75% productivity. A DOL certificate is obtained to
pay employee 75% of current minimum wage of $3.35.
o Client works 35 hours per week for the second six months of
employment at 100% productivity and at the minimum wage of $3.35.'
o Client works 35 hours per week at 100% productivity for the
second year of employment at an hourly rate of $3.52.
(105%
of the current minimum wage of $3.35).
o Employer pays 10% of second six months wages, and 5% of second
years wages to sponsor as commission.
o Employer pays all required payroll taxes.
o Cost of insurance programs and other fringe benefits would be
the same for clients as other similar employees, so there is
no cost differential that has been considered for these items.
Employer's Cost per Client
1) Hages Firs~

1st

Year

ITO.

2nd - 6th

ITO

7th -12th

ITO

144
= 20/hrs. x $3.35 x 50% x 52 wks 12 ITO. =.$144 x 1 = $
= 30/hrs. x $3.35 x 75% x 52 wks ~ 12 ITO.
$324 x 5 =
1,620
3,048
= 35/hrs. x $3.35 x 52 wks 7 12 ITO = $508 x 6 =
4,812

Secone. 'iear
35/hrs. x $3.52 x 52 wks. =

6,406

'Ibtal w-ages for t'MJ years

$ 11,218
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]\ppendix B (Continued)
Dnployers Cost Ccrnparison
Page
2)

Year

Payroll Taxes
FICA
Une.rrployrrent
Vibrkm:m IS Comp

6.7%
3.4%
@ 24¢/$100 of salary
@
@

1st

2nd

$322
164
115

$429
217
154...

$601

$800

1,401

$305
320

625

--

3)

_

-

O:::mnis sions

st
100 year
2
year

10% x $3,048 (last 6 months only)
5% x $6,406

'Ibtal Cbs t

Less:
1

st

(A) 13,244

Targeted Job Tax Credit (J'IC)
year

50% x $4,812 -(20% x $2,406)*

1,925

. nd
2
year

25% x $6,406 -(20% x $1,602)*

1,282

Net cost for twJ years per errployee

*

3,207
(B) $10,037

'lbtal ""ages must be reduced by the J'IC clai.rred. Assur.ed errployer is a CQrpJration
with an effective Federal tax rate of 20% to corrpute the tax on increased ina:::xre
due to reduction in salary expense by J'IC.

lliflloyers Cbst Per tbn-Program Employee
1)

Wages
First Year
1

st

2nd
th
7

20/hrs. x $3.35 x 52

ITO.

~

12 =$290 x 1

+ 12 =$435 x 5
7 12 =$508 x 6

$

290

TID.

-

6th

ITO.-

30/hrs. x $fr3.35 x 52

2,175

TID.

-

12th

ITO.-

35/hrs x $3.35 x 52

3,048
5,513

5ecof'.d Year

35/hrs. x $3.52 x 52

=

6,406
$11,919

'Ibtal wages for two years
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Jl.pP2.1'1dix B (Conclly]cc)

Employers Cost Ccnparison
Page

Year

2)

Payroll Taxes

1st

@ 6.7%
@ 3.4%
W:lrk1mn' s Corrp. @ 24¢/$100 of wages

FICA

Unemployrrent

2nd

$ 369 $ 429
187
217
132
154

$ 688 $ 800
=
'Ibtal cost and net cost for bo.D years

Comparison

1,488
(C)$13,407

'Ibta1 Cost

Net Cost

Cost of n::>n-program employee

(C) 13,407

(C)13,407

Cost of program client

(A) 13,244

(BjlO,037

Cost savings

t-.o

errployer per client enployee
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$

163

$ 3,370

APPENDIX

Net

Re~enues

C

to Sponsor and Developer

Per Client Employee

Total
Received

Total
Paid to
neVeToper

Sp(;msor's
Net

Receipts
BVR
BMR

$

at placement
at placement

Commission

-

first year

Commission - Second year
Revenue per client
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280
70

280'
70

305

J:52

153

640

320

320

$ 1,295

822

473

APPENDIX

D

Estimated Cost Savings to
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation and
Bureau of Mental Retardation
Per Successful Client Employee for Year of Placement
Estimated cost of sheltered workshop
and activities program per year

*$6,000

Cost per client placement

(350)

Cost savings - first year

*

**

**$5,650

This assumes all other costs associated with client will
be continued.
To extent this is not true, additional
savings may be realized.

If client is successful and maintains position after first
year, an amount of $6,000 per year thereafter will be saved
for every year client is self-sufficient.
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EXHIBIT H:

MEDICAL CARE DEVELOPMENT, INC.
11 Parkwood Drive
Augusta, Maine 04330

PLANNING PROJECT FOR A STATEWIDE PROGRAM
FOR THE PREVENTION OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES/MENTAL RETARDATION

PREFACE:
This report is to help The Maine State Planning Council on
Developmental Disabilities determine the types of programs which
can most effectively reduce the evidence of developmental disabilities in Maine.

The project has not attempted to conduct preva-

lence studies, to design an evaluation process, to create an
indexing or computerized tracking system, or to evaluate the
quality of the numerous prevention efforts presently underway.
An attempt has been made to research relevant literature, to gain
the input of a wide variety of professionals and parties having
direct involvement and/or interests in developmental disabilities
and prevention, and to provide a suggestion for how the
Developmental Disabilities Council can initiate a process of
planning, coordination, and evaluation for preventing developmental disabilities within Maine.
The project should in no way deter the many fine efforts of
prevention presently underway within Maine but rather proposes to
build upon those efforts and to provide a new public focus for
the prevention of developmental disabilities.
Medical Care Development is greatly indebted to the many
professionals throughout Maine who participated in this study to
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the Maine Planning Committee on Developmental Disabi;lities for
funding the study and to state officials who freely gave of their
time and ideas to move the study ahead.
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~I=N~T~R~O~D=U0_'I_O_N

In a report authored by Lincoln Clark, the Special Court
Master concerning Martti

i

vs. Kevin Concannon, one of his

observations concerns itself with preventing mental retardation.
Within the report it is stated,
Mental retardation is a condition of many
types and causes.
are

Two types of programs

needed~-treatment

and prevention.

Maine

has won many battles to improve the treatment
of mentally retarded, but Maine is losing
the war against

retardation.

The

major goal now should be prevention, not
just better care

victims.(l)

There has been a heightened concern for the prevention of
developmental disabilities in children.

Studies have shown that

the numbers and severity of disabilities can be lessened with a
potential to alleviate the human concerns for the individual and
families which accompany handicapping conditions.

In addition

there are large potential cost savings associated with reduction
of institutionalization and other services for developmentally
delayed and disabled and the increased earning power of the
nonhandicapped individual.
There are three levels of prevention: primary, secondary,
and tertiary.

Primary

ntion efforts attempt to avert the
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development of the impairments before birth within a susceptible
population, secondary prevention consists of early diagnosis of
correctable conditions, and timely intervention to repair the
cohdition.

Tertiary prevention is concerned with persons already

afflicted and subsequent attempts to limit the degree of disability and to foster rehabilitation.
There are a number of prevention strategies as outlined ?y
Crocker in his "The Golden Twenty" listing (2).

(See ATTACHMENT

"Primary prevention strategies are those which are designated to
eliminate the occurrence of the condition which causes the
handicap".
His listing of primary prevention activities are as follows:
1.

Rubella Immunization - to prevent the phenomenon of
congenital rubella and its attendant morbidity.

2.

Improved Prenatal Care - with concern for the pregnancy
at risk, including improved nutrition, management of
diabetes, and prevention of prematurity.

3.

Special Care for the Premature Infant - as exemplified
by the pediatric specialty of neo-natology and the
newborn intensive care unit.

4.

Genetic Counseling - for families in which there are
known problems (such as Fragile-X syndrome, chromosomal
translocations, etc.).
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,

5.

Advice Regarding Alcohol Intake During Pregnancy - for
prevention of fetal alcohol syndrome.

6.

Reduction of Environmental Exposure to Lead in Children
- as pertains to both lead intoxication and increased
lead burden.

7.

Prevention of Kernicterus - by appropriate Rh-antibody
testing and use of immunoglobulin.

8.

Reduction of Childhood Accidents (Head Injury) - by
attention to effective restraint in automobiles, and to
other hazards.

9.

Counseling and Education to Reduce Pregnancy in the
Teen Years - with the attendant increased obstetric and
social risks.

10.

Efforts to Decrease Child Neglect and Abuse - utilizing
support, education, and surveillance.

11.

Health and Nutrition

Educ~tion

- designed to promote

preventive and anticipatory care of children.
Crocker defines the secondary prevention activities as those
"in which there is early identification of a relevant condition,
and then an intervention to avert an outcome of retardation." His
listing of secondary activities include:
12.

Screening of Newborn Infants for Treatable Inborn
Errors of Metabolism - with particular reference to PKU
and galactosemia.
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13.

Newborn Screening for Congenital Hypothyroidism followed by replacement therapy.

14.

Amniocentesis in Circumstances of Advanced Maternal Age
- for the prenatal diagnosis of chromosomal disorders
(particularly trisomy 21), with a potential for
pregnancy interruption.

15.

Screening of Maternal Serum for Elevated Alphafetoprotein - as an index of neural tube defects.

16.

Carrier Identification in Genetic Conditions - especially Tay-Sachs disease, to allow counseling regarding
pregnancy.

Crocker's tertiary prevention activities which he defines
as, "those which bring particular supports to children and families with ascertained problems, to minimize long-term disability
and prevent complication" and which include:
17.

Early Identification, with Accompanying Intervention and
Stimulation, in Handicaps - such as deafness or Down's
syndrome.

18.

Effective Continuing Provision of Services to Families
of Children with Disabilities - to promote progress of
the child and integration of the family.

Crocker also includes those basic activities which bear on
the ultimate potential for success in prevention efforts
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mental

retardation in Tennessee, this Task Force
made the startling prediction that 'By the
year 2000, the incid(?nce of mental retardation
can be reduced by half.'

This will not happen

unless a well-planned program of prevention
is agressively pursued. (4)
states such as North Carolina have placed a high priority
upon the prevention of developmental disabilities.

In North

Carolina the legislature adopted a prevention policy, conducted a
statewide conference involving 600 interagency people with the
governor as the keynoter, conducted workshops on primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention actions, and created or maintained
programs of screening, immunization, premature infant care, child
neglect and abuse, early identification, intervention, evaluation
and follow along, and professional continuing education.

North

Carolina also conducted an effort to locate every adolescent girl
who had

b~en

treated for phenylketonuna for the purpose of

involving them in a group program aimed at minimizing risks,
established ten state funded tertiary level prenatal intensive
care centers linked to a larger network of special maternity centers by a highly developed maternal and infant transport system,
and established a high priority identification and tracking
system to assure the receipt of adequate follow-up and
interagency/program communications.
In the Report of the Select Panel for the Promotion of Child
Health to the United states Congress and the Secretary of Health
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and Human Services (5), 1981, it was identified that'"There are
three broad classes of services

which there is such a clear

consensus regarding their effectiveness
good health that it shou

no

their importance to

r be accept

Ie that an indi-

vidual be denied access to them for any reason

These ser-

vices were identified as, " (1) Prenatal, delivery and postnatal
care,

(2) Comprehensive health care for children from birth

through age 5 and (3) Family planning services."
The Illinois governoris planning council on developmental
disabilities issued a report in 1979 entitled Prevention of
Developmental Disabilities in
Prevention Efforts (6).

Illinois~

Options to Guide state

In that report

lar report by the State of Cali

icb draws upon a simi-

ia (1977) it was discussed

that "every successful action that reduces

incidence of deve-

lopmental disabilities, regardless of cause q is a worthwhile step
in the right direction."(7)
The report further outlines that,
"Prevention is the responsibili

of numerous agencies,

organizations, health care providers, and (potential)
mothers.
Prevention efforts can address one cause independently
of others, and
existing individual efforts approach prevention
from different conceptions about causal priorities,
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causal interrelationships, and appropriateness of
responsibility for prevention between society, medical
professions, or individuals."
The state of Wisconsin began addressing the issue in a coordinated manner as early as 1975.

Among the initiatives between

1975 and 1981 were the establishment of a task force to address
the topic of prevention programming for physical and mental
health which in turn recommended and implemented a statewide
genetic services system in cooperation with the University of
Wisconsin - Madison, increased employee assistance programs, the
inclusion of prevention goals, objectives, and activities within
state Plans for Mental Health, Alcohol, and Drug Abuse, and
Developmental Disabilities Social Services, Aging, and Health,
and the requirement that the various bureaus within state agencies assign a prevention function to specified staff members and
requirements that the various community and county social services agencies/organizations contain objectives and plans for
prevention.

In 1977 a statewide conference was conducted which

attempted to create an awareness related to health promotion and
prevention services within programs.

Conference participants

became the nucleus for local coordinating councils, planning
groups or prevention and wellness committees.

In 1979 the

Wisconsin legislature approved approximately $980,000 for a prevention and wellness grant program.

A commission, which was

established to provide advice and guidance, approved funding for
29 projects and subsequently drew upon the results of the pro-
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jects to issue recommendations concerning public health, health
promotion, funding for pilot projects, impact statements in
legislative proposals, and employee health activities.
attachment

(See

).

In terms of this Maine report it is important that the term
developmental disabilities be defined.
(see attachment

The federal definition

) states that a developmental disability is a

severe, chronic disability of a person which:
1.

Is attributable to a mental or physical impairment or
combination of mental and physical impairments

2.

Is manifest before age 22

3.

Is likely to continue indefinitely

4.

Results in substantial functional limitations in three
or more of the following areas of major life activity:

5.

a.

se If care

b.

receptive and expressive language

c.

learning

d.

mobility

e.

self-direction

f.

capacity for independent living or

g.

economic self-sufficiency

Reflects the need for a combination and sequence of special, interdisciplinary or genetic care, treatment, or
other services which are:
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a.

of lifelong or extended duration

b.

individually planned and coordinated

In summary, an individual is not necessarily developmentally
disabled unless his/her condition reflects the full statement of
~

the defInition.

This emphasis upon functional limitations

results in placing priority upon prevention as well as service
delivery and treatment and is dependent upon our understanding of
the causes of the disability conditions.
Among the types of developmental disabilities are:
AUTISM:

A syndrome characterized by severe disorders which

begin in early childhood and interfere with learning, developmental rate and sequence, response to environmental events, communication, and interpersonal relationships.
CEREBRAL PALSY:

Involves a group of dysfunctions charac-

terized by difficulty in muscular control as well as sensory
functions, with mobility affected in most cases in addition to
speech and hand movements.
EPILEPSY:

Involves a number of disorders of the nervous

system, centered in the brain, which are characterized by sudden
seizures, muscle convulsions, and partial or total loss of consiousness due to abnormal electrical discharges of brain cells.
MENTAL

RETARDATION~

Characterized by significantly sub-

average intellectual functioning and deficits in adaptive beha-
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efforts, and to place the varying parties involved in competition
for the limited resources, this will reduce the coordinated
efforts required to use resources most effectively and will
reduce the overall effect on prevention of developmental disabilities.

The Illinois and California reports mention that preven-

tion efforts are sometimes difficult to promote "since the
eIfects are not immediately visable and are often justified only
on the basis of statistical evidence.
The benefits to the individuals afflicted and their families
is fairly apparent.

To reduce the causation of individuals not

being able to conduct their lives in a normalized and productive
manner and to reduce the heartbreak and various negative impacts
upon the lives of the family members is a just reason for
expanding efforts which will reduce developmental disabilities.
Beyond the humane goals there are those concerned with cost
effectiveness.

The cost savings related to prevention must be

detected because the cost of prevention is immediate while the
benefits which involve the avoidance of the cost of lifetime care
are in the longer range future.
In Lincoln Clark's The Martti Wuori Case - Report to the
Court he states,
No price can be put on the anguish of parents
of a mentally retarded child, especially when
mental retardation could have been prevented.
The public is generally unaware of the cost
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of neglect.

When a child born in Maine is:

so retarded that he/she requires intensive,
life-long care and treatment, the cost for
an average life span of 72 years at present
estimates of $36,000 per year, is $2,592,000.
Any program that prevents even one case of mental
retardation is worthwhile. (a)
In the Illinois report of Conley's study, The Economics of
Mental Retardation (1973) is referenced(9).

Conley considers the

benefits of prevention for the average individual in terms of
"total productivity gain" in which he includes:

estimated life-

time earnings gained if an individual could work at full capacity, the value of homemaker services as determined by what could
be earned if the homemaker was fully able to perform his or her
duties, savings in institutional costs, and savings in income
maintenance costs.

Conley indicates that the total productivity

gained is approximately two to three times the amount of savings
in institutional costs for the severely retarded.

Considering

that the costs of institutional care within Maine can range from
$30,000 and upward per year, and that generally these costs are
based upon the direct custodial and programming aspects without
consideration for the varying indirect costs incurred, the cost
benefits can be substantial to the state of Maine.
In a concept paper entitled Would the Federal Government
Make a Profit by Doubling the Budget of the Special supplemental
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Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) for
pregnancy?, prepared by Erik Jansson, 1983 (
referenced (

) a study is

) which documents an interrelationship of the WIC

program for pregnancy with medical expenses of affected families
and the reduction of low birth weight which can have a direct
bearing upon the rates of handicaps and birth defects in children
is discussed.

Jansson states,

In a study of Massachusetts births, their study
showed clearly that for every $1.00 invested in the
WIC pregnancy food supplements, a reduction
of $3.00 in medical expenses for the affected
families could be expected.
He further states,
putting this into business terminology,
WIC has a 200 percent profit margin.

(A

$900 million investment generates $2.7 billion) (
In an accompanying paper Total Costs not Including Loss of
Economic Productivity, prepared by Jansson, some educational
costs of birth defects are discussed.

He references New York

City in his statement,
In the 1979-80 budget year, $409 million, including
capital costs, was spent on special education or
$7,958 per student.

For comparison, New York

spent $2,853 per student for all nonhandicapped
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youth (elementary, junior high, and high school).
In short the cost of educating a handicapped child
is 180 percent greater than educating a normal
child. (
The reduction of handicapped conditions in children can certainly have an impact upon the eventual
cation funds.

reduc~ion

of special edu-

To further quote Jansson,

It is fair to say that the extent that
school districts do not provide special
education to compensate for handicapped
situations of children, that will be the
extent of reduction of economic productivity
costs of 6 or more percent of the population.
It is also fair to say that the loss of
economic productivity cost will exceed
that of any annual schooling costs.
There are various other studies which have been conducted
w~ich

address the issue of cost benefits such as GAO's Preventing

Mental Retardation

~

More Can Be Done (1977)(10), the Center for

Disease Control's cost benefit analysis on genetic disease
programs Mental Retardation, Birth Defects and Genetic Disease
Control Programs: A Cost Benefit Analysis(ll} , and others.
It is apparent that there are many cost benefits to prevention although the state of Maine may want to conduct more defini-
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tive studies and cost benefit analyses as a part of 'its
prevention process.
This study was funded through a contract from the Planning
council on Maine Developmental Disabilities in April of 1983.

In

order to begin the process of implementing a statewide, coordinated effort to address the prevention of developmental disabilities the grant was provided to Medical Care Development, Inc.,
a nonprofit research and developmental organization in Augusta,
Maine.

The project proposal is entitled Planning Project for A

statewide Program for Prevention of Developmental Disabilities.
The project goals are:
Goal I:

To determine the present state of the art con-

cerning prevention of Developmental Disabilities which can be
used as a reference document for planning within Maine.
Goal II:

To determine present prevention strategies,

programs, and resources within the state of Maine; define the
scope of coverage as related to geography, populations, and subca·tegories of developmental disabilities and mental retardation,
determine barriers to present access or to expanding services;
and develop priorities for new or expanded prevention programs.
Goal III:

To determine the extent to which the prevalence

of developmental disabilities within Maine can be determined and
to recommend approaches for future data gathering and analysis
which can provide an accurate measure of the effectiveness of
prevention activities.
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Goal IV:
agencies, PI"
involved

.

To define those representatives of the various
essions, and professional societies who should be

prevention with special emphasis upon medical/health

professionals.
is effort is a summary of

The PI"
ion~

cone

findings with

and recommendations which can assist the

Developmental Disab

ities Council and other state agencies in

setting priorities and initiating a statewide effort for the prevention of developmental disabilities.
guided by a steeri
parents.

The project has been

ttee of knowledgeable professionals and

Several physicians have also assisted on a special sub(Attachment

committee of this
representatives of

lic

).

les and h

her

A large number of
ion pro-

fessionals, early intervention professionals, health care prevention professionals,

nts have assisted through the

personal and telephone interviews, written surveys; and informal
discussions.

Thus, this planning effort has in many ways started

the process of coordination of developmental disabilities prevention services as well as defined the current status of prevention
efforts in Maine.
Current literature related the prevention of developmental
disabilities has been reviewed in order to

ide basic infor-

mation about present prevention strategies nationally, to identify information most relevant to the state of Maine's efforts,
to prov
that might

a scientific
sued in

tification for prevention strategies
nee
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The result of these efforts is a report that is indicated to
provide the Maine Planning and Advisory Council on Developmental
Disabilities with a "beginning" to what hopefully will be a longrange effort within the state of Maine to reduce the prevalence
of developmental disabilities and the accompanying heartbreak and
stress to families and costs to the state.
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Recommendation 5:
Additional funding should be allocated to the Women,
Infants, and Children (WIC) program so that additional mothers
and children could receive nutritional food supplements and
preventive health education through this program that has been
proven effective.
Recommendation 6:
Medicaid coverage should be extended by the state to
low income families and pregnant females to assure adequate
access to preventive prenatal and newborn services for this
high risk population. P~nding federal legislation would make
such coverage a part of the title 19 program which would greatly
reduce the cost for the State of Maine. The state should
agressively support this legislation through the National
Governor's Council and the Maine Congressional Delegation.
Recommendation 7:
The Department of Education should advocate for the
adoption by the local school departments of comprehensive
health education, family life education, nutrition education,
programs which cover such topics as fetal alcohol, smoking,
and others related to the prevention of developmental disabilities.
Recommendation 8:
The knowledge and awareness of the general public concerning
cpuses, consequences, and means of preventing developmental
disabilities should be raised. ~he print and electronic media
should be used as a vehicle for information and education.
Methods should include:
1.

A continued and expanded use of public service
announcements'used by the Office of Developmental
Disabilities are appropriate, but there may be
limitations concerning when such announcements are
viewed and the extent of the educational content.

2.

At least one "at risk" population and the related
causation of developmental disabilities be targeted
for electronic media advertising. This pilot effort
should be professionally prepared with the advise of
those involved in marketing who are able to identify
appropriate viewing hours and the content of the
presentation related to the target population.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1:
The Developmental Disabilities Council should cooperate
with Department of Human Services and providers to assure early
prenatal care and education for all pregnant women regardless
of socioeconomic circumstances. The Department of Human Services
has funded a project at Downeast Health Services which provides
prenatal care for women in Washington and Hancock counties, and
women who are Medicaid recipients and already have a child also
have access to prenatal care paid for by Medicaid.
Department
of Human Services should review access to care for first time
mothers through Medicaid and for all women through such agencies
as Public Health Nursing or other appropriate programs.
Recommendation 2:
A standard educational program should be developed for
use by hospital nurseries for education of mothers about care
of a new baby. These materials should compliment information
presented in childbirth education classes and should be a
reimbursable educational service for hospitals. Training should
be provided to educators/newborn nurses to prepare them to
present effective education for mothers.
Recommendation 3:
It is recommended that the state initiate a broad-base
information/education program concerning the effects of maternal
alcohol consumption upon the unborn child. This could be
implemented through the use and coordination of existing state
programs of the Department of Educational and Cultural Services
and the physician education programs of the Department of Human
Services.
Recommendation 4:
Support groups for pregnant females should be established
throughout the state to assist them to pursue behavior that
will minimize the risk associated with the pregnancy.
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Recommendation 9:
Continuing medical education programs for physicians,
nurses, and other health work~rs should be conducted on a
regional and local basis. This program could incorporate
criteria for referral, methods for risking pregnancies, newborn resuscitation, prenatal and newborn testing, genetics,
and use of community support and educational services.
Recommendation 10:
Increase the use of genetic screening services in the
state, such as AFP testing, through education of physicians
and all pregnant women and by establishing comprehensive
standards for screening.
Recommendation 11:
Involve Maine's Health Science Education Programs in
the efforts to prevent developmental disabilities. These
academic training programs include nursing, premedical
education, human services, and health education as well as
research and public service programs. Each program should
include appropriate curriculum material related to preventing
developmental disabilities.
Among the suggestions is to request that the schools
appoint an academic task force to work with the Developmental
Disabilities Council to review all aspects of the present
academic programs which could incorporate the theory of
developmental disabilities prevention. The members of this
task force could then see that developmental disabilities
prevention is indeed incorporated into the different curricula.
Recommendation 12:
Hospital transition programs should exist in all Maine
hospitals in conjunction with discharge of a high-risk or
at-risk newborn. The discharge plan should identify and
include a plan of action which is supportive of well-child care.
These activities might include social services, medical care,
nutrition education if pertinent, and family counseling.
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Recommendation 13:
That there be an emphasis upon the availability of clinical
mental health services to families of clients with developmental
disabilities and that the mental health workers be included
in educational programs as they relate to developmental disabilities.
Recommendation 14:
A comprehensive plan for services for children from birth
to three years old should exist. This plan should include
identification, evaluation, and referral services for all
children when it is suspected that they be at risk due to
biological established or environmental factors.
Recommendation 15:
Support the expansion of Preschool projects to improve
early intervention services which can reduce the long term
effect of developmental delay or disability.
Recommendation 16:
The Developmental Disabilities Council should support the
efforts of statewide child abuse groups who see prevention as
a key focus of public education. These include both private
and public efforts such as the Department of Human Services
project of parenting classes in Norway, Maine.
Recommendation 17:
The schedule of payment for services for pregnant females
who are identified as high risk should be modified to encourage
the delivery of services including counseling, education, and
more frequent monitoring which could reduce the risk of giving
birth to a developmentally disabled baby.
Recommendation 18:
Develop a system of communications/distribution of
available resources and printed literature on such topics as
maternal education, fetal alcohol, juvenile diabetes, genetic
counseling, child abuse, and other topics related to prevention
to physician's offices and other primary prevention locations.
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Recommendation 19:
The State of Maine should actively support federal
legislation to fund efforts to prevent developmental
disabilities.
Such legislation should include some of the
elements-of the "Birth Defect, Reproductive Health, and
Health of Young Children Policy Act of 1983". Federal
legislation should be supportive of the prevention efforts
which are established as a priority for Maine.
Recommendation 20:
It is recommended that the revised birth certificate
reporting form in combination with the hospital discharge
data system be utilized to identify the prevalence of
developmental disability among live births in Maine and
identify those aspects of the pregnancy or genetic background
which might be related to the disability.
Recommendation 21:
One or more regional coordination models should be
established for community-based coordination of prevention
related services. This could involve the appointment of a
regional prevention coordinator as a member of an appropriate
organization or agency.
It is suggested that such a project
be developed in a community where a preschool coordination
project exists. The model used within Illinois might be
an appropriate vehicle to be used within a pilot region.
Program activities must be based on local needs and
could include a wide range of issues. Often persons in
rural areas experience problems in transportation to local
services such as regular prenatal or physician care, support
groups, and WIC activities. Physicians in rural areas also
note the problems inherent in transfer of infants in need of
special care to Level II and III nurseries.
Such specific
n~eds as these may be addressed as well as various educational
and public information projects and preventive health care
services through closer coopera"tion among the various provider
agencies.
Recommendation 22:
Establish a statewide steering committee to plan and
coordinate the development of a system of medical, social,
and educational services for prevention of developmental
disabilities in Maine. This should be a select committee
appointed by Governor Brennan with members who have broad
knowledge and experiences in all aspects of Maine's medical,
me~tal health, educational, and social service programs and
who can ef=ect the coordination of developmental disabilities
prevention with other major health initiatives such as child
health and environmental health.
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Recommendation 23:
Establish or designate an administrative unit to provide
support and administrative services to the steering committee
in its efforts to implement the prevention of developmental
disabilities as a State of Maine priority and to provide the
subsequent coordination of effort necessary.
Recommendation 24:
Commensurate with the implementation of the various
new efforts to prevent developmental disabilities in Maine,
the Developmental Disabilities Council should establish an
ongoing evaluation program to measure the impact of various
interventions and to document the extent of activity that has
occurred to produce a positive result.
The time to design the evaluation process is at the
beginning of a program and should be done in concert with the
design of goals, objectives, and activities.
It is proposed
that one of the grants of the Developmental Disabilities Council
should be for an independant design of an evaluation process
for the State of Maine's coordinated effort to prevent developmental disabilities.
Recommendation 25:
The Commissioners of Human Services, Mental HaIth and
Mental Retardation, and Educational and Cultural Services
establish a policy requring that appropriate units and contracted
agencies within their agencies, based upon the receipt of
information and/or orientation programs, develop an internal
plan for the prevention of developmental disabilities related
to their individual roles and that such plan be required to be
updated on an annual basis.
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EXISTING PROGRAMS TO PREVENT DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES IN MAINE
DEFINITION:
The Maine Planning Council for Developmental Disabilities in
its three-year state plan (1981-1983) uses the federally
accepted definition of developmental disabilities as stated in
the REHABILITATION, COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES, AND DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES AMENDMENTS of 1978 upon which to base its planning
activities.

The state accepts the basic precepts of the defini-

tion but expands them, relating them to Maine's own problems.
Briefly the nationally recognized definition of developmental
disabilities is as follows:
... a severe, chronic disability of a person
which-(A)

is attributable to a mental or physical
impairment or combination of mental and
_physical impairments;

(B)

is manifested before the person attains age
twenty-two;

(C)

is likely to continue indefinitely;

(D)

results in substantial functional limitations in three or more of the following
areas of major life activity:
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(i)

self-care

(i i )

receptive and expressive language

( iii)

learning

(i

mobility

v)

(v)

self-direction

(vi)

capacity for independent living,
and

(vii)
(E)

economic self-sufficiency, and

reflects the person's need for a combination
and sequence of special, interdisciplinary, or
generic care, treatment, or other services
which are individually planned and coordinated.

It should be noted that this statement marks an important
change from previous developmental disabilities programs which
focused on particular disorders or diseases (such as mental
retardation, cerebral palsy, or

~utism).

The 1978 definition

focuses on the level of functional impairment rather than categorical cause of the impairment so that limitation in several
major life activities, due to any number of physically or mentally handicapping conditions, is the basis for program participation (DD Council, 1980).
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PREVALENCE OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

Prevalence and incidence data on the developmental disabilities population in Maine are difficult to obtain, due in part to
the lack of uniform centralized data collection.

The Council,

for planning purposes, has estimated the current developmentally
disabled population in Maine based on a formula designed by EMC
Institute for a national study.

These estimates give a very

general picture of the state's developmentally disabled population, but may not accurately reflect the real geographic distribution of the population, and other characteristics which are
important for planning preventive interventions.

However, taking

these limitations into consideration, the state has been able to
estimate the developmental disabilities population by county and

b~

age groups--both of which are essential for program planning.

The total estimated projected developmental disabilities population in Maine for FY 1983 is 18,055; 1,778 being preschool age
(0-2 years) and 5,649 being school age (3-17 years)

(Council,

1980) .
For purposes of planning prevention programs, however, the incidence of developmental disabilities--new cases among the live
birth population--may be a more appropriate measure.

From the

literature, the following group of data representing the rate of
prevalence of various diseases among live born infants have been
compiled.
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Marfan's Syndrome

1 in 20,000*

phenylketonuria

1 in 12,000*

Galactosemia

1 in 57,000*

Bomocystenuria

1 in 200,000*

Hemophilia

1 in 10,000*

Down's Syndrome

1 in 1,000*

Hypothyroidism

1 in 5,000-10,000**

Maple Syrup Urine Disease

1 in 170,000***

Neura1·Tube Defects

1-2 in 1,000****

*CECIL TEXTBOOK OF MEDICINE.,

16th ed. ed. by J.B. Wyngaarden

and L.B. Smith, Saunders, 1982.
**Eggertsen

p. 33

***W. A. Miller,

NEWBORN GENETIC SCREENING.

****ACOG News Release, June 17, 1983

No date.

(

According to statistics kept by the Newborn Screening
Program within the Bureau of Health, rates in Maine for 1981 and
1982 of five inborn errors of metabolism which cause mental
retardation are as follows:
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Number infants screened

1981

1982

16,929

16,572

Hypothyroidism

1 in 5,643 (3 cases)

1 in 4,143 ( 4 )

PKU

1 in 5,643 ( 3 )

1 in 16,572 ( 1)

( 0)

1 in 16,572 ( 1)

Homocystenuria

0

1 in 16,929 ( 1)

Galactosemia

1 in 16,572.(1)

Maple Syrup Urine

o

Disease

( 0)

o

(0)

However, two years of data for disorders which show up
so

infreqUen~lY

in the population are not sufficient to determine

firm annual incidence rates in a state with such a small annual
birth population as Maine's.
Other sources of information include the vital statistics
report from the Maine Division of Research and vital Records,
and data from the Maine Fetal Risk

Project~

According to the

annual Maine vital statistics report, out of over 16,000 live
births in 1980, 235 were reported as being affected by some type
of congenital anomaly.
or 1 in 70.

This is 1.4% of the liveborn population

However, there has been a lack of uniform reporting

on birth certificates by physicians and this figure may not be
truly representative.

In some cases anomalies which would not

match the federal definition of a developmental disability as
being one which restricts at least three major life activities
may be reported; yet at the same time some physicians may not
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report some anomalies, or they might not be evident at the time
of birth.

Coburn, Bennert, and Bennert (1982) in the final

report on the Maine Fetal Risk Project, state that 12.7% (1 in
approximately 8) of the live births studied in a one and a half
year period had some kind of morbidity outcome, not necessarily a
developmental disability including low birth weight, transfer to
neonatal intensive care center, a five minute Apgar score of less
than seven, and retention of newborn in hospital after mother1s
discharge. pp.67).

Both the vital statistics report and the

Coburn study include information on newborns who are affected by
conditions which mayor may not be defined as developmental disabilities, but they may be used as indicators in estimati

the

prevalence of disabilities and diseases among the live born population.

The Coburn study especially links morbidity outcome as

well as fetal and neonatal" mortality with various socioeconomic
maternal characteristics--an important consideration in designi
developmental disability prevention activities.
EXISTING PREVENTION ORIENTED PROGRAMS J!lND SERVICES
As part of the information gathering process of this project?
staff spoke with representatives from the Bureau of Health p Depart'
ment of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, and DECS reg

i

the various activities which they plan, fund, or administrate.
In Maine there are numerous programs for prevention and ear
intervention of developmental disabilities, both public
vate.

The Bureau of Health, DHS, has been particularly ac
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i

prevention, both in newborn screening and in social and health
education.
One of the programs within the Bureau which immediately
addresses prevention issues is the Newborn Screening Program,
mandated by a 1965 statute of the state of Maine, which tests all
newborns for five inborn errors of metabolism.

The program is

currently funded through federal money and is part of the New
England Regional Screening prog/am.

The Bureau provides

screening kits to all hospitals and then sends all specimens to
the Massachusetts State Laboratory.

Parents are charged for the

initial screening, but for follow-up tests the program pays for
the kit.
manually.

Records are kept at the program office and are filed
This program is an important source of information,

and retrieval of information would be facilitated if files were
computerized.
The state also funds various genetic screening programs in
the state including activities ae Eastern Maine Medical Center in
Bangor (with Presque Isle and Machias satellites) the Foundation
f6r Blood Research which has an active genetic ed~cation component and Maine Medical Center.

As part of their committment to

genetics activities,' the state also provides education to high
school biology teachers so they might inform their students of
genetics issues, and some provider education which is aimed also
at developing screening tools (the Maine Fetal Risk Project
worked with physicians to test risk assessment as part of the
prenatal record system).
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The director of the state's genetic programs feels that the
services now being offered are very good, but that the public
must be made aware of the importance of screening and education,
and that providers must learn to think in terms of prenatal genetic screening.

As an example, AFP testing is solely the choice

of the parent and physician, and only about 30-40% of the
pregnancies in Maine are tested.
sent to the FBR for analysis.

AFP tests in this state are

The FBR feels that AFD screening

should be taken advantage of by a much larger number of pregnant
females and that both provider and public education are the means
for accomplishing this.
Many of the other programs within the Bureau of Health which
impact upon developmental disabilities use public and health education as a mechanism in preventing childhood disorders.

The

state is active in childhood accident prevention, and works with
hospitals and educators regarding infant car seats and poisons.
They plan to address fire and falls in the near future.

The

Bureau has purchased 5-6,000 car seats which are now available
for use in hospitals around the state; private groups such as
churches also have car seat programs.

They also provide educa-

tion and information packets regarding poisons to parents, hospitals, teachers, babysitters, and grandparents.
Environmentally-related programs include a small lead
screening program in which the\public health nurses are actively
involved and programs addressing child abuse.
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This latter issue

is an important one in Maine.

In 1981 alone there were 4,069

families assigned to caseworkers which had been referred to Child
Protective Services.

Of the 4,273 case studies which were

completed in that same year, 56.5% of the initial referrals were
found to be substantiated.

The Bureau is focusing on education

and support groups as a means to address the problem.

They have

funded a l2-month pilot parent outreach program in Norway, Maine,
which was developed jointly with the local school system.

It is

a course aimed at the rural poor and includes both home visits
and

class time.

for the program.

Apparently, future funding may not be available
A second year-long program now being planned

will establish four parent support groups aimed also at the rur
poor, especially those not already identified by Child Protective
Services.
The Bureau's provider education activities include training
courses for those who will be doing parent teaching, education
for public health nurses who already do much family counseling,
,

~

~.

curriculum development for a component on child abuse in childbirth education programs (through Eastern Maine Medical Center),
and education about high risk pregnancies and parenting skills
made available to any Maine hospital through Maine Medical
Center.
The Bureau of Health would like to see more training for
providers to help them identify the signs of child abuse or
neglect.
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The Women's, Infants', and Children's program, already proven
to be successful nationally (Jansson, 1983), provides nutritional
supplements and education to mother and children in Maine.
Administrated by the Bureau of Health, it is totally federally
funded and is currently serving a case load of approximately
14,000 each month.

Referrals come to WIC through Public Health

Nursing, physicians, schools, social services, and hospitals.
The program also does some outreach, such as mailing information
with AFDC checks.

In FY 1982, the program in Maine received $5.3

million from the U.S. Department of Agriculture: 77% was used for
food, and the remaining amount was used for nutrition education
and administrative costs.

All of the agencies which contract

with the state to provide program services provide nutrition
education either in class or group situations or via individual
counseling.

The Bureau does some evaluation to assure compliance

with federal policies and also performs an annual participant
survey.

Some data on the program has been computerized, though

no analysis ha_d been performed at.- the time this information was
collected.

However, this program is a potentially rich source

for data on children and pregnant women at risk due to socioeconomic status.

Currently the Bureau is aware that quality of

nutrition education is uneven across the state and would like to
work with the WIC agencies to provide uniform high level counseling.

The Commissioner of Human Services has indicated that

the WIC program could be greatly expanded if more federal funding
were available.
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One of the basic tenets of prevention of developmental disabilities is the prevention of infectious diseases.

The Bureau's

immunization program not only distributes vaccine for mumps,
measles, and rubella, but also for polio, diptheria, pertussis,
and tetanus.

The state requires that children are immunized by

the time they enter school or at school entry.
of Maine children are currently being immunized.

Approximately 96%
The program

also performs an annual assessment of school entrants who are
immunized and distributes some educational materials for both the
public and health care providers.

Due to funding limitations

there seems to be some question as to whether free vaccine will
continue to be available, which means some children might not be
immunized.

However, currently the program is comprehensive and
(

works effectively to prevent occurrence of infectious diseases.
The Maternal and Infant Care activities within the Bureau
are for the most part treatment oriented, though they have been
involved with prevention via prenatal care.

The Maternal and

Infant Care Project provides prenatal care for women in the
Washington and Hancock County area, through Downeast Health
Services.

In the past as many as 50% of the women in Washington

County were enrolled, and physicians still refer many of their
patients.

Statewide, as much as 80% of public health nursing

activities are related to maternal and child health, and much of
the work that is accomplished is prevention-oriented whether
through well-baby clinics or counseling or families.
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When asked what problems might be encountered ih continuing
to provide services at the Bureau of Health, staff most often
mentioned lack of adequate funding to coordinate, expand, or
extend pilot programs or programs now available in only certain
regions of the state, resulting in uneven coverage, both
geographically and qualitatively.
Some of the activities of the Department of Educational and
cultural Services, while chiefly oriented toward identification
of and intervention for developmentally disabled children, do
relate to prevention.

The school system in Lisbon, for example,

with funding from both DHS and DECS has designed a school-based
program which includes, among other services, preventive programs
such as education and information for both teaching and administrative personnel and the public.

The Department was

instrumental in developing health education curricula for high
schools and also has an active Division of Alcohol and Drug
Education.
Areas addressed in interviews with several service providers
outside the state government focused on prenatal care, maternal
education, screening, and adolescent pregnancy.

Approximately 1%

of live births in Maine each year occur outside of the hospital.
Some of these births are attended either by lay midwives or one
of three Certified Nurse Midwives who attend home births in the
state.

A CNM who does home births and who is active in

establishing an association of lay and nurse midwives (Midwives
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of Maine) was interviewed.

She felt that both lay and nurse mid-

wives are conscientious about counseling their clients regarding
smoking, alcohol, and nutrition.

Nurse midwives routinely do

blood tests for all clients, including rubella titre, Rh, and
Most lay midwives require their clients to visit a

VDRL.

physician's office at least twice during the pregnancy, and that
is where blood tests are performed.

One of the first issues

which will be addressed by the new MOM association is the development of standards of care, including laboratory testing.
Among the nurse midwives counseling regarding AFP blood
serum tests and amniocentesis is available on an individual
basis.

Routinely they do not counsel for amniocentesis based on

the mother's age, but only if there is a history of prematurity,
anomalies; or other problems in the family.

Like many physi-

cians, the nurse midwives will not consider amniocentesis unless
the mother is willing to abort.

It is felt that the procedure

presents too great a risk and can be to psychologically damaging
to perform if the woman will not act on the results anyway.
The family planning clinics in the state are an important
link

~n

prevention services as they reach a large number of

teenage women before they become pregnant.

Besides family

planning counseling and services, the service providers and the
counselors discuss smoking, alcohol, and nutrition with their
clients.

The clinics make a wide variety of posters and pamph-

lets on these and other subjects available in their waiting
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rooms.

Family planning sites offer low-cost nonthreatening

environments for young women and should not be overlooked in statewide or regional prevention planning.
In 1981, 14% (2,337) of all births in Maine were to adolescent mothers, and almost 32% (781) of those births were to
teenagers 17 years of age or younger.

The Statewide Service

Providers' Coalition on Adolescent Pregnancy addresses some of
the problems associated with adolescent pregnancy_

The Coalition

is a network of service providers which acts as a conduit for
federal and state funds which support demonstration projects for
at-risk, pregnant, and parenting teenagers.

Currently the

Coalition receives MCH block grant funding from the Department of
Human Services for nine projects throughout the state.

Each pro-

ject is somewhat different, but generally the services provided
include prenatal and childbirth education classes, parenting
classes, support groups, individual counseling, referral services, school programs, and infant stimulation.

Though many of

the services are aimed at pregnant or parenting teenagers, at-risk
adolescents are also targeted.

For all clients, the coalition

tries to complete a two-year follow-up program which measures
the health of mother and child, continuation of schooling for
the mother, self-sufficiency of the mother, and repeat unplanned
pregnancies.
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EARLY INTERVENTION SERVICES

Though early intervention programs are not the primary concern of this report, they must be considered in any developmental
disabilities prevention planning because they do function as
secondary prevention services.

Early intervention and educa-

tional programs can serve to prevent further physical or mental
limitation and deterioration in affected children, and may also
serve to keep the family aware of their genetic history so that
they might make informed decisions about further pregnancies.
A survey of the prevention/early intervention programs statewide was conducted in order to gather valuable input from these
service providers regarding the ways that they contribute to the
prevention of developmental disabilities.

Our interests were to

find out:
1.

The types of developmental disabilities prevention
being offered and by whom.

2.

The obstacles to and recommendations for more
comprehensive prevention services in Maine.

Approximately 36 provider agencies were surveyed with a
response rate of 50%.
disabled clients.

The 18 respondents serve approximately 970

Except for geographic differences in obstacles

to services such as the need for a better transportation system
in rural areas, there were many similarities in the types of
responses we received.
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Few respondents claimed to provide prevention services.
Most offer early intervention services or parent support services, and their responses reflect their involvement with already
identified disabled children.

The few prevention oriented ser-

vices that were being offered were care for premature infants,
and education regarding alcohol intake during pregnancy, child
abuse and neglect, and nutrition.
Most respondents noted that their services to clients were
not mandated; the few exceptions were mandated by the Bureau of
Mental Retardation, the Mental Health Centers Act, etc.
The primary eligibility requirements for clients served by
these respondents were the possibility of identified developmental delay, and parental approval or involvement.

Some also

required a physician referral.
Services were funded essentially by Medicaid, private
insurance, and out-of-pocket by the client.

Except for two pro-

viders who served only people with Cerebral Palsy or Downs
Syndrome, all were interested in providing services to clients
with any type of developmental delay or disability.

All respon-

dents served children ages 0-5, and three of those extended service into the teenage years.
A majority of providers stated that they evaluate the impact
of their programs through various mechanisms such as client estimates, trends in numbers of participants or percentage of the
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target population reached, number of referrals, time survey of
clients and parents, and measurement of the child's progress
using psychological or developmental tests.
When respondents were asked generally what obstacles
they saw to the provision of services within their programs,
their response was similar to the concerns expressed by those
providers of prevention services already interviewed:

Lack

of funding, not enough physicians/provider participation in
the program, and lack of coordination of services.
obstacles identified were:

Other

Not enough physician referrals,

lack of qualified personnel, not enough technical support
for day-care staff, no unified client evaluation process,
and lack of transportation.
Finally, these obstacles, together with the stated needs
for services, prompted the following recommendations from the
respondents.
Establish a clearinghouse for coordination of services and
information concerning developmental disability problems for
providers and families, resulting in a communications network to assure comprehensive coordinated services to clients.
This sort of distribution of information would prompt better,
more frequent referrals by physicians as well.
Parent groups recommend a stronger emphasis on peer
support and resource groups for themselves which would provide
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them with the encouragement to ask their primary care providers,
especially physicians, appropriate questions.

They expressed

a great deal of concern that their physicians are lacking the
knowledge, and sometimes motivation, to deal with their children
adequately.

Their feelings of overwhelming vulnerability at the

time of detection of problems would be reduced by physician's
assurance of knowledge and sensitivity to developmental disability
problems.
Several respondents targeted as a priority the area of
improvement of clinical mental health services to families
of developmentally disabled children.

They recommend a

program that encourages families to learn to deal with
their own needs as a family, incorporating the needs of their
own "special child".
In the area of program funding, providers recommend a
consistent, stable funding base so that a more concerted
effort can be-placed-on programmatic issues as opposed to
fiscal survival.

In that light, they urge a look at better

coverage for early intervention services by private insurance
companies and, more specifically, improved Medicaid reimbursement
for private physical therapists.
Respondents spoke often about the problems of service provision in rural areas.

Increased transportation services are

recommended to make service programs and physician visits more
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accessible.

Also more funding should be directed to home stimu-

lation programs and to the acquisition of mobile education units
for these areas.
Service providers especially are concerned about the
recruitment of physical therapists and occupational therapists
to provide direct service and training in developmental
disabilities.
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